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PREFACE

This volume is a compilattion of the edited proceedings of the *Misile Aerodvnamics 'co)urse, held at the V'on Karmdn
Institute (VKI) in Rhode-Saint-Gen~se. Belgium. from March 301 to April 3, 1987. A condensed version of this course has been
presented at the Air Academy in Athens. Greece, IS- 19 Nlay 1987 and at the Deseclopmcnt and Research Department in
Ankara, Turkey, 21-22 May. 1987.

This series of lectures supportcd by the AGARI) Fluid Dynamics Panel and the Von Karmdn Institute followed previous
courses organized at VKI: 1974 IVKI LS67). 1970 (VKI LS88) and 1979 (AGARI) LS98). This course was intended for
practical engineers and researchers, beginners or experienced professionals. for military and engineering teaching institutions.
The speakers, from industry and research establishments, paid particular attention to illustrate their presentation with
numerous practical applications.

In recent years remarkable progress has been made in the field of tactical missile aerodynamics by" theoretical and by
experimental means and the objective of this course was to present the current state of the art in fundamental knoiwledge and in
practical predictive methods (semi-empirical and numerical), with future trends. Special attention wtas focussed on nonlinear
aerodynamics and unconventional configurations% such as airbreathing missiles. For the first time numerical methods based on
the resolution of the Euler equations with flow separation vortices were included in a course specific to missiles. In addition toi
the general aspects oif missile aerodynamics, the course also dealt with particular problems such as the aerodynamics iif air
intakes, kinetic heating and base flows. The design of the next generation supersonic and hvpersiinic missiles M as discussed in
the last lecture.

We want to thank all the speakers for their outstanding work and AGARD and VKI for the organi/ation ot this course.
Our thanks also go to the local coosrdinators in Athens and Ankara for their hospitality.

Ce volume regroupe let notes concernant le cisurs-Aerodynamnique des Missiles" pr~sente ii l'Institut Von K~rm~n (VKI)
de Rhode-Saint-Gen~sc, Belgique. du 3(1 Mars au 3 Avril 1987 et don) une version condens& a 61 pttisen~e a I'Acaderme de
l'Air dlAthenes, Gr&e. les 18-I19 Mai 1987 ct au 136partement Recherche et D~vcloppement d*Ankara. Turquie. les 21 -22
Mai 1987.

Ce cycle de conferences conqu et r6alis sous lNgidle du Panel de Dynamique des Fluides de I'AGARD el du VKI faisait
suite ii des cours similaires organis~s au VKI en 1974 (VKI LS67). 1976 (VKI LS88) et 1979 (AGARD LS98). Ce cours aIait
destn6 aux ing~nieurs de l'industri e t aux chercheurs, d~butants ou confirm~s, ainsi qu'aux militaires et &cs d'ingenicurs.
Les confurenciers appartenant au secteur industriel et des organismes de recherche s'attacherent ii illustrvr leur presentaiin
avec dle nombreuses applications pratiques.

Des progr-s consid~rables ayant 6t rialis~s ces cderni~rcs anneies dans le domaine de I'a~rodynamique des missiles
tactiques aussi hien par voie theorique que par voie experimentale. cc court avait pour but dle presenter 1'6tat actuel des
connaissances fondamentales et des mnthodes de calcul utilis~es (semi-empiriques et numiriques) avec leur evolution future.
Une attention toute particulire a &6 apport&e aux effets non-lincaires et aux configurations non conventionnelles telles que les
missiles a~robies. Pour Ia premibrc fois les m~thodes num~riques bas~es sur fa resolution des tiquations d'Euler avec prise en
compte dle structures tourbillonnaires ont 6t developpe6es dans un court specifique aux missiles. Outre les aspects g~n~raux de
l'aerodynamique des missiles, let sujets trants au court des confrrences englobaient certains problmes particuliers, tels que

'a~rodynanique des prises d'air. Ila~rothermique et les 6coulements de eulot. La conception des missiles supersoniques et
hypersoniques futurs a 6t pr~sent~e en conclusion de cc cours.

Nous tenons remeircier tout les conferenciers pour l'excellent travail qu'ils ont accompli ainsi que let organisateurs de
l'AGARD et du~ N Itans qui ce cours; naurait pu avoir lieu, sans oublier les coordinateurs locaux dle la Gr~ce el de la Turquie
pour leur hospitalite.

R.G.Lacau
Directeur du cycle de conferiences
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AN INTRODUCTION

TO TACTICAL MISSILE
AERODYNAMICS

R.G. LACAU

offopalale - DIVISION ENGINS TACTIQUES

92320 CHATILLON - France

SUMMARY

The present lecture provides a general review of tactical missile aerodynamics considerations. The different aspects considered
are : the general aerodynamics design with some problems encountered on existing and future missiles, the specificities of tactical
missile aerodynamics and a survey of the most important semi-empirical and numerical methods. The semi-empirical methods

has led to the development of a large variety of practical tools, not expensive in computer time they are routinely used by the
project engineers, but they are restricted to conventional missile and global aerodynamics. The numerical methods, much more
recent, which consist of solving the Navier-Stokes equations, the Euler equations, the full potential equation and the lineariked
equation are essential to treat complicated configurations, to determine load distributions and local flow field properties. In each
case, a list of various codes is provided with their actual capabilities.
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1. Introduction

During the last few years remarkable progress has been made in the field of tactical missile aerodynamics by theoretical
and experimental means.

The aim of this special course is to present the current state of the art in fundamental knowledge and in predictive methods.
Special attention will be focussed on non-linear aerodynamics and on airbreathing configurations.

In this first lecture we shall give a general survey of tactical missile aerodynamics with aerodynamic problems encountered
on existing and future missiles and of the most important computer codes. The lecture is divided into three parts.

The first part is concerned with general aerodynamic design considerations. It presents the tactical missiles with the various
types of geometrical configurations, propulsive systems and control systems. Because of the high level of maneuverability needed
by actual and future missiles, the control system is more than ever the heart of the aerodynamic design of a guided missile.
So, each type of control systems will be presented with its advantages and disadvantages. Trends in tactical missiles will be
given for each missile family and we shall attempt to determine for future missiles the associated new aerodynamic problems.
A brief look on improvement areas and contributing factors for improved performance ends this first part.

The second part presents the specificities of tactical missile aerodynamics and the different aerodynamic tasks and problems
involved in tactical missile aerodynamic studies which are classified in global, local and particular aerodynamic studies.

The third part is dedicated to computational methods used for estimating the aerodynamic characteristics of different
configurations. These predictive methods fall into two categories. Category 1 includes semi-empirical methods based on a
component buildup approach which couples simple theories and data correlations together to take advantage of the strength
and minimize the weakness of each one. These codes which need only a minimal amount of computer time are the main engineering
tools for the project engineers. Nevertheless they are mainly restricted to conventional missile and global aerodynamics. Twenty-
five programs used by different industries and research laboratories with their actual capabilities and limitations are listed. Category
2 includes numerical methods, more and more important with the increasing speed and the size of computers and the increasing
development of new algorithms. In comparison to semi-empirical methods they can be used to treat complicated configurations
and provide a better modelling of the physics of the flow field. This paper summarizes the actual capabilities and limitation of
several full Navier-Stokes codes, parabolized Navier-Stokes codes. Euler codes, full potential codes and linear potential codes
used by industry and research laboratories.

2. General aerodynamic design considerations

2.1. Introduction to tactical missiles

A tactical missile is a moving body flying in the atmosphere, self-propelled, expendable, pilotless, guided and controlled either
remotely or by an autopilot; its purpose is to destroy a static or moving target by a direct hit or explosion of a warhead, normally
of conventional design, sometimes with low nuclear power.

A tactical missile is a short, medium or long range weapon (respectively a few kilometers, tens of kilometers and a few hundred
kilometers), of small size and aimed against a military target. It may be launched from the 9round, from aircraft, including helicopters.
from ships, from submarines...

Tactical missiles can be classified according to the various following criteria
- the shape : cruciform or not
- the propulsion system : solid-propellant rocket motor or air-breathing engine
- the control system : deflected aerodynamic surfaces (canard....), jet controls
- the firing end interception conditions

the target.

The following classification is generally adopted
Surface-to-Air (HAWK, RAPIER, ROLAND. CROTALE,...
Air-to-Air (MAGIC, SUPER 530, SIDEWINDER... I
Air-to-Surface IAS-3O, ASMP, MAVERICK,...)
Anti-tank (MILAN, HOT, TOW....
Anti-ship JEXOCET family. OTOMAT, HARPOON,....
Surface-to-Surface (LANCE, PLUTON,.. .

Let us quote other missiles the aerodynamic design of which is similar : target drones (C22, FIREBEE.... and remote-piloted-

vehicles RPV (AQUILA, CL289,...I. also some rockets, guided bombs and submarine vehicles (SM39,,.. .

A missile generally consists of (fig. 1, Ref. 1. and 2) :
- a body which contains the warhead, the guidance and control system, the propulsion unit, and various equipment (batteries.
control actuators....
- wings for the lift and control surfaces for guidance, which provide also the missile stability

Propulsion Is provided
- in the acceleration phase by a jettisonable (wrap around or in tandem) or integrated solid-pfopellant booster system (fig. 2)
- in the cruise phase by a solid-propellant rocket motor or an air-breathing engine (turbojet. ramjetl.

The control system may be of the following types (fig. 31 :

aerodynamic controls, hence linked with dynamic pressure
- jet controls.

2.2. Tactical missile design

The process of designing a missile begins first of all by the analysis of parameters concerning the target and the firing and
interception conditions.
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The target is characterized by
- its size : this may be large (airport, bridge, ship... or small (tank, missile. 

its signature infrared, electromagnetic radiatior,
- its hardness tank, helicopter, radar station,...

its kinematics : range of speed, altitude and maneuverabihty.

The firing and Interception conditions are characterized by:
- the nature of the launcher

* aircraft, helicopter
- ground vehicle, man
* ship

submarine

the dynamic pressures to be encountered by the flying missile and which depend on its speed and its altitude.

The study then goes on in a close collaboration with the teams concerned by the various functions uf missile definition (see
the interactive design cycle, fig. 4, Ref. 3)

aerodynamics

propulsion
structures

- guidance and control
- warhead

- other technologies (power supply,..).

2.3. Types of configurations

As the application field of missiles is very large (anti-tank, anti-ship.. ). it does not exist a unique optimum configuration
even if tendency is to develop multi-purpose missiles (ex. : air-to-air mis3ile for long range and close range interception), The
distinction is, therefore, made between the following lfig. 5)

- Body alone
It does not contain any lifting surface and therefore must be controlled by deflecting the jet from the piopulsion unit by

means of rotating nozzles; this implies that propulsion continues all over the flight This configuration of tactical missiles is not
used very often, except for strategic missiles.

- Finned body
At the rear part of the body lifting surfaces are mounted which may be used for several tasks

stabilizing surfaces le.g. : HOT, MILAN)
control surfaces (e.g. : LANCE, PLUTON).

If they are only stabilizing surfaces the missile must be controlled by jet controls.
This configuration is usually cruciform.

- Conventional missile
The wings are mounted close to the center of gravity of the rissile and increase the body lift. The control surfaces with

a span and an area smaller than those of the wings, are mounted on the rear part of the body, they increase the missile stability
and provide its setting in incidence. The configuration is cruciform and is the one the most often used.
e.g. : EXOCET.

- Long wing missile (or very small aspect ratio wings)
This is a conventional missile, except that the wing chord is very large compared to the span. The control surfaces, mounted

near the base, generally have a span larger than that of the wings. The use of long wings proceeds from research into missiles
of reduced bulir, in order to increase the number of missiles on the launcher, and to facilitate handling, storage and setting into
battery. Moreover a long wing missile L haves well at high angles of attack.

- Canard missile
The canard fins are mounted near the nose and are used for control. The wings, with a large span and area, are mounted

on the rear part of the body. All these surfaces are located far from the center of gravity. This configuration, cruciform, is mostly
used for small missiles.
e.g. : SIDEWINDER, CROTALE....

- Moving wing missile
The wings which are used for control are placed close to the center of gravity and the others at the rear part of the body.

e.g. : SPARROW.

- Air breathing missile
The body is fitted with air-intakes for the feeding of a ramjet or a turbojet. The air-intakes may be

- lateral, two in number (ASMP), or three or four (ANS)
- ventral (HARPOON)
- frontal (SEA DART)
- dorsal (ALCM)

They lead to an external arrangement peculiar to the missile.

In all the above different types of configurations the body is generally of revolution with a constant or variable diameter
(boat-tailed afterbody, tandem booster configuration, ... I, and a sharp or blunt nose. The length-to-diameter ratio of the whole
body is on an average
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- 8 for anti-tank
- 12 for surface-to-surface, anti-ship and air-to-surface
- 16 for surface-to-surface
- 18 for air-to-air.

The lifting Surfaces generally have a low aspect ratio (AR < 4) and even sometimes very low as for the long wing missiles
(AR<0.3 - SUPER 530. MAVERICK, PHOENIX). Their planform is simple : delta truncated or not, trapezoidal or rectangular, just
like their airfoil section, the thickness chord ratio of which does not exceed 8 % : double-wedge or modified double-wedge and
symimretrical sharp-nosed airfoil. In a few particular cases, as for cruise missiles, more sophisticated airtoils are used (ex. : NACA
airfoil).

2.4. Types of propulsion

The main propulsion modes used are

- solid-propellant rocket motors
liquid-propellant rocket motors
liquid or much more recently solid fuel ramiets

- turbojets.

The most used is the solid-propellant rocket motor the main features of which are

- reliability and safety
- ease of operation, maintenance-free storage, noteworthy durability (solid-propellant motors stored for 14 years have run without
any problem)
- suitable performance for medium range.

The liquid fuel motor, more sophisticated, is no longer used in practice for the tactical missiles because it is more complicated,
and deployment safety conditions are not very consistent with the severe environmental conditions of these missiles.

The ramjet provides a good specific impulse 14 to 5 times more energy than solid-propellantI but it is necessary to boost
the missile to a supersonic speed before it can operate, Up to now, it is the only propulsor able to sustain a long range supersonic
flight at low altitude. Its thrust may be easily modulated in order either to accelerate the missile or to maintain its speed during
flight maneuvers and this in a wide altitude range.

The turbojet which has a relative discretion against the infrared detectors is of great interest only for long ranges. Its low
thrust does not allow sufficient initial speed, so it is necessary to use auxiliary boosters. Furthermore it needs careful maintenance
for the turning parts (for pumps,..).

2.5. Types of control

The mair control modes used are

- aerudynamic controls : deflected aerodynamic monobloc surfaces, trailing edge flaps (HAWK), spoilers (anti-tank COBRA,
MAMBA), these last two now seldom used
- jet controls :

thrust vector control of the main motor
.lateral jet controls.

2.5.1. Aerodynamic controls (fig. 6f (Ref. 1. 4, 5)
These have to insure good efficiency with correct hinge moments. Their aerodynamic behaviour depends on the configuration

tail controls, canard controls, wing controls.

Missiles with canard and tail surfaces are controlled by moment : deflection of a control surface produces moment around
the center of gravity which changes the angle of attack of the missile involving a lift force and a load factor.

Missiles with moving wings are controlled by force : the deflection of the wing produces a direct force applied to the center
of gravity.

a) Tail controls le.g. : EXOCET)
Advantages :

- the local angle of attack remains moderate
- saturation of the control surfaces is lot reached, even for deflections up to 200 or 300
- the aerodynamic behaviour is linear
- the hinge moments are relativply small
- the pitch-yaw coupling is small.

Disadvantages :

- the tail surfaces produce a loss in lift, therefore an opposite force to the desired direction of missile flight
- the response of the missile is slow
- because of the control actuators are at the rear an extension tube must be used for the propulsion unit (see fig. 1), which is
not suitable for small missiles.

b) Canard controls le.g. : MAGIC)

Advantages :
- the canard controls produce a lift in the desired direction of missile flight
- maneuverability is high : the lift of the canard controls involves a loss in lift on the tail surfaces and the moment thus obtained is large
- response is fast
- integration is easy.



Disadvantages

- the local angle of attack is high
- saturation of the canard controls :s quckly reached
- aerodynamics is non-linear
- the hinge moments are high
- the pitch-yaw coupling ;q nigh
- the interference of the canard on the tail surfaces is complex so the roll efficiency may be reduced or even inverted because
of a roll moment having an opposite direction on the tail

In order to avoid some of these problems, a fixed surface is added in front of the canard (reduction of the local angle of

attack) and the tail is free-to-rotate (no roll interference).

c) Wing controls

This type of control develops a wing force close to the center of gravity.

Advantages :

- the angle of attack of the missile body is small, which for electromagnetic seeker missiles reduces the radome boresight error
slope (e.g. : SPARROW)
- the response is very fast.

Disadvantages :
- loss in tail effectiveness due to a strong downwash is relatively large

body lift is not used
- wing location is critical because the position of the center of gravity is not constant
- integration is difficult.

Figures 7 and 8 (Ref. 5) give respectively a comparison of the missile responses and lift distribution lot these three kinds
of controls.

The main disadvantage of the aerodynamic controls is their inefficiency when dynamic pressure is very weak. That is the
case, for instance, for anti-tank missiles launched with a very low velocity so that the weapon can be fired within a confined
space, for the surface-to-air and anti-ship missiles vertically launched and needing a quick turn over, for the air-to-air missiles
launched with a low speed or at very high altitude. In these cases it is necessary to use let controls.

2.5.2. Jet controls

Jet controls may be divided into two types of operation
by deflection of the thrust vector which produces a moment generating an incidence and so an aerodynamic force

- by lateral jet streams located either forward or backwards (moment cortrol), or at the center of gravity (force control).

al Thrust vector controls ifig. 9s) (Ref. 1, 4, 6)
There are three main methods :

Thrust oriented by a shock wave in the nozzle

A fluid must be injected into the nozzle or an obstruction must be located at the exit section in order to have a flow separation
and then a shock wave inside the nozzle producing a region of high pressure.

The main devices are :
- the jet deflectors or semaphores : there is one (e.g. : HOT, MILAN). or there are two (e.g. ROLAND) or four (e.g. AS 30
LASER, SM39)

t rhe dome deflector, the jetavator (e.g. : SWINGFIRE), the axial deflector
fluid injection into the nozzle (freon or gas bled from the combustion chamberl.

Advantages :

- simple devices needing no high power
- erosion which can be relatively small.

Disadvantages :

- limited efficiency
- impossible roll control with a single nozzle, so an auxiliary roll control device is necessary or a missile design adapted to autorotation.

* Thrust oriented by rotating nozzle
That can be done with one, two, or four nozzles.

Advantages :
no loss if the jet is not deflected
very important deflection may be possible (up to about 250).

Disadvantages :
- technology problem for the pivot mechanism of the no-4:e
- roll control impossible with a single nozzle.

The latter device applies mainly to missile havin(c a relatively large diameter, having overall dimension problems and or needing
a large maneuverability (e.g. : SRAAM, AGILE).

Deflectors located In the nozzle (e.g. : roll control of the OTTOMATI

The control is the same as tail control
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Advantages
- relatively simple device
- roll control possible

Disadvantages :

- difficult erosion and temperature behaviour problems
- limited deflection

The main advantage of all these thrust vector controfy is their efficiency which does not depend on the dynamic pressure
and the lack of interference with external flow, that is to say with missile aerodynamics.

Their main disadvantage is the impossibility of using them after the propulsion phase.

b) Lateral jet controls (fig. 9b) Ref. 4)

* Lateral jets close to the center of gravity (force control)
As in the case of wing controls the principle consists in creating a direct force at the center of gravity

Systems used :

- a first possibility is to fit the missile with a set of multiple small side-thrusters arranged peripherally along the body length ciose
to the center of gravity. The axis of each side-thruster must be inclined so the elementary force crosses the center of gravity
The transversal component of this side force is used for control and the axial component force is used to maintain the speed
As it is difficult, in practice, to increase the number of side-thrusters, this control mode is used when the flight time and the
maneuverability needs are low leg. : anti-tank DRAGON).
- another possibility which allows a higher maneuverability is to use a continuous gas generator linked with let interceptors te.g
anti-tank ERYX) or with a steam distributor towards the nozzles, There are 2 nozzles for an autorotating missile lanti-tank ERYXi,
3 or 4 for a stabilized missile in rotation. On the other hand, as in the side-thruster control, the nozzle can be inclined backwards
to maintain the speed.

If these systems are disconnected for the cruise velocity, they can be used even after the propulsive phase

This control force :

- does not depend on flight conditions Ispeed, altitude)
- is directly obtained without trying to get an aerodynamic lift

is located at the center of gravity, therefore there is no induced moment and the mi.sde can maneuver at a zero angle of attack

The constraints of these systems are :

- the need for a very slight variation of the center of gravity
the interference of the jet wake with the external flow and in particular with the lifting surfaces, if the latter are located downstream

the nozzle
the need to have short using times so as to keep propellant weight low.

* Lateral jets located at the rear part or at the forward Part of the body (moment controll
As in the case of tail or canard controls the principle consists in creating a moment generating an incidence and so an

aerodynamic force.

The systems used are the same as those for lateral jets close to the center of gravity. The control force does not depend
on flight conditions (velocity, atltitude) and the constraints are the interference of the let wake with the external flow and the
need to have short using times...

For some advanced missiles a combined aerodynamic and jet controls is considered in order to obtain very steep attitude
changes of the missile in the launch phase (vertically launched surface-to-air, low speed launched air-to-air missiles) or in the
terminal flight a short time response in order to increase the accuracy.

2.6. Control configurations

Just considering the main configurations we can see two categories of missiles : the conventional axisymmetrical cruciform
missiles and the aircraft type missiles with one symmetricul plane

a) Conventional axisymmetrical cruciform missiles

They may be - or not - stabilized in roll

* Roll stabilized missiles
In this case the transverse maneuvers result from two separate sets of control surfaces which create independently the incidence

and the sideslip.

The geometrical roll or sometimes simply the rate of roll is kept approximately to zero either by the action of a separate
control surface or by differential deflection of the yaw and/or pitch control surfaces.

Examples :

EXOCET anti-ship missile : the roll, yaw and pitch control orders are executed by 4 independent aerodynamic control surfaces
at the rear pert of the missile.

R 530 air-to-air missile : the yaw and pitch control orders are executed by two sets of aerodynamic control fins at the rear
part of the missile and roll control is achieved by an independent trailing edge flap control surface.

* Non roll-stabilized missiles (au-orotetlng missiles)

In this case the lifting surfaces are set at an angle such that it imparts a rolling motion to the missile : ths averages the
effects of structural, propulsive, and aerodynamic dissymmetries. The motions in yaw-pitch may then result, as above, from
the action of two axis control or more simply from the action of one axis control initiated when passing along the desired direction.

Such a configuration is partir arly well suited for the smaller missiles.
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Examples
SA7, RED EYE : one set of aerodynamic control surfaces
HOT, MILAN : one let deflector.

b) Aircraft type missile
Such missiles have a monoplane layout. Through an action o- roll this monoplane is located perpendicularly to the direction

of the desired maneuver, then, through an action on the pitch control surfaces, the angle-of-attack builds up. The sideslip is
kept neat zero either through the aerodynamic effect in yaw or through an action by the control Surfaces.

Example :

ASMP (airbreathing missile) : 4 aerodynamic control surfaces in yaw-pitch-roll,

2.7. Trends in tactical missile development

The development of tactical missiles and, generally speaking, armament, is always the result of a continuing exchange between
the military who explain their needs or define the guidelines, and the technician, who proposes solutions or submits new ideas
which appear to be promising. It is within the framework of this exchange that, for many years, the general staff has asked
questions, and defined the requirements to which the industrial concerns have tried to find the answers

The beginning...
The first real stimulus that occurred in the field of missiles and aSsocidted technologies, was given at PEENEMUNDE in Germany,

in 1937, In this centre, over a period of seven years, theoretical and experimental activities were undertaken which gave Germany
the first operational missiles in 1944.

The following missiles can be mentioned
- the Vt with a 400 km range It was launched mainly from ramps but could also be launched from aircraft, Its form was that
of a present-day flying target : high aspect ratio wings and a ramjet engine over the top of the fuselage,
- the V2, first operational ballistic missile to be developed. Its form was that of a present-day surface-to-surface missile It had
a symmetrical fuselage with four tail fins,
- the WASSERFALL, first surface-to-air guided missile. ft had a symmetrical fuselage and was provided with low aspect ratio
wings and tail fins with control surfaces on the trailing edges,
- the remote-controlled gliding bomb Xl. first air-to-surface missile.

Many other projects were not completeiy developed, like the ROTKAPCHEN wire guided anti-tank missile, supersonic missiles
or submarine-launched missiles.

This brief review shows that all, or almost all the fields of Possible future developments had already been foreseen in the
1939/45 period ; only the technological shortcomings prevented certain developments from being completed

The missiles of yesterday, to-day and to-morrow
After the second World War, an enormous surge in the development of missiles took place, taking advantage of all the

innovations of modern technology (electronics, automation, etch The instigators of this development have been, and still are
the increasing improvements in the ennemy's forces (the everlasting fight between the sword and the shield)

- the lessons drawn from the following wars ,
• the battle of Berlin in May 1945, which highlighted the importance of anti-tank defences in an urban environment,
- the attack of the EILATH, hit by a STYX missile during the 6-day war which showed the importance of anti-ship weapons,
• the KIPPOUR war which showed the extreme efficiency of anti-tank missiles,
the FALKLANDS conflict, which showed the efficiency of anti-ship missiles and the dissuasive effect of anti-aircraft defence

missile systems,
- the IRAN-IRAK war, which emphasized the lessons learned in the Falklands and, moreover, has shown the efficiency of air to

air weapon systems.

We are now going to review the main groups of tactical missiles, only considering those of which the characteristics have
had a direct effect on aerodynamics, and only the most striking cases will be mentioned

a) The anti-tank missiles
Immediately after the war. a first generation uf light anti-tank missiles was developed, mainly in Europe, using solid propellants

and manual wire-guided remote-control guidance systems. Among these missiles, we can mention

SS1O and ENTAC in France
VIGILANT in Great Britain
COBRA in Germany
SNAPPER in the USSR

All these missiles, with ranges of 1000 m to 1500 m, are of symmetrical cruciform cross-section with two pairs of fairly-
large wings, and controlled by either solid spoilers in the lifting surfaces or by thrust deflectors (SSt0 and ENTAC).

The 2nd generation, currently operational, has paved the way for faster missiles
MILAN (2 km), HOT (4 km), a joint France-Germany project
DRAGON 01 km), TOW (3 km) in the USA
SWINGFIRE in Great Britain
SAGGER in the USSR

These missiles are characterized by smaller stabilizing surfaces, which can be folded to allow the missile to be placed in
a tube which fulfils the triple function of storage container, transportation container and launching container, Flight control is
made by thrust deflection (MILAN, HOT), jetavator (SWINGFIRE), by aerodynamic control surfaces at the rear (TOW), or by lateral
thrusters (DRAGONI.

As the armour plate of the tanks has been improved to keep abreast with anti-tank missiles progress, it has become necessary
to improve this second generation of missiles by increasing the size of the warhead. This has resulted in an increased missile



diameter and a modification of the nose which includes a fixed probe for stand-off warhead initiation, that is to say, an unconventional
nose shape from an aerodynamic point of view.

For the 3rd generation of anti-tank missiles, fulfilling the needs from the year 2000 onwards, development work is taking
place in two directions :

- the renewal of the actual series of medium range (2 km) and long range (4 km) missiles,
- the perfecting of short range (25 m to 600 ml missiles.

There will probably never be any great changes made to the shapes which will remain conventional, that is to say, cylindrical
cruciform with folding stabilizers at the rear. Nevertheless, for certain of these future anti-tank missiles (AC3G. ERYX) an original
construction method will be adopted :

- motor at the front and hollow-charge warhead at the rear, thus enhancing warhead efficiency,
- force-type flight control system, enabling launching at reduced speed (enhanced launching possibilities within restricted areas,

fig. 10), and a possibility of guidance at low speed (efficiency at very short ranges).

This new flight control system will lead to lateral jets for the missile, causing complex three-dimensional flow patterns (fig, 11).

b) The anti-ship missiles
The destruction of the Israelian frigate EILAT in 1967, by a small Egyptian patrol boat armed with STYX anti-ship missiles,

triggered or accelerated the development of several programmes of anti-ship missiles in the western world
KORMORAN, as a joint Germany-France project
MM38, first version of the EXOCET, in France
OTOMAT, as a joint France-Italy venture
HARPOON in the USA
PENGUIN in Norway
GABRIEL in Israel

All these missiles possess a high subsonic speed.

They are propelled either by a solid propellant motor (KORMORAN, MM38, PENGUIN, GABRIEL), or by a turbojet (OTOMAT,
HARPOON). The latter mode of propulsion has had the effect of giving the missile an unconventional shape, due to the presence
of air intakes (one for the HARPOON, four for the OTOMAT). They are all controlled by rear control surfaces, with the exception
of the PENGUIN which is controlled by canard forward control surfaces.

From certain of these missiles, derivative versions have been produced (fig. 121

EXOCET-MM40, OTOMAT, PENGUIN... in coastal batteries
EXOCET-AM39, OTOMAT, PENGUIN, GABRIEL... carried by an aircraft or a helicopter
EXOCET-SM39 carried by a submarine.

In the future, due to the foreseen developments of anti-missile systems, missiles with a greater range and a greater target
penetration capability must be developed. These results will be obtained by increasing the missile speeds to speeds that are
well beyond the speed of sound (Mach 2) and by bringing them over the targets at very low heights with terminal stage maneuvering
at high load factors. In the range of speeds and altitudes to be covered, the most satisfactory means of propulsion is the ramjet
engine, This is the type of propulsion selected for the ANS, suc essor to the EXOCET, which is being developed as a joint France-
Germany venture. The choice of this type of propulsion has had the effect of giving the missile an unconventional shape, due
to the existence of air intakes (fig. 13).

c) The surface-to-air missiles
Anti-aircraft defences are a vital necessity for ground forces. After the war, this ni 7essity led to the creation of sophisticated

missiles efficient at high and medium altitudes :
NIKE, 150 km range, interception altitude 45 km
HAWK, 40 km range, interception altitude 18 km.

Since then, the ground forces have expressed the need for lighter weapons capable of short range to very short range missions.

Examples of short range missiles

ROLAND, CROTALE in France
RAPIER in Great Britain
CHAPARRAL in the USA

Examples of very short range missiles :
MISTRAL in France

BLOWPIPE in Great Britain
REDEYE in the USA
SAM7 in the USSR

All these missiles are controlled by canard control surfaces, except for the ROLAND missile which is controlled by jet-deflec tion.

They are cylindrical, cruciform.

As the surface-to-air missiles have demonstrated their efficiency against attacking aii, raft (i.e. the FALKLANDS campaign
and the IRAN-IRAK war), the attacking aircraft must now be equipped with lamming counter-measures to confuse surface-to-air
missiles, and air-to-surface missiles that can be launched while the aircraft is beyond the range of the anti-aircraft defences.
For these reasons, future surface-to-air missiles must be capable of dealing not only with high performance aircraft, but also
with supersonic missiles possessing diving or surface-skimming flight paths, a high degree of maneuverability (fig. 14) and that
were launched out of defensive range.

The response to these threats necessitates
- vertical launching and turning over in all directions (reduction of launching sequence time)
- a very high degree of maneuverability (50 g). In order to obtain such maneuverability, but above all a very short response time
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so as to render the evasive actions of the enemy aircraft ineffective, a very advanced technical solution has been selected for
the ASTER missile, which is being designed in France. This consists in a force-type flight control by lateral jets, which provides
very short response time, operating in conjunction with a conventional aerodynamic form of flight control that makes the most
important contribution to the maneuverability. For the missile, these new characteristics will lead to very high angles of incidence
and lateral jets causing complex three-dimensional flow pattern fig. 15).

d) The air-to-air missiles
In the field of air-to-air missiles, the weapon systems must be capable of engaging very maneuverable targets whose speed

and difference of height relative to the launcher can be very great. The need covers combat at close quarters, during which the
launcher endeavours to adopt a target intercepting position (dogfights), and also combat at long range.

In the first case, maneuverability and acceleration are needed, in the second case, the necessity is for horizontal and climbing
speeds, range and maneuverability.

The most stringent limitations in both cases are the weight and the size of the missile.

Examples of short range missiles

MAGIC in France
SIDEWINDER in the USA

These two missiles are controlled by canard control surfaces.

Examples of long range missiles

SUPER 530 in France
SPARROW in the USA

The Super 530 is controlled by rear control surfaces and it has a wing with a very long chord which makes it very compact.
The SPARROW is controlled by wings located about the centre of gravity.

The development of the threat that can be anticipated at the end of this century necessitates the definition of new missiles
that are capable of hitting very maneuverable targets that may be dispersed throughout a very large range of altitudes (fig. 16)

In order to fulfil this requirement, work is actually being undertaken in two directions
- renewal of the present-day missiles

Examples :

AMRAAM for long ranges
ASRAAM for short ranges
both types being developed within an international framework
- development of a light missile capable of fulfilling requirements for long range interception missions and dogfights

Example :
The MICA missile which is being developed in France. This missile is small, of low weight, very compact (long chord wings),
and provided with a mixed flight control system, incorporating both aerodynamic control surfaces and jet control surfaces, which
allows very great variations of attitude. The choice of long chord wings an rear control surfaces enables high angles of incidence
while allowing the missile to be slung directly against the underside of the aircraft (fig. 17).

a) The air-to-surface missiles
With regard to air-to-surface missiles, the object is to launch a missile from an aircraft while it is beyond the range of the

enemy defences. Moreover, this missile must be capable of destroying or significantly damaging the target by just one hit. This
requirement covers not only the launching of conventional missiles (battle-field objectives, short range single-target interception
objectives,...) but also the launching of nuclear weapons at a much greater distance to hit targets of relatively widespread
dimensions.

In the first case, the main requirement is accuracy, in the second case, it is the range considered in conjunction with the
minimum degree of accuracy required for the efficiency of the weapon. In both cases, weight and size are limitations of prime
importance.

* Conventional missiles
As a bridge pier should not be attacked in the same way that a tank should be attacked, it has been necessary to create

as many types of missiles as there are types of targets, each missile being dedicated to a certain type of target and provided
with a suitable warhead and guidance system.

To illustrate this subject, the following missiles can be taken as examples

MARTEL designed to destroy radar antennae
MAVERICK designed to destroy single hardened targets (tanks,..1
AS30 Laser designed to destroy single and very-strongly hardened targets (command posts, bridges, etc.).

These missiles have all a conventional shape but they have various types of controls.

* Long range, highly accurate missiles
Due to the difficulty of perfecting such missiles, they are in limited numbers.

Among the most noteworthy missiles, the following can be mentioned

TOMAHAWK in the USA
ASMP in France

Both are air-breathing missiles, the TOMAHAWK being propelled by a jet engine (one ventral air intake), and the ASMP propelled
by a ramjet engine with an integral booster (a pair of two-dimensional lateral air intakes). Their shapes are therefore unconventional
(fig. 19). Flight control is aerodynamic, by means of rear control surfaces.

A new generation of cluster-type air-to-surface weapons is being prepared for future requirements (for instance, MOBIDIC,
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APACHE, MSOW developed as an international venturel. These modular subsonic missiles, are designed to carry loads of sub-
projectiles suited to designated fixed or moving targets at a range of several tens of kilometers, while allowing the launching
aircraft to remain out of range of the ground-to-air defence systems of these targets. These missiles will no longer have a symmetrical

shape, they will have long folding wings (fig. 18). Their shape will be designed by taking geometrical constraints into consideration
in association with the reduction of the radar cross-section (RCSI.

2.8. Improvement areas and contributing factors

Fire fast and far, without being detected, with a maximum rate of success, that is the technical challenge for the 2000's

This requirement necessitates the following performance areas to be improved

- range
- maneuverability

penetrativity

Penetrativity is closely related to detectability, performance in range comprises both range and time-to-target capability.
and maneuverability is predominant on terminal accuracy.

Note that for strategic missions, penetrativity is the most important of the priorities, and for tactical, defensive, air-to-air
or surface-to-air missions, maneuvrability and range will constitute the p'imary aim.

The contributing factors for improved performance are given in figure 20 (Ref. 3). The three technology areas aerodynamics,
propulsion and structures are assembled in the way that they are thought to contribute towards improvement.

In figure 21 (Ref. 3) the three main performance areas are related to improvement areas. It can be seen that

- higher-speed missiles would improve range, maneuverability and penetrativity
- an optimization of lift to drag ratio (L/O) would improve range
- high-lift devices would improve maneuverability
- low radar signature would improve penetrativity

Since reduced detectability is becoming more and more important the missile designer might be faced with a compromise
between a highly efficient missile airframe and propulsion system with undesirable radar cross-section, or a very low radar cross-
section for a somewhat less efficient missile. This dilemma indicates the need for RCS consideration from the outset of the
aerodynamic shape design.

3. Missile aerodynamics

3.1. Speciflcities of tactical missile aerodynamics

3.1.1. Differences between aircraft and missiles (fig. 22 and 23)

The civil aircraft is built for an economical cruise. The main part of the aircraft is the wing with a large aspect ratio (AR- 70),
working at the largest possible fineness ratio, and itself responsible for approximately 80 % of the total lift.

Its flight envelope is :

- in cruise : 0 < Mach < 2 (Concorde)
a < 20

- when taking off and landing :Mach < 0.2
a < 120

Civil aircraft aerodynamics is essentially linear. Wing tip vortices induce only little vortex lift.

The fighter aircraft is built for a high maneuverability. The load factor is limited by the low human resistance to acceleration.

Its flight envelope is much larger than the one of civil aircraft but it remains much lower than the one of missiles,
During dog-fight the flow separates on wings which induces non linear aerodynamics similar to that of missiles.

The missile is built to bear up against high load factors in a wide speed range. Some missiles bear ten times the gravity
acceleration, lengthwise (acceleration due to propulsion) as well as transversally I< 50 g). This acceleration changes the flight path.

Its flight envelope is very wide

0 < altitude < 30 000 m.
0 < Mach < 6
00 < < 900
00 < < 3600

At high incidences aerodynamics is strongly non linear : separations happen from the leading edge inducing vortices over
the upper surface, which influences all the downstream flow. Flow separates also on the body inducing typical vortex sheets.

All these vortical structures depend, in a complicated way, on the geometry, the Mach number, the Reynolds number....
Moreover the flow is highly three-dimensional.

3.1.2. Main characteristics of missile aerodynamics

a) Non linearitles (fig. 23)
Missile aerodynamics is characterised by important non linesrities due to the fact that

- in inviscid flows the compressibility effects induce shocks
- in viscous flows viscosity effects induce separation and vortices.

At low Incidences non linearities due to vortices are usually small. The conventional cylindrical cruciform missile shape leads

to aerodynamics independent from the rolling, which makes it interesting.
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At high incidences vortical non linearities become large tRef. 7). Aerodynamics becomes non linear and is no longer independent
from the roll angle o. Particularly the x shape (o = 45

° ) 
has a smaller lift than the + shape lo 00

) 
but on the other hand

it is more efficient at a given deflection.

A detailed description of these non linear phenomena will be given during this special course.

b) Interactions
The flow, which is highly tridimensional. is characterised by numerous interactions (Ref 8) There are roughly two large

categories :
- non vortical interactions

• wing-fuselage interactions in incidence a
• wing-fuselage interactions in deflection
. wing-fuselage in rolling o
• adjacent wings

vortical interactions
• body vortices

front wing vortices (wing-tail interaction)

A detailed description of these interactions and the corresponding calculation methods will be given during this special course.

3.2. Aerodynamics analysis

The desired aerodynamic qualities are essentially a function of the mission required from the missiie.

They result from studies of

- maneuverability
stability, in relation to the control surfaces efficiency
drag

There are also dimensional constraints due to the carriage, the implementation isame storage and launching tube). Consequently
wings and control surfaces spans are smaller or foldable or retractable.

Thus it is necessary for the design :
to define the mathematical models for the performance analysis, the guidance and control analysis, the hardware in the loop

simulation, the store separation analysis,...
to compute the airloads for structure analysis, the hinge moment for control actuator, the kinetic heating for the choice of insulation

materials,...

All these tasks are supported by calculation as well as wind tunnel tests

Figures 24 and 25 give a survey of aerodynamic tasks

Figure 24 taken from Ref. 3 shows precisely the many and varied tasks from the pre-feasibity study phase through the
various project stages along to the decision on production concessions.

Figures 25 shows the connections between aerodynamics and the other fields of study.

The problems encountered during these tasks can be classified according to three categories
global aerodynamic studies
local aerodynamic studies
particular studies

3.2.1. Global aerodynamics studies

a) Aerodynamic maneuverability Ilift. stability, control surfaces efficiency

Achievement of maneuverability-stability and stability-efficiency trade-offs should lead to an aerodynamics as linear as possible.
which is not always the case taking into account the non-linearities and the interactions.

b) Drag
The drag directly influences the missile range. This parameter perhaps is not essential for short flight time missiles, but it

is however significant for long range missiles and drag should be then reduced in most cases.

The drag is made of three terms

pressure drag
- friction drag
- base drag

Consequently
- the shapes must be thined : slender and sharp nose. thin and sharp leading edges, wing sweep....
- surfaces conditions should be carefully refined
- trailing edges must be thin and the base must be provided with a boattail.

c) Induced roll
When there is incidence and side-slip the flow is asymmetrical. It induces lateral forces CY, Cn and especially roll which

depends on the configuration, the total incidence and the Mach number ; roll should remain controllable throughout the maneuvering
envelope.

dl Dynamic stability derivatives
With more and more maneuvering missiles the influence of certain dynamics derivatives on the performance can no longer

be considered as small.

.....Lw
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This has been demonstrated by T.F. LANGHAM (Ref. 10) who studied the effects of various dynamic derivatives on bank-to-
turn end yaw-to-turn missile stability in both level and turning flight for several Mach numbers and altitude conditions. He showed
that the longitudinal and lateral-directional dynamic moment derivatives Cmq, Cmd, Cnr, CIp and Cnp may significantly alter
the respective longitudinal and lateral-directional stability modes. Also he showed the significant coupling effect between the
longitudinal and lateral-directional motions resulting from variations in the cross-coupling derivatives Ciq. Cnq and Cmp. The
force and moment derivatives CLq, CLcd. Cyr, CYp and Cmr are shown to have little or no effect on the missile stability modes
and, therefore, are not considered important to motion simulation studies.

e) Cross-coupling

We can mention, as an example, the influence of sideslip on the longitudinal stability.

Except friction drag all these subjetcs will be covered during this symposium. A detailed description of friction drag and
its calculation is given in Ref. 9.

3.2.2. Local aerodynamics studies

a) Aerodynamic loads
The studies of aerodynamic loads of a missile make possible to improve its structure and to reduce its weight

Loads are obtained by wind tunnel tests (pressure and experimental forces measurements) or very often given by numerical
calculation (EULER,...) with an experimental resetting.

b) Deformations

They must be precisely known in order to assess the consequences : CNo, Cmv, CA, decrease in stability and efficiency....

Their study, made in relation with the experts in structure, is often done theoretically.

ci Control surfaces, hinge moments (Ref. 11 and 121
The study of these moments is very complicated and essentially experimental. They depend on the shape and the thickness

of the control surfaces and the flight conditions : Mach number, altitude, incidence, side-slip and deflection.

The location of the hinge line that reduces these moments to the minimum inside the flight envelope is selected in order
to make them acceptable for the available control actuator dimension and power. Note that at subsonic speed the center of pressure
is close to 25 % of the chord and at supersonic speed it tends to 50 %. It is possible to reduce this variation which is considerable
by using composite control surfaces with two trapezoidal parts.

d) Kinetic heating (Ref. 13, 14, 15)

The choice of materials and heat shield depends on this heating.

Three phenomena are taken into account

- convection
- radiation
- conductivity

A detailed description of the calculation methods of convection fluxes will be given during this special course.

e) Flutter

The aeroelastic phenomena on missile concern essentially control surfaces. They result from the interaction between spring
forces, inertial forces and aerodynamic forces induced by oscillatory deformation of the structure resulting from external
disturbances, maneuvers, atmospheric turbulences and blast of wind.

The problem occurs when these deformations induce additional aerodynamic forces which produce additional deformations.

Aeroelastic phenomena can lead to rupture of the control surfaces and consequently to the destruction of the missile. Thus,
it is highly important to know the speed at which the control surfaces become structurally unstable. This speed called "critical
speed" or "flutter" must imperatively be out of the flight envelope.

The calculation of the critical speed of control surfaces is very difficult because of the numerous non linearities that they
may have (set of attachments, variable stiffnesses). Numerous wind tunnel tests and the use of theoretical methods are currently
required to solve this difficult problem.

To increase the critical speed it is enough to know the vibration mode for which there is a flutter risk and to stiffen the structure
according to this mode.

This problem is not described in this special course but a detailed description of the phenomena and of the calculation methods
is given in the reference 16.

3.2.3. Particular aerodynamic studies

a) Problems in connection with the base
The phenomena which occur in the base area may have an important impact on missile performance.

They concern :

- the base drag which can reach 20 % to 30 % of the total drag (Ref. 17, 18)
- the possible separation on the afterbody induced by the interaction between the propulsive jet and the external flow which
can lead to a loss of stability and a loss of rear control surfaces efficiency.

A detailed description of the base flow and their calculation methods will be given during this special course.

bl Aerodymenics at high incidences
High incidences are encountered essentially when a missile is
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- fired vertically in a turnover phase. During this stage at low speed, incidence can reach 700 and sometimes even 900 with
blasts of wind
- submitted to high load factors for instance during interceptions. In that case the incidence can reach 50' in transsonic and
30' in supersonic.

At these high incidences the flow separates all over the missile inducing very complicated vortical structures (Ref. 7)

A detailed description of these separated flows and their calculations wilt be given during this special course.

C) Store separation from aircraft

Launch flow field interactions are complicated and depend on the following conditions
- aircraft Mach number, incidence Iload factor
- missile missile launcher geometry. position of missile under body or wing.

The setting of store separation conditions (attitude speed, relative velocity) and the choice of the firing sequence (motor
ignition, control system starting up) are done according to the following studies results :

- safety studies : in the case of a breakdown of the controi system, aircraft-missile miss-distance must remains superior to a
given distance
- minimal firing altitude study : the loss of altitude during the store separation must remain small

The store separation study is done :
- in wind tunnel by means of a six-degree-of-freedom - device which makes possible to achieve tests using grid system and captive
trajectory system
- by calculation tridimensional mathematical model based on linearized potential flow.

This problem is not described in this special course but a detailed description of the phenomena and of the calculation methods
is given in the references 19, 20 and 21.

d) Submunition launches from a missile
The problem concerns :

- the aerodynamics of unusual projectile configuration
- the launch flow field interference.

The setting of the submunition launch is done experimentally (model propelled at a high speed on a rail) because of the
complexity of phenomena.

This problem is not described in this special course but some informations are given in the references 22 and 23.

e) Lateral jet interaction with external flow
The lateral control jetls) are an obstacle to the main flow, which induces an interaction field with the external aerodynamics.

The trend of the phenomena is shown at figure 26.

Schematically. there are two different interaction areas

- a close-in area in the vicinity of the jet exit section, with overpressures and negative pressures upstream and downstream of
the nozzle, respectively
- a distant region resulting from the jet trail ; it is arranged in two contra-rotative vortices likely to affect the missile tail lifting surfaces.

All these complex phenomena put together result in the fact that, instead of the thrust force F0 that can be measured on
the static test bench, a force wrench T is obtained, characterized by

- a force F = K Mach, n,...) T
- a torque C (Mach. a .... 0

Efficiency K over the force depends on a high number of parameters (geometry, Mach number, incidence, pressure,...I. It
can be lower or higher than the unit.

Considering the complexity of the problems encountered, the study of the aerodynamic definition of the missile with lateral
jets is essentially, for the moment, supported by wind tunnel testing. This interaction problem is not dealt with in this special
course but it is covered by references 24 and 25.

f) Aerodynamic problems connected with alrbreathlng missiles

The choice of the air breathing propulsion by means of turbojets or ramjets implies a particular shape because of the air
intake which alters missile aerodynamics IRef. 26).

- Lift, stability
Because of the air intakes, lift generally increases and stability is altered-

- Control surfaces efficiency, hinge moments
Generally control surfaces are located on the fairings of air intakes and no more on a circular fuselage. The flow is very

complex, and the analysis of efficiency and hinge moments has to be improved.

- Drag
The important impact of air intakes may reach 40 % of the total drag with 10 % of it due to the additive drag (cowl, bleed,...).

In addition to the friction drag, there are the following pressure drags
- drag from cowl, boattail fairing, base fairing
- additive drag
- drag from external and internal bleeds

The improvement of an air breathing missile must be done regarding the thrust-drag as a function cf the angle of attack.



The analysis of an air breathing missile must be done taking into account the two following aspects

external * missile aerodynamics, consequence of air intakes and ejection
internal air intakes performance

A detailed study of air intakes and of their effects on the overall aerodynamic characteristics will be given during this special
course.

3.3. Studies of future interest

The need of missiles which neutralize quickly stand-off targets has led to the studies of the hypersonic air breathing missiles

A number of feasibility studies have been made to determine aerodynamically efficient missile configurations of this type

- KRIEGER (Ref. 28) has proposed a non circular body concept and a lifting body concept. These concepts will be presented
in detail during this symposium.

-SCI-INOEL tRef. 291 and RASMUSSEN (Ref. 30. 311 have proposed to adapt the waverider airplane concept to hypersonic

missiles. Waveriders are configurations designed inversely to fit a known flow field, riding on a plane or a conical skock wave
This property tends to make the pressure relatively high in the windward side. In addition the leeward side can be formed by
streamline planes. The resulting configuration is a non circular lifting body with blended wing-body which has lower drag, higher
lift or higher lift/drag ratio than a conventional shape, particularly at hypersonic speeds

A large number of waverider configurations are available. Figure 27 presents some examples.

In order to check waverider design and performances principles, SCHINDEL tested a conical waverider - like configuration
at Mach 6. The model is basically a caret wing with its central region partially filled by a section of circular cone (fig. 27) for
suitable volume storage. At incidence , 00 he obtained LD = 4.

For the future there is a number of problems that need much more attention and developments They are
- aerodynamic design implications : inlets, integration, controls integration, seeker constraints..

influence of viscous effects : flow separation, heat transfer,
base drag. etc...

Note that most of EULER codes can be applied fruitfully to calculate waverider configuratiors characteristics at on and off
design conditions.

4. Computation

In missile aerodynamics, two main types of methods are used
semi-empirical methods
numerical methods

4.1. Semi-empirical methods

4.1.1. Principles

These methods are based upon

- approximate theoretical methods : slender body, linearized potential
- compilation of a great number of experimental and theoretical results

This way, the missile calculation consists in determining
- each elementary element in itself body, wing, tail
- interaction between these elements.

These principles being the basis of usual calculation programs, we are now going to briefly discuss the main methods of
calculation of the coefficients CN, Cm and Cl of conventional missiles (axisymmetrical and cruciform shaped).

Some semi-empirical methods for conventional and unconventional missiles will be described during this special course

We shall then come to the main programs used among industry and research laboratories in various countries (U.S A., FRANCE.
GERMANY, I

4.12. Normal force and center Of pressure of bodies
Many theoretical studies have dealt with the determination of CN and Xcp, and their evolution depending upon the angle

of attack. But, elaborating a computational model available for any case of Mach number, Reynolds number and geometry
configuration is quite difficult because of the aerodynamic real phenomena complexity.

Methods based upon ALLEN's (Ref 32) and JORGENSEN's (Ref. 33 works are the most widespread the potential and the
viscous part of flow are computed separately ; thus for approximately a < 200

CN = Q . a + CNT

CNa normal force slope at a =0

CNT viscous normal force.

al Potential flow

CNa and Xcp are calculated from data-bases or approximate theories.

The main data-bases are :
- R.A.E. Data Sheets (Ref. 34)

DATCOM - USA Air Force (Ref. 35
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- MICOM - USA Army Missile Command (Ref. 36)
- DFVLR - RFA - MBB (Ref. 37)

The theories most generally used are

- subsonic : slender body theory (Ref. 8)
- supersonic :

- linear theory (Ref. 381
- hybrid theory (axial solution 20 order & solution 10 order) (Ref. 391
- shock-expansion theory (20 order) (Ref. 40).

Note that EULER computational methods are left out : complexity of use and computation time are too high.

b) Viscous flow

The simplest formula were proposed by ALLEN (Ref. 32) as early as 1949. and improved by JORGENSEN (Ref. 33) They
assume that the viscous component CNT looks like the drag of a cylinder in a permanent flow normal to its axis, whose speed
would be Voosina and Reynolds Re0 sino.

4.1.3. Normal force and center of pressure of wings
Two ways are usually considered :

- semi-empirical methods (potential and viscous flow are computed separately)
- date-bases

Semi-empirical methods:

- potential flow :
subsonic : lifting surface theory (Ref. 41)

- supersonic :
ACKERET bidimensional linear theory (Ref. 421

. BUSEMANN bidimensional 2' order theory (Ref. 42)

. tridimensional linear theory (Ref. 43)
viscous flow : cross flow theory (Ref. 32).

Data-bases :
The most famous are the STALLING - LAMB's data-bases from NASA (Ref. 44) and BRIGGS-REED-NIELSEN's ones (Ref. 45)

These permit dealing with non-linear effects such as saturation or vortex-breakdown difficult to calculate for missiles sharp-edged
wings.

4.1.4. Intera "ions

4.1.4.1. Linear angle of attack range (Ref. 8 and 46)

This deals with interactions such as

- body-wing at angle of attack ia

- body-fin with fin deflection 6
- body-wing in roll position o
- adjacent fins' influence

wing-tail

Each of them has an interaction coefficient : Kw, kw. KB, k8....

Thus, the normal force on one wing panel (the other panels are undeflected) is
CN, = (Kw.o + kw .6) CNa cos 0 + Kib. CNa . sin o cos o a2

and the normal force due to the wing on the body is :
dCNB = (Ke- + ke . 6) CNa

Notice that the linear normal force of a cruciform missile does not depend on the roll position 0 (coupling term does not exist).

- interaction coefficients : Kw, kw.... (fig. 281
Thc only simple theory to compute all these coefficients is the slender body theory 'independent of Mach number).

For axisymmetrical configurations with 2, 4, 6 or even 8 fins arranged in an uniform way, this theory has been analytically
developed.

For special cross-section missiles, such as wrapped around fins or arbitrary cross-section (e.g. : missiles with air intakes),
a numerical approach of the slender body theory has been developed

* Circular cross section with arbitrary wings (e.g. : folding wings) :
Each wing panel is represented by n vortices, and the body by a doublet. By assuming that the velocity is tangent to the

body, one can find out the vortices' strength. Thus, lift and interaction factor Kw can be determined.

* Any cross-section ;
A conformal mapping transforms the body section to a circle. Then, it is the same case as above.

Note that in the supersonic Mach number range, J.N. NIELSEN developed an approximate linear method to improve the
computation of KB and ke.

- Interction wing-tal fctor "I"
It is evaluated by a combination of strip theory and slender body theory. The wing-tail interaction slope is proportional to

"i" and the normal force slope on the wing. When the angle of attacS, increases, this approach is replaced by a vortical model,
which is described in the next paragraph.



4.1.4.2. Non-lnear angle of attack range

a) Equivalent angle of attack (fig. 291
This was introduced in the 80's by MJ. HEMSCH and J.N. NIELSEN (Ref. 47) to improve the interaction prediction. They

assume that each interaction on a panel wing can be computed at an angle of attack. By summing up all the interactions, one
can get the equivalent angle of attack on the wing as if it was isolated. Thus, using the normal force evolution CN (Ql of the
wing alone, one finds out the normal force on the wing panel.

Note that, by using this concept, One must know quite well the behaviour of isolated wings according to the angle of attack.

This concept will be described during this special course.

bi Vorticeas'interaction
There are two kinds

- on the wing due to the body
- on the tail due to the wing

The vortical models most used are

- body vortices two or n vortices (fig. 30)
wing vortices one vortex by wing panel (fig. 31)

To obtain these interactions, the are many possibilities. Among them, the one based upon the following hypotheses

infinite line vortex
free vortex

and the BlOT & SAVART's law (Ref. 42). which allows to compute the normal velocities and thus, the induced angles of attack
ifig. 32).

4.1,5. Global forces and moments

When the forces and the center of pressure have been calculated on each element (body, wing and tail panels), one can
sum up to obtain the entire missile characteristics CN, Cm. and Cl. Taking into account the fins roll position and deflection,
one can write :

CN = CNB + 1 cos bi . cos oi CNi Ht + Ks ) Swi
Kwi Sref

Xm - Xcpwi I KB Xm -Xpl w
Cm = Ciab + ! cos Si . cos or CNi . cpwi Swi

0 Kwi Xm - Xcpwi Sref

CI - 2 cos bi . CNi Ycpwi Swi
D Sref

with i 1,..n inumber of panels).

4.1.6. Survey of semi-emplrica( programs

A great number of engineering prediction codes exists for estimating the forces and moments acting on wing-body and wing-
body-tail combinations from subsonic to hypersonic speeds,

During an inquiry with industries and research laboratories we have collected 25 programs which at least can handle a wing-
body configuration.

The possibilities of all these programs are summarized in two tables

table I shows the configurations capabilities
table 2 shows the range of calculations : Mach number, incidence, aerodynamic coefficients.....

a) Configuration capabilities (Table 1)
The various classes of configuration considered are

- conventional cruciform configurations
• wing-body
* wing-body-tail
* boosted configuration with 3 sets of lifting surfaces
unconventional configurations :
* lifting shapes with non circular cross section
- airbreathing with intakes open or closed.

Most of the programs can compute conventional missiles with one or two series of cruciforms fins but only half of them
can handle boosted configurations.

In the unconventional type lelliptic cross section, square cross section, airbreathing ... ) just a few can be used.

CONVENTIONAL UNCONVENTIONAL
Configurations Classical Boosted Lifting Airbreathin'

1CF 2CF DO + 3CF elliptic.... (Open Closed
Nb of codes 25 22 12 5 5 5

b) Range of calculations (Table 2, and fig. 33)

We can notice about all these programs :
- Mach number range is generally less than 5
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- one can separate the programs into 2 families according to the angle of attack
low angle of attack a < 30"

* high angle of attack a < 900 or 1800
only 7 programs can be used for high angles of attack and only half of them apply to unconventional shapes.

- only half of the programs compute the effects of a roll variation and it is the same for interdigitated fins
- more than half of the programs have all movable control capabilities
- most programs compute static stability coefficients but only half of them compute axial force and one third dynamic derivatives.

To summarize :

Configurations FINS All movable control AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
IIn-line l nte.rd. caliablm IA CN, Cm, CI, Cmq, ClIp

Nb of codes 22 12 15 14 22 9

4.1.7. Concluding statement
Semi-empirical programs constitute the main tool prefered by missiles designers : they need only a minimal amount of computer

time and memory and as they have been made interactive (fig. 35-Ref.48) they are especially well suited for systematic calculations
of configurations.

They allow to comptite the main aerodynamic characteristics of conventional and unconventional missiles in a wide range
of Mach number and angle of attack

0 < M. < 8.0
0

° 
< a < 1800

In general, they provide reasonably accurate estimates of aerodynamic characteristics (fig. 34) consistent with preliminary
design studies. Note that all aerodynamic coefficients are not predicted with the same reliability in the whole range of applicability
and more details will be given during this special course.

Because of their concept, each program has its own limits which explains their large number and their specificities

Nevertheless, it is important to develop more programs to compute unconventional missiles, such as airbreathing ones mainly
for determining the effects of airframe-inlet interference on drag, stability and control.

It is also necessary to improve methods for determining axial force, control effectiveness, hinge moments, control cross
coupling, dynamic derivatives, for conventional cruciform missiles at low and large angles of attack

4.2. Numerical methods

This approach is essential to treat complicated configurations, to determine load distributions, local flow field properties
(e.g. velocity profiles at an inlet face), temperature distributions, and to provide important insights into understanding complex
flow mechanisms.

We can distinguish four levels of equations which are from the most complex ones to the less complex

- Navier-Stokes equations
- Euler equations
- Full potential equation
- Linearized potential equation

The simplification of these models permits more applications to complex geometries but with a loss of information, some
results becoming unavailable like nonlinearities due to vortical effects and nonlinear compressibility associated with shocks.

During the last ten years remarkable progress has been made in numerical methods for solving the equations that govern
aerodynamic flow regimes. At he beginning these methods were mainly applied to civil aircraft aerodynamics less complex than
military aircraft and missile aerodynamics which is highly three-dimensional. Then with the speed and storage increasing of new
computers and the improvement of algorithms, CFD methods have so much progressed that now three-dimensional inviscid nonlinear
flow fields computations around complete military aircraft and missile configurations can be carried out.

In 1982, KLOPPFER and NIELSEN where the first to make a detailed survey on CFD applications to missile aerodynamics
(Ref. 49.

We will now briefly discuss the different types of equations and present for each a list of the most important computer codes
used in missile aerodynamics (Table 1 to 12).

4.2.1. Navier-Stokis equations

4.2.1.1. Full end thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations

The Navier-Stokes equations describe any type of flow over a missile at any speed and angle of attack. They can predict
shock waves, vortex sheets, large scale separation,... They also apply to turbulence, three-dimensional phenomena that involve
many characteristic scales ranging over several orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, present computer capabilities do not permit
the resolution of all scales and some approximation has to be done.

The first step of approximation is to resort to time averaging of rapidly fluctuating components. So are obtained the full
Reynolds averaged equations, which require a turbulent model for closure. These equations should be used for the most complex
flows including large scale separation, but so far their use is limited by the turbulent modeling (universally satisfactory turbulent
model has not yet been found, especially for separated flows) and by the lack of adequate mesl' resolution due to computer
constraints Ispeed and storage).

The second step of approximation is to neglect the viscous terms in the steamwise and or spanwise direction. This yields
to the thin-layer equations which can be used when mild streamwise separations occurs.



Both systems of equations are hyperbolic-parabolic and they are solved by a time-marching method. For steady flows the
flow variables are advanced until an asymptotic solution is reached. This is a very costly procedure.

From our codes inquiry we have counted four Navier-Stokes programs ITable 4) Three are from NASA AMES and one from
DORNIER. Only NASA has done some applications limited to wing-body configurations and airbreathing configurations with closed
intakes but at the present time we do not have information about these calculations.

4.2.2.2. Parabollzed Navier-Stokes equations (PNS)

These equations are a simplification of the full Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations where the unsteady terms and
the streamwise viscous diffusion terms are neglected and the streamwise convective flux vector modified to obtain stable
calculations. This makes the PNS equations parabolic in the streamwise direction, enabling a space-marching technique procedure
over the body which permits substantial savings in both computer time and storage. The PNS equations are valid only for supersonic
flows without streamwise separation and flow reverse;. However, crossflow separations which are very important for missiles
are permitted.

In our codes inquiry we have only counted two programs (table 61 : the laminar and turbulent PNS code from NASA AMES
and the laminar PNSFVM code from DORNIER. Note that the NASA code is also used by other research laboratories (BRL and
Sandia, Lab.). All calculations are done for : classical wing-body (Ref. 50) and elliptic lifting body configurations.

At the present time Navier-Stokes solvers are not yet ready (turbulent model.... I and are too costly to have an impact on
the design of complete tactical missile airframe, even for simple configurations like projectiles, so we do not present them during
this special course.

4.2.2. Euler equations

The approximation where the viscous and conduction terms are neglected in the Navier-Stokes equations leads to the Euler
equations which represent inviscid rotational flows at all Mach numbers. These equations can be used for flows with shock waves
and vortex sheets.

To compite steady flows with Euler equations two ways are possible

- solve the steady equations. In this case the equations are hyperbolic in space and a space-marching technique is used. This
procedure is valid only for supersonic flows
- solve the unsteady equations. In this case the full-three-dimensional array of flow variables is advanced in time until an asymptotic
limit is reached. This procedure is valid for any speed range.

Details about Euler methods will be given during this special course.

* Survey of Euler codes

In our codes inquiry we have counted 11 programs. The possibilities of all these programs and some details on their
models are summarized in two tables :
- table 8 presents the configuration capabilities
- table 9 presents details on the models and the capability about flow separation.

Configuration capabilities
From table 8 we notice

- all programs could calculate all configurations. Most programs have computed a wing-body, nearly half of the programs have
computed a complete conventional missile and only three programs have computed an airbreathing missile.
- there is only one program which has computed all configurations. This program, called SWINT and developed by WARDLAW
at NSWC, is the most widely used (see table 10).

Details on the models
From table 9 we notice

- the numbers of steady and unsteady solvers are quite the same. Nearly half of the programs are able to calculate flows at all speed.
- all models are conservative. So Euler equations admit solutions with shocks and contact surfaces
most numerical schemes are centered

- accuracy is second order
- most meshes are structured
- nearly half of the programs can compute separation on smooth surfaces with Kutta condition.

o Remarks about flow separation calculation

Flow can separates from sharp edges (leading and tip edges of wings) or smooth surfaces. It is now well known that Euler
codes can calculate sharp edge separation without any modification. The common explanation is that numerical dissipation which
locally generates entropy in such distorded regions is responsible for the phenomenon. For smooth surface separation, the problem
is more complicated. Some authors (RIZZI. NEWSOME) showed separated flows without any modification of the codes. But the
results are strongly dependant on the mesh used. With a very fine grid separation can even disappear, Another approach consists
in applying a local treatment (Kutta like condition) that rotates the body surface velocity vectors near separation points to make
them parallel to a given separation line. The results obtained with both sharp edge and smooth surface separation are very similar
to experimental measurements except near the center of the vortices. Much theoretical work has to be done to explain why
we get such nice results with perfect gaz models. From an engineer point of view we can say that it works. and can give usefull
qualitative and quantitative results in aircraft, missile and even car aerodynamics. One w-ay to determine the separation line used
for smooth surface separation calculation is to use boundary-layer codes coupled with Euler codes.

* Applications of Euler codes
To demonstrate the capability of Euler codes to calculate separated flows around missiles we present some typical examples.

The Euler codes used are (Ref. 25 lists B) :

SUP which is a space-marching code limited to fuselages
- FLU3C which is a time-dependent code able to calculate complete missile configurations (see table 71.

Fuselages at Incidence - Flows computed with SUP
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- 2D ogive + 11D cylinder fuselage at Mach number 3 and incidence 151
The comparison between the iesults of SUP and SWINT (WARDLAW - Ref. 28 list B) with the same separation line is good for
surface pressure coefficients (fig. 36) and excellent for local normal force coefficient and position of the center of pressure (fig
37). The slight differences obtained in the separated region could come from the different grids used.
- 3D ogive + 7D cylinder fuselage at Mach number 1.98 and incidence 150
The comparison between the results of SUP and experimental values (Ref. 51) is good for surface pressure coefficients in the
last section (fig. 38a). For the coefficient of normal force (fig. 38b), a difference appears in the cylinder region which perhaps
comes from a bad estimation of the separation line. Nevertheless the error on the global normal force coefficient is only 10 %
and the center of pressure is well predicted (4.OD instead of 4.1 D).

- 30 ogive + 12D cylinder fuselage at Mach number 2 and incidence 150
Figure 39 gives the comparison between the results of SUP and experimental measurements by ONERA for transversal velocr
vectors in the last section. We can note that the position of the vortex is relatively wel' predicted
- 3D ogive + 100 cylinder fuselage at Mach number 2.8
Figure 40 presents comparisons between the results of SUP and experimental values (Ref. 52). The agreement is excellent evt-
at incidence 20 degrees. The linear extrapolation of the normal force coefficient from its value at incidence 4 degres shi,5
the non linearity of the flow at high incidence.

All these results emphasize what Euler codes can bring to industrial studies. One limitation for the separatoi cc siii-ii'
surfaces stays in the determination of the separation line.

Missile at incidence - ASTER missile computed with FLU3C
At high incidence the aerodynamics of the Aerospatiale ASTER missile is non-linear due to the vortex sheets qre'ai, r

the tip edges of its long wings. To illustrate the vortex structure we present isopressure lines in a tranversal plane at Ma( t,
and incidence 10 degrees on figure 41. Figure 42 presents a comparison of the surface pressure on the wing calculated -1,"
FLU3C and measured at ONERA at incidence 0, 4 and 10 degrees. The results are very good as well as for the wnd id(- ,-
for the lee side. The small differences between computed and experimental values at incidence 10 uegrees car, he atiitiurie:
at least for some part, to the lack of separation on the fuselage with FLU3C. This very practical case 1300.000 points, shcr,
the capabilities of Euler codes to determine aerodynamic loading of missiles.

Calculation of flows with transversal jets

The interaction of a supersonic jet coming from the surface of a missile with the external supersonic flow gives a ver
complicated flow the theoretical knowledge on which is rather limited The vorticity requires at least the Euler equations and
though they do not enable to find all the real effects (separation upstream of the jet,...) they provide us with interesting ,nforrnatloi
on the structure of the flow. Figure 43 presents iso pressure lines ; we can see

the detached shock with the subsonic region in front of the jet
a very strong expansion on the fuselage after the jet
the bypassing round the jet by the external flow.

This case illustrates the interest of Euler codes to study very complicated 3D flows.

4.2.3. Full-potential equation IFPE)
If we assume the flow to be steady and irrotationnal we can introduce a velocity potential and the Euler equations reduce

to the single potential equation. This equation is only valid for flows without strong shocks and without flow separations.

Prediction methods based on the full potential equation are used regularely for treating transonic (Ref 53) and supersonic
(Ref. 54) flow over realistic aircraft configurations, but as we can notice from our inquiry Isee table t11 there is pratically no
interest for this formulation in missile aerodynamics. The main reason is that FPE methods cannot calculate separated flows
and so is limited for predicting missile aerodynamics characteristics at zero or very low angles of attack. As this FPE formulation
is not used in missile aerodynamics we do not present it during this symposium but a detailed description of a full-potential code
called NCOREL (not listed table t11 and used for missile body aerodynamics in supersonic is given in Ref. 55.

4.2.4. Linearized potential equation
For flows over obstacles in which the velocity departs sligtly from free stream values, the potential equation for the perturbation

velocity can be linearized and reduces to a simple second-order linear equation called Prandtl-Glauert equation. This equation
is the least complex and describes both subsonic and supersonic flows. The main methods used to solve this equation are the
surface singularity techniques.

For analysis of subcritical flows, these methods, often referred to as -upanel methods., have been demonstrated to be very
effective engineering tools and a variety of different numerical codes have been developed all of them capable of calculating
arbitrarily complex and detailed 3D configurations. The extension of the surface singularity techniques to supersonic flows has
been more limited for some numerical reasons explained further on. As a result, only a limited number of supersonic panel methods
have been developed.

Panel methods have been in existence for a long time and most of them, if not all, have been developed for aircraft studies.
It is only recently that aerodynamicits try to apply them to complete missile configurations, mainly to unconventional airframe
shapes which cannot be calculated by classical methods. Notice that the singularity technique is not unknown by missile
aerodynamicits, they use line singularity method for economically modeling axisymmetric pointed bodies for a long time.

Subsonic panel codes which are perfect are well known also we will only give a brief outline for supersonic codes.

- Low-order codes

This category includes for instance
- USSAERO (Ref. 56) which employs constant sources on the body and linearly varying sources and doublets on lifting
surfaces
- NLRAERO (Ref. 38 list B) which employs also constant sources on the body but uses linearly varying sources and quadritically
varying doublets on lifting surfaces.
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Compared to USSAERO, NLRAERO has been greatly improved in computational possibilities. The NLRAERO code can handle
any configuration built up out of a fuselage and additional body-like components as tip-tanks, pods, stores,... and a wing and
other wing-like components. For conventional missiles it gives good results for global characteristics CNa and Xcp and pressure
distributions. For airbreathing missiles it gives acceptable results for the global characteristics but we observe (see fig. 45) strong
fluctuations on pressure resulting from the reflexion of virtual Mach waves in tha interior of the body and the discontinuities
of source distributions across panels. To prevent the propagation and reflection of virtual Mach waves, WOODWARD developed
a new singularity called a triplet (superposition of a vortex distribution and a constant source). Use of this triplet has been
demonstrated to be successfull in the analysis of isolated bodies with regular panelling but its extension to wing-body combinations
nas shown some problems mainly related to the modeling of geometrical complex configurations where regular panelling is not
possible.

- High-order codes
To cancel or. at least, to minimize the oscillations, a higher order panel methods has been developed. In this method, strict

continuity of higher order source (linear) and doublet (quadratic) distributions across panel edges eliminates any singular term
in the velocity function. Mixed internal/external boundary conditions are then used to cancel o. ninimize flow perturbation inside
any closed surface.

This category includes
PAN-AIR developed by EHLERS and al. at BOEING (Ref. 41 list B)
HISSS developed by FORNASIER at MBB (Ref. 34 list B).

These codes give better results than the low uiuer codes but are much more costly in computing time.

Figure 46 shows the pressure distribution on the classical test configuration cone-cylinder-cone.
Figure 45 shows the pressure distribution along an airbreathing missile.

As we can notice the pressure fluctuation is quite eliminated on the cone-cylinder-cone and pratically el'ninated on the
airbreathing missile.

Panel methods can be applied to very complex configurations (see figure 44) and can predict with a good level of accuracy
global and local aerodynamics. However. they are linear and therefore limited to very low angles of attack. As this limitation
is very restrictive for missile, some panel methods have been extended to nonlinearities due to vortical effects and nonlinear
compressibility associated with shock waves. The most important studies on nonlinear extensions based on panel methods have
been done by NIELSEN Eng. Reference 57 presents techniques for calculating the effects of leading-and-trailing-edge vortical
wakes and nonlinear compressibility on missile forces and moments.

Because of time limitation, this subject will not be covered in this special course, but we hope that the numerous references
given table 12 will be useful to the reader.

- Survey of linearized potential codes
Table 12 presents the configuration capabilities of 17 programs.

We can notice :
- most are tow order programs. Only HISSS, PAN-AIR and PHOBOS are high order programs

only 7 programs can compute all configurations
4 programs are restricted to supersonic flows, 5 to subsonic flows and 8 can compute both flow regimes
7 programs include models for the formation and the tracking of vortices.

4.2.5. Grid generation (Ref. 58 and 59)
To numericaly solve the Navier-Stokes, Euler and full potential equations, the entire space around the object must be discretized.

One of the main difficulties is applying exact boundary conditions on an irregular shape. In finite difference techniques, one pratical
way of overcoming this difficulty is to map the physical flow region (physical domain) into a more regular one lcomputational
domain) for which a uniform rectangular grid is appropriate. With such a transformation all computations can be performed on
a fixed rectangular grid regardless of the shape of the physical region.

Boundary conditions may be expressed by finite differences involving only grid points (at the intersections of coordinate
lines) without the need for interpolations. The inverse transformation maps the regular grid into a curviiinear boundary conforming
grid.

The grid employed can have a profound influence on the quality and the convergence rate of the solution.

The grid should be :
- smooth so that to limit the diffusion like truncation error
- orthogonal (or nearly) at the boundaries to allow accurate implementation of boundary conditions.

Several methods are used to generate grids : they may be classified into two groups
- the algebraic methods, in which the coordinates are determined by interpolation
- the partial differential equation methods, in which the coordinates are the solution of the equations.

* Algebraic methods
They consist basically in interpolating functions among boundaries and/or intermediate curves or surfaces in the field. The

functions specify the values (and perhaps some derivatives) of the coordinates on the boundaries. Values in the interior are
determined by transfinite interpolation using specified interpolation functions called blending functions.

Advantages :

- fast generation
- exp!icit control of the grid point distribution

Disadvantages



propagation into the field of slope discontinuities
- difficulties (overlapl with severely distorded regions

* PDE's methods

The most widely used method is based on the system of Poisson equations which are of elliptic type

VIC = p'; i - 1,.,n In 2 or 31

where -' are the curvilJinear coordinate system and p' are functions which serve to control the c:oordnate ine distributions and
orientations.

Advantages

the extremum principles (exhibited by some elliptic systemsl garantee a one to one mapping
- the generated grid is smooth

Disadvantage

- the system of PDE's must be solved by an interactive procedure lconveence computer tlimel.

Hyperbolic and parabolic equations are also used
Hyperbolic systems will propagate boundary slope discontinuities into the field Neither of these systenis allow the entire

boundary to be specified. The grid is generated by marching outward from the inner boundary, the outer boundary being free
Nevertheless they have the advantage of being generally faster than elliptic generation system

All the preceding methods are applicable to general three-dimensional configurations However with complicated three

dimensional renions, it may be difficult to generate a single grid that is smooth and has adequate point distributions everywihere
An approach to this problem is to divide the flow into sub regions Each zone can be topologically simple so tht geieratiig
grid is relatively easy.

In a supersonic flow calculation by a marching technique the situation is easier The grid needs to be generated in every
marching plane as the calculation proceeds We have to use lust a two-dimensional solver An example of such a grid -s shown
in figure 47.

4.2.6 Geometry definition

Before generating the grid points, the grid boundaries conform to the body surfaces must be determined Thus the body
surface must be defined and a set of surface points maintaining an accurate representation of the body surface suphed as input
to the grid generator. For performing the geometry definition which includes the modeling of surfaces along with the process
of redistributing points on these surface, a computer aided-design (CAD) system can be used.

Fig. 48 presents the flow chart of an entire geometry definition and verification procedure. The first step is to subdivise
the missile into simple components and to fit each of them with BEZIER-surfaces. Then the grid topology must be determined
in order to define the type of surface grid needed on the body For the current applications, axis-normal body cross sectioins
are desired So intersections of a plane of constant x with all of the surfaces on the body are computed and two-dimentional
splines are constructed. These splines are ordered end to end and geometry points are fitted with them When this is done the
points are redistributed according to the requirements of the grid generator Before passing the surface grid to the grid generator

and flow solution code, it should be checked for errors to verify that the geometry is being repr.- 4 accurately and in a manner
consistent with the data base. For most applications it is sufficient to verify visually the sur' ov 'ru( -i u, , q yng the surface
graphically Toward this end, shaded-surface and wire-frame displays have prn%. i tu,.

5 Conclusion

This paper was intended to present a review of tacticr missile aerodynamics with some problems encountered on existing
and future missiles and a state of the art for the industria, acrodyn--tedit-rimn codes

Among the problems involved in missile designs are :

high angle of attack aerodynamics for highly maneuverable missiles and or verticaly launched miss4rs with quick turn over
airframe-inlet interference in airbreathing missiles
aerodynamics of unconventional shape missiles
kinetic heating
lateral jet control

- drag problem for missiles operating at long ranges

All these problems received much attention during the last years but some of them are only partially solved

With regard to the overview of aerodynamic prediction codes we note a gieat number of programs each of them having
its own capabilities and limits ; there is no a universal code. Semi-empirical methods permit external preliminary missile design
without expensive wind tunnel tests, reducing design time and cost, but a number of specific advancements are needed. These
include in particular methods for better determining

- nonlinear aerodynamics

- control effectiveness, hinge moments
- effects of airframe-inlet interference on drag, stability and control

- drag.

The continuing development and improvement of numerical methods is the result of advances in algorithms and computers.
The partel methods and the Euler equations permit detailed study and complex configuratior design The Euler methods will be
in the near future among the principal tools for missile designers but they need before a great deal of work in all areas from
mesh generation to finding better ways of treating separation, and an increasing of computer speed and memory size. The Navier-
Stokes applications stay limited and there will be a long time before using them routinely in conceptual design. The foreseeable
trends in the use of computational methods are given fig. 49.
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ABSTRACT

Aerodynamic prediction methods are traditionally compared with wind tunnel test data. However, the

assessment of accuracy is left to an arbitrary interpretation. An accuracy criteria has been developed
that defines the required prediction accuracy in terms of allowable errors in missile performance and
design parameters. Equations have been selected that relate these parameters to the aerodynamic drag.
stability and control coefficients. These equations are differentiated with respect to the aerodynamic
coefficients and simplified when possible. Allowable errors in the performance or design parameters are

estimated, based on preliminary design requirements, and the required aerodynamic coefficient accuracy
calculated. The results allow a quantitative evaluation of prediction accuracy.

NONENCLAIURE

A wing or fin area
b reference length
CA axial force coefficient
CD drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
C rolling moment coefficient
Cm pitching moment coefficient
CN normal force coefficient
Cn yawing moment coefficient
Ct thrust coefficient
CY side force coefficient

g gravitational constant
h altitude
I moment of inertia
K stability parameter
KS  longitudinal static stability parameter
KSl bank/roll static stability parameter
K53 yaw static stability parameter
KX roll yaw cross-coupling parameter
k induced drag factor
koy slope of COoV

2 
versus V curve

N/A not applicable
n aerodynamic load factor
PS specific excess power
q dynamic pressure
R range
r turn radius
S reference area
T thrust
V velocity
V6  velocity at which linear COoV

2 
curve intercepts axis

V acceleration
W weight
XCG axial center of gravity
XCP axial center of pressure
YCP wing lateral moment arm aoout centerline
a angle of attack

P yaw angle
1a atmosphere density exponent
a control deflection
8A aileron deflection
8R rudder deflection
a parameter increment

r dihedral angle
p atmospheric density
Pref reference density

bank angle
angular turn rate

r response time

Superscripts:

referenced to panel area
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Subscripts:

8 body-alone
CONTROL control value
F final value
T tail value
TRIM trim value
W wing value
V vertical tail value a
a derivative with
A derivative with A
a derivative with a
SA derivative with 

8
A

6
R derivative with 

6
R

o initial value for VW
value at a-00 for CA and CD

INIROOUCTION

Results from aerodynamic prediction methods are constantly being compared with wind tunnel data.
However, in the majority of cases, the assessment of accuracy is left to the viewer's interpretation of
what is a good or poor comparison. Figure 1 is a typical example of a pitching moment comparison. Is it
a good or poor prediction of Cm? The purpose of this paper is to provide an accuracy criteria for su-
personic missiles which answers this question for six static aerodynamic force and moment coefficients,
CA.CN.CmCyCnCt. The paper presents the selection of governing equations, development of ac-
curacy equations, selection of allowable performance/design errors and example allowable coefficient ac-
curacies.

Two primary reasons aerodynamic coefficients are calculated are for 1) predicting missile perform-
ance, and 2) establishing the missile design. Therefore, aerodynamic prediction techniques which satisfy
the accuracy requirements associated with these processes are desired. Historically, prediction accura-
cies have been related directly to the coefficients. For example, a normal force coefficient prediction
within 10% of data might be judged as good agreement. But what does this mean in terms of missile range,
maneuverability, or wing size? This paper presents the equations which relate performance parameters
(such as range) and design parameters (such as wing area) to aerodynamic coefficients (such as CA and
CN). When these equations are differentiated with respect to the aerodynamic coefficients and simpli-
fied, the resulting equations related aerodynamic coefficient accuracy directly to errors in performance
or design parameters. As a consequence, instead of specifying accuracy by an arbitrary assignment of a
coefficient percentage or increment, an allowable error on a performance/design parameter is determined,
and the accuracy criteria equation used to compute the allowable coefficient accuracy. For example, a
range error of 10% results in an allowable CN accuracy of 20%.

The magnitude of the allowable performance/design errors can be selected to represent any level of
design detail: conceptual, preliminary or point design. However, because of the approximations used in
deriving the governing equations the criteria are best suited for conceptual and preliminary design. In
this paper, allowable accuracies are examined for the configurations displayed in Fig. 2. These provide
the extremes of aerodynamic characteristics from a conventional to high-lift, aero-configured missile
concept. The development and application of the accuracy criteria are described in the following text.

SELECTION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Governing equations were selected which related performance, configuration design, and autopilot de-
sign parameters to aerodynamic coefficients. Closed-form equatlons

1 ,2
, differential equations of mo-

tion
2 

and specific energy expressions
3 

were selected for the performance relations. These are often
derived with assumptions such as constant velocity or level flight. For the purpose of deriving accuracy
criteria, these are not considered restrictive assumptions. These simplified forms emphasize the first
order effect of the aerodynamic coefficients on the performance or design. Figure 3 summarizes the per
formance/design relationships selected to develop the accuracy criteria. The right-hand column indicates
the resulting coefficients in each equation. The performance relations relate parameters such as range
to aerodynamic coefficients such as normal and axial force. Configuration design relations relate, for
example, fin area to body moment coefficients and are typically force and moment balances for configura-
tion components. Autopilot design parameters are related to moment and control levels. Normal and axial
force coefficients were substituted for lift and drag coefficients to provide body axis sensitivities.

Figure 4 presents the selected performance relations, Eqs. (1) through (15), and their references.
This list is not intended to be complete and contains representative equations which can be used to de-
velop accuracy criteria. The response time, Eq. (1). has no reference and was developed by determining
the time required to pitch a missile through an angle of attack, , using a control deflection, . Also,
Eq. (13) was derived from the force and moment balances. Eqs. (1) through (12).

Figure 5 contains selected configuration design relations, Eqs. (16) through (27). derived from force

and moment balances commonly used in the design of missiles. The equctions include fin and wing sizing,
dihedral and trim deflection angle definition and center of gravity location.

The autopilot design relations, Eqs. (28) through (31), of Fig. 6 define the stability parameters
Ks,Ks1 ,Ks3 , and KX which are used in autopilot design. For example, the static stability para-
meter, KS, is the ratio of Cmc/Cm8 at any angle of attack. It is a measure of the amount of con-
trol deflection required to achieve a given change in angle of attack. For a very stable vehicle Cmo
is a large and high control deflections are required. Large control deflections are also required if
Cm6 is small. In either case, the vehicle is difficult to control. This is indicated by a large value

of KS . Similar magnitudes arise for KS1 and KS3. A feasible autopilot design is possible for
these parameters between the values of approximately -0.50 and 01.0. The negative limit is for unstable
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airframes. The cross-coupling parameter, KX, is the ratio of the roll-yaw cross coupling derivatives
to the roll-yaw control derivatives. Values of this ratio less than 0.50 are desirable in autopilot
designs.

4

DEVELOPMENT OF ACCURACY EQUAl IONS

The equations of Fig 4, 5, and 6 were differentiated with respect to aerodynamic coefficients to ob-
tdin the accuracy equations. An example of this derivation process, beginning with Eq. (8) for instan-
taneous load factor, follows. CL is assumed approximately equal to CN and Eq. (8) differentiated
with respect to CN to give

an _ qS
aCN W (32)

The right hand side, qS/W, is then replaced using Eq. (8) and the normalized equation obtained,

an acN

n C5  (33)

Eq. (33) Is referred to as the accuracy criteria equation. An allowable error on the performance para-
meter, n, is estimated based upon design requirements, e.g.,

An

c- < 0.20 (34)

Substitution into Eq. (33). provides the allowable accuracy on CN in the form

CN--N < 0.20

Eq. (35) gives the allowable prediction accuracy on CM which results in a 20% error in load factor.

Figure 7 provides the CN accuracy relations, Eqs. (36) through (41), derived from the various per-
formance/design equations of Figure 4 and 5. (All minus signs are dropped because the equations repre-
sent absolute values of the errors). Note that two equation forms result. The simplest form such as
Eqs. (36) through (39) are independent of configuration characteristics or flight conditions. Only the
aerodynamic coefficient and performance/design parameter enter the equation. The allowable accuracy is
only a function of the allowable error in the performance/design parameter. The second equation form is
configuration dependent such as Eqs. (40) and (41). The accuracy is a function of the performance/design
parameters such as weight, reference area or dynamic pressure and aerodynamic characteristics such as the
ratio of wing to body normal force, CNw/CNB. Therefore, each configuration class has a different
allowable accuracy.

Figure 8 presents the CA accuracy criteria, Eqs. (42) through (45), derived from Fig. 4 and 5.
Equations (42) and (43) are the simple form and Eqs. (44) and (45) have configuration and flight condi-
tion-dependent coefficients. Figure 9 summarizes the pitching moment criteria in Eqs. (46) through
(52). Care must be taken in applying criteria such as Eqs. (46) and (48) when the moment or its deriva-
tive is near zero. For example, if Cm is zero, response time is infinite. Equations (49) and (50) can
be applied by setting a minimum acceptable AI6RIM or 

1
XCG such as 2 degrees and 0.2 calibers, re-

spectively. This results in the definition of a minivmm value for Cm. Figures 10 and 11 present simi-
lar criteria for CY,Cn, and Cgcoefficients in Eqs. (:3) through (66). The derivation of all the ac-
curacy relations on Figures 7 through 11 is given in the Appendix.

SELECTION OF ALLOWABI.E PERFORMANCE/DESIGN ERRORS

Many of the accuracy equations of Fig. 7 through 11 have performance parameter allowable errors
(e.g., R) divided by the performance parameters (e.g.,aR). Therefore, only the fractional error AR/R
m,st be selected. For these cases, Fig. 12 provides typical allowable errors based upon preliminary de-
sign requirements. The user of the accuracy criteria may select other allowable errors based upon his
particular design problem. Range is desired within 10%, maneuvering and design parameters within 20%.
CA has the most severe requirement of 10% based upon allowable range accuracies. Cm prediction for
response time is least severe at 40%.

Allowable errors for autopilot design parameters are more complex because Ks,KsI,KS3 and KX
can have values between 0 and . Figures 13 and 14 describe a recommended approach for determining K.
When the parameter, K, is within acceptable levels for autopilot design, relatively large errors in its
magnitude can still result in an acceptable design. Therefore, AK=0.25 is recommended. At slightly un-
acceptable levels of K between 1 and 5 larger errors are tolerable as long as K is predicted within these
levels. This results in an error definition of AK=0.25K. Once K becomes greater than 5, the autopilot
design becomes impractical, independent of the level of K. This condition usually occurs when the con-
trol derivatives, Cma,CtaA or Cn8R are close to zero. This often occurs at high angle of attack
when controls are in separated flow regions. For these cases, the expressions shown provide an increment
for the control power which is a function of the numerators of the appropriate equations. The plot at
the bottom of Fig. 13 shows a typical variation of AK/K using this model. Figure 14 provides a similar
approach for definition of the cross-coupling parameter, KX.

Equations (40), (44), and (47) of Figs. 7, 8, and 9 require flight characteristics such as q/V, 1/qV
and 0a/q. Typical values of these parameters are shown in Fig. 15 as a function of altitude. A PS of
100 ft per second is approximately 10% of a typical PS for ramjet missiles. A Ah of 1000 feet repre-
sents an acceptable error in estimating cruise altitude. Equation (45) of Fig. 8 requires the ratio of
CO/CA coso. Typical values for configurations shown in Fig. 2 are given in Fig. 16. Wind tunnel
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were used to obtain these curves. As angle of attack increases, the ratio increases indicating
that CA is a small contribution to C0 . Also, at a fixed angle of attack, the aero-configured and

elliptic shapes have higher ratios and therefore, CA contributions are less important.

Equation (41) of Fig. 7 requires the ratio of CNW to CNB. Figure 17 provides typical variation

of this ratio with angle of attack. Since wing size can vary greatly this ratio is very sensitive to

particular configuration type. Ratios as low as 0.1 and greater than 1.2 are possible. The ratio does

decrease as angle of attack increases and body lift becomes mare important. Figure 18 su arizes typical
values of design/performance dependent coefficients for the four configuration classes and the equations
indicated. Note that design characteristics such as N/S and N/Sb appear in the coefficients. Because S

and b are reference area and length which vary depending on user preference they are left to the user to
define. Not applicable appears for conventional and elliptic classes because these concepts are assumed
to be rocket-powered, boost-glide concepts. Equations (40), (44), and (47) are only applicable to mis-

sile with airbreathing propulsion where PS and cruise altitude are important design parameters.

EXAMPLE COEFFICIENT ACCURACY

The parameter allowable errors estaolished by Fig. 12 through 18 were applied to the Mach 4.02 wind
tunnel data of the aero-configured non-circular body Phase II configuration

8 
shown in the lower right

of Figure 2. The predictions were obtained using the Supersonic/Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program
9 

and
the ACM Rationale

10 
which defines the pressure methods to be applied to various regions of the configu-

rations. Figure 19 compares data predictions and accuracy bands for pitching moment variation with angle
of attack. The triangular and circular symbols are data for zero and 10 degree pitch deflection, re-
spectively. The two solid lines are predictions for each case. The response time, accuracy band is com-

puted by substituting Lr/r=0.20 from Fig. 12 into Eq. (46) of Fig. 9 and solving for LCma=_tO.
4
0 Cme.

The value of Cm8 used is that given by the test data at each angle of attack. Eqs. (49), (51) and (52)
were used in a similar manner to develop the accuracy bands identified in "trim' and 'static stability.
The minimum allowable trim deflection error was limited to 2 degrees.

The zero deflection prediction is outside the resulting "trim' error band from 4.5 to 16.5 degrees
angle of attack and would be a poor prediction for establishing trim deflection within 2 degrees. The
shaded wedge-shaped regions identified as "static stability' are the slope from Eq. (52) required to ac-
curately predict static stability. At almost all conditions the predicted slope is outside this error

band. the prediction with pitch deflection is within the error band established by Eq. (46) for response
time and Eq. (51) for static stability. Therefore, the prediction of the effect of deflection on Cm is
good for preliminary design purposes.

Figure 20 shows a good prediction for axial force. The accuracy bands are from Eq. (42) for powered
range and Eq. (45) for maneuver deceleration. The large increase in the band at high angle of attack
represents the small contribution of CA to CD at this condition.

Figure 21 shows a Cn prediction which is within the accuracy band at angles of attack up to 12 de-
grees. Above 14 degrees the predictions are poor. The accuracy criteria are based on Eq. (56) and (57).

CONCLUSIONS

Accuracy criteria are presented which can be applied at any point in the design process by selecting
the appropriate allowable error in performance/design parameters. Criteria are established for the six

static force and moment coefficients, CA,CNCm,Cy,Cn,Ct-. Allowable errors for performance and
design parameters are estimated by the user and the accuracy criteria equations used to relate these to

allowable coefficient accuracies. Although example allowable errors are given in this paper, the user
can select his own to reflect his level of design detail. The criteria developed are best suited for

comparing predictions with existing wind tunnel data during the development and evaluation of prediction
techniques.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF ACCURACY RELATIONS

A total of 31 accuracy criteria relations were given on Figures 7 through 11. A summary derivation
of equal equation is given in Figures Al through A30. There are six accuracy relations for CN. the
relation derivated from the load factor equation is given in the text of the paper and the remaining de-
rivations are given in Figures Al through AS. The four accuracy relations for CA are derived in Fi-
gures A6 through Ag, the seven Ca relations are derived in Figures AIO through A16. the eight Cy and
Cn relations are derived in Figures A17 through A24, and the six C relations are derived in Figures

A25 through A30.
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SUMMARY

This lecture describes a survey of experimental observations
and intermediate level prediction methods aimed at nonlinear
aerodynamic characteristics of tactical missiles. A description
is given of the major differences between missile and aircraft
flight and configuration characteristics. The importance of
vortical interference and nonlinear compressibility due to shocks
is stressed. Nonlinearities associated with deformable fin
design, supersonic fin on body interference, wraparound fins, and
unsteady flight are discussed. Summarized accounts are provided
of the effects of asymmetric body vortex shedding and vortex
bursting on overall missile aerodynamic characteristics.
Physical examples are given that show vortex structures and shock
formations in vapor screen and schlieren pictures. In many
instances, the nonlinear aerodynamic effects are illustrated by
theoretical results obtained with and without the relevant
nonlinearity. Short descriptions are given of intermediate level
panel-based missile aerodynamics prediction methods with special
attention to the models incorporated to account for vortical and
nonlinear compressibility effects. The descriptions include
applications to additive force analysis for supersonic inlets and
to deformable fins. Additional comparisons with experimental
data are provided and the nonlinear effects pointed out.
Presently available menthods and future needs are summarized in
the concluding remarLs.
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INTRODUCTION

This lecture is concerned with nonlinear effects of missile

aerodynamics. In this context, the nonlinear effects are taken

to be those effects which are nonlinear with angle of attack

and/or cannot be adequately treated with linear theory. Examples

of nonlinear effects associated with tactical missile

aerodynamics include formation of flow separation vortices,

vortex wakes and vortical interference, nonlinear compressibility

due to presence of shocks, and aeroelastic deformation. In

addition, the performance of airbreathing missiles can be

influenced by off design operation of the inlet, especially at

supersonic speeds. All of the nonlinear effects can be

complicated further by unsteady flow.

The methods for analysis of missile aerodynamics are fairly

new and range from simplest handbook techniques to numerical

aerodynamic simulations. The simplest include slender body and

linear theory and coded versions thereof (Refs. 1 and 2), semi-

empirical based codes (Refs. 3-6), and impact theory codes using

two dimensional nonlinear theory neglecting vortical effects

(Ref. 7). The intermediate level missile codes are based on

singularity distributions using low order panel methods (derived

from supersonic linear theory) enhanced with vortical effects

(Refs. 8-11). The highest level methods employ numerical

simulations based on potential, Euler, and Navier-Stokes solvers

(Refs. 12-15).

Generally, the simplest engineering level methods are limited

to simple configurations, approximate or neglect completely

canard on tail vortical interference, and calculate longitudiral

characteristics usually valid in the low range of angle of attack

only. Some of the semi-empirical methods incorporate missile

body and fin aerodynamic loads that are nonlinear; for example,

the data-based missile programs of References 4 and 5. In

addition, the handbook methods and the semi-empirical method

included in the latest version of Missile Datcom (Ref. 6) provide

approximations for the longitudinal stability derivatives.
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The intermediate panel-based supersonic missile codes require

more user supplied information for input, but they can

economically provide detailed aerodynamic loadings for fairly

complex missile configurations. The panel-based codes of

References 8, 9, and 10 include simplified accounts of vortical

formation and interference, and can also combine two dimensional

nonlinear theory with three dimensional linear theory for

calculation of surface pressures including aerodynamic

interference. Code NWCDM-NSTRN (Ref. 9) also allows for roll,

pitch, and yaw angular rates.

The highest level missile aerodynamics analysis methods

employ numerical simulations or CFD (Computational Fluid

Dynamics) codes which can simulate flows about simple geometries

with more complex physics including some of the nonlinearities

mentioned earlier. Transport aircraft with attached flows are

handled very well at the present time by CFD methods but more

complex flow phenomena associated with high performance military

aircraft are not yet fully amenable to CFD analysis (Ref. 16).

CFD methods for unsteady aerodynamic flows have received far less

attention than those for steady flows. The viscous unsteady CFD

technology is in its infancy. In the application to missile

unsteady motions, perhaps simple geometries can be analyzed with

inviscid codes, and possibly approaches based on coupled unsteady

inviscid codes with steady boundary layer or unsteady two

dimensional Navier-Stokes codes will be available in the near

future.

The summarized account of the missile aerodynamics analyses

given above serves as a basis for methods required now and in the

future to handle the special aerodynamic characteristics of

missiles in general. It is the objective of this lecture to

provide some insight into the nonlinear characteristics of

missile aerodynamics.

The lecture starts with descriptions of flight and

configuration characteristics that make tactical missile
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aerodynamic analysis different from airplane aerodynamic

analysis. Physical examples of vortical and shock related

phenomena are illustrated. Some comparisons with existing

predictions are included. Intermediate level methods of analysis

based on singularity distributions and designed to include

nonlinear vortical and nonlinear compressibility effects are

described. References are made to existing computer programs

including a program for estimating additive drag of supersonic

inlets based on paneling methods (Refs. 11). Additional

comparisons with experimental data and a calculative example for

an aeroelastically deformed fin are discussed. The lecture is

summarized and some conclusions are offered in the concluding

remarks.

FLIGHT AND CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS

The following 'escriptions are primarily aimed at pointing

out nonlinear aerodyndmic effects of tactical or short range

types of missiles as opposed to strategic or long range missiles.

The major differences between missile and aircraft aerodynamics

are described first. The effects of the presence of shocks

(nonlinear compressibility) are summarized and the need to

consider nonlinear aerodynamics in aeroelastic problems is

discussed. This is followed by a short description of nonlinear

fin body interference for supersonic flow in terms of commonly

used interference factors used in engineering prediction methods.

Some unusual aerodynamic aspects of missiles with wraparound fins

are briefly described, and an example of unsteady flight is given

as well as summaries of the effects of asymmetric body vortex

shedding and vortex bursting. The flight and configuration

characteristics listed below may not be complete and are open to

discussion.
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MISSILE VS. AIRCRAFT

Tactical missiles can execute high-g maneuvers and fly from

subsonic to high supersonic speeds. Angles of attack can be

sufficiently high to form strong flow separation vortices from

the missile body and fin edges. Thus, forward fin wakes and the

body voiticity influence the distribution of aerodynamic loads on

the missile, especially the loads acting on the tail fins. This

nonlinear effect may not be so important in the case of an

aircraft where the wing vortices are usually not very close to

the stabilizer surfaces, as shown in Figure 1. On tactical

missiles, the forward or canard fin wakes can actually impact the

tail fins. As shown in the upper portion of the figure, the

missile configuration can be rolled and the body and fins may

operate at angle of sideslip in addition to angle of pitch. A

given finned section may include two, three, four, or more fins.

Therefore., fin on fin interference becomes important. The

overall shapes of missiles tend to be slender, and the fins are

usually of small aspect ratio giving rise to formation of

vortices from the leading and side edges. Examples are discussed

in a later section.

Recent designs of airbreathing missiles include large air

intakes which may interfere aerodynamically with the airframe and

vice versa. Supersonic inlets operating off design (shock ahead

of cowl lip) and at subcritical condition (less than maximum

possible flow) create additive drag and lift and may generate

vortices which can affect aerodynamic loadings on the airframe

aft of the inlet. These nonlinear effects are difficult to

analyze. A simple method for approximating inlet additive forces

is described later in this lecture.

The missile flight and configuration characteristics listed

above are generally different from those for an aircraft. Most

importantly, the components of a missile experience strong

aerodynamic interactions, most of them nonlinear, which are not

usually encountered by aircraft. Some special missile

aerodynamic characteristics are discussed next.
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PRESENCE OF SHOCKS

At high supersonic Mach numbers, nonlinear compressibility

effects will affect the pressures acting on the forebody and fins

of a missile. This type of nonlinearity can also be important at

lower supersonic flight Mach numbers when the angle of attack

and/or local surface shape causes portions of the missile to be

near the bow shock and/or the fin leading edge shock. Such

situations can occur on, but are not limited to, the windward

side of the missile surfaces. Some examples are discussed later

in this lecture.

Aerodynamic loads acting on missiles in the vicinity of a

supersonic parent aircraft, or aerodynamic loads on submissiles

launched from a supersonic dispenser, are affected by the

nonlinear effects of shocks in the flow. In addition, the

aerodynamic loads are also influenced by missile nose shocks

reflecting off the parent aircraft or the dispenser. These

nonlinearities will not be addressed in this lecture.

Experimental data and approximate methods for handling such

problems can be found in the store separation analysis techniques

described in Reference 17.

AEROELASTIC FIN EFFECTS

Recently, development of a fin design procedure has been

initiated that is aimed at optimizing the deformable structure of

a fin to satisfy an aerodynamic objective; for example, hinge

moments minimization for control fins (Ref. 18). In this aid

other examples of static aeroelastic problems, the aerodynamic

and the structural effects interact with one another. In the

application to missile control fins, the angle of pitch seen by

the fin tends to be relatively high and nonlinearites associated

with fin leading and side edge flow separation enter into the

picture. The problem is made more difficult by the nonlinear
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effects of airgaps between the deflected fin and the missile

body. A calculative example of a fin deformed under the

influence of aerodynamic forces is discussed later in this

lecture.

SUPERSONIC FIN BODY INTERFERENCE

The following short description of the nonlinear interference

between fins and body is taken from Reference 19 and applies to

engineering level prediction methods employing wing (KW) and body

(KB) interference factors. For a planar fin body combination,

the fin interference factor represents the ratio of aerodynamic

normal-force coefficient of the right and left fins combined in

the presence of the body to the normal-force coefficient of a

wing alone formed by joining the left and right fins at their

root chords. The body interference factor represents the

aerodynamic normal-force coefficient on the body in the presence

of the fins normalized by the wing alone value.

For moderate angles of attack (a < 10 deg) and moderate

supersonic Mach numbers (M < 2), linear theory based methods for

predicting the interference between midwings and the body give

adequate results. However, at higher Mach numbers and higher

angles of attack, large nonlinearities primarily due to

nonlinear body effects occur in wing body interference.

Reference 19 provides KW factors and the ratios KW/KB obtained

from a massive experimental data base for Mach numbers between

2.5 and 4.5 and for angles of attack up to 40 deg. Examples

showing the fin interference factor for AR (aspect ratio) = 2 and

AR = 0.5 fins with taper ratios of 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 are shown in

Figures 2 and 3. The ratio of body radius to wing semispan (one

half of tip to tip span including body) is 0.5.

The concluding remarks in Reference 19 state the following.

The interference factor generally indicates that, at small angles
of attack (2.5 deg and less), the values of KW do not deviate

much from slender-body theory. Near zero angle of attack, the
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values of KB/KW sometimes exceed the slender-body value and

sometimes are less. At high angles of attack, the interference

tends to be small so that KW tends to unity and KB tends to zero.

However, in a number of instances, there are significant

deviations from these general rules. Therefore, in the

application to missile aerodynamics, it is clear that fin body

interference at high angles of attack and Mach numbers is

influenced by nonlinear effects.

WRAPAROUND FINS

Designers of tube and dispenser launched missiles have

incorporated wraparound fins. Upon launch, the fins are deployed

to provide aerodynamic stability during the flight. However,

many instances of unusual quasisteady flight dynamics including

angular (coning) motion have been observed.

In Reference 20, recent free flight aerodynamic tests are

described for a missile configuration with four wraparound fins

at the base. The test results show that an out of plane side

(yawing) moment at zero sideslip is generated at subsonic and

transonic Mach numbers (up to Mw = 1.4). In the supersonic

range, the side moment causes dynamic instability in that the

amplitude of the coning motion continues to increase. The cited

reference concludes that the side moment is related to

aerodynamics of wraparound fin configurations.

Provi'ed the angle of attack during the flight remains less

than 10 leg, the side moment must be generated by the

antisymme ric wraparound configuration shown in Figure 4. The

prediction of this aerodynamic characteristic is difficult and

may requ>,-e nonlinear aerodynamic theory. However, this lecturer

believes -hat it is possible to estimate supersonic wraparound

fin aerod-namics with linear theory at least for low supersonic

Mach numb'rs. It is necessary to include fin thickness and to

interact the thickness solution with the lifting solution.

Comparisons with experimental data for a wraparound wing concept,
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including nonzero rolling moment at zero angle of attack, are

shown in Reference 10. The problem definitely becomes nonlinear

when the body angle of attack becomes sufficiently large to cause

formation of body vortices which also influence the fin loading

in a nonlinear manner.

UNSTEADY FLIGHT

Unsteady aerodynamic effects associated with missile flight

can be important. Because of the missile flight characteristics

mentioned earlier, missiles can undergo motions with high

rotational rates. A typical vertical launch trajectory is shown

in Figure 5. Within approximately the first second, the missile

pitches at about 300 deg/sec and the angle of attack can be as

high as 50-60 deg during the initial (subsonic) portion of the

flight. Under these conditions, the missile forebody at zero

sideslip angle can be subjected to out of plane side forces and

attendant side or yawing moments which are highly nonlinear and

can exceed the available control capability of the missile. This

yawing moment contributes to the so called phantom yaw. The side

force is due to asymmetric flow separation on the forebody.

Observations about this type of body flow separation are given

below.

Body Vortex Shedding

An extensive review of available information on asymmetric

vortex shedding from bodies of revolution compiled and

interpreted by Ericsson and Reding is available in Reference 21.

For the sake of completeness and for the benefit of missile

designers, the following is excerpted from the cited reference.

"There are no easy answers for the missile aerodynamicist

concerned about the effects of vortex-induced asymmetric loads at

zero sideslip. Existing theoretical techniques are inadequate

because they do not account for the viscous aspects of the flow
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phenomenon, including the dominant effects of nonuniform surface

roughness. In addition, they do not consider the observed large

effects of nosetip geometry and vehicle motion. However, the

aerodynamicist does know that:

1) The phenomenon occurs generally at 30 deg a S 60 deg

for most practical configurations.

2) Significant side loads occur only for subsonic cross

flow.

3) The magnitude of the side load is Reynolds number

sensitive, with both the maximum and minimum [side force

to normal-force ratios] occurring in the critical

Reynolds number range.

4) The phenomenon is nose dependent, with the asymmmetric

vortices beginning at a pointed, slender nosetip and on

the rear of the body when the nose is blunt.

5) Body motion affects the asymmetric loads greatly and can

lock in the maximum possible vortex asymmetry achievable

at a particular Reynolds number range to cause self-

sustained coning motion."

"If needed, the following fixes should be considered:

1) Yaw plane strakes or analogous body shaping for bank-to-

turn missiles.

2) Multiple longitudinal strakes or trips for rolling

missiles.

3) Nose bluntness, for both kinds of vehicles; but make sure

that the effects of the body-induced vortices are not

worse than the nose-induced effects.

4) Nose blowing, windward side blowing being more efficient

than leeside blowing."

Vortex Bursting

Another aspect of nonlinear aerodynamic behavior in missile

aerodynamics is related to vortex breakdown or bursting
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phenomena. Breakdown is generally affiliated with the core flow

of the vortex. As mentioned by Luckring in Reference 22, this

three dimensional unsteady and turbulent fluid mechanical problem

has proven to be difficult to predict. This reference describes

a theoretical model to represent the features of the basic flow

structure of the flow separation-induced leading edge vortex for

slender wings. Low speed (incompressible) tests for a delta wing

show that at angles of attack in excess of 30 deg the leading

edge vortex core flow breaks down ahead of the trailing edge and

that the lift losses due to the breakdown are substantial.

Therefore, in the application to missile fins on a low speed

missile, the lift loss may occur on one fin of an opposite pair

of fins and cause a rolling and yawing moment. In addition, the

asymmetric vortex field may stream aft along the missile body and

induce asymmetric aerodynamic loads on the tail fins.

It is clear that the highly nonlinear and possibly unsteady

aerodynamic effects mentioned above for the sake of completeness

are important since they can result in uncontrollable missile

dynamic behavior.

In the next section, illustrations are given of some of the

aerodynamic nonlinearities described earlier in this section.

From here on, the discussions are focused on missiles and their

components in supersonic flow.

EXAMPLES

In this section, vapor screen and schlieren pictures are

presented to illustrate the vortical and shock types of

nonlinearities. In addition, pressure distributions acting on

bodies under the influence of vortices are shown. Effects of the

presence of shocks on wing pressure distributions and overall

loads are indicated. In many cases, predicted results are

included to show the nonlinear aerodynamic effects. The

theoretical methods used in the predictions are summarized later

in this lecture. Examples of vortex structures for wings and

along a cruciform missile are described first.
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HIGHLY SWEPT WING

An example of the vortex structure on a highly swept wing is

shown in Figure 6. This delta wing is discussed in Reference 23.

The vapor screen near the trailing edge corresponds to Mach

number 2.4 and 12 deg angle of attack. Note that in this

supersonic case the vortex structure shows no signs of breaking

up (bursting) and includes secondary vortices as indicated in the

figure.

In the application to missile fins, leading and side edge

vorticity can develop as the angle of attack is increased. If

the side edges are long, vorticity can be generated along the

edge for angles of attack as low as 5 deg. Along the leading

edges, vorticity can be generated at supersonic speeds from the

root leading edge (for subsonic leading edges). The leading and

side edge vortices may combine and form a pattern of strong

vorticity located above the trailing edge. The forward fins may

generate vortices that stream aft along the afterbody and tail

section and influence the pressures on those components.

Examples of vortices along a missile are described next.

CRUCIFORM MISSILE

Vapor screens showing the vortex structure immediately behind

a cruciform canard tail missile model are shown in Figures 7 and

8 for various combinations of angle of attack and roll angle at

Mach number 2.36. The experimental test setup and additional

data for cases with forward fin deflection are described in

Reference 24. In the vapor screen photographs in Figure 7, the

core of the vortices are indicated by the dark spots. At the

lowest angle of attack, the vortices closest to the body

originate from the forebody, and the two vortices above the fin

tips are generated by the horizontal canard fins. The tail fin

vortices are not as visible because they are relatively weak and
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have not been rollrd up at the vapor screen location. As the

angle of attack is increased, vortex sheets appear and the

afterbody contributes to the vorticity. For the lowest included

angle of attack, ac = 11.4 deg, effects of angle of roll are

shown in Figure 8. For nonzero angle of roll, the vertical

canard fins also generate vortices which interact with the body

and horizontal canard fin vortices as they stream aft to the tail

section.

The aerodynamic loads acting on the tail fins are definitely

influenced by the vortex structures illustrated above. For cases

with asymmetric forward fin control or for cases with nonzero

roll angle, the tail fins generate induced rolling moments which

are usually highly nonlinear with angle of attack.

In both figures, the indicated theoretical results are

obtained with the vortex formation and tracking methods embodied

in computer program LRCDM2 described fully in Reference 8 and

summarized later in this lecture.

AXISYMMETRIC BODY

The circumferential pressure distributions shown in Figure 9

act at 3 axial stations aft of the nosetip of a model consisting

of a three caliber (x/D = 3) ogive nose followed by a 3.67

caliber (x/D = 3.67) cylindrical afterbody. The experimental

data is extracted from Reference 25 which contains

circumferential pressure distribution data at a large number of

axial stations for a range of angles of attack and supersonic

Mach numbers.

The drta shown in Figure 9 correspond to a Mach number of

1.6, included angle of attack of 20 deg, and free-stream Reynolds

number based on diameter of 0.5 x 106. At this angle of attack,

the body shed vortex wake on the lee side of the body is well

developed and consists mainly of a symmetrical pair of vortices

connected by vortex sheets to the body. This body vortex
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structure is in its developmental stages at the first two axial

stations (x/D = 0.8 and 2.8), and the pressure distributions

shown in Figures 9(a) and (b) are weakly influenced by the vortex

wake. However, at x/D = 5.1 the vortex wake has developed to

such an extent that it has a dominant effect on the pressure

distribution shown in Figure 9(c) and, therefore, the integrated

aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the body.

In Figure 9(c), the solid and dashed lines represent results

obtained with the body vortex prediction program NOZVTX described

in Reference 26 and summarized later in this lecture. The

difference between the solid and dashed lines is an indication of

the nonlinear effects of body vorticity on the pressure

distributions. The solid curve, representing the pressure

distribution in the presence of the vortex wake, departs from the

dashed line, representing results excluding the vortex wake, from

polar angle P = 70 deg onward. The predicted vortex wake,

consisting of many discrete vortices, is indicated in the upper

portion of Figure 9(c). Similar data for an elliptic cross

section body are discussed next.

ELLIPTIC BODY

Vapor screen photographs showing vortex development on a

sharp nosed 3:1 elliptic body are shown in Figure 10 for five

angles of roll. 2he axial station is near the base of the body.

The Mach number is 2.5 and the included angle of attack is

20 deg. This and additional data are available in References 27

and 28.

At zero roll angle, two symmetric vortices develop near the

nose of the model and continue to grow along the sides of the

body. At 45 deg roll angle, the right or lower vortex is

elongated and stays close to the body surface. The left or upper

vortex retains the approximate shape of the zero roll angle

vortex but appears weaker and is located further above the body

surface. At 90 deg roll angle the vortex structure has changed

to a narrow wake formation above the body.
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The flow visualization pictures were digitized to define the

vortical structures indicated by the solid lines in Figure 11(a)

for zero roll angle and in Figure 11(b) for 45 deg roll angle.

The dashed lines correspond to results predicted by the body

vortex modeling computer program NOZVTX described in Reference 26

and summarized later in this lecture. For zero roll angle, the

agreement between the predicted results and experimental results

is quite good. The calculated total circulation strength r
increases three fold from x/L = 0.32 to the base of the body. At

45 deg angle of roll the character of the predicted vortex wake

is in fair agreement with experiment.

It should be noted that Reference 29 describes results

obtained with a Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes solver for the

same elliptical body. These results compare extremely well with

experiment and show large regions of secondary separation near

the body shoulders and on the lee side. This is an example of a

case which is geometrically simple enough to be treated with a

numerical simulation based on more complex physics and giving the

best results.

circumferential pressure distributions for the 3:1 elliptical

cross section body at axial station x/L = 0.6 are shown in Figure

12(a) for zero roll angle and in Figure 12(b) for 45 deg roll

angle. The Mach number is 2.5 and the included angle of attack

is 20 deg. Under these conditions, the pressure distributions on

the leeward side of the body are very much affected by the body

generated vorticity. Predicted results using the computer

program NOZVTX described in Reference 26 are shown in Figure 12

with and without separation effects. It is clear that the

addition of the nonlinear aerodynamic effect caused by the

presence of the body separation wake improves the pressure

predictions. The discrepancy in the pressure comparisons on the

windward side near the shoulders of the body are most likely

caused by the nonlinear compressibility effects due to the close

proximity of the bow shock wave. This nonlinearity is not

included in the NOZVTX predictions. Indeed, a numerical
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simulation based on the nonlinear full potential equation agrees

much better with the experimental data in the shoulder region but

lacks agreement on the lee side (Ref. 27). The potential code is

called NCOREL (Ref. 12) and is applicable to attached flow

conditions.

The nonlinear compressibility due to the presence of shocks

is described next.

NONLINEAR COMPRESSIBILITY

The schlieren photograph shown in Figure 13 shows a model of

a missile in the supersonic wind tunnel at NASA Langley Research

Center. The model is at 14 deg included angle of attack, the

Mach number is 2.5, and the vertical fins of the canard control

model are deflected -5 deg (trailing edge to right). The picture

shows that the bow shock attached to the body nose is close to

the windward side of the forebody and that the shock touches the

tip of the lower vertical canard fin. Thus, it can be expected

that for these conditions the pressures on the forebody and

possibly the lower fin are influenced by the nonlinear

compressibility due to the presence of the bow shock. The lower

surfaces of the horizontal fins will also be close to the fin

leading edge shocks.

Also visible in Figure 13 are what appear to be concentrated

fin tip vortex wakes from the vertical and horizontal fins. In

addition, a dark cloud lies on top of the afterbody on the

portion of the body visible through the right two windows. This

cloud may very well be body shed vorticity developed on the

afterbody.

Thus, the features in Figure 13 mentioned above relate to

nonlinearities that are typical of high speed missiles. Of

interest here are the effects of the presence of shocks.

Pressure distributions acting on two wing alone cases are

described below.



RECTANGULAR WING

Experimentally measured and calculated pressure distributions

for the rectangular wing shown in Figure 14 are compared in

Figure 15. The details of the experimental test and additional

data are given in Reference 30. The chordwise pressure

distributions acting on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing

are shown in Figure 15 near the one-half semispan location for

angle of attack 10.3 deg and a Mach number of 2.86. The

experimental data show the strong effects of the beveled portions

of the wing. Attached to the leading edge is a strong oblique

shock which affects the pressures most on the lower surface.

The aerodynamic nonlinearity due to the nonlinear

compressibility associated with the leading edge shock is best

illustrated by contrasting linear theory results with nonlinear

theory results. There are many ways to accomplish this. Here

results are used as calculated by computer program LRCDM2 (Ref.

8) which is described later in the lecture.

The supersonic linear theory predictions generated by LRCDM2

are based on a ten chordwise by five spanwise layout of constant

u-velocity panels for modeling lift as shown in the lower portion

of Figure 14. The same layout of planar source panels is used

for modeling thickness effects. The two dimensional shock

expansion analysis of LRCDM2 makes use of ten spanwise strips

with ten segments in each. The predicted results labeled

"linear" are based on linear theory and the compressible

Bernoulli pressure coefficient. The results labeled "shock

expansion, corrected" are based on shock expansion theory with

flow angles (or local Mach numbers) corrected for strip on strip

interference by linear theory as implemented in LRCDM2.

Due to the presence of a strong oblique shock attached to the

leading edge, the linear theory results underestimate the

pressure coefficients on both the upper and lower surfaces up to
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the flat portion of the wing. The corrected shock expansion

pressure results match the experimental data much better in this

region. On the flat portion, both methods agree well with the

data. Over the length of the beveled position at the trailing

edge, both methods predict lower than measured pressure

coefficients on the upper or suction surface. This is most

likely due to boundary layer separation effects. On the lower or

windward side, the corrected shock expansion method matches the

data better.

The above example serves to illustrate the strong effects of

nonlinear compressibility induced by the oblique shock attached

to the wing leading edge. Note that neither the angle of attack

nor the Mach number are very high; however, the wedge angle at

the leading edge is large giving rise to the strong shock. In

the application to a missile, the effects described above can be

very important in the hinge moments experienced by an all movable

control fin. An additional example of nonlinear compressibility

is described next.

DELTA WING

Experimental and predicted chordwise pressure distributions

are shown in Figure 16 for an aspect ratio 1 delta wing with a 4%

circular arc (biconvex) streamwise section. The experimental

data shown in the figure are part of a collection of chordwise

pressure distribution data available from Reference 31.

The Mach number is 4.6 for all cases shown here, so that the

Mach cone lies just aft of the leading edge of the delta wing

(i.e., supersonic leading edge). The dashed line just inside the

leading edge of the delta wing corresponds to the Mach cone

a3sociated with the free-stream Mach number. Pressure

distributions are shown in Figure 16 at the 40% spanwise station

for an angle of attack of 20.56 deg. At this spanwise location,

the measured pressure coefficients almost lie on straight lines.

Effects of leadina edge vorticity appear to be minimal for this

case with a slightly supersonic leading edge.



As in the rectangular wing case discussed above, the linear

and nonlinear aerodynamic aspects can be most conveniently

demonstrated by results calculated with computer program LRCDM2

(Ref. 8) described later in this report. The results predicted

by LRCDM2 are obtained with a layout of ten chordwise by five

spanwise constant u-velocity panels to model linear theory lift

and ten chordwise by five spanwise planar source panels to

account for linear theory thickness. The nonlinear and combined

theories are applied to five chordwise strips on the top and

bottom surfaces with ten segments on each strip. The calculated

results are categorized as follows.

1) Shock expansion: pressure coefficients calculated with

shock expansion theory, uncorrected for aerodynamic

interference effects.

2) Bernoulli (linear theory): compressible Bernoulli

pressure coefficients with perturbation velocities

induced by the linear theory paneling method.

3) Newtonian: Newtonian pressure coefficients calculated on

the windward side and Cp = 0 on the leeward side.

4) Shock expansion, corrected: category 1 pressure

coefficients corrected for interference effects with

combined nonlinear/linear theory.

5) Newtonian, corrected: category 3 pressure coefficients

corrected for interference effects with combined

nonlinear/linear theory.

The Newtonian and Bernoulli (linear theory) results are

indicated in the top portion of Figure 16 and the same Bernoulli

results are shown with shock expansion results in the bottom

portion. On the lower surface, the predicted Bernoulli pressure

coefficients are much higher than the experimental pressure

coefficients except near the leading edge where the Bernoulli
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prediction approaches the zero level. At the high angle of

attack considered here, this behavior is due to unrealistic

(high) values of resultant flow velocity calculated with linear

theory and used in the Bernoulli pressure expression. The

uncorrected Newtonian results shown in Figure 16 match the

windward data Dest. The corrected shock expansion method

definitely improves agreement with experiment. On the suction or

upper surface, the level of measured pressure coefficients is at

the minimum. The Bernoulli and the uncorrected and corrected

shock expansion pressure coefficients are also at the minimum

level. Note that the Bernoulli pressure coefficients used with

linear theory are limited to the minimum value set by the free-

stream Mach number. The uncorrected and corrected Newtonian

pressure coefficients are set equal to zero on the suction

surface.

The chordwise pressure distributions, one of which is

discussed above, are integrated over the upper and lower surfaces

of the AR = 1 delta wing to give the normal-force coefficient as

a function of angle of attack. In Figure 17, the normal-force

coefficient and the center-of-pressure location, measured from

the wing apex and normalized by the root chord, are shown as a

function of angle of attack. The experimental data are taken

from Reference 31. For angles of attack up to 12 deg, the

Bernoulli method based on linear theory matches the normal-force

data well; however, the center of pressure calculated by that

method lies aft of the measured location and the error grows

larger with ac. This is typical of linear theory in its

application to wings at high Mach number. The total normal-force

often is estimated well, but the distribution of that force is

faulty. The uncorrected and corrected Newtonian normal-force

predictions are low at the two angles of attack for which results

are shown. This is due to the forced zero pressure coefficient

value on the upper surface of the wing. This "shadow flow"

approximation holds better at Mach numbers greater than 5. The

center of pressure predicted by the Newtonian method is far

forward of the measured level at the low angle of attack and

matches the data fortuitously at the high angle. The uncorrected



and corrected shock expansion methods match the normal-force and

center of pressure data well at the low angle of attack. At the

high angle, the agreement in normal-force is definitely better

with the corrected shock expansion method. Center of pressure is

not affected much by the correction.

In summary, the corrected shock expansion pressure

coefficient method appears to give the best results for the delta

wing under consideration at Mo = 4.6 for both low and high angles

of attack. The pressure coefficients are predicted well by the

Newtonian pressure methods on the windward side only. For the

Mach number under consideration, the Bernoulli results agree

fairly well with measured pressures and normal-force at low

angles of attack only. However, the center of pressure location

is definitely predicted best by the nonlinear shock expansion

theory.

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

This portion of the report is concerned with the intermediate
level methods of analyis embodied in the computer programs

referenced in this lecture. The computer programs are based n

low order supersonic paneling methods derived from linear

supersonic theory. The programs incorporate nonlinear

aerodynamic effects associated with fin and body shed vorticity

and some form of nonlinear correction related to the presence of

shocks.

In very general terms, panel methods can be considered as the

simplest (linear theory) form of the computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) methods, and they can predict pressure distributions on the

components of tactical missiles at low cost compared to nonlinear
numerical simulations based on the full potential, Euler, or

Navier-Stokes flow equations. The numerical simulations can

provide the most accurate results for details of the flow.

However, as mentioned earlier in this report, the CFD methods can
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simulate flows about complex geometries with simple physics

(linear theory) or about simple geometries with more complex

physics (nonlinear theory).

Panel methods can be classified into low and high order

categories. Both employ distributions of singularities derived

from linear, potential theory. The low order panel methods

usually employ constant or sometimes linearly varying sources

and/or doublet strengths on a panel with no continuity across the

panel edges, and the flow tangency boundary condition is applied

at the control point in each panel. The high order panel methods

incorporate quadratically varying strengths which are made

continuous across the panel edges. The boundary condition

includes setting the potential on the interior of the paneled

component equal to zero. The high order panel method can yield

better results than the low order panel methods by virtue of the

smoothly varying characteristics of its singularities at the

expense of longer computer running times. The modeling of

surface details is also better with the high order panel methods.

Usually, the level of accuracy obtainable with the low order

panel methods is adequate for the missile aerodynamicist

especially in view of the lower computation costs.

Panel methods are flexible enough and/or can uc manipulated

to handle the geometrical details of missile bodies with

noncircular cross sections, inlets, and multiple finned sections,

including mutual body-on-fin and fin-on-fin interference. Panel

methods also lend themselves to combined aerostructural analysis

by virtue of their capability to compute load distributions.

However, in their application to supersonic tactical missiles,

nonlinearities due to vortical effects, nonlinear compressibility

associated with shock waves, and effects of inlets can be

important in the prediction of aerodynamic forces and moments.

Consequently, panel methods based on linear theory are not

sufficiently adequate in their application to tactical missiles

and need to be enhanced with models accounting for vortical

effects and nonlinear compressibility.



In this section, attention will be focussed on the
application of low order supersonic panel methods (and line

singularity methods for modeling axisymmetric bodies) combined

with corrections for nonlinear flow phenomena to a complete

missile, to supersonic inlets, and to fin deformation analysis.

References are made to particular computer programs, LRCDM2,

NOZVTX, DM3INL, NWCDM-NSTRN, in the following descriptions.

In the following description, supersonic low and high order

panel methods are listed together with line singularity methods.

The essential underlying theoretical background is summarized.

This is followed by short descriptions of the wing or fin vortex

wake and body separation vortex models. A short discussion of

the vortex cloud technique is provided. The nonlinear pressure

coefficient calculation method is outlined. A preliminary method

employing panels to estimate additive drag and lift acting on

supersonic, rectangular inlets is described.

Later in this lecture additional comparison examples are

given of applications to missiles of paneling and/or line

singularity methods with the appropriate nonlinear corrections.

These examples include supersonic inlets and a calculative case

for an aeroelastically deformed fin on a missile body.

SUPERSONIC PANEL AND LINE SINGULARITY METHODS

Panel methods have been in existence a long time, although

for supersonic flow the number of choices is fairly limited. The

low order category for supersonic flow includes Woodward's

constant pres-.ure panels (Ref. 32), Woodward's USSAERO series

panel methods (Ref. 33), their improved derivatives developed at

NLR (Ref. 34) in the Netherlands, and Woodward's triplet panels

(Ref. 35). There may be other applicable methods, including the

Mach box scheme described in Reference 36. The supersonic line

singularity method for economically modeling axisymnetric,

pointed bodies was conceived before World War II (Refs. 37-39).
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The high order paneling category includes the sophisticated

method designated PAN AIR (Refs. 40-43) and the related paneling

method of the HISSS program (Ref. 44). All of these methods

involve layouts of panels on the surfaces or the lifting surface

mean planes of the missile, except for the line singularity

method which involves distributions along the body centerline

instead of on the surface.

For supersonic flow, the panel or line singularity velocity

potential @ satisfies the Prandtl-Glauert equation for

supersonic, linearized flow valid for small velocity

perturbations.

(M2 - l)Oxx = Oyy + Ozz (1)

All panel methods assume that angle of attack and angle of

sideslip are small. This assumption allows Equation (1) to be

written in a reference body-oriented coordinate system (x,y,z)

independent of the free-stream direction. The boundary

conditions to be satisfied include tangential flow at the body

surface (Neumann condition) subject to regions of influence

associated with linearized supersonic flow. The velocity

components are obtained from the perturbation potential 0 and

must vanish on the Mach cones which demarcate the regions of

influence. The flow tangency boundary condition is satisfied at

a finite set of control points, normally one for each panel,

giving rise to a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations

from which the panel strengths can be obtained. High order panel

methods use more complicated conditions involving the potential

(Dirichlet condition) and tangential flow conditions. .The line

singularity strength solutions are also based on satisfying the

flow tangency condition at points on the body surface. The

solution is simpler in that the line singularity strength

characteristics are obtained from a computationally fast marching

procedure from the body nose to the body base.

In essence, the panel solutions are of two types: lifting

panels and nonlifting, or volume solution, panels. The



individual distributions of the mathematical singularity on the

lifting (doublet) and nonlifting (source) panels range from

constant or linearly varying for the low order panels to

quadratic and continuous across the edges for the high order

panels.

The examples to be described in a later section make use of

constant pressure (actually, constant u-velocity) panels (Ref.

32), source panels (Ref. 33), and triplet panels (Ref. 35), in

addition to the line singularity method (Ref. 37). The triplet

panels are nonlifting panels used primarily to represent bodies
with noncircular cross sections. The constant u-valocity panels

are used to model lift acting on lifting surfaces. This type of

panel is also used to model lift carryover onto the body.

Figure 18 shows a typical paneling layout on a complete

configuration consisting of a forward finned section (canard cr

wing) and a tail finned section mounted on an axisymmetric body.

For such a conventional missile configuration, the axisymmetric

body is represented by linearly varying source and doublet line

singularities for modeling effects of body volume and angle of
attack, respectively. The forward and tail finned sections are

modeled with a sparse layout of constant u-velocity panels.

Only four fin mean planes and one-quarter of the two body

interference shells are shown covered with panels. In this

model, the effects of the body line singularities are included in
the fin constant u-velocity panel boundary conditions for body-

on-fin interference. The constant u-velocity panels on the

interference shell serve to account for fin-on-body interference.

The length of the interference shell in the forward finned

section shown in Figure 18 is taken equal to the fin root chords.

This is only approximately correct in that additional fin-on-body

interference occurs aft of the fin trailing edges depending on

the regions of influence determined by the Mach cones emanating

from the fin edges. The interference shell(s) can be extended

accordingly or some other means for calcu].ating fin effects on

the body should be incorporated (effects of fin trailing vortices
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on afterbody). For a given finned section, the strengths of the

panels on the fins and the interference shell are obtained from

one matrix solution.

If the configuration of interest involves a body with a
noncircular cross section, the body can be modeled with triplet

panels. The fin-on-body interference is still accounted for by

the addition of a separate interference shell containing lifting

constant u-velocity panels. This is the approach followed in the

modeling of unconventional missile configurations by computer

program DM3INL described in Reference 11. This program also is

capable of providing estimates of additive forces associated with

supersonic inlets.

The fin vortex wake model used in programs LRCDM2, DM3INL,

AMICDM, and NWCDM-NSTRN is described next.

FIN VORTEX WAKE

As discussed earlier in this report, fins can generate

leading and side edge separation vorticity as the angle of attack

is increased. If the side edges are long, vorticity can be
generated along the edge for angles of attack as low as 5 deg.

At supersonic speeds, vorticity can be generated along the

leading edges provided the edge lies aft of the Mach cone

emanating from the root leading edge (subsonic leading edge).

The leading and side edge vortices may combine and form a strong

vortex located above the trailing edge. The leading and/or side

edge vortex is elevated above the fin plane as illustrated in

Figure 19. One fin of the forward finned section is shown

attached to a body. The angle of pitch seen by the fin is high

enough to cause formation of strong leading and side edge

vorticity. A vortex feeding sheet forms and at the fin trailing
edge it is fully developed. At this position, the vortex system,

including the trailing edge vortices, can be represented by a set

of concentrated discrete vortices which stream aft along the

afterbody and tail section and influence the loads on those

components.



The nonlinear fin edge vortex characteristics can be

approximated as follows. For fins with leading and/or side edge

flow separation, program LRCDM2 (Ref. 8) is capable of

determining the aligmentation to fin normal-force at high angles

of attack from the distributions of suction along those edges.

This approach is based on the Polhamus analogy (Ref. 45). The

suction distributions are obtained from the in-plane aerodynamic

forces calculated as an extension to the constant u-velocity

panel theory. This involves redefinition of the panel strengths

as horsehoe vortex strengths and application of the Kutta-

Joukowski law for aerodynamic forces acting on vortex filaments.

The portion of suction converted to normal-force is determined by

vortex lift factors KVLE for the leading edge, and by factor KVS E

for the side edge. Estimates fir these factors are given in

Reference 46. Usually, KV = 0.5 and KVS E = 1.0 for small

aspect ratio missile fins and low supersonic speeds.

Along the leading and/or side edges, the growing vorticity
strength is calculated as a function of spanwise dfstance by

means of lifting line theory and the distribution of suction

converted to normal-force. The lateral position, yv, shown in

Figure 19, is taken as the c.g. of the suction distributions.

The position above the fin plane, zl, is approximated as if the

concentrated vortex emanates from the tip leading edge along a

straight line at angle al/2 to the fin, where al is the angle of

pitch seen by the fin. Further details of this account are

available in Reference 8.

In addition to the leading edge and side edge vortex, one

trailing edge vortex is shown in Figure 19. This vortex is

associated with the attached flow span loading as o-posed to the

separated flow edge load augmentations. The strength and

location of the trailing edge vortex (vortices) at the fin

trailing edge are related to the span load distribution

associaced with attached flow on the fin. It can be shown (Ref.

47) that under the assumptions of no sideslip, and pressure being
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linearly related to the potential, the trailing edge vorticity

rTE can be related to the span loading as follows.

1 3rTE 1 )
= - (CC) (2)Va aYF 2 ayf

As an approximation, this relationship is used in Reference 8

for fins on a missile using the actual span loading calculated

with the Bernoulli pressures, including effects of sideslip.

After integration, it turns out that the number of concentrated

discrete vortices is given by the number of extrema in the span

load distribution plus 1. The result is one or more discrete

vortices representing the fully rolled up fin wake. This fin

wake model will not be very good for missiles with overlapping or

closely spaced canard (or wing) and tail sections.

The above simplified treatment of fin vortex flows does not

include effects of vortex breakdown, vortex core modeling,

secondary separation, etc. Some of these highly nonlinear

phenomena and the possible effects on the aerodynamics of a

misuile are mentioned earlier in this lecture.

With the strengths and positions of the fin leading and/or

side edge vortex and the one or more trailing edge vortices known

at the fin trailing edge, these vortices and body nose separation

vortices, if present, are tracked aft along the afterbody up to

the tail fins. In program LRCDM2 (Ref. 8), the body nose

separation vortex strengths and positions in the crossflow plane

are specified in a data base as a function of axial distance from

the nose. This information is given for a pair of symmetric,

concentrated vortices and is based on experimental data described

in Reference 48. Program AMICDM (Ref. 10) is equipped with

updated forebody vortex characteristics obtained with the vortex

cloud model described latF'r in this report. The method for

calculating pressures on the forebody under the influence of

separation vortices includes the effects of vortex filament

inclination with respect to the body centerline.
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The forebody and canard fin vortices can also be included in

an afterbody vortex shedding analysis. In either case the

effects of the moving vortices will influence the aerodynamic

performance of the complete missile in a manner nonlinear with

angle if attack. In the most general case, the vortices will not

be symmetrical with respect to the forward fins either due to

angle of roll or due to asymmetric forward fin control. Examples

of vortex tracking results are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Additional comparisons are described later in this report.

Vortex Tracking Procedure

A procedure for determining the vortex paths in the presence

of the body is based on slender body theory. Programs LRCDM2

(Ref. 8), NWCDM-NSTRN (Ref. 9), and AMICDM (Ref. 10) track

vortices along axisymmetric bodies in this manner. In essence,

the crossflow plane flow potentials are solved at many axial

stations along the body in a marching procedure. The two

dimensional crossflow potential includes linearly superimposed

solutions due to crossflow, vortices in the presence of the body

and vortices in the presence of one another. From one station to

the next, the vortex paths are directed in accordance with local

flow angles. For noncircular body cross sections, a numerical

conformal mapping procedure is required (Ref. 26).

In the development of program LRCDM2, it was found that the

best method for computing the effects of external vortices on the

missile fins involves the following approximation. The vortices

are tracked along the unfinned or body alone sections with the

method described above. When the vortices reach the leading edge

of a finned section, their positions are frozen in the crossflow

plane. This means that through the length of the finned section,

the external vcrtices are rectilinear and taken parallel to the

body centerline. At points on the body surface, vortex-induced

velocity components are calculated using slender body theory for

inclusion in the pressure coefficient calculations. On the fins,

the flowfield generated by the vortices is calculated i.. the
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presence of the body alone (fins off). The effects of the

vortices are then included in the fin loading calculations as

follows:

1. Compute the flow velocity normal to the fin plane at the

panel control points including effects of the body, angle

of attack, and vortex-induced components.

2. Generate the strengths of the constant u-velocity panels

laid out on the fins and interference shell subject to the

impressed velocities of Step 1.

3. With the fin panel strengths calculated from a matrix

solution, compute normal and parallel flow velocity

components at the panel control points including vortex-

induced contributions.

4. With the compressible Bernoulli pressure velocity

relationship, compute pressures acting on the fin with the

velocity components from Step 3.

BODY VORTEX WAKE

The vortex shedding program NOZVTX described in Reference 26

is capable of generating the characteristics of the vortex

flowfield above a body at sufficiently high angle of attack to

experience flow separation. The theoretical method embodied in

NOZVTX is based on a combination of Woodward's source panels

(Ref. 33) for nonaxisymmetric bodies, or line singularities for

axisymmetric bodies (Ref. 37), and multiple discrete vortices

treated with crossflow plane theory. The body is first modeled

with either linear theory method, neglecting flow separation, for

the flow condition at hand. Starting at an axial station close

to the body nose, the attached flow pressure distribution is

calculated on the circumference of the body using the

compressible Bernoulli pressure equation. The pressure

distribution is examined using modified versions of Stratford's

separation criteria which are based on two dimensional



incompressible flow. For example, the laminar separation

criterion states that the laminar boundary layer separates when

the following condition is met (Ref. 26).

F2 dC ]
C 1 /2  C PJ-J 0.087 sin (3)

Here 6 is the run length of the boundary layer, Cp the pressure

coefficient and ac the included or body angle of attack. In a

turbulent boundary layer, the separation point on the

circumference is Reynolds number dependent.

[dCp1 1/2 -6)-0.1
Cp (Re X 10 - ) 0.35 sin a (4)

At the predicted separation points, vortices with strengths

proportional to the square of the local resultant velocity are

shed into the flow field. The trajectories of these free

vortices between one crossflow plane and the next one downstream

are determined from a path integration scheme which aligns the

vortices in accordance with the local flow field. For bodies

with noncircular cross sections, analytical or numerical

conformal mapping schemes are employed together with the vortex

image technique (circle theorem). At the next downstream

crossflow plane, the pressure distibution is calculated including

effects of the vortices shed upstream. On the basis of the

separation criteria, new vortices are shed. This procedure is

carried out in a stepwise fashion over the unfinned lengths of

the body resulting in the formation of vortex clouds simulating

vortex feeding sheets. Examples of the vortex cloud technique

are shown in Figures 9, 11, and 12.

In Figure 20, a conventional missile configuration minus the

tail section is shown. Angle of attack is high enough to form

body vortices and angle of roll is zero. On the forebody, two

vortex feeding sheets are depicted. At the beginning of the

canard section, the feeding sheets separate from the body and two

concentrated vortices pass through the canard section. on the

afterbody, two feeding sheets are schematically indicated. The
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actual shape and starting location of these feeding sheets are

influenced by the flow conditions and external vortices generated

by the forebody and canard fins. Only one trailing edge vortex

is shown for each horizontal fin but more may exist.

In program LRCDM2 (Ref. 8) and its derivatives, the

axisymmetric forebody vorticity characteristics are obtained from

a data base as described earlier in this section. The afterbody

vortex shedding calculations are based on the NOZVTX approach

described above. The purpose is to represent the entire vortex

structure at the beginning of the tail section and to calculate

the vortex-induced effects on the tail section using the

approximate method described above. Examples are shown later in

this lecture.

NONLINEAR PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

It is shown in Reference 49 that linearized theory fails to

provide realistic estimates of pressure distributions acting on

delta wings at about 20 deg angle of attack for Mach numbers

larger than 1.5. Apart from the nonlinear effects due to leading

edge vortex flow (for subsonic edges), there are effects due to

nonlinear compressibility that will influence the pressures on

both the lower and upper surfaces. Generally, linear theory will

underestimate the positive pressures on the lower surface near

the wing leading edge and overestimate the suction pressures on

the upper surface. As a result, linear theory often predicts

good overall normal-force at high Mach numbers but the pressure

distributions are usually faulty.

Some fundamental reasons for the failure of linearized theory

to predict pressures at large angles of attack may be explored

with the help of Figure 21. The differences in pressure

coefficients predicted by two dimensional nonlinear shock or

expansion theory and by two dimensional linear theory can be

illustrated as follows for a planar surface inclined to the free-

stream. In Figure 21, the pressure coefficient calculated for

the compression case (6 > 0) with two dimensional oblique shock
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relationships increases nonlinearly with deflection angle 6 up to

shock detachment. The pressures are appreciably higher than

those obtained with two dimensional linear theory which relates

the pressures directly to the deflection angle. For negative

deflection angles, the pressures calculated with two dimensional

expansion relationships are also higher than the two dimensional

linear theory pressures. For large expansion angles, the

expansion (Prandtl-Meyer) formulation will automatically limit

the pressure coefficient to

pmn= Jmin M 2  (5)

which corresponds to zero static pressure (p = 0).

The three dimensional isentropic compressible Bernoulli
pressure coefficient has some nonlinear character because it is

composed of linear and quadratic terms involving all three flow

components. This nonlinearity is not related to nonlinear

compressibility. A minimum value is usually set on the basis of

Equation (5).

In an effort to investigate practical methods for accounting

for nonlinear compressibility, two schemes were developed and

implemented as optional fin pressure calculation options in

LRCDM2 (Ref. 8) for preliminary testing.

The first scheme, suggested by Carlson (Ref. 49), involves
nonlinear shock expansion (tangent wedge) theory and linear

theory for calculating pressure coefficients along chordwise

strips on the surfaces of a fin or wing. The nonlinear shock

expansion theory is valid for all supersonic Mach numbers

provided the shock is attached. The flow deflection angles, 6,

required by this two dimensional nonlinear theory are determined

from the geometry of the surface (streamwise slopes) and then

modified by correction angles determined from two and three

dimensional linear theory. In two dimensional linear theory, the

pressure is proportional to the flow deflection angle. In
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program LRCDM2, the three dimensional linear theory is made up

of the supersonic panels on the fins and the interference shells

on the body and includes the supersonic line singularity method

used to model the axisymmetric body itself. The correction

angles mentioned above can be viewed as a correction to account

for mutual interference effects between the individual strips on

a given fin, between the fin and other fins, and between the fin

and the body. Therefore, the modified flow deflection angles

includes a geometric component and an interference or correction

component. In this process, the flow correction angle is

calculated on the basis of approximating the difference between

interference free two dimensional nonlinear theory (shock

expansion or Newtonian) and three dimensional nonlinear theory

including interference effects by the difference between

interference free two dimensional linear theory and three

dimensional linear theory including interference effects. In

equation form, this statement can be expressed as follows:

[2-D nonlinear theory] + ((3-D linear theory)

- (2-D linear theory)] = [3-D nonlinear theory) (6)

This procedure is described in detail in Reference 8.

The modified angles are then used to recompute pressure

coefficients using the two dimensional nonlinear shock expansion

formulation.

In the second scheme, the pressure coefficients are

calculated with the simplest form of Newtonian or impact theory.

This nonlinear theory is valid only for high supersonic Mach

numbers (Mo > 5). The flow angles, 6, required by this theory

are modified in the same manner as used with the shock expansion

method. Corrected pressures are then calculated with the updated

angles used in the impact pressure formulations.

Details of these schemes are given in Reference 8. Examples

of the above procedure are shown on Figures 15 and 16 and are

discussed in an earlier section.
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SUPERSONIC INLETS

The aerodynamic characteristics of an airbreathing missile

are influenced by the forces associated with the internal flow.

Such forces exist both for the case of a wind tunnel model with

flowing inlets and for the case of a missile in flight powered by

its airbreathing prcpulsion system. In the former, the forces

sensed by the force balance must be corrected to remove the

internal flow contribution. In the latter, the internal forces

result in the net propulsive force which is conventionally

specified by the change in impulse of the capture airstream from

free-stream conditions at some upstream station to the nozzle

exit. In both of these cases, complete accounting of all the

involved forces results in the appearance of fxctitious forces

called additive forces which do not act on the missile surfaces

but arise from a bookkeeping procedure. A definitive description

of this procedure is given in Reference 50.

The external flow around an inlet can influence the

aerodynamic loading acting on the airframe, and the airframe can

influence the inlet. This mutual aerodynamic interference can be

important for large inlets mounted on airbreathing missiles. The

aerodynamic effects of an inlet are nonlinear with respect to

angle of attack and flight Mach number. However, paneling

methods lend themselves to aerodynamic interference problems. A

panel-based method for estimating additive forces and flow field

effects induced by inlets is summarized below. The method makes

use of the local Mach number concept.

As part of the work reported in Reference 11, a study was

made of the feasibility of representing a supersonic two

dimensional external compression inlet by a paneling method.

Since then the method has been extended to handle supersonic

axisymmetric external compression inlets. In these applications,

the inlet panel modeling scheme is primarily aimed at estimating

the additive drag and additive lift forces for specified mass
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flow ratio. In addition, the inlet model is capable of

generating flow field velocity components external to the inlet
and can include interference effects from upstream components.

Consider the supersonic two dimensional inlet shown in the

upper portion of Figure 22. This single ramp inlet is shown

operating at off design condition and with critical or

supercritical flow (normal shock at or downstream of throat).

Angle of pitch and angle of sideslip seen by the inlet are zero.

Angle Os is associated with the attached ramp or oblique shock,

and it is determined for Moo and ramp or wedge angle 6r using

oblique shock theory. A straight line is drawn forward from the

cowl lip (point B) in a direction parallel to the compression

ramp to the intersection point A with the ramp shock. From this

point forward, the line is parallel with the oncoming stream.

The line constructed this way is the bottom or capture streamline
of the captured streamtube. The mass flow captured by this inlet

under these conditions is less than the mass flow contained in

the streamtube with height equal to the inlet height hi. Let &C

be the inlet mass flow rate measured at some station downstream

from the cowl lip. Define an equivalent captured streamtube with

the same mass flow rate ffi but referenced to pw and Vw. The cross

sectional area of the equivalent captured streamtube equals

height hc times the width s of the two dimensional inlet. The

height of the equivalent captured streamtube is related to the

measured inlet mass flow rate as follows.

(hcS) P. V = ;c (7)

Similarly, the mass flow rate contained in the streamtube with

inlet height hi is given by

(his) (8)

The mass flow ratio MFR is then defined as

m h
h c = h 1 (9)

m. 1
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In the upper portion of Figure 22, the amount of mass flow in the

streamtube with height Ah = (hi - hc) is spilled below che cowl

lip. In this case, MFR is the theoretical maximum, the

associated additive forces are minimum and the mass flow not

captured by the inlet is termed supersonic spillage. In three

dimensions there can also be side spillage which is not

considered in this mass flow account. In accordance with the

description in Reference 50, the aerodynamic forces acting on the

bottom streamline of the captured streamtube from A to B are the

additive forces. In the lower portion of Figure 22, the flow

into the inlet is zero. Thus, MFR = 0 for the fully blocked inlet

flow case.

The case for an axisymmetric supersonic inlet is shown in

Figure 22(b). In the upper portion of the figure, the capture

streamline is not a straight line between points A and B for the

maximum flow case. In this case, the maximum mass flow ratio is

obtained from a mass balance between the cone shock and the inlet

face. The shock and the inlet face surfaces are conical.

Therefore, linear (conical) supersonic theory is employed to

estimate the velocity component (indicated in Figure 22(b))

normal to the shock and normal to the inlet face. With the

radius rc of the captured streamtube determined this way, the

mass flow ratio for an axisymmetric inlet is expressed as

follows.

2r
MFR = rc2  (9a)

r.

It is the purpose of the inlet panel model to estimate the

additive forces as a function of specified mass flow ratio. The

method makes use of but is not limited to triplet panels.

The inlet paneling method of Reference 11 is based on the

following approximate scheme. This scheme is the result of many

comparisons with experimental data. The triplet panel model is

employed to estimate the minimum additive drag (and lift) for a

supersonic two dimensional inlet. The corresponding mass flow
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rate will be the maximum but need not be equal to unity. For
zero mass flow ratio (fully blocked conditions in the inlet), the

pressure acting on the throat is assumed equal to stagnation

pressure, and the pressure on the compression ramp is taken equal

to the surface pressure on a wedge with the oblique shock about

to detach from the ramp leading edge. Axisymmetric inlets are
handled similarily with conical shock data. The additive force

is taken as the sum of the forces acting on the ramp and throat

areas. A linear relationship is assumed relating the additive

forces to mass flow ratios greater then zero and less than the

maximum. The procedure for estimating the minimum drag, minimum

lift, and maximum mass flow ratio will now be outlined.

The triplet panels are laid out on the inlet face as follows.

In an attempt to simulate the deflection of the capture

streamline, the triplet panels in the inlet face directly above

the cowl lip have their upper most edges positioned at the same

level as the capture streamline. This point is indicated by the

crosses (+) shown in Figures 22(a) and 22(b). The Mach number

used for the panel strength solution corresponds to a Mach wave

made to coincide with the ramp shock. This local Mach number
approach constitutes the major nonlinear aerodynamic

characteristic in the inlet model. The flow tangency boundary

condition is applied to the panels on the inlet walls (for a two

dimensional inlet only). The panels on the inlet face receive

special treatment: the panels above the capture streamline

location are made to deflect the incoming flow parallel below to

the compression ramp, and the panels below are made to block the

incoming flow. Examples are described later in this lecture

including two dimensional and axisymmetric supersonic inlets.

As mentioned earlier, the paneling solution (for the local

Mach number) can generate flow field velocities which will be

representative of the minimum additive drag or maximum mass flow

rate condition. For mass flow ratios less than maximum, the

inlet face panels can be used to block the incoming flow by

progressively engaging the fully blocked boundary condition for

the panels on the inlet face from the cowl lip up to the level of



the capture streamline. The loadings acting on the panels on

the inlet face will then underestimate the additive forces,

however. Instead, the linear variation method mentioned above

should be used for additive forces.

FIN DEFORMATION

The work recently performed and described in Reference 18 is

concerned with controlling the aerodynamic center of pressure

location of a missile control fin by aeroelastic tailoring.

specifically, the principal axis directions of various segments

of a composite material fin are varied in order to influence the

chordwise location of the center of pressure through elastic fin

deformation under nonlinear supersonic aerodynamic loading.

Consistent fin deformations are obtained by iterating between the

aerodynamic load calculation and the fin displacement

calculation. The aerodynamic predictions are performed by a

specialized version of program NWCDM-NSTRN (Refs. 9 and 51) which

is one of the intermediate level panel-based missile aerodynamics

analysis programs. A special program module NASCON converts the

aerodynamic forces calculated at the aerodynamic control points

to aerodynamic forces at the structural analysis grid points. In

this process, total aerodynamic forces and moments are conserved

on the missile body and the fin components.

The special requirements for the aerodynamic prediction

method include the capability of computing multiple sets of

aerodynamic force distributions in minimum time. In addition,

fin edge nonlinearities must be included because of the high

angles of pitch seen by control fin(s).

Future fin aeroelastic tailoring work will include treatment

of the airgap effects. This last nonlinear problem is difficult

to treat in any event. It is planned to extend the panel-based

method to model the deflected fin and the interference shell on
the body (Figure 18) with two separate panel layouts. Calculated

examples for a composite material fin and for an aluminum fin

will be given later.
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ADDITIONAL COMPARISON EXAMPLES

This section contains additional descriptions of predicted

and experimentally measured aerodynamic characteristics

influenced by nonlinear vortical effects for two conventional

cruciform missile configurations. In addition, additive drag

results are presented for two dimensional and axisymmetric

supersonic inlets. Finally, a calculative example is provided

showing the aerodynamic force distribution and deformation

characteristics for a composite material fin and for an aluminum

fin. The referenced theoretical results are obtained with the

methods described in the previous section.

TF-4 CANARD CONTROL MODEL

Program LRCDM2 (Ref. 8) was applied to the canard control

wind tunnel model TF-4 shown in Figure 23. The tail fins are

large and have a pronounced effect on the overall longitudinal

and lateral aerodynamic characteristics. The experiment and

additional data are described in Reference 52.

The two results described below are aimed at showing the

effects of afterbody vortex shedding on the afterbody loads for a

case with zero control and the effects of canard fin vortices and

afterbody vortex shedding on the longitudinal and lateral

characteristics for the case of roll control. The afterbody is

the portion of the missile body between the canard section and

the tail section. All forces and moments are specified in the

body fixed coordinate system.

For zero canard control, included angle of attack of 20 deg,

zero roll angle, and Mach number of 1.6, the calculated vortex

structure at the end of the afterbody is shown in Figure 24.

These results are obtained with the optional nonlinear afterbody

vortex shedding companion program of LRCDM2. The companion

program is a derivation of body vortex shedding program NOZVTX

(Ref. 26) summarized earlier in this lecture. At this angle of



attack, effects of afterbody vortex shedding are included. In

the resulting symmetric picture shown in Figure 24, the wake

vortices of the horizontal canard fins appear ac the top. These

vortices originate from the trailing and side edges of the

horizontal canard fins in accordance with the method summarized

earlier in this lecture. The canard fin vortices have traveled a

considerable distance above the body. Two symmetric forebody or

nose vortices, rnose, have been "captured" by the many afterbody

vortices in the two vortex clouds. The forebody vortices

originated on the nose, and as described earlier, program LRCDM2

contains a data base representing the vortices shed by the nose

as two discrete concentrated vortices. Unlike the canard

vortices, the forebody vortices remain in the vicinity of the

afterbody principally due to the interaction with the afterbody

vortices.

The calculated distributions of normal-force acting on the

afterbody with and without vortex shedding are shown in Figure

25. The upper curve represents the normal-force distribution

calculated by the afterbody vortex shedding module including

effects of canard section vorticity. Most of the added normal-

force is generated toward the aft portion of the afterbody.

Simple constant crossflow drag coefficient calculations do not

include effects of upstream vortices and would result in a

constant distribution of normal-force of higher magnitude. The

lower curve is generated by LRCDM2 without afterbody vortex

shedding and reflects the download effects of the forebody and

canard fin vortices as calculated by the vortex tracking module

described earlier.

In Figure 26, the vapor screen shows a vortex pattern at the

beginning of the tail section for the case of roll control

effected by differential deflection of the horizontal canard

fins. Angle of attack equals 15 deg, Mo = 2.5, angle of roll is

zero, and the afterbody vortex sheets are located asymmetically

above t.,e body. The vortex from the right horizontal canard

(with 5 deg trailing edge down deflection) is positioned slightly

lower than the vortex from the left horizontal canard fin (with 5

deg trailing edge up deflection).
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The vortex structure predicted by program LRCDM2 (Ref. 8),

using the optional afterbody vortex module, is shown in Figure

27. The calculated afterbody vorticity is represented by two

centroids to the left of the upper tail fin. The vortices with

strengths FTE/Vw = -0.09 and FTE/Ve = -0.16 originate from the

upper and lower undeflected canard fins, respectively. The

strengths of the centroids of afterbody vorticity , F/V = -3.11

and r/Vo = 0.87, are of the same order of magnitude as the

trailing edge vortices of the deflected horizontal canard fins.

The asymmetric vortex picture shown in Figure 27 can be

compared with the vapor screen shown in Figure 26. The relative

positions of the major canard vortices are predicted well with

the left vortex slightly higher in elevation and weaker than the

right vortex. Next to the body, the vorticity indicated in the

vapor screen on the left hand side appears to be stronger and

positioned higher than the vorticity on the right hand side. The

relative strengths are indicated by the theory but the prediction

positions the "right hand" afterbody vortex centroid closer to

the "left hand" afterbody vortex centroid than shown in the vapor

screen.

Overall aerodynamic results for the case of 5 deg roll

control are shown in Figure 28. Normal-force, CN, and pitching-

moment, Cm, coefficients are shown in Figure 28(a) as a function

of included angle of attack, a.. Some nonlinear behavior is

indicated by the experimental data throughout the range of ac.

Calculated results are given with and without afterbody vortex

shedding. The differences between the two results are small. In

this case, the normal-force and pitching moment are mostly due to

the lifting surfaces.

Yawing-moment, Cn, rolling-moment, Cl, and side-force, Cy,

coefficients are shown in Figure 28(b) with and without roll

control as a function of included angle of attack, ac. Strong

nonlinearities are indicated by the exr' .ental rolling moment

data. Experimentally measured tail-oft rolling moment is also
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indicated. The effect of the large tail fins is to cancel the

canard fins roll control up to about ac = 6 deg. The measured

rolling moment exceeds the rolling moment generated by the canard

fins for ac greater than 11 deg. Some yawing moment and a small

side force are measured.

Tail fins off rolling moment is predicted well by program

LRCDM2. With the tail fins on, the nonlinear interaction between

the canard fins and tail fins is predicted well for ac up to

about 6 deg. Above ac = 6 deg, the predictions without afterbody

vortex shedding fail to predict the nonlinear behavior. The

calculated rolling moment including effects of afterbody vortex

shedding definitely follows the nonlinear trend. The relatively

small side-force coefficient also appears to benefit from the
inclusion of afterbody vorticity. There may be some experimental

error in the lateral characteristics for ac greater than 10 deg

as indicated by the nonzero experimental results for zero roll

control.

In conclusion, the overall rolling moment acting on the TF-4

configuration is affected severely by the nonlinear effects of

vorticity generated by the upstream canard fins and body

portions. A similar example concerned with aerodynamic loads on

deflected tail fins is given next.

TAIL FIN CONTROL MODEL

A model of a tail control missile model is indicated in

Figure 29. Test data and additional information applicable to

this model are available in Reference 53.

Tail fin normal-forces and root bending moments are shown as

a function of angle of attack in Figures 30(a) and 30(b),

respectively, for Mw = 1.6. Data is shown for zero and -20 deg

pitch control. The fin loadings are shown in Figures 31(a) and

31(b) for Moo = 2.2. This data was also extracted from Reference

53. The experimental data exhibits some nonlinear behavior with

and without pitch control for both Mach numbers.
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The predicted results are generated by an early version of

NWCDM-NSTRN (Ref. 9) which is a special version of LRCDM2 (Ref.

8). It should be noted that the tail fins are influenced by the

vortical wake of the forward fins. The prediction accounts for

this effect, and the calculated normal-force coefficients

generally match the data well. For the highest angles of attack,

the tail fin normal-force coefficient would be about 25% higher

if the nonlinear effects of the forward fin vortical effects were

neglected. For the lower Mach number (Mw = 1.6), the tail fin

leading edge is subsonic, and the leading edge augmentation is

added to give the total fin aerodynamic force.

SUPERSONIC INLETS

Experimentally deduced and predicted results for additive-

drag coefficient, CX add., are shown as a function of mass flow

ratio MFR in Figure 32 for two rectangular (two dimensional)

inlets. The test procedure and additional data are described in

Reference 54. The data was converted and replotted as shown in

Figure 32 by the authors of the inlet handbook described in

Reference 55. The two inlets shown in Figure 32 operate off-

design (ramp shock lies ahead of cowl lip) for Mach number 1.3.

For both the long ramp and the short ramp inlets, the variation

of the additive-drag coefficient with mass flow ratio is fairly

linear. This behavior seems to be visible in other supersonic

inlet data as well.

The theoretical maximum mass flow ratios shown in Figure 32

are determined with the two dimensional streamline tracing

approach outlined earlier in this lecture. Minimum additive-drag

coefficients are calculated with a panel layout such as the one

shown in Figure 33. The upper most edges of the bottom panels on

the inlet face are at the same level as the capture streamline

for maximum flow, and the location is indicated by the cross on

the inlet face shown in Figures 32 and 33. Variation of additive

drag with mass flow ratio is approximated as linear; therefore,
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the minimum additive drag value and the maximum additive drag

value determine CX,add. vs MFR for a given inlet. The latter

values correspond to zero mass flow ratio and are calculated on

the assumption that the inlet throat is subjected to stagnation

pressure (including normal shock effects) and that the external

compression ramp pressure corresponds to the pressure on a wedge

with the oblique shock just detached. The additive-drag

coefficients calculated this way match the experimental data

fairly well and show correctly the effects of the different ramp

lengths for the two rectangular inlet configurations. The

nonlinear aspect of this problem is related to the local Mach

number (Minlet) approach for the panel strength solution as

described earlier in this lecture and shown in the top position

of Figure 33.

Figure 34 shows experimentally deduced and predicted results

for additive drag as a function of mass flow ratio for three

axisy'mmetric inlets. The inlets differ by the inlet projected

area to throat area ratios. These inlets, test procedure, and

additional data are described in Reference 54. The additive drag

data was converted and replotted as shown in Figure 34 by the

authors of Reference 55. For the Mach number under

consideration, Mw = 1.1, these inlets operate off design

(compression cone shock lies ahead of cowl lip). The additive-

drag coefficient is roughly linear with mass flow ratio.

The theoretical maximum mass flow ratios shown in Figure 34

are based on the mass balance calculation mentioned in an earlier
A section. The corresponding minimum additive-drag coefficients

are calculated with a panel layout such as the one shown in

Figure 35. The upper edge of the bottom panels on the inlet face

cone is at the same level as the capture streamline for maximum

flow, and the location is indicated by the cross on the inlet

face shown in Figure 35. The minimum additive drag results are

connected with a straight line to the maximum additive drag value

which corresponds to zero mass flow. The latter values are based

on the assumption that the throat area is subjected to stagnation

pressure (including normal shock effects) and that the external
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compression cone pressure corresponds to the pressure on a cone

with the conical shock just detached. The additive-drag

coefficients calculated this way match the experimental data

reasonably well and show the same trend indicated by experiment

for the effects of inlet to throat area ratios. As in the case

for the two dimensional (rectangular) inlets, the main nonlinear

effect is related to the local Mach number approach used in the

panel strength solution.

DEFORMED FINS

The fin tailoring capability described in Reference 18

includes a special version of program NWCDM-NSTRN (Ref. 9) which

in turn is based on program LRCDM2 (Ref. 8). As described

earlier in this lecture, these panel-based missile aerodynamics

prediction programs incorporate models to account for body and

fin edge vortical effects. In addition, the programs can

optionally compute pressure coefficients based on nonlinear shock

expansion or Newtonian theories corrected for aerodynamic

interference using linear theory.

The aerodynamic prediction program interacts with a

specialized structual analysis program (Ref. 18) for the analysis

of fin deformation. In this process, a converged solution is

obtained after several interations as follows. The aerodynamic

program generates an aerodynamic force distribution at the grid

points of the structural program as described earlier in the

lecture. The structural analysis program computes the fin

surface deflections subject to the aerodynamic force

distribution. The aerodynamic program computes streamwise slopes

from the fin surface deflections and recalculates the aerodynamic

force distributions. The calculations are repeated until a

convergence criteria in terms of the change in successive fin

surface deflections is satisfied. An example of the above

analysis capability is described below.
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One fin of a planar fin section is shown in Figure 36. It is

mounted on an axisymmetric body by means of a shaft located at

one half root chord (hinge line). The airgap is assumed zero in

the following calculations. There are 32 lifting constant u-

velocity panels distributed on the fin; one panel is indicated

nearest the root chord leading edge. A layout of constant u-

velocity panels is wrapped around the body next to the fins to

account for fin on body lift carryover. The aerodynamic normal-

forces are calculated at the panel centroid points. The

aerodynamic forces at the panel centroids are converted to

aerodynamic forces at the corners of the trapezoidal elements

shown in Figure 37. As described in Reference 18, each

trapezoidal element contains two triangular bending elements.

In this example, the fin is assumed to be made up of a

laminated graphite-fiber composite. Figure 37 shows the six ply,

antisymmetric angle layup used in the calculations. Angles 01
and 62 are the material principal axis directions or design

variables for the inboard portion of the fin. In the outboard

portion, the principal axis direction is held fixed.

The flight conditions for the following example calculations

are specified by included angle of attack ac = 15.4 deg, angle of

roll of the planar fin body combination t = 0 deg, Mach number Mo

= 1.6, and altitude h = 30,000 ft.

Figure 38 shows an outboard view of the composite material

fin with the design variables 01 and 02 set at 45 deg. For this

setting, the study in Reference 18 disclosed that fin flexibility

is near maximum especially in the chordwise direction. Contrary

to what might be expected, however, the fin chordwise bending is

concave, rather than convex, with respect to the load direction,

which reduces the aerodynamic loads near the leading edge and

leads to an aft shift in the location of the center of pressure.

Note that for this example, there is a nose down rigid body

rotation about the hinge line. This rotation is included in the

perspective plots of the deformed fins. Figure 39 presents a
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perspective plot of the aerodynamic load distribution

corresponding to the deformed fin. This plot shows quite clearly

the reduction in loads near the leading edge with chordwise

bending.

Figures 40 and 41 show the predicted fin deformation and

aerodynamic force distribution, respectively, for an aluminum

fin. It is of interest to contrast the behavior of the aluminum

fin with that of the composite fin. The aluminum fin has much

less spanwise bending and virtually no chordwise bending, and the

load distribution displays the peak near the leading edge that is

typical of rigid lifting surfaces.

The important observation to be made here is that the

inclusion of nonlinear aerodynamic effects can be very important

in the determination of the center of pressure location.

Furthermore, an airgap is created between the fin and the body

for deflected fins. The nonlinear effects of the airgap on the

detailed fin load are difficult to predict. It appears possible

to assess the inviscid effects by using separate paneling layouts

on the fin and on the body.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This lecture describes a survey of experimental observations

and intermediate level predictive methods aimed at nonlinear

aerodynamic characteristics of tactical missiles. The lecture

starts with descriptions of the major differences between missile

and aircraft flight and configuration characteristics. The

importance of vortical interference and nonlinear compressibility

due to shocks is stressed. Descriptions are given of the

nonlinearities associated with deformable fin design, supersonic

fin on body interference, wraparound fins, and unsteady flight

including summarized accounts of the effects of asymmetric body

vortex shedding and vortex bursting on overall missile

aerodynamic characteristics.
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The lecture continues with physical examples of vortex

structures and shock formations visible in vapor screen and

schlieren pictures. In many instances, the nonlinear aerodynamic

effects are illustrated by theoretical results obtained with and

without the relevant nonlinearity such as vortex wakes or

nonlinear compressibility. Short descriptions are given of the

intermediate level panel-based missile aerodynamics prediction

methods used in some of the physical examples, with special

attention to the models incorporated to account for vortical and
nonlinear compressibility effects. The descriptions include

applications to additive force analysis for supersonic inlets and

deformable fins. Additional comparisons with experimental data

are provided and the nonlinear effects pointed out for two

cruciform canard-tail missile configurations. Additive drag

results are shown for rectangular and axisymmetric inlets.

Finally, a calculative example is given for a deformed fin.

It is clear that nonlinear effects are important in the

aerodynamics of tactical missiles. In the future, numerical

simulations based on Navier-Stokes solvers will be best suited to

analyze the details of missile aerodynamics most accurately

especially at transonic speeds. The pacing item may well be

turbulence modeling. For the present, the supersonic missile
designer has at his disposal an Euler-based approach and a set of

specialized intermediate level prediction methods based on panel
and line singularity theories enhanced with nonlinear models for

vortical effects and nonlinear compressibility. For basic

overall missile loads, including some nonlinear effects, the

simplest category of methods based on handbook techniques and the

sometimes sophisticated semi-empirical methods will be applicable

for years to come.
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Figure 5.- Typical vertical launch missile trajectory
during initial turn.
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Figure 6.- Experimental leading-edge vortex structure on a
highly swept wing; Mw = 2.4, a = 12 deg.
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Figure 13.- Schlieren photograph of missile model in
wind tunnel (NASA Langley Research Center).
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Figure 14.- Panel and pressure tap layout on
a rectangular wing.
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Figure 23.- NASA/Langley Research Center TF-4 canard
control model.
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Figure 26.- Experimental vortex pattern on TF-4 model;
M= 2.5, ac= 15 deg, =0 deg, 6 roll = 5 deg.
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Figure 27.- Calculated vortices on TF-4 at tail section leading
edge; Mw = 2.5, mc = 15 deg, 4 = 0 deg, 6 roll = 5 deg.
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Figure 29.- Tail control wind tunnel model.
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Figure 30.- Loads acting on left horizontal tail fin
with tail pitch control; Oroll = 0 deg, Moo = 1.6.
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Figure 31.- Loads acting on left horizontal tail fin
with tail pitch control, Oroll =0 deg, M. = 2-2.
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Figure 33.- Typical panel layout for modeling minimum additive
drag of a rectangular inlet.
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Figure 39.- Predicted distribution of forces on deformed fin;
01 02 45 deg; Mw 1.6, a = 15.4 deg,

altitude h 30,000 ft.
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SEMI-EMPIRICAL METHODS FOR CONVENTIONAL
AND UNCONVENTIONAL MISSILES

by
Michael J. Hemsch

PRC Kentron
303 Butler Farm Road

Hampton, Virginia 23666
USA

SUMMARY

In the development and use of semi-empirical methods for prediction of the aero-
dynamic characteristics of modern missiles, one fact is exploited more than any other:
the slenderness of the airframes and of the flows surrounding them. The first mathe-
matical attempts to use this fact were made over thirty years ago and resulted in
classical slender-body theory and the universally-known Pitts, Nielsen and Kaatati
method for conventional missiles. In this lecture, it is shown that invoking slender-
ness for a missile in supersonic high angle-of-attack flow yields similarity forms
which correlate data for affine bodies and wings in a particularly useful way. The
equivalent angle-of-attack concept which is rooted in classical slender body theory is
also presented together with extensions reauired for flows with high cross-flow Mach
number, one of the similarity variables. Finally, it is shown that the classical two-
term fits to normal-force and center-of-pressure-location data for isolated wings and
bodies are inferior to one-term power-law fits to the data in similarity form.

NOMENCLATURE

a = body radius
A - Dower-law coefficient for normal force
AR = aspect ratio of the wing alone
a = power-law exponent for normal force
b = span
cp = pressure coefficient
c r  = centerline chord
Cm = pitching-moment coefficient
CN = normal-force coefficient

C N normal-force coefficient for the body alone, tail alone, and wingCNB' CNT' w alone, respectively

CN , CB(w) = normal-force coefficient increment for the body in the presence ofN(T) B(T) the tail and wing, respectively
CNBwT = normal-force coefficient for complete wino-body-tail configuration

CNF(B )  = normal-force coefficient for a fin on a body
CNT(B )  = normal-force coefficient for the tail in the Presence of the body

CNw(B) - normal-force coefficient for the wing in the presence of the body;

k, = similarity parameter, 6cota
k2  = similarity parameter, M.sin.
k3  = similarity parameter, tana/AR
kB  = body carryover factor for wino deflection
KB  = body carryover factor for wing undeflected
kw  = wing interference factor for wing deflection
KW  = wing interference factor for wino undeflected
K, = wing interference factor for combined angle of attack and sideslip
t =body (or wing) length
LE = leading edge
L. = lift-curve slope

M22 = apparent mass for motion in the Z. direction
M1  - local Mach number
M. N freestream Nach number
p = static pressure
p = nondimensionalized static pressure, p/q.sin

2
a

P. = freestream static pressure
q, = local dynamic pressure
q. - freestream dynamic pressure
S p - fin planform area
Sji - planform area of fin i, which is influenced by fin j
sm  - semispan of fin including the body
SR  = reference area; planform for wings, base area for bodies
TE = trailing edge
u,v,w = flow velocity components in cylindrical coordinates
u ,v', w' - nondimensional flow velocity components, u/U.cosa, v/U[sina,

w/Ucosm, respectively

U. - freestream velocity
x,r,# - cylindrical coordinates aligned with the body axis with origin at

nose tip
x',r',#' - nondimensionalized coordinates, x/1, r/b,#, respectively

x axial or chordwise center-of-pressure location
x 0, y0 , z0 - unrolled body coordinate system
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x W = chordwise center-of-pressure location for wina alone

x = chordwise center-of-pressure location for the wing in the presence of
W(B) the body

a = angle of attack
ac  - angle between body axis and wind velocity vector

!eq = equivalent angle of attack

Qeg - equivalent angle of attack with no fins deflected
y - ratio of specific heats
6 = winq or tail deflection angle; also slenderness parameter, b/1
dj = deflection angle for fin
e= semi-apex angle of delta wing

a. = effective angle of attack due to the vortex field
* - bank angle

Aji = fin deflection factor

p - density
Oo = freestream density

11 = nondimensionalized density, p/Pa

1. INTRODUCTION

The timely design and analysis of modern, high-performance conventional and
unconventional missiles require the use of rapid and accurate procedures for determin-
ing their aerodynamic stability, control and drag characteristics over a wide Mach
number and angle-of-attack range. Despite impressive advances in computational fluid
mechanics, the only methods which meet the above criteria are semi-empirical. By
semi-empirical methods, we mean those calculational procedures which are based on a
judicious combination of rational flow odels and experimental and computational data
bases. The first rational flow model for missiles was developed over thirty years ago
as an extension of classical slender-body theory (SRT)1

- 3
. That model is universally

known as the Pitts, Nielsen and Kattari method (PNK)2,4. The PNK method was the first
semi-empirical method which could be applied to all conventional missile configuira-
tions through the subsonic/transonic/supersonic speed regime for stability and con-
trol predictions. It uses SBT to properly add together the empirical results for the
individual missile components. In the last decade, as demands for high-anole-of-
attack performance have increased, the oriGinal PNK method has been modified and
extended in a wide variety of approaches (e.g., see ref. 5-12). It is the purpose of
this lecture to review the mathematical structure developed so far which underlies
high angle-of-attack slender-body aerodynamics and to demonstrate some of the useful
consequences of those results for semi-empirical methods. The primary emphasis of the
lecture is on stability and control.

In the first part of the lecture, the slender-body reduction of the Euler equa-
tions for high-angle-of-attack hypersonic flow as given by V.V. Svchev

1 3 
will be pre-

sented. Empirical correlations will be used to demonstrate that the similarity
results obtained are valid for most supersonic flows of interest and for subsonic
flows as well. The second part of the lecture will cover the equivalent-angle-of-
attack concept (EAAC) and its origins in the component build-up approach and classical
slender-body theory as combined in the PNK method. Results from the similarity analy-
sis of the first part of the lecture will be used to show how to further extend the
EAAC to handle nonlinear flow fields resulting from high cross-flow Mach numbers. The

third part of the lecture will examine the application of high anole-of-attack simi-
larity to improving the fitting of body-alone and winq-alone data.

2. HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK SIMILARITY

The analysis oiven in this section is taken primarily from the papers by
Sychev

1 3
, Hemsch

l
4, and Barnwell

1 5
. The nomenclature primarily follows Sychev.

2.1 Near Field

Since the body and flowfield of interest are slender, we introduce the following
dimensionless independent variables in cylindrical coordinates (see figure 1)!

x, = x/E (la)
r' = r/b (Ib)

00c

and the dimensionless dependent variables

u' = u/U.cosa (2a)
v' = v/U.sine (2b)
wl - w/U.sina (2c)

P' p/o.sin
2
a (2d)

P' = s/p. (2e)

All of the dimensionless variables are of order one. BV substituting relations (1)
and (2) into the governinq steady-flow Euler equations and dropping higher-order
terms in 6 = b/1, we obtain the following approximate set for a perfect inviscid gas
with constant ratio of specific heats, y,

1
3
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aw' 3v' W, av, w.
2  

1 p.
6cots - + v'- + . . . .. (3a)

ax' ar' r' a#' r' 
2
p' ar'

aw' aw' W' aw' v'W I ap'
acots - + V' + + (3b)

ax' ar' r' .' r' 2p'r' a,'

ao' a0' w' ap' av' aw' v'

6cot - + V+ - + - ' ( - + + -) 0 (3c)
ax' at' r' aa' ar' r' ' r'

a P' a p' w' a '
6cot - ( - ) + v' ( + - ( ) = 0 f3d)

ax' Ply ar' Ply r' . '

for the four unknowns v',w',p' and p'.

The approximate boundary condition on the surface of the body r' = r'(x',+') is given
by

w' 3r,' arl'
v' - - = 6cot% -- (4)

rl' a# ax'

The nuantity

k, = 6cota (5)

is the Sychev parameter relating thickness (or span) ratio and angle of attack. For
missile flows, the value of this parameter is order one. The above derivation involv-
ed no assumptions reqardinq Mach number. Hence, equations (3) and (4) govern the
near field solutions of all inviscid slender-body flows, regardless of Mach number.

1 5

(Note that u', if needed, can be determined from Bernoulli's eouation.) Slender-body
theorists will recognize k, as the inverse of the parameter introduced by J.H.R. Smith
for delta winos with leadino-edoe separation.

1 6  
Since the transr)ort of vorticitv is

dominated by convection rather than dissipation, we can expect the above equation to
govern slender vortical flows as long as the separation lines are only weaklV depen-
dent on Reynolds number.

2.2 Far Field

Sychev demonstrated that the shock relations also reduce to a set of four equa-
tions in the same four unknowns for shock waves which lie close to the body surface.
The reduced shock equations depend only on y, ki, and a second similarity parameter

k2 - M.sina (6)

Missile aerodynamicists will recognize k 2 as the crossflow Mach number introduced hy
H.J. Al1en.

1 7  
Barnwell

15 
has demonstrated that the above far-field analysis holds for

Mlsine>l (7)

He also shows that the Sychev formulation holds for subsonic values of the cross-flow
Mach number if the flow is hypersonic and the body is sufficiently slender, i.e.,| M,6=O(l).

If the independent variable x is replaced by the ficticious time variable

t = ---- (8 )

the approximate relations (3) and (4) transform into the differential eouations and
boundary conditions determining unsteady two-dimensional flow in a cross-flow plane
moving downstream at the rate Ulcoss. For this reason, it is conjectured that the
above analysis holds for sufficiently slender bodies for an cross flow Mach number
as long as M.cosa>l. Empirical correlations given by Hemsch

l  
for both sharp-edoed

wings and smooth bodies bear out the conjecture.

2.3 Similarity

2.3.1 Pressure

For a perfect gas, the approximate relations (3) and (4) involve only the parame-
ters k , k, and y which demonstrates for affine bodies in the same perfect Gas that
all of the dimensionless dependent variables are equal at corresponding points of the
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field if the similarity parameters k, and.k, have the same values for the two cases.
For example, since we have

' = p'(x',r', ',kl, k2 ) (9)

it is easy to show for perfect gases that p/p* and c /sin
2
s are also similarity

variables and are functions only of x', r, *, k, and k2 (and y).

Miller and Wood
1 8 

obtained an extensive set of supersonic teeside surface pres-
sure data for thin sharp-edged delta winos which are useful for checking similarity.
Data for three different delta wings with a two-fold aspect-ratio range are compared
in figure 2 for nominal values of k, and k2 of 3.9 and 0.40 respectively. The flow
type is that of a classic vortex

1 8
. Note that the hoped-for collapse is evident when

the data are plotted in similarity (scaled) form. Data for a different flow type are
shown in figure 3. Two delta wings are compared for nominal values of k, and k2 of
4.1 and 0.67 respectively. The flow type is that of a separation bubble pluF cross-
flow shock.

18  
Again, the data in similarity form collapse as desired. These results

are strong evidence that similarity holds for subsonic as well as supersonic crossflow
Mach numbers.

2.3.2 Forces and moments.

For semi-empirical methods, we prefer to work with integrated forces and moments.
Integrating the pressure relationship (9) over the body surface gives

CN

- = f, (k , k2 ) (10)
sin

2

5

Cm
- = g (k1 , k 2 ) (11)
sin2a

where CN and Cm are referred to the projected planform area.

Relations (10) and (11) are somewhat inconvenient for correlations since the
left-hand sides tend to infinity for small angles of attack. It is also more conve-
nient for comparison of different families of affine bodies to use the parameter

tans constant
k

3 
= - = - (12)

AR k,

Multiplying equation (10) by k 3 and replacing k, with k 3, we have the more convenient
result

C
N

= f2  (k2 , k3 ) (13)
AR sins coss

and dividing equation (11) by equation (10) gives

= g 2  (k2 , k3 ) (14)

Equations (13) and (14) prove particularly useful for correlating experimental data.
They also suggest an improved method for curve-fitting data for a single body as will
be shown in section 4.

Hemsch
1
4 presents correlations based on eguations (13) and (14) for five affine

families of sharp-edged thin wings and smooth bodies. One of the wing correlations is
given in figure 4. It is surprising to note that the correlations hold for an eight-
fold range of aspect ratio up to an aspect ratio of four. Another surprising result
result of the correlations is that they can he represented accurately by a one-term
power-law expression (straight-lines on a log-log plot), i.e.,

= A (tana/AR)B  
(15)

AR sins cosa
and

V/t = C(tana/AR)
D  

(16)

where A, 8, C and D are functions of cross-flow Mach number. Hence, all of the data
for a = 0-60*

, 
M. = 1.60-4.63, and AR = 0.5-4.0 can be represented by four functions

of cross-flow Mach number. Those functions are given in figure 5 for the data of
figure 4.

The advantage of using similarity cannot be overemphasized. Normally, one would
attempt to fit the data for each wing with a two-term expression in sinacosa and
sin

2
%. Each coefficient would be a function of aspect ratio and M. resulting in

eight functions of Mach number rather than two in crossflow Mach number Furthermore,
the results enhance interpolation and extrapolation in both aspect ratio and Mach num-
ber.
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Another advantage of using similarity variables is that CN and x data can
apparently always be well represented by simple power-law expressions. This also
makes it easier to extrapolate the data to higher values of M.. Finally, it is
important to note that using similarity allows a drastic reduction in the amount of
testing needed for developing the necessary wing and body data bases for use in the
component buildup method.

2.3.3 Vortex strengths and positions.

Semi-empirical methods for missiles require data bases for vortex strengths and
positions. From the similarity results above, it is clear that the positions of vor-
tices over affine bodies are related in the cross flow plane by

Vv' = y,' (x',k,' k')

zv = zv' (x',kl, k')

Furthermore, the circulation for the contour C in the cross flow plan is given by

= ic d s (18)
C

where qc is the cross flow velocity vector and ds is an infinitesmal arc length on C

Normalizing 4c and ds according to relations (i) and (2) gives

" = I c . ds'
c

r'(x', kl, k2 ) for c' (19)

where r' = r/u.bsins and c' is the scaled contour for integration.

A more familiar scalinq is obtained if we divide x' by k, to get

r x (20)
= F (-tang, 6cota, M~sina)

Ubsina b

For very slender bodies, 6cota - 0, and equation (19) tends to the familiar
form for the impulsive flow analogy (e.g., see reference 9).

Unfortunately, due to the excessive cost of obtaining quantitative flow field
information, the author has been unable to verify eguation (20) with experimental
data. However, an extensive set of solutions for leading-edge separation from thin
delta wings has been obtained at NASA Langley Research Center by J.M. tckering for
incompressible flow"

9
. The code used models both the surface of the wing and the

rolled-up leadinq-edqe vortex with linearly varying doublet panels
2 0
. The strength of

the vortex core, its position in the cross-flow plane and the chordwise loading
distribution are plotted in similarity coordinates in figure 6 for tana/AR=0.25. Note
that even though the loading distribution does not exhibit similarity due to the
violation of the slenderness criterion at the trailing edge, the vortex parameters do.

The results obtained in this section demonstrate that for supersonic flows, at
least, any semi-empirical method must he consistent with the similarity relations
given above. Barnwell

15 
has shown that, for subsonic flows, kl=6cota and M. are the

correct similarity parameters so that eguation (10) is replaced, for example, by

CN
- f 3 (kl, M.) (21)~sin~a

3. EQUIVALENT ANGLE-OF-ATTACK

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Before describing the eguivalent anqle-of-attack concept (EAAC), it is useful to
review the component buildup method as developed by Pitts, Nielsen and Kattari'. The
account given here will necessarily be brief. A detailed account can be found in ref-
erence 21. As its name indicates, the component buildup method consists of summing up
the aerodynamic characteristics of the major airframe parts in isolation (e.g., body,
wing, tail, etc.) and then tacking on to those sums the loads arOduced by comnonenty
interference. For tactical missile designs, the interference effects are often first
order and nonlinear. The key to developing a successful method lies in adeguately
estimating the interference effects. The authors of the PNK approach used slender-
body theory to develop interference coefficients so that empirical results for compo-
nent loads could be used directly.

It is convenient to illustrate the ideas discussed in this section by considering
the wing-body-tail configuration shown in Fig. '7. The configuration is shown in the
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"plus" attitude and is composed of an axisymmetric nose, a cylindrical afterhody, and
two sets of in-line cruciform fins. Either set of fins can be used for control as
long as the fins are all-movable. In practice, the component buildup method is also
applied to airframes composed of nonaxisymmetric bodies and noncruciform fins placed
anywhere around the body circumference.

Historically, the normal-force coefficient for the case illustrated in Fig. 7 has
been broken down as in egu. (22)

(22)
CNBwT = CNB + CNw(B) + CNB(w) + CNT(B) + CNB(T) + CNT(w)

The subscripts are defined as follows:

BWT = complete wing-body-tail configuration
B - body alone
W(B) = wing in the presence of the body
B(W) increment for the body due to the presence of the wing
T(B) - tail in the presence of the body
B(T) increment for the body due to the presence of the tail
T(W) tail in the presence of the wing

Because of the high speeds of modern tactical missiles, the influence of the tail on
the wing (W(T) term) can be neglected unless the two sets of fins are very closely
coupled. Only static contributions will be considered in this section. Unsteady
effects can be included, if necessary, in a straightforward manner. To develop the
main ideas, it is sufficient to consider the normal force only. Complete details of
the approach can be found in references 2, 4-6, 9, 11, 12, and 21-25.

It is convenient to think of the terms in eou. (22) as arising from a linear
superposition of flowfields, which is strictly true, of course, only if the equations
governing the flow are linear. This was indeed the case for early missile airframes
that flew at low-to-moderate supersonic speeds and small angles of attack. However,
the notion is useful far beyond the linear range

5
. It is, in fact, the key to consis-

tent and comprehensive extensions of the component buildup method to missiles with
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics

2 1- 25
.

The body-alone term in equ. (22) is defined as that load which would act on the
body if it were isolated in the freestream at the angle of incidence seen by the com-
plete configuration, ac. The W(B) term renresents the load acting on the exposed
wing panels in the X0-Y 0 ("horizontal") plane. The body acts as a sort of imperfect
refelction plane for the panels. Hence, it is convenient to think of the panels as
halves of a wing alone (see figure 7)26. If the body diameter is very small relative
to the wingspan, then two opposing exposed panels essentially act as if they consti-
tute an isolated wing in the freestream. If the body diameter is very large relative
to the wingspan, the body acts as a reflection plane for each panel and, again, it is
appropriate to consider a wing alone composed of two exposed panels joined at their
root chords. However, because of the disturbance of the freestream flowfield by the
body, the angle of attack experiences by this *wing along" is not egual to the body
angle of attack plus the fin deflection angle.

The B(W) term can be thought of as resulting from "carryover" to the body ',f the
press-ire field creatd by the wing panels. For linear conditions on the "plus" 2onflq-
uration and the nose sufficiently upstream of the wing, the B(W) term is proportional
to the W(B) term

2
. For the case where vorticity is shed from the body, the effect of

the wing on the development of that vorticity may have to be taken into account.

The T(B) and 8(T) terms are similar to those for the wino, but the T(W) term is
quite different. The wing, in the prsence of the body, generates a change in the
flow-field which would otherwise be seen by the tail panels if the wing were not
present. For small angles of attack, that change can usually be represented by the
flowfields of partially or fully rolled-up vortex sheets shed from the wing panels

2
.

If vorticity is shed from the body, the effect of the wina on that flow field near the
tail may have to be accounted for.

The PNK component buildup approach yielded the following equation for CNSWT

CNBwT = CN8 + (Kw + KB)sc + (kW + kB)6]winq 3CH8
I (23)

+ [(KW + KB)ac + (kW + kB)6 + (I + -)Amv) C (

kW tail aa 1,0
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where the interference coefficients are defined by

KW = CNW(B)/CNW; ac * 0, 6f = 0 (24a)

(24b)
KB = CNB(W)/CNW; .c * 0, st = 0 (24c)

(24d)
k, = CNW(B)/CNW; C = 0, af 

= 
0

kB = CNB(W)/CNW; Qc = 0, 6f = 0

All of the above interference coefficients are functions of the span-to-body diameter
ratio only for the SRT approximation. In the usual application of the PNK approach,
the wing-alone and tail-alone normal-force coefficient slopes are obtained from linear
theory or experimental data. The wing-carryover interference coefficients, KW and
kW are given by SBT, and the body-carryover interference coefficients are obtained
for SBT for subsonic and transonic flow. For supersonic flow a linear-theory estimate
for KB is obtained assuming the body to be a flat-plate extension of the wing panels
and kb is assumed to be equal to KB

2
,4.

The Aav is obtained by assuming that the wing trailing and/or leadino edge vor-
ticity is fully rolled up at the wing trailing edge and travels in the freestream
direction to the vicinity of the tail section. Several different methods based on
reverse-flow theory4,

2 6 
have been developed to determine the aaeo v acting on each

tail fin due to the presence of the wing vortice.

Equation (22) is not limited to missiles with bodies with circular cross sec-
tions. However, to use it for general shapes, one must compute the necessary slender-
body interference coefficients. This is a straight-forward albeit messy task since it
is only necessary to solve the two-dimensional Laplace equation for the incompressible
flow about the shape of the body in the cross-flow plane. Recent examples of such
solutions are given by Stahara27 who used analytic tranformations to (et solutions,
Sigal and Lapidot

2 8 
who used the Schwarze-Christoffel transformation and Beall29 who

used surface singularities. In order to break out the individual interference
factors, KW, KB, kw, and kB, it is necessary to obtain the full SBT solutions.
However, for simple stability analysis for low supersonic speeds or less, it is often
sufficient to obtain the combined quantity VWB = KW + KB. Fortunately, this is
a fairly straight-forward procedure if the apparent-mass method is used

28
. It can be

shown from the analysis by Sacks
30 

that the SRT lift-curve slope for an axial spction
of an arbitrary slender body is given by

La = U.
2 

[(m 22 )x=' 2  - (m2 2x=.,
]  

(25)

where m2 2 is the apparent mass for the cross section translatinq in the Z. direc-
tion lwind plane). The quantity M2 2 has already been computed for many shapes.

A simple calculation for a conventional unrolled missile will illustrate the use

of eau. (25). By definition

(L5 )wg

KWB

[(m2 2 )TP - (m2 2)LFIWB
(26)

(m2 2 )TE,W

From reference 2, we can determine the necessary apparent masses for a thin wing-
circular cylinder combination

(M2 2 )TE = vp.[a
2  

+ (sm
2
-a

2
)/s'

2
j (27)

(m2 2 )LE = .1)a2 (28)

(m22 )TF,W = spa.(m,-a
)2  (29)

Substituting (27)-(29) into (26) gives

KWB = (1 + a/s,)2 (30)

It is interesting to note that m., can be computed from the residue of the trans-
formation which maps the missile cross section into a circle

2
. Skulsky

3
l developed a

simple mapping technique which yields a truncated Laurent series for the transforma-
tion. Since the coefficient of the leading term in the series is the residue,
Skulsky's technique should prove useful in obtaining M2 2 for arbitrary shapes.

In the next subsection, it is shown that nonlinear wing effects can be handled if
KW and K8 are known separately. In this case the simplest procedure is to esti-
mate KW by computing the average upwash a fin would see in the presence of the body-
alone flowfield and then using eou. (26) to net KB.
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3.2 Equivalent Anqle-of-Attack Concept

Equation (23) is a useful expression for the linear range and has been applied
successfully for more than 30 years. The key to extending it into the nonlinear ranne
is to consider the wing and tail panel (fin) loads separately from those actinq on the
body. The following analysis will apply to either finned section in the 'plus" atti-
tude. The coefficient for the normal force acting on one of the (horizontal) wing
panels of the configuration in Fig. 7 is given by

CNw(B) = (Kwac + kw6 + adv) a = (31)

where aav represents the effect of anv vortices generated upstream of the finned
section. If we define an equivalent angle of attack as

aeq = IKwtc + kw6 + hav (32)
then a reasonable nonlinear extension of eau. (31) would be to write CNW(BI as a

function Of ea' C = CNw(ae q ) (33)

Equation (33) yields eq. (31) for the linear range of the CNw curve and extends
the method into the nonlinear range in a reasonable manner. Equ. (33) is illustrated
in figure 8. If Eq. (33) is to be a useful nonlinear extension of modified slender-
body theory, it should correlate fin-on-body data. Normal-force data for a set of mo-
derate aspect-ratio fins mounted at the shoulder of a 3-caliber tanqent-oqive nose
plus cylindrical afterbody are presented in figure 9 as a function of aeo for two
different Mach numbers. The body vortex and nose effects are small for these cases.
Clearly, the correlations are adequate for encjineerinq estimates. For very large
angles of attack the a., definition equ. (32) should be modified as described in a
later section.

To obtain the body carryover load corresponding to the fin load given by eou.
(33), we assume that the load ratio is given by the SRT value, i.e.,

____- CNBJ~,8  KB

CNW(B) L~(JSB
Hence, once the fin normal force has been found (usina equ. (33)). the body carryover
normal force due to that fin load is given by equ. (34). However, because the pre-
ceedinq carryover was derived using the small angle approximation, it is probably
better to take into account the effect of fin deflection by assuming that only the
component of the fin normal force which is perpendicular to the body axis actually
contributes to the body carryover load.

Estimation of the coordinates of the fin center of pressure is a different
matter. Such information is essential, of course, for hinqe-moment calculations.
Since CNW(B) was correlated successfully with *e0" it seems reasonable to try

the followina:

cr : , -(35)Scr cr

Since it has already been shown that CN can be correlated with aeq, it should be
possible to correlate center-of-pressure data as a function of the fin normal-force
coefficient; i.e.,

x = x(C N )  (36)

The present correlation does not account for strong body vortex effects. However,
this should not be a problem for most situations. Several correlations are presented
in fiqure 9 for ; for a set of rectangular fins mounted horizontally about 10 diame-
ters aft of the nosetip of a tanqent-ooive cylinder combination

2 1
. This particular

set of data was chosen for illustrition because rectangular fins experience very larne
chordwise excursions of x. Nc-e that the correlations are adequate for engineering
use except for the region of incipient stall for M.=0.8 and for the smaller valuestCN which have fairly large errot bands for x. Similar results are obtainable for
the lateral location of the center of pressure

5
,
2 1

.

3.3 Extension to Inclbide Effects of Bank

The analysis presented so far has been concerned only with the longitudinal char-
acteristics of a configuration which is symmetric about the plane containing the velo-
city vector and the body axis. That information is useful for estimates early in the
design process for cruise and turning performance. However, a more general analysis
must include the effects of hank and arbitrary fin deflections.

For the case with no fin deflection and no effects of vorticity, it can be
shown

2
,
5

that the load on fin 4 is given by



2 
30
Nw

= (Kwqacos + - KYc
2
Sin2l) -3

AR .( B0

where * is the fin bank angle as shown in figure 11. The subscriot F is used to
denote a fin rather than W because of the loss of symmetry with arhirr-%. hank an' fin
"a ttiuLons. The sIender-body values of K. are dependent only on the alsm ratio
and are given in fiqure 12.

The slender-body effects of arbitrary fin deflection at zero angle of attack have
been computed by Nielsen et al.

2 7
. The result for the uguivalent anole of attack

induced on fin i by the deflection of all of the fins it

(ae 6 ) i  i A i6 i  3V)

The slender-body values of the control effectiven-ss parameter Aji are dependent
only on the a/sm ratio and are given in Fiq. ii for fin 4 deflected only. The quan-
tity A41 is less than unity because the body is an imperfect reflection plane. Note
that the carryover to adjacent and opposite fins decreases as the fin span decreases
reltive to the body diameter. Using equ. (37) and (38), we find that the expression
For 

3
eg for fin i with arbitrary bank and fin deflection is

2
KWcOSi + - K3c 

2
Sin2.

i f t Aji6i + Aai
AR 1 =1

For increasinq supersonic Mach numbers, the Mach lines are swept more sharply
dowostream. Consequently, the influence of one f~ne on the other in the same finnel
section decreases as M. increases (for M. 1). An approximate analysis based on
linear theory for estimating this effect is give in ref. 27, Aopendix D. the rnohgd
determins the area of fin i which is influenced by fin i, and it is assumed th-at the
s[onderbody theory estimate for fin influence, Aii, should be reduced by the rat i
of that area to the fin planform area, i.e.,

I - Ali-SBT - ,
iii,

13F

Formulas for determine Sji are qiven in ref. 27.

It should be noted that the method described above is based on inviscid linear
theory. In real flows, the influence of fin j on fin i will depend nonlinearlv on the
state of the body incidence and hank anqles, as well as M. No engineerinq method-s
exist for estimatinq these non linear effects.

The equivalent angle-of-attack f rmulation of eou. 39 was obtained by linerlv
addin the conteibutinq angle-of-attack components, it is basically a small angle-of-
attack formulation and should sot be used for configuration angles of attaack greater
than aholt 30 leorees. A nonlinear formulation can be obtained by linearly addinq the
v locit components rather than the angleq of attack. The result is'

2
tanae, )Kwtanco-ti t -t K~tanacsinacsin

2
i + tanyav Ill

R

and

ac- = i l, i 6'12
1=1

whor , is the eguivalent anqle of attack for no fin ieflection.

3.4 Eff-ct of Nigh Cross-Flow Mach Number

In to this noint, it has been assumed that the nonlinear effects rf high anle-
,)f-attack flwn can he accounted for in a cnponent buildup method hy using the eguiv-
aln t angile-of-attack formulas together with data for the wing-alone characteristics.
Fuirthermore, we have implicitly assumed that (t) the interference factors KW , KR,
and K dIo not chanqe with angle of attack, and (2) the dynamic aressure and Mach
umher of the flow near the Fins are nearly equal to their freestream values. These
implicit assumptions are true, of course, for the linear theory From which the oresent
,onroach has been derived. However, as the misile's Mach number and angle of inci-
lencte relative to the freestream increase, the two implicit assumptions become
incrPasingly less valid. Fortunatelv, nroer accounting for the changes will allow
osxtensios of the EAAC fcr Msioa'l. this is important for analysis ef high-g turns
at high altitude.
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The effect of body incidence angle on KW is shown in fig. 13 for a typical
case. The AR = 1, A = 0.5 fins are mounted at the base of a 10-caliber body in the
"plus" attitude and are not deflected. The a/sm ratio is 0.5. The fin-on-body data
were taken from the vortex-free data tables compiled by Nielsen et al.

32
. The wing-

alone data used to compute the aeq values were taken from the data base compiled by
Baker"

3
. The curves of Fig. 13 can be collapsed into a single line as shown in Fig.

14 if the similarity variable k2 = Mwsina is chosen for the independent variable
(see section 2). The success of this correlation suggests that compressibility is the
primary culprit in the loss of favorable body-fin interference.

Additional data showing the degradation of favorable interference with increasing
k2 are presented in figure 15 for another body-tail configuration with AR=0.5, x=0.5
cruciform fins. The a/sm ratio is 0.5 and the fins are undeflected. Data for two
roll angles, 0=0 ("plus") and 40 deg. are given. Wing-alone data were taken again
from Baker's data base

3 3
. The fin-on-body data were taken from ref. 34. For this

case, the vortex effects have not been subtracted out. Fig. 15 shows the effect of
M~sina on the full normal force generated by the addition of the fins normalized by
the normal force which would be generated by the wing alone at the body incidence
angle. In addition to the degradation of favorable interference as seen previously in
Fig. 14, a strong effect of roll angle is apparent.

A similar kind of dependence on k 2 -M.sina is exhibited by the fin control
effectiveness. A dramatic way of demonstrating this is to plot the variation of yaw-
control effectiveness with respect to k2 for the "plus" attitude. The a,, formula-
tion of Equs. (41) and (42) would predict no variation of CNF(8 ) at =+9

deg. with body incidence angle. The results shown in Fig. 16 for cruciform fins
mounted near the base of a 12-caliber ogive-cylinder body demonstrate otherwise. The
control effectiveness at #=-90 degrees (leeward meridian) of the fin which is deflect-
ed 20 degrees begins to decrease at k 2 - 0.3 and eventually becomes negligible. On
the other hand, the control effectiveness of the fin at 0-90 degrees(windward
meridian) increases beyond k2 - 0.3 to as much as four times the value for ac = 0.

Additional insight into the effect of high cross-flow Mach number on control
effectiveness can be obtained by considering the change in CNf(5 ) with bank angle

for a given body incidence angle and freestream Mach number as shown in Fig. 17 for
k2 =1.54. The configuration is the same as that of Fig. 16. The fin of interest is
deflected 0, +20, and +40 degrees, and the others are undeflected. A strong variation
in control effectiveness with hank angle is apparent. This deviation from SBT (egus.
(41) and (42)) is shown in reference 6 to be a very strong function of k=Msina.
This is due to the local dynamic pressure, g,, and local Mach number, M, changes
seen by the fins. For small values of k2 , g3 , and ML are nearly egual to q. and

M. respectively. But for values of k, on the order of one or greater, compressibil-
ity effects cause q, and M. to vary significantly in the flow field surrounding
the body.

It turns out that the EAAC and eus. (41) and (42) can still be used if gt and
M, are taken into account

6
. To do this, i.e., to obtain the aen for a given fin

condition, the normal-force coefficient must first be normalized to an appropriately
averaged q, obtained from body-alone data or finite-difference solutions. The, in
solving equ. (33) for 

a
eq' the wing-alone curve for an appropriately averaged M,

must be used rather than M. An example of the success of this approach can be seen
in figure 18 in which A- has been extracted from the data of figure 17 using aver-
age q, and M. values obtaned from Euler finite-difference solution

6
. It can he

seen that, except for a small region near the leeward meridian, the Aii extracted
from the data of figure 17 are properlv independent of fin deflection and bank angle.
It is suspected

6 
that the bank angle dependence near the leeward meridian is due to

problems with the finite-diffference solver (probably, insufficient grid resolution).

it should be noted from the results of section 2 that n and M, are not
direct functions of k2,M.sina. In terms of denendent variables which are
functions o k2, of is given by

0,

p, ' (u,
2
+v'

2
) sin

2
a + w'

2  
cos

2
a] (43)

and Mt is given by

MN
2  

g£/g

- = -( 44)
M. p1 /P

where pZ/p, is a function of k2 (see section 2).



4. COMMENTS ON METHODS FOR ISOLATED BODIES AND WINGS

In order to use the component build-up method for missiles, it is essential that
accurate procedures be available for computing the aerodynamic characteristics f iso-
lated bodies and wings for the Mach number and angle-of-attack ranges of interest.
The most-often used approaches are based on either the cross-flow drag concept or a

two-term fit to the variation of each parameter with angle of attack. Cautionary com-

ments on the crossflow drag concept are given by means of an example in section 4.1.
In section 4.2 it is shown that fitting data in similarity form is superior to the
standard quadratic fits.

4.1 Cross-flow drag concept

The cross flow drag concept uses the following form for the normal-force coeffi-
cient

Sp
CN = CN.sinacosa + c - sin

2
a (45)

SR

The cross flow drag coefficient, Cdc, is supposed to be given by the drag zatGnn

on a two-dimensional cylinder with the same cross-section as the body of interest.

Since the flow model is 2-D, it is expected that c, is a function of Reynolds

number and cross-flow Mach number only. The quantity cd For 2-D circular cylin-
ders has been tabulated from an extensive data base by Jgrgensen

1 1
. Jorgensen also

suggested a way to use the circular cylinder data for other shapes
1 0

. This method is
based on Newtonian flow theory.

The cross-flow-drag concept usually works adeguately well for slender bodies with
relatively short noses and boattails and long circular-cylinder sections. However,
for bodies of moderate fineass ratio, it can give serious errors. The problem can be
illustrated by considering a data net obtained by Landrum for a 6 2/3 caliber tangent-

ogive-cylinder
3 5

. The body is shown in figure 19. The data were obtained for-40< a <
60 and 1.60< M. < 4.63. The cross-flow drag coefficient has been extracted from

the data and is shown in figure 20. Note that there is essentially no correlation.
Similar results occur for moderate aspect-ratio winos. Clearly, the crossflow drag
concept should be used with caution for all but very slender, nearly cylindrical,
bodies.

4.2 Two-Term Fits

The classic two-term fits for longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics are

SD
CN = CNn + K (46)

and
Sp

CN = CN sinacosa + K2 -- sin
2
a (47'

SR

Eguation (46) is simply a quadratic fin in a while equation (47) is based on the
crossflow concept. The CN, K1 , and K2 coefficients are presumed to be functions

of body or wing shape and free-stream Mach number only.

For center-of-pressure-location fits, the two-term form corresponding to egu.
(46) is

= x.0 + K 3 1. (48)

where s=0 and K3 are presumed to be functions of body or wing shape and M. only.
For the crossflow concept, the force corresponding to the first term of egu. (47) is
assumed to act at x,= 0 while the force corresponding to the second term ii: assumed

to act at the area centroid.

Landrum's
3 5 

data can be used again to check eau's (46) and (47) for moderate
fineness ratio bodies. For the CN data at M=1.60, CN was extracted by a

least-squared fit to the data points in the -4' < a < 4' range. The coefficients K,
and K? were then extracted by least-squares fits to the differencis between CN and
the first terms of egu. (46) and (47) respectively. The results are shown in figure
21. At first glance, the fits appear to be good with equation (47) giving somewhat
better results for the higher angles of attack. However, figure 21 is misleading
because of the large scale needed to shown the high angle-of-attack data. The actual

errors given by the fits are shown in figure 22. Note that the fits give very large
errors for the low-to-moderate angle-of-attack range.

It appears from the results of reference 14 and section 2 that the natural way to
express data fits for slender bodies is in similarity form. In fact, the correlations
obtained in reference 14 suggest using the power-law forms of equ. (15) and (16) to

produce the fits. To check on this idea, Landrum's data
3 5 

for M.=1.60, 2.30, 2.96
and 4.63 were used to extract the A, FA, C and D coefficients. The results are given
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in figure 23. The resulting normal-force fit for M.=1.60 is compared with the fits

of equ. (46) and (47) in fiqures (21) and (22). Note large reduction in error for all
angles of attack. Comparisons of the power-law fit for normal-force for the other
three test Mach numbers are Given in figure 24. Results for the center-of-pressure-
location fit are given in figure 25. The fit of egu. (48) for M=l.60is shown for
comparison. Note that the power-law fit is very Good for both CN and x. As a
bonus, of course, the power-law fits can he used to extend the test data to other
affine bodies because the variables are in similarity form.

Although the results of reference 14 and this section represent only a small
sample of shapes, it does appear that fitting CN and x data in natural similarity
variables produces better fits. Since four functions are required for each approach
examined above, the power-law-similarity method appears to he superior. It should be
pointed out, however, that the above results have been obtaied for supersonic flows
only.
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SPACE MARCHING EULER SOLVERS

Andrew B. Wardlaw, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center

Silver Spring, Maryland, USA 20903-5000

SUMMARY

This paper focuses on space marching Euler solvers for tactical missiles. These
solvers are applicable to missiles in supersonic flight provided that the flow field
remains supersonic everywhere. The introductory section outlines progress to date and
is followed by a discussion of numerical methods which have been used to compute the
flow about tactical missiles. Four different codes are described which are available
for treating missile shapes. Results from these computational methods are presented
for body-alone, body-wing and body-wind-tail cases. Force coefficients, surface
pressures and flow field predictions are compared to experiment. Reasonable agreement
is obtained, illustrating the feasibility of using these methods in the design
process. The limitation of the Euler equations are also discussed.

SYMROLS

C 1  - roll moment
CN - normal force coefficient
C n  - yaw moment
CM - pitching moment coefficient
Cp - pressure coefficient
C - yaw force
Dy - diameter

- - source term, Eq. (4)
E F, F, F, - flux definitions, Eqs. (1, 3. 4, 6) respectively
G, , G - flux definitions, Eqs. (3, 4, 6) respectively
h - enthalpy
H0  - stagnation enthalpy
J - transformation Jacobian; Eq. (6)
K - slope limiter adjustment, Eq. (11)
K - smoothing adjustment, Eq. (10)
L - body length
M - Mach number

F- vector normal to cell edge
p - pressure
q - dynamic pressure

- radial coordinate, Fig. 2
s - entropy
u1 , u2 , u 3 , u4 - components of U
u, v, w - x, y, z velocity components, respectively
u, I - r, # velocity components
U, U, 0. U - vector of advanced quantities, Eqs. (1, 3, 4, 6) respectively
x, y, z - cartesian coordinates, Fig. 2
X, Y, Z - computational coordinates
o - angle of attack
B - yaw angle
4 - flow direction in x - z plane, tan

-1  
(u/w)

* - azimuthal angle, Fig. 2
a - angle between th@ shock and the z axis
As - mach angle, sin

-  
(I/M)

p - density

Subscripts:

P, Q, R, S - points in Fig. 7
+, - - two sets of cunditions for the supersonic Riemann probler
n, m - indices for mesh point (Xn, Ym

)

Superscripts:

k - step number
c - corrector value

- predictor value

(r, #. z) - partial derivative
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1. INTRODUCTION

The inviscid flowfield about a missile in supersonic flight can be approximated
by numerically solving the Euler equations. The resulting solutions predict
aerodynamic coefficients, load distributions including fin loads and hinge moments,
and velocity profiles at an inlet face (excluding boundary-layer effects). These
computational methods do not rely on a data-base and can provide predictions of items
such as flow profiles, which are expensive to measure and difficult to predict
empirically. Viscous phenomena, such as body vortices, are outside the scope of the
Euler equations and must be modeled in an ad hoc manner.

The Euler equations are most easily solved for steady, supersonic flow. Under
these conditions disturbances can only propagate downstream. Given a cross-flow plane
near the missile nosetip on which the flowfield is defined, it is possible to generate
the flowfield at any other cross-flow plane farther from the nosetip. This is
accomplished in a series of steps, each of which advances the solution into a cross-
flow plane located a small distance farther down the missile axis. Solutions
generated in this manner are known as space-marching solutions and are feasible only
if the computed flowfield Is supersonic everywhere. In subsonic or transonic flow,
disturbances can propagate upstream and a marching procedure is not permissible since
it precludes any upstream influence in the flowfield. In general, the computer
resources required to solve a three-dimensional supersonic flow problem ar comparable
to those necessary to solve an inviscid two-dimensional subsonic or transonic
problem. The advent of high speed computers has made it feasible to apply three-
dimensional, steady flow calculations to tactical mis. le design.

Numerical solutions for two-dimensional supersonic flow (i.e., axisymmetric or
planar) have been applied to engineering design since the early 1900s. The earliest
solution technique is the method of jhi racteristics which was accomplished graphically
or by using a mechanical calculator. Such solutions were used in the design of
supersonic wind tunnel nozzles, compressor blades, two-dimensional airfoils, and
axsymmetric bodies. By the early 1960s, method of characteristics computer 9 rograms
were available for calculating flows containing strong shocks and expansions.
Special procedures were included for detecting and tracking shocks as well as treating
shock interactions.

Interest in solving the Euler equations for three-dimensional supersonic external
flow arose in the early 1970s in conjunction with the study of hypersonic atmospheric
re-entry. The geometries of concern varied from blunted cones with flaps and cuts to
the Space Shuttle with blunted, highly swept wings. A sampling of the work from this
period is given in Refs. 4-11. The solution strategy which evolved by the mid-1970s
replaced the method of characteristics, which was cumbersome to implement in three
dimensions, by a finite differhnce solution of which the most popular choice was
MacCormack's explicit method.IC The numerical solution was obtained only for the
shock layer (i.e., the flowfield between the body and bow shocK). The bow shock
location, which constituted the outer boundary of the computational domain, was
determined as part of the solution using a shock fitting procedure which satisfied the
Rankine-Hugoniot relations. It became clear by this time that accurate computat ons
on complicated configurations required careful tre.itment of shock and body
boundaries. Two competing philosophies developed concerning the treatment of embedded
shocks, or shocks occurring within the shock layer, which ha major impact on
solution procedure. One approach was to fit embedded shocks 0,9 while the other was
to capture such shocks, which ig pgSK accurately accomplished using the Euler
equations in conservation form. - u

I
l Shock fitting involves application of a

special treatment at the shock surface, while capturing automatically resolves a shock
as part of the numerical solution. Fitted shock solutions are more accurate, but
their implementation becomes difficult on problems with complex shock structures.

By the late l9lOs several different invijc)j procedures had been developed which
were capable of handling a variety of bodies. 

'
u When applied to relatively simple

and smooth configurations, extremely accurate yaw and pitch force and moment
predictions could be obtained at re-entry Mach numbers (i.e., Mach > 8) and incidences
up to about 30*, At the higher angles of attack, the computed inviscid leeside
flowfield was not an accurate representation of the viscous re-entry flowfield.
However, due to the high freestream Mach number, pressures on the leeside were such a
small fraction of those on the windward side that their actual value had little
influence on the calculated forces. For configurations that were not simple or
smooth, such as cones with extended flaps or thin-winged configurations, difficulty
was often encountered in obtaining a solution. Special procedures were developed to
model the flow near geometry discontinuities. These often involved the addition of
artificial viscosity, but the amount needed had to be determined by trial and error on
a case-by-case basis.

During theBps inviscid computations have been performed on complete winged
conflgurations.I12im A major issue has been the type of mapping to be used: multiple
zone as opposed to a single conformal transformations. In addition, upwind schemes
have been applied to winged configurations. These methods alter differencing
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throughout the flow field to correctly account for the domain of dependence of the
governing equations. Upwind schemes exhibit improved robustness and artificial
viscosity is usually not needed.

Application of the Euler equations to tactical missile configurations introduces
several issues that do not occur in the case of hypersonic re-entry vehicles. These
problems can be appreciated by considering the sketch of a missile at incidence shown
in Fig. 1. This configuration features thin, sharp-edged wings. At angle of attack
the flow separates from both the wing edges and the body, rolling up to form leeside
vortices which have a strong effect on vehicle aerodynamic characteristics. The large
influence of vortex structures on missile aerodynamics i a reflection of the fact
that tactical missiles operate in the supersonic rather than hypersonic speed range,
and pressures on the leeside cannot be neglected. To treat missile configurations
effectively, it is necessary to handle geometries with s~arp edges and to model
vortices. Vortex modeling Is more easily accomplished with the Euler equations than
with potential formulations. The Euler equations allow rotational flow and hence can
convect vorticity without the addition of ad hoc structures (e.g., point vortices) to
the flowfield.

This paper provides an overview of space-marching methods for missiles in
supersonic flight. Background information on computational techniques is presented,
four different computational algorithms are outlined, and their application is
demonstrated on body-along, body-wing and body-wing-tall missiles. The background
information stresses techniques methods to be used later in the paper. The
illustrated application of these techniques is to realistic missile configurations.

2. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR STEADY SUPERSONIC FLOW

This section provides a brief explanation of computational methods applicable to
missiles in supersonic flight. The techniques used to generate the results presented
in this chapter will be highlighted, but alternative approaches will also be
indicated.

2.1 Euler's Equations for Steady Supersonic Flow

Using the coordinates of Fig. 2, the Euler equations for steady flow arise from
balancing mass and momentum fluxes through the control volume illustrated in Fig. 3.
This results in the following set of equations:

-n+1 n - -
Un,m = Un,m - Fn+l/2.m + Fn-1/2,m Fn,m+i/ 2  Fn,m-1/2 (1)

where:

[Pw V pV
--n = A Ipw

2
-IwV+np

_n'm =nm Pw 2+p Fn+1/2,m puV+n p i+1/2,j
[nwv JiiL yj

V = n+/ 11 2,m  (u-vw)n+i/2,m

For steady supersonic flow, the energy equation reduces to a constraint on the

stagnation enthalpy:

Ho = (u
2 

+v
2 

+w
2
)/2 + h (2)

Here H is a constant and the enthalpy, h, is evaluated from the perfect gas
rel atiSns

Eqs. (1) are integral relations for the control volume illustrated in Fig. 3. Taking
the control volume to be the cube (ax, Ay, Az) and allowing the dimensions of the
control volume to go to zero yields the associated partial differential equation in
cartesian coordinates:

aU + 3F -13 0 (3)

where:

L J o F
rew 1 pvru 1 p+n

m P ol w mj p immmJ=il;:l v j
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Alternatively, the Euler equations in cylindrical coordinates (r, *, z) can be derived
by considering the control volume (ar, A#, Az) and taking the limit (Ar, a#, Az) * 0:

3(rU) 4. a~rF) . 3sG (4)1J_ __r 11
where:

1 [Pu 1] ; e 1 P J [';2
-- [pwu ' * W !+p 0'61p ~ p

SJ [uv jv +L- J

Nonconservation forms of Eqs. (3) and (4) can be-obtained by a nonlinear change of the
dependent variables which are the components of U. For example, in terms of the
dependent variables:

Q = (p. u, ;, w)t

Eq. (4) takes the nonconservation form

A aQ + B 3Q + C 3 Q F (5)rz Tr TI rF
where A, B, and C are the Jacobian matrices a A/Q. SF/3sQ and /SQ respctivly. Q
can be any set of independent variables ax long as A is nonsingular for w > a

Although Eqs. (1), (3), (4) and (5) are all analytically equivalent, they can
produce different numerical solutions even when the same numerical technique is
applied. Eqs. (1) are the integral or finite volume form of Eulers equations, Eqs.
(3) and (4) are in conservation form, while Eqs. (5) are in nonconservation form.
Eqs. (1), (3) and (4) follow directly from the integral conservation law, and are
valid even when shocks or contact discontinuities are present. This is not true for
Eqs. (5) and the resulting solutions do not represent strong shocks realistically.
Accordingly, when Euler's equations in nonconservative form are applied to a flow
field containing shocks, shock fitting procedures are needed.

The Euler equations are hyperbolic with z the time-like direction when w
2 

> a
2
.

This implies that the numerical solution of the flowfield can be determined by
marching in the z direction. The basic marching algorithm is a procedure for
determining numerical approximations to the flow variables p, r, p, u, v, and w at z =
z + Az using the known values of these quantities at z = z0 . For missile
applications where the bow shock is fitted, the advanced quantities also include
c, c,. and c which describe the bow shock. The calculation is started at an initial
data plane, = constant, near the nosetip where the flowfield is known (Fig. 2). On
sharp-tipped bodies the initial data plane is commonly determined using a conical flow
solution, while on blunted configurations, a transonic blunt body calculation of the
type described in Refs. 20 and 21 is used. By repeated application of the marching
algorithm, the flowfield is advanced from the initial data plane to any desired z
location. The most popular methods for advancing the flowfield are finite-difference
and finite volume techniques to which this paper is restri-ted. Other approaches
include the method of characteristics (e.g., Ref. 22).

2.2 Mesh Generation

A principal issue in the development of a marching algorithm is the definition of
the mesh which is computed separately for each crossflow plane. The mesh structure
places body surfaces, wing surfaces, and usually the bow shock along constant
computational coordinates lines. Changes in the body geometry and the shock location
as a function of axial location mandates recomputing the mesh at each computational
step. Accordingly, simple mesh generation procedures must be used to avoid devoting
an excessive amount of computational effort to mesh generation. For this reason
computational methods such as elliptic mesh generators have not been applied to the
supersonic marching problem.

In the crossflow plane, missile type geometries can be simple, featuring just a
circular body, or complex with cruciform fins extending from a noncircular body. Low
radar cross sectional shapes may feature blended bodies with inlets and thick wings.
The most appropriate type of mapping is dependent on the computational shape being
nce
c

nsidere
d " 

,Oosimple circular bodies, only stretching in the radial direction is
necessaryi5

z = z, x y

where b(o,z) and c(#,z) describe the wall and bow shock locations as indicated in Fig.
2. Mappings based on the above are well suited for bodies that are approximately
circular, but are not appropriate for winged configurations. Fig. 4a illustrates the
resulting mesh In physical space when such a transformation is applied to a wing-body
shape. Pere, R clustering in the 4-coordinate direction has been applied near the fin
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surface. The skewness of the mesh in the vicinity of the fins causes computational
problems and a large number of mesh points are needed to adequately resolve cross
sections with several fins present. An improvement on this approach is the use of
more zophisticated transformations that produce a nearly rectangular mesh in physical
space. Generalized conformal transformation techniques flve been developed which
accomplish this for relatively arbitrary cross sections. As depicted in Fig. 4b,
the resulting mesh is appropriate since it clusters points about the fin tips and thus
allows the tip to be resolved more accurately. Such methods have been applied (e.g..
Refs. 6, g, and 16) and are viable for tackling many missiles, particularly those with
thick wings. Possible drawbacks to this approach are solution sensitivity to small
variations in the transformations and difficulty in controlling mesh point locations
throughout the flowfield on complicated configurations. When a complicated
transformation is used, a significant portion of the computation is associated with
its implementation.

A different type of transformation is obtained using a multiple-zone approach, as
illustrated in Fig. 4c. This entails dividing each cross section into several
nonoverlapping regions and mapping each region separately into individual
rectangles. The multiple zone approach is most appropriate for missiles with thin
fins. Originally, this type of method was used to develop shock fitting algorithms.
In these applications, the embedded shocks are taken as interfaces separating adjacent
zones. The multiple zone concept can also be applied to mjjsj~e gepetries where fin
and inlet cowl surfaces become convenient zone boundaries.I .,. Fig. 4c
illustrates the application of a two-zone approach to a wing-body configuration. Tm
geometry of each zone Is sufficiently simple that generally only a stretching
transformation is required in each direction. The great advantage of the multiple-
zone approach is its flexibility and relative ease of application. Its disadvantage
is that it requires a more complicated computer program to implement. This is
primarily due to bookkeeping and special numerical techniques required to treat points
along the interfaces between adjacent zones.

Transformations used in supersonic space marching from cartesian space (x.y,z) to

computational space (X,Y,Z) usually have the form:

X = X(x,y,z); Y = Y(x,y,z); Z = Z(z)

In the case of cylindrical coordinates, these become:

X = X(r,#,z); Y = Y(r,#,z); Z = Z(z)

As shown in Fig. 2, z is the marching direction. Partial differential equations in
conservation form, such as Eqs. (3) or (4), can be transformed into conservation form
in computational space under this generalized transformation. For example, Eq. (4)
becomes:

3Ui +.A - -~ = (6)
32 a5 31 J

where

F = XzU + [rXr F + X G]/J,

G = Yz
U 

+ [rY rF + X#G]/J,

U = rU/J,

J = XrY# - X Yr

2.3 Numerical Schemes

Numerical schemes applied to supersonic marching should be second order accurate
in the marching direction as well as In the crossfl owplane. For this reason, the
NacCormack scheme has been a common choice.

4 " , 
13-15 When treating complex

configurations, it is also advantageous to capture shocks and slip 1 e 2g eted by
wings and Euler's equations are usually cast in conservation form.

7
' The

alternative is to combine a non-conservative formulation with shock fitting; however,
shock fitting is difficult to implement in three-dimensions. The fitting procedure
adds additional program complexity and requires the detection of shocks which form
during a calculation. To ensure stabilty. It is nessary to apply tracking to
nascent shocks before they reach a finite strengthng

Implicit schemes, such as the Beam-Warming algorithm
2 5

, have generally not been
used for supersonic marching calculations. The chief advantage of these methods is
unconditional stability which removes, at least In terms of linear stability analysis,
any marching step size restriction. However, the necessity of maintaining accuracy in
the marching direction precludes using extremely large step sizes. Implicit schemes
are much more expensive per step than are explicit methods and it is usually not
economical to apply implicit methods. An exception might be calculations featuring a
very small mesh spacing in a portion of the computational domain which would result in
an extremely small explicit step size.
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Viable alternatives to the MacCormack explicit method are upwind differencing
schemes. Such methods attempt to accurately account for the domain of dependence of
the partial differential equations. To illustrate, consider the case where the
crossflow velocity component is supersonic. In this situation, an upwind scheme would
use one-sided differences that accept only information which is upwind with respect to
the crossflow velocity in the crossflow plane. This reflects the fact that in
supersonic flow a point is only influenced by upstream conditions. In contrast, the
MacCormack scheme always uses information from all directions in the computational
plane. The first upwind scheme uslg for supersonic steady flow calculations was
the A scheme developed by Moretti.' This scheme differences characteristic relations
in a one-sided direction determined by the associated characteristic slopes and is the
non-conservative. A different non-conservative upwind scheme, terme1 9 the split-
coefficient method, has also been applied to supersonic steady flow. Here,
appropriate one-sided differences are introduced by splitting the coefficient matrices
that appear in a non-conservation form of the equations according to the sign of their
elgenvalues. The A scheme and the split-coefficiemuthods have exhibited imfloved
robustness wn to the Ma Flux vector splitting , the
Osher scheme and Godunov methods are conservative upwind schemes which have been
developed for unsteady gas dynamics. These schemes are more robust and capture
stronger shocks with less smearing than standard methods, but require more
computational effort to apply. The application of Godunov methods to tactical
missiles Is described in Refs. 17 and 18.

The following paragraphs describe the explicit MacCormack and Godunov scheme.
Both methods are used to generate the results presented later in the paper. The
MacCormack scheme will be classed in a finite difference form while the Godunov scheme
is a finite volume scheme.

2.3.1 The MacCormack Scheme

The MacCormack predictor-corrector algorithm, when applied to Eqs. (6), is given
by:

Fk - F
k  

Gk - Gk -
• k -Z n+l.m n.m + n.m+ 1 .n. m E)

Un ,m = Un ,m AZ Ax AY n M (7a)

Uk+1 kU
k
i 1/2[UJ +*
n,m n ,m Un,m

F - F Gn-m - G-m _
&- n-X Al' ~ + 1 ~&X AYf )J)n,m))

(7b

Here
U k = U ( n Y m , 

Z k )  
F* , mk 1Un) F( U n,' Xn' Ym' zk+h,

etc. Eqs. (7a) and (7b) are the predictor and corrector steps, respectively. At the
end of each step, U is decoded to determine predicted or corrected values
of p, p. u. v, and w. Relations for these quantities follow from the definition of U
= (u 1 , u2,. u3, u4 )t, Eqs. (6), and the equations of state. For a perfect gas these
are gi ven by:

u'{ + H ) -1)
w = U1(+y , a = (y

2
-1)(H (a)2-1),

II 21,-u 2 l+u 22 2

2 = p - J(u. - uiw)/r,

P = du 1 /(rw), u = u3 /u, v = u 4 /u I  (8)

The step size &Z, which appears in Eqs. (7), must be picked to satisfy the CFL
condition for the MacCormack schei. This condition is derived using a locally
linearized form such as Eqs. (5).76 The CFL condition requires that the domain of
dependence of the partial differential equations be contained within the domain of
dependence of the finite-difference equations.

The flowfield about a tactical missile may contain shocks, slip surfaces,
vortices, and other flow structures which are difficult to resolve computationally.
As a result, nonphysical oscillations may occur in the numerical solution which can
become sufficiently large to cause the demise of the calculation. To improve the
robustness, or reliability, of a difference scheme, a smoothing procedure is sometimes
applied which adds numerical dissipation. Smoothing can be implemented in many
different ways. N of the most commonly used methods are the fourth-order
dissipative termlO

,
-O and the switchad Schuman filtsr.

3
-,

2
The switched Schuman
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filter is implemented following the corrector step. lhe advanced quantities

calculated in the corrector step, denoted by Uc, are modified as follows:

' uC + (U
c  

- U" n (Ut U112
n,m n n +,m n,m

) 
Sn1I2,m n,m n-l,m n-/2,m
(U- c )) (9)

(U,m - Un,m) Sn,m+I/2 U " U'nm 1) (-9/2
n n n n,m-

Here, the switch S is defined using the local gradients of some flow quantity, usually
p or o. A density switch can be defined by

5
na l/2,m - (e 1 a )S n + / 2 m ( n + l ,m + ;n ,m 

)

Pnxm+1 Pn.ml(

Sn,m+1/2 (On,m+ - Pn',
m 

)

Here K is an adjustable parameter used to control the level of smoothing. To
eliminate any unnecessary influence of the smoothing operator, it is common practice
to set K to zero in regions of the flowfield where numerical difficulties are not
expected.

2.3.2 Godunov's Method

Godunov's method
2 9  

is a finite volume technique which is based on the Riemann
problem. For steady supersoric flow the Riemann problem represents the confluence of
two, two-dimensional, supersonic streams as is illustrated in Fig. 5. At the point of
stream intersection, shocks or expansions form which turn both streams to a common
direction. The approprate direction is the one producing the same pressure in both
streams. The two final streams need not feature the same density or velocity and a
slip line generally forms between them. The resulting solutions feature constant
properties along any line passing through the point initial stream intersection.

Solution of the Riemann problem is accomplished by guessing the slip ne
orientation and computing the pressure on each side of it using the oblique shock or
Prandtl-Meyer expansion relations (see Ref. 33 for these relations). The slip line
orientation is adjusted by some iterative procedure to achieve equal pressures on both
sides of the slip line. The non-linearity of the shock and expansion relations
precludes a closed form solution to the Riemann problem. Fortunately, linear versions
of the Riemann problem can be used in smooth flow regions and approximate Riemann
problems can be defined for all conditions.

3 4

Godunov's method advances the flow field by using the Riemann problem to evaluate
the fluxes, F, appearing in Eqs. I. For the first order method, properties within
each control volume are assumed constant. This results in a piece-wise constant
description of the flow field which is discontinuous at cell edges. For two-
dimensional flow, this is illustrated in Fig. 6. The two sets of properties at cell
edges are used as the two initia

l  
states of the Riemann problem. The solution of the

Riemann problem features constant Droperties along any line intersecting the point of
stream intersection. The fluxes, F, appearing in Eqs. I are computed using the set of
properties along the line with the same orientation as the cell edge, as shown in Fig.
6. In three-dimensional flow, a reference plane must be selected on which the two-
dimensional Riemann problem is solved. Typically, thin is taken to be the plane
normal to the tell edge which contains the marching direction.

The first order Godunov's method can be extended to second order by assuming
linear property variations within each control volume and adding a predictor step.

3 5

This general recipe has been applied to three-dimensional steady supersonic flow in
Refs. 11 and 34. In determining the property slopes within each control volume.
limiters are used which reduce slope values in the vicinity of strong shocks and
expansions. For example, to compute the slope in the x direction on a two-
dimensional, uniform mesh (see Fig. 6), the following formula is applied:

_ L M1N[i . _l. II .f
ox lIIN _- , KAf 1  - f2. -fn KIf - (11) 0 if (fn-1 -'n

)  
(fn - fn- 1 ) 

<  
0

sign(fn+ I - fnI) otherwise

The above derivative is second order accurate in smooth flow regions and zero near
extrema. The parameter K is set between I and 2. It is generally not necessary to
re-adjust K on new problems.
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2.3 Boundary Conditions

A basic problem which arises in treating boundary points is determining the
relations that should be satisfied at these points. In addition to the governing
equations, which of themselves are sufficient to determine all of the unknowns,
specific boundary conditions must be enforced. For example, at a solid surface the
flow must be tangent to the wall, while at a shock the Rankine-Hogoniot relations must
be satisfied. To avoid overspecifying the problem, some but not all of the
information contained in the governing equations must be used. The valid information
at the boundaries which is contained in the governing equations can be determined
using the theory of characteristics.

To fix ideas, consider the case of steady, two dimensional supersonic flow. Here
three independent relations are needed to determine flow field properties. As is
shown in Fig. 7, the characteristics consist of two Mach lines,C+, C and the
streamline, C . On each of these lines, a compatability relation holds which is an
ordinary differential equation. Consider the point on a surface P: (xo, o),
illustrated in Fig. 7, and trace the three characteristic lines through this point in
the negative z direction. The compatibility relations associated with the

C, C characteristics lie within or on the boundary of the flow field for z < z and
repre4ent admissable information. The remaining C+ compatability relation is not
admissable since the associated characteristic lies outside of the flow field for
z < 'o. It is replaced by the tangent flow boundary condition yielding the required
three independent relations at P:

dp - d6 = 0 along C
(MI.1) 11

2

ds = 0 along Co  (12)

tan 6p) = wall slope at P

These relations are satisfied discretely using upstream properties on the C- and C.
characteristics. For example:

PPPR - ( M 2 ( 6 R - 6 )(13a)Pp = R - M )/2 - (fpu
(M2-1)112

sp =s (13b)

where oints R and S are located on the C and CO  characteristics as shown in Fig. 7.

At a shock point 0: ( only the C. compatibility relation is admissable
and it must be augmented by he oblique shock relations giving the equations:

dp + y -- d 6 0 along C.(M2-1)
I/

2 .yM
2
sin

2 
e - (-)

p ( -+I5)

(y l)M 2sin2 .
(14)

P. (n-1)M
2
-in

2
hs+2

M 2 sin2he - 2coth
t an S

2 + M.
2
( + cos2h )

The oblique shock relations introduce the additional unknown of shock slope, B and
four equations are required at the shock. Solution of the above equations witRin the
method of characteristics framework is iterative and requires descretization of
the C. compatibility equation.

In three-dimensional flow the situation becomes more complex. Here there are two
families of characteristic surfaces: stream surfaces and Mach surfaces. The former
are generated by streamlines while the later are everywhere tangent to the local Mach
cone. The compatibility relations holding on these surfaces are now partial
differential equations in two-dimension. The analysis of this situation can be made

analagous to the two-dimensional case using the reference plane method of
characteristic. 6 Here the problem is analyzed from a two-dimensional point of view,

with derivatives in the third direction bzi ,g treated as source terms. For example,
choosing the x-z plane to be the reference plane, characteristic relations can be
written in a manner similar to those of Fig. 7. However, a source term appears on the
right side of each equation which contains y derivatives. Also an additional
compatibility relation applies along the streamline. The basic idea of admissable
information carries over directly from the two-dimensional case.
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The treatment of boundary points as indicated above occurs naturally in
algorithms based on the method of characteristics. The remainder of this section
discusses the implementation of boundary conditions within the framework of finite
volume and finite difference methods.

2.3.1 Finite Difference

A direct implementation of the method of characteristics at boundaries requires
interpnlation from the fi te difference mesh to determine properties on
characteristics. Kentzers , in the context of unsteady flow, has suggested casting
the admissable characteristic relations in terms of spatial derivatives. For example,
the characteristic relations in Fig. 7 can be expressed as:

+ tan(6+v) A + M + tan( 8tx)-
1  

= 0 on Ct

32 3 x 2- 1M -f1/
2  

;z axS

(15)

+ tan(6)-a- = 0 on COaz ax
The same technique is applied at shocks. By differentiating the oblique shock
relations to obtain differential equations, it is possible to compute shock properties
without iteration. To illustrate, Eq. 14, after differentiation, becomes:

dP = -' + taneas -2 = P_ 2M 2sin2s d (16)

z o azx (y+l) -sne do
From a mathematical point of view, the finite difference implementation of the

method of characteristics is well founded. However, this approach is not robust near
shocks, where characteristic analysis itself must be augmented with shock tracking in
order to be applicable.

Other finite difference methods for treating the boundary conditions have also
been used which are not a direct implementation of the method of characteristics.
These are reviewed and compared to the characteristic approach in Ref. 38 for two-
dimensional, steady flow. Commonly used methods in three-dimensional flow apply the
interior point difference scheme at the boundary followed by an ad hoc means of
satisfying the boundary conditions. For a body surface, Kutler et al.
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used the

standard MacCormack predictor followed by a two-dimensional, isentropic turn which
"corrects" the flow variables to satisfy the flow tangency condition. To treat bow
shocks, Thomas et v. and Kutler et al. used the interior-point scheme to advance
temporary properties behind the shock of which only the pressure is assumed correct.
The other flow variables and the shock geometry are then determined from the pressure
using the shock relations.

2.3.2 Finite Volume

Finite volume methods do not advance points along the bounuaries. Howpver,
during each computational step, it is necessary to compute a flux at the cell edges
adjacent to boundaries. Application of the method of characteristics to compute these
fluxes would require interpolation from the underlying computational mesh. Also, it
would be necessary to store property values from the previous step in order to supply
upstream information for the C. characteristic.

An alternative is to extrapolate computed properties to the boundary. This set
of values will not satisfy the boundary conditions. An operation is then applied
which satisfies the boundary conditions. At surfaces an oblique shock or Prandtl-
Meyer expansion is used to turn the velocity vector to satisfy the tangent flow
boundary condition, In two-dimensional smooth flow, the oblique shock or Prandtl-
Meyer expansion relations reduce to the characteristic compatibility relation, Eq.
13a. Thus, the method of characteristics is effectively being applied, and only
admissable information is being used. In three-dimensional flow, the discrete
characteristic compatibility relations contain a source term which is multiplied by
distance along the characteristic ray. By extrapolating properties to the location at
which the shock or expansion term is applied, the distance between points R, S and P
(see Fig. 7) goes to zero and the source term disappears. Thus, the method of
characteristics is applied. A similar procedure can be used at shocks. Here, the
extrapolated properties at the downstream side of the shock and the freestream
conditions define a Riemann problem. The solution of this problem features an angular
orientation which separates the free-stream Qrsoerties from other states. That
orientation is taken as the shock slope. s,1rts

2.4 Separation Modeling

The Euler equations allow rotational flow and thus can convect vorticity. This
permits modeling of body and wing-tip vortices which feature reversals of the velocity
in the crossflow plane, but not in the axial direction. Solutions to the Euler
equations contain mechanisms such as shocks for generating vorticity. However, the
Inviscid character of these solutions precludes accounting for viscous vorticity



generation, caused by factors such as separation. This type of mechanism creates the
bulk of the flow field vorticity is ,vany cases, of which the slender body, high
incidence flow field is an example. To simulate vorticity generated by viscous
phenomena, vorticity must be added to the inviscid flow field in an empirical manner.

Numerical solutions of Euler's equations can also generate vorticity through
numerical error. Inadequate resolution can lead to errors in the computed entropy.
For steady supersonic flow with constant stagnation enthalpy, Crocco's theorem states
that:

TVS = -Vx(VxV)

Thus errors in entropy result in vorticity production.

Crqfsflow vor tices h ave been observed in Euler solutions which do not contain
shocks.u This has occured for both smooth shapes and those featuring sharp
corners. In the case of smooth shapes, vortices have been obtained near delta wing
tips as shown in Fig. 8 and are similar in location and size to those which are
observed experimentally. However, careful numerical experiments havc shown that as
the mesh is refined, such vortices disappear. This is to be expected since
mechanisms for generating vorticity, other than shocks, are not present in Euler
equations. As more accurate solutions are obtained, the flow field structure should
become consistent with the properties of the Euler equations.

Geometries featuring sharp cornerb ,roduce vortices on sharp delta wing which do
not disappear as the mesh is refined. ' Furthermore, measured surface pressure,
vortex location and total pressure losses are well predicted. This is surprising
since the Euler equations omit viscosity which should be central to simulating
separation.

Panel methods provide a precigent for accurately modeling leading edge vortex
separation using inviscid models. Here a Kutta condition is enforced at the leading
edge and vorticity within the flow field is modeled using a singularity distribution
(e.g., vortex filaments). An analogous procedure should be possible with the Euler
equations. The Euler equations can convect vorticity and singularity distributions
are not needed. However, a Kutta condition should be necessary. This is contrary to
the results of Refs. 40, 41, discussed above, which achieved accurate vortex modeling
without a Kutta condition. It has been postulated that the dissipative nature of
numerical schemes imposes a smoothness constraint on the computed pressure. This is
equivalent to applying the Kutta condition.

The loss of total pressure within a vortex core has been aributed to numerical
dissipation which smears shear layers over several mesh points. Consider a smeared
shear layer across which the stagnation enthalpy is constant, and on either side of
which the total pressure is constant. This Implies that on both sides of the shear
layer the velocity magnitude is constant, but of different direction. Dissipation is
effectively an averaging operation and nrar the middle of the shear layer, the
velocity vector will equal the average of the velocity vectors on either side of the
shear layer. This average velocity vector is of smaller magnitude than either of the
adjacent velocity vectors. To maintain constant stagnation enthalpy throughout the
shear layer, the enthalpy at this point must increase which presumably increases the
entropy. This increase in entropy decreases the total pressure at the center of the
shear layer.

The flowfield about a slender, circular body at incidence separates to form two
strong leeside vortices. By contrast, the Euler solution to this problem features a
crossflow shock which generates sufficient vorticity to form two weak leeside
vortices, as shown in fig. 9. To generate a more realistic flow pattern, vorticity
must be explicitly added to the flow field. This is usually accomplished by modeling
the separation region directly. Sufficient experimental data exist for circular
bodies to develop an empirical relation describing the separation angle In the cross-
flow plane as a function of incidence. Mach number, and axial location.

4  
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predicted separation point, special conditions are applied which simulate
separation. These conditions are based on the concept of a slip line which originates
at the separation point. Across the slip line the pressure is assumed to be
continuous and the velocity normal to It Is zero. On both sides of the slip surface,
entropy is conserved along the streamlines, but is discontinuous across the surface.
In Ref. 45, the slip surface is assumed to be tangent to the body surface. At the
point of tangency, conditions windward of the slip line are determined using standard
body boundary treatment while the leeward cross-flow velocity is set to zero. The
slip surface emanating from the separation point is actually fit. Other treatments of
the separation region have been less elaborate. In Ref. 46, a single set of
properties is calculated at the separation point. At this location, pressure and
density are determined by averaging property values at the two adjacent points while
the direction of the velocity vector is set empirically. Ref. 32 uses a similar
procedure, but orients the velocity at the separation point along the separation line.

The pressure distribution near the prescribed separation point is often not
smooth. An altenative procedure which produces a smooth pressure variation is to
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reduce the crossflow velocity over a broad area.
4 7  

This adds circulation to the
crossflow plane and can be accomplished by setting an upper crossflow velocity
limit. Crossflow velocity magnitudes in excess of this limit are reduced to this
value and the axlal velocity is redefined to satisfy the stagnation enthalpy
constraint. This procedure is referred to as clipping.

3. SUPERSONIC TACTICAL MISSILE CODES

Four Euler solvers applicable to tactical missile in supersonic flight are
described. These are the SWINT, MUSE, ZEUSL and ZEUS codes, which feature the
following common characteristics:

1. Multiple zone structure with a simple algebraic mesh.
2. Solution of Euler's equation in conservation form using explicit schemes.
3. Bow shock fittinj and the capturing of all other internal shocks.
4. The mesh does not conform to fin tips and surfaces interior to the

computational domain may appear and disappear during the calculation.
illustrated in Fig. ID.

The multiple zone structure combined with the simple algebraic mesh and
approximate resolution of fin edges makes it convenient to treat missiles with thin,
sharp edged fins. The user must only ensure that body and fin surfaces coincide with
edges of the different zones. As is illustrated in Fig. 10, points on the edges of
zones may change from interior to surfaces points from one step to the next and vice-
versa. A leading edge point is one which changes from interior to surface type during
a step, while a trailing edge point changes from a surface to interior type.

In many respects these solvers differ, some being finite difference and others
being finite volume. Also, different integration schemes are used. The following
section outlines the attributes of each.

3.1 SWINT (Supersonic Wing INlet Tail)

The SWINT code, which is described in detail in Ref. 32, solves the Euler
equations in conservation form using cylindrical coordinates (i.e., Eqs. 4).
Integration of interior points is accomplished using MacCormack's explicit scheme
(Eqs. 7). Kentzer's approach is applied to points on the body or fin surfaces and to
fit the shock. An abbreviated version of the multiple-zone approach is used which
restricts code application to thin fins, located near * = constant surfaces. Here,
the correct fin slope is applied to the fin center line rather than at its true
location, as shown in Fig. I.

To increase robustness and accuracy near fin edges, a local analysis is applied
at leading and trailing edge points. The computational algorithm proceeds by
completing the step in which the fin edge is encountered without taking the fin edge
into account. The resulting flow properties are taken to be the conditions
immediately upstream of the leading edge. A local analysis is applied to satisfy the
boundary conditions at the fin edge. In the case of a leading edge, the flow
downstream of the fin edge should be parallel to the fin surface. If the flow
component normal to the leading edge is sufficiently supersonic, an oblique shock or
expansion can be used to satisfy this boundary condition. Otherwise, a truly local
analysis is not appropridte and an empirical procedure must be used.

Downstream of a tailing edge the streamlines from the upper and lower wing
surfaces must feature the same pressure and direction in a plane perpendicular to the
fin edge. If the velocity component normal to the trailing edge on both fin surfaces
is sufficiently supersonic, this is equivalent to the supersonic Riemann problem cast
in a plane perpendicular to the fin trailing edge. Otherwise, a purely local analysis
is not appropriate. For simplicity, the SWINT code averages the properties from the
two streamlines passing over and under a fin to determine properties downstream of the
fin trailing edge.

The presence of surface and interior points along the same zone edge requires the
introduction of special differenceing procedures. In addition, physical
considerations have motivated other adjuistments to the differencing used at both fin
and interior points located next to the fin edge. The special procedures introduced
are as follows:

1. Alteration of the differences at points adjacent to a fin tip. The types of
points under consideration are A, B, and C of fig. 1T. The MacTormack scheme at C
must be modified since there are two different sets of adjacent flow values (i.e.,
points A and B). In addition, a discontinuity may be located at che fin edge, and it
often is not advisable to difference across the fin edge.

2. Suppression of surface normal derivatives near a leading edge. A
discontinuity often exists at a leading edge and differences normal to the surface are
not meaningful. Use of such quantities in the finite difference equations leads to
non-physical pressure oscillation. Damping such derivatives near the leading edqe
improves results.
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3. Application of smoothing to interior, body and fin points. In computations
featuring--6ody separation or highly swept wings at high incidence, large vortex
structures develop in the flow field. Under these circumstances, application of
smoothing is often necessary to keep the computation from failing. This is
accomplished at interior points by applying a switched Schuman filter with a density
switch as is described in the previous section (i.e., Eqs. 9 and 10). At the body and
fin surfaces, a modified Schuman filter can be applied along the surface to advance
these quantities. Smoothing of the fin-tip points is implemented by averaging the
fin-tip quantities with those at adjacent fin points.

4. Simulating Cross-flow Separation. Flow separation on a circular body is
modeled using an empirical correlation to prescribe the line of separation on the
model Surface. At the point of separation, the velocity vector is aligned with the
separation line. Calculation of highly swept wings produces a leeside vortex
irrespective of the treatment applied at the fin tip. However. the strength of the
leeside vortex is influenced by the type of differencing applied here.

3.2 MUSE (Multiple-zone Steady Euler)

The MUSE code solves Euler's Equations in cartesian coordinates (Eqs. 3) using
the explicit MacCormack Method. Ref. 48 provide. a detailed description of this
computational approach. Using the same methods applied in the SWINT code, it treats
the boundaries using Kentzer's technique, applies a local analysis at the leading and
trailing edges, and is supplemented with the same special procedures. It differs from
SWINT by being cast within a full multiple zone framework. Each zone is a
quadrilateral as shown in Fig. 12 and may abut to any other zone. This allows complex
jeometries featuring items such as a tail located at the wing semi-span (see Fig. 13)
or detached inlets to be treated. It also removes the thin fin assumption and places
the fin surface at its true location.

3.3 ZEUSL (Zonal EUler Solver. Lower order)

The ZEUSL code is a first order Godunov scheme cast in a finite volume
formulation. Conservation of mass, momentum and energy within a finite control volume
(see Fig. 3) is used to determine the flow field (i.e., Eqs. 1). A detailed
description of this technique is available in Ref. 17. The quadrilateral zones of
Fig. 12 are used, however, zones can only abut along edges 2 and 4. This formulation
removes the thin fin assumption, but does not allow treatment of the range of
configurations which can be handled with MUSE.

The ZEUSL code does not advance points located on the boundary and boundary
conditions are imposed through the fluxes at cell edges located on the boundary. Such
fluxes are determined by applying an operation to the properties of the cell on which
the edge borders, which satisfies the necessary boundary condition. At a surface, the
shock or expansion relations are used to turn the cell velocity vector tangent to the
surface. This procedure is a natural truncation of the Riemann problem to the
situation where the final streamline direction is known. The fluxes at this cell edge
are computed using the pressure resulting from te shock or expansion. The bow shock
is fitted by constructing a Riemann problem along cell edges adjacent to the free-
stream. The initial states of this problem are the free-stream conditions and the
properties of the adjacent cell. Tte solution to the Riemann problem specifies a
direction which separates free-stream condition from other states. This direction is
taken to be the shock slope.

The wall pressure predicted by the above procedure is used to advance the
solution. However, these values are only locally first order in smooth regions, and a
more accurate surface pressure estimate is needed for evaluating the aerodynamics
coefficients. This is accomplished using the reference plane method of
characteristics described in Ref. 17.

The special procedures applied in the SWINT code are not needed. The finite
volume formulation removes the ambiguity associated with advancing cells adjacent to
fin tips (i.e., points A, 8, C of Fig. 11). The robustness of the Godunov scheme
allows leading and trailing edge points to be directly computed without a local
analysis or derivative damping. Artificial viscosity is not needed and the final code
formulation does not contain any adjustable parameters.

Near leading and trail edges, accurate treatment of fin geometry is important.
Here, a solid surface may cover only a portion of a cell edge. Such edges are divided
into two sections: one containing the jge area adjacent to the surface and the other
edge area adjoining another element. Separate estimates are made of the fluxes ecting
on each section and these are addel to determine the total edge flux.

3.4 ZEUS (Zonal EUler Solver)

The ZEUS code is a second order version of ZEUSL. A predictor step has been
added and linear property variations are computed within each control volume, which
yields second order accuracy. The predictor step Is applied to the Euler Equations in
non-conservation form and determines cell property values at z

n
+ 62/2. Here, &z is



the step size. The linear property slopes are determined using the limited
differences of Eq. 11. This allows the properties at the cell edge mid-point to be
determined by extrapolation. A Riemann problem is constructe at each cell edge using
the two predicted edge property sets from the adjacent cells. Near strong shocks, the
limiters reduce derivatives to zero and the first order Godunov algorithm is
recovered. A detailed description of ZEUS is provided in Ref. 34.

The ZEUS code does not require any special procedures other than the special
treatment of cell edges which are partially covered by a ss-face. Here, the same
procedure used in ZEUSL is applied. The only free parameter in the ZEUS code is the
limiter constant K. However, the same value of K has beer successfully used for all
the problems. K is set to unity at interior cells, 2 at cells adjacent to a smooth
surface, and 0 at cells adjoining a discontinuous one.

4.0 RESULTS

This section presents the results obtained with SWINT, MIISE, ZFUSL, and ZEIS
codes, with emphasis on the SWINT calculations. This code was released in 1982 and
has been widely used. The MUSE, ZEUSL and ZEUS codes produce results which are
similar to those of SWINT. Unless otherwise stated, all calculations are started
using the approximate conical solution of Ref. 33. Computational details for the
presented cases can be found in Refs. 17, 32, 34, and 48 for the ZEUSL, SWINT, ZEUS
and MUSE codes, respectively. In most cases, a 36x36 mesh was used for the winged
portion of the computation. Complete configurations can be computed in several
minutes on a CRAY 1. All of the reported calculations could also have been conpleted
on a VAX 11-780.

4.1 Body Alone

It has been experimentally observed that the flow over a slender, circular body
separates near the model shoulder and rolls up into leeside vortices. The numerical
solution to this problem instead features a crossflow shock on the leeside of the
body, as illustrated by the ZEUSL results in Fig. 9. Behind the shock, a small vortex
may form as a result of the entropy gradient produced by the shock. However, the
location and strength of this vortex is not in agreement with experiment. At low Mach
numbers, the crossflow shock is positioned near the shoulder of the model and with
increasing Mach number, it moves leeward. Windward of the experimental separation
point and the numerical crossflow shock, predicted and measured surface preosures
follow the same trend. Leeward of this point they do not, as shown in Fig. I, a.d 15,
using the SWINT results of Ref. 47 and 49. The greatest discrepancy between
calculation and experiment occurs at the lower Mach numbers. At the higher Mach
numbers, both calculation and experiment feature low pressures over most of the
leeside of the model. As illustrated in Table 1, the inviscid normal force is within
S to 10% of the measured one. On short bodies i/LD < 10), the normal force is under-
predicted, while the computed center of pressure is aft of the measured one.

The separation modeling procedures described in the last section reduce the
qualitative difference between the experimental and the computed flow field. These
techniques add vorticity to the flow field, forming a strong leeside vortex that
destroys the crossflow shock, as illustrated in Fig. 16, using clipped ZEUS -esults.
This raises the pressure on the leeside of the body, but does not bring computation
into agr gment with experiment . Tig 2 14 and 15 demonstrate the application of
clipping and prescribed separation respectively. Table I indicates that
separation modeling does not have a large influence on the calculated forces and
moments. However, its use produces a more realistic model of the flow field which nay
improve calculated fin loads.

The SWINT code has also been applied to the elliptic body-alone shape shown in
Fig. 17. This figure illustrates the circumferential pressure variation at three
different incidences. At all incidences, good agreement is obtained between
computation and experiment without use of separation modeling options. Calculated and
measured force and moment were compared for a similar body in Ref. 50 and agree well
with experiment over a broad range in Mach number.

4.2 Body-Wing Models

Fin surface pressures calculated with the ZEUS code are shown in Fig. 18 for a
cruriform delta configuration in the plus roll orientation. Experimental data is from
Ref. 51 and were measured at a Mach number of 3.?, and incidence of 7.8', For these
conditions, attached shocks or expansions occur at the fin leading edges. The
calculated surface pressure agrees well with experiment over most of the fin
surface. The crossflow velocity vectors and pressure contours at an axial station
near the fin mid-cord are given in Fig. 19. Shocks can be seen attached to the fin
ed ij;s.

Calculations have been performed on the two swept-wing configurations shown in
Fig. 20 using the ZEUS code. These bodies were tested in Ref. 52 at an incidence of
6' and Mach numbers of 2.5 and 4.5. Calculated and measured wing surface pressures
are shown in Fig. 20 and agree well in most cases. However, near the wing leading
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edge, computed values are larger than measured ones. Fig. 21 provides measured and
calculated surface pressures on the windward and leeward side of the body. Calculated
surface pressures generally agree well with experiment, however, discrepanies occur
on the aft end of the body at Mach 4.5. On the windward side, the pressure rise due
to the pretence of the wings is computed to occur downstream of the measured one,
while on the leeside, predicted pressures exceed experimental values. However, these
calculated results are in excellent agreement with those computed in Ref. 48 and thus,
these discrepancies are likely due to viscous effects. The crossflow pressure
contours are shown in Fig. 22 at three axial slations featuring the wing at Mach 2.5
and 4.5 for the thick wing case. A detached shock is visible below both wings and, at
higher Mach numbers, it is positioned closer to the wing surface. This produces the
stong win, surface pressure gradients which are visible at this Mach number in Fig.
20.

The pressure distribution along the windward ray of a cruciform missile in the X
configuration is shown in Fig. 23 for several Mach numbers. This figure is taken from
Ref. 53 where it is noted that the windward measured pressure is nearly independent of
Reynolds number. Reasonable agreement is shown between experiment and SWINT
calculations at incidences less than 20*. At higher incidences, subsonic pockets form
at the body-wing juncture and the computation cannot be completed. Figs. 24
illustrate the measured and calculated urface pressure at an axial station downstream
of the fin for both + and X roll positions. Considering the complexity of the flow
field, which contains both shocks and vortices, reasonable agreement is obtained with
experiment.

The swept wing model tested in Ref. 54 is depicted in Figs. 25 and 26. Also
shown are SWINT calculated body and wing surface pressures for the incidence of 8.8'
and Mach numbers of 2.3. The calculated wing surface pressures are generally in good
agreement with experiment over most of the wing. On the body, the pressure pulse, due
to the presence of the wing, is accurately predicted. Fig. 27 illustrates the
calculated crossflow plane surface pressure slightly forwards of the wing trailing
edge. A detached shock is positioned below the wing. The absence of the wing
thickness in this figure is a consequence of the thin fin assumption applied in the
SWINT code.

Calculated and measured flow field data have been compared in Ref. 55 for the
wing-body combinatioii shown in Fig. 28. Here, Mach number, total pressure, local
angle of attack and yaw angle are shown along circumferential and radial paths through
the flow field at Mach 3.94 and incidences of ilO

°
. The computed results are in

reasonable agreement with experimental data, which itself exhibits some scatter. The
best comparison occurs at +

1 0

°  
(see Fig. 28a and b) where measuring stations were

located on the windward side of the body. The leeside measurements, taken at -10', do
not compare nearly as closely (see Fig. l8c). Ref. 55 examines additional cases at
varying Mach numbers and on different bodies. The accuracy of these predictions is
similar to those shown.

Figure 29, taken from Ref. 56, provides experimental data for individual fin
loads as a function of roll angle on the illustrated cruciform model at an incidence
of 12'. Also shown are SWINT calculated fin loads obtained with and without fin
deflection. This figure illustrates that the prescribed separation option (at least
for this configuration) has little effect, and deflected fin loads can be accurately
predicted at all roll orientations. Fig. 30 compares calculated and measured normal
force, pitching moment at a roll angle of zero, while Fig. 31 illustrates roll moment
as a function of roll angle. All these quantities are reasonably well predicted.

The measurements of Ref. 57 provide the center of pressure at low incidence and
CNa for a range of Mach numbers on a cone-cylinder-tail body. SWINT calculations
reported here are compared with experiment in Fig. 32. Good agreement with experiment
is obtained in the Mach number range of 2 to 3, with best results occurring at the
higher Mach numbers.

4.3 Body-Wing-Tail

The wing-body tail configuration of Ref. 58 is shown in Fig. 33 and features a
highly swept wing with a subsonic leading edge normal Mach number. The normal force
and center of pressure calculated with the ZEUSL code is shown at Mach 2.86 and agrees
well with experiment. The computed crossflow field velocity and pressure contours
near the wing trailing edge and at the middle of the tail are shown in Fig. 34. A
large leeside vortex is visible near the wing trailing edge. It is convected leewards
as it passes over the tail. Below the horizontal tail surface, a strong shock wave is
evident.

The calculated and measured normal force on an elliptical body with and without a
wing and tail is illustrated in Fig. 35 at Mach 2.5. The calculations were performed
using the SWINT code and are taken from Ref. 49 while the data is from Ref. 59. Good
agreement is obtained both with and without lifting surfaces. In addition the
calculated surface pressures are in reasonable agreement with experiment.

4 §
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Fig. 36 illustrates normal force and pitching moment as a function of incidence
for the depicted circular body with canards and a tail. Here, SWINT calculations are
compared with experiment in Ref. 49 using data from Ref. 60 at a free-stream Mach
number of 2.5. The normal force and center of pressure are in good agreement with
experiment for the body alone and body-canard-tall configuration.

The accuracy of the SWINT predicted roll moment for the configuration of Fig. 36
is shown at Mach 2.5 in Fig. 37. Here, the horizontal canards have been deflection of
5
°
. Good agreement with experiment is obtained on a body-canard model up to

incidences of 100. When the tail is added, predictions agree with experiment only at
low incidences. This discrepancy at higher incidences suggests that the vortices

ien r& 4eu uy toe deflected wing are not producing the correct induced effects on the

A comparison of the SWINT calculated
6
' and measured forces and moments on the

configuration of Fig. 36 at 26.60 roll is shown in Fig. 38. The free-stream Mach
number is 2.5 and all the fins are deflected 50 to produce a roll moment. Reasonable
agreement is obtained between calculation and experiment.

A swept wing configuration configuration with vertical tail located on the wing
is shown in Fig. 39. The calculation of this configuration was carried out with the
MUSE code using a four zone model. The tail thickness was neglected in order to
simplify the geometry description. The calculated normal force and center of pressure
shown in Fig. 39 agree well with experimental data of Ref. 62. Crossflow velocities
and pressures at an axial station slightly forward of the wing trailing edge are given
in Fig. 40 along with those for a similar configuration without a vertical tail. The
presence of the tail is seen to produce large changes in the leeward flow field. A
detached shock can be seen lying below the outboard section of the wing.

The SWINT code has also been used in Ref. 57 to predict the pitch damping
coefficient, Cm . The varying local incidence experienced by a pitching body is
simulated by cu9ving the body and wings as is shown in fig. 41. Calculations were
made in Ref. 54 over a Mach number range of 2 to 4 for both a Basic Finer model and a
three finned flechette. Good agreement between experiment and computation was
achieved on both configuration. The Basic Finner model results are illustrated in
Fig. 41.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Missile aerodynamic characteristics traditionally have been predicted by
empirical methods or determined from experiment. In cases where an extensive data-
base is available, empirical predictions may be as accurate as computational methods
and attainable at a fraction of the cost. However, the computational approach is
independent of experimental data and is, therefore, applicable to a broader range of
configurations, including new designs. Furthermore, computational methods calculate
all flow field properties, information which cannot be predicted empirically and that
is extremely costly to measure. Flow field predictions facilitate the design
optimization of components such as inlets and fins. For example, knowledge of the
dynamic pressure about a missile body suggests fin locations which will produce
maximum effectiveness. The recovery pressure distributions and flow profiles indicate
the optimal location for inlets.

This paper outlines a strategy for treating missiles in supersonic flight which
feature sharp leading edges. Four different computational methods are described: two
which use the finite-difference MacCormack explicit scheme and two based on the
Godunov finite-volume approach. A comparison of these method is given in Table 2,
while a detailed discussion of the advantages of each approach is available in Ref.
63. All methods produce similar results. However, the MacCormack schemes are not
robust and artificial viscosity must often be added along with special procedures at
wing edges. While the Godunov methods are slower, they are also more robust and do
not require special procedures.

Reasonable agreement can be obtained between calculation and experiment over a
broad range of missile configurations. However, problem areas do exist, particularly
on the leeside of missiles. Here the physics of viscous flow departs from that of the
inviscid equations under considerations. Viscous flow fields can feature extensive
vorticity production from boundary layer separation, a mechanism absent from the
inviscid model. Leeside vortices, which are experimentally observed to develop on a
circular body at incidence, provide an example of a flow field where vorticity
generated by boundary layer separation has a great impact on flow field structure.
The inviscid solution to the same problem instead features a crossflow shock which
generates only a weak vortex. The relation of predicted inviscid to measured
separation from sharp edges needs to be examined. Such leading edge separation has a
dramatic influence on wing lift and can induce large changes on tail surface
aerodynamics. Although successes have been reported in calculating lift on wings
featuring leading edge separation, it remains to be established that accurate
predictions can be achieved over a broad range of conditions. These physical
considerations, rather than numerical ones, constitute the primary obstacle to
improved Euler predictions for supersonic tactical missiles.
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Table 1. 3 Caliber T/O Nose

Body Length M CN Zcp

(L/D) exp. inv. Sep. exp. inv. Sep.

10.0 1.98 10* .63 .61

15* 1.74 1.67

6.67 2.30 160 1.46 1.33 .34 .479 .503 .522

6.67 L. go 150 1.45 1.33 1.36 .482 .512 .514

10.0 3.88 10' .93 .967 1.02 .455 .447 .433

6.67 4.63 200 1.71 1.517 1.60 .477 .515 .506

Table 2. Comparison of Euler Solvers

1ST ORDER 2ND ORDER MacCORMACK
GODUNOV GODUNOV +

CHARACTERISTIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Code Name ZEUSL ZEUS SWINT MUSE

ROBUSTNESS GOO , NELUS IMPRUVLMEN]

BODY ALONE BODY ALONE

BODY-WING-TAIL BODY-WING-TAIL

APPLICATION BODY-INLET BODY-INLET

BODY-WING W/VERTICAL TAIL

BODY-WING W/DETACHED INLET

SMOOTHING NONE NONE NECESSARY FOR SEVERE CASES

LEADING EDGE JUMPS

SPECIAL NONE LIMITER TRAILING EDGE JUMPS

PROCEDURES ADJUSTMENT FIN EDGE DIFFERENCING

BOUNDARY CONDITION FORM

DERIVATIVE DAMPING

SPEED 1.4* - 2.3 1.6* - 2.5 1 1.75

(RELATIVE)

ACCURACY LESS ACCURATE

ON EQUIVALENT COMPARABLE

_MESH_

* VALUE OBTAINED USING THE APPROXIMATE RIEMANN SOLVER OF REF. 34.
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Figure 1. Tyuical Missile Flow Field . Figure 2. Cartesian and Cylindrical
Coordinates.
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Figare 5. Supersonic Rienmann Problem. Figure 4. Computational Meshes for Finned
Bodies .
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NUMERICAL METHODS : RULER TIME DEPENDENT SOLVER

J.J. CKATTOT

MATRA, 37, avenue Louis r~guer, 78146, Vlllacoublay, France

SUOARY

The EULER time dependent solver of MATRA is described and the fundamental problem of separated flow

simulation with an inviscid model is addressed, in particular separation on a smooth surface. The last part

of the paper is devoted to applications pertinent to missile aerodynamics, ranging from simple

configurations to complete missiles flow simulations.

INTRODUCTION

Important progress has been made In the solution procedures for solving the three-dimensional EULER

equations. In addition, the access to fast vector computers makes large scale FULER simulation feasible and

cost-effective, thus opening a new way for the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of missiles
and introducing a powerful tool in the hands of the design engineers. Care must be exerted, however, since

the model does not account for the viscous effects and the domain of validity of the simulation must be

assessed whenever a new problem is tackled. Viscous-Inviscid coupling methods and Navier-Stokes solvers

will eventually overrule the present approach, but one may have to wait for more efficient algorithms and a
new step in computor technology. In the mean time, the EULER codes will be developed and improved to

provide valuable imput for the projects of the coming decade.

Missile aerodynamics is primarily concerned with three-dimensional steady flows with shocks and vortex
structures. The Mach number ranges from zero to 3 or more and shock waves appear in the

transonic-supersonlc regime. Vortex interactions between the lifting sufaces and the body or between the
lifting surfaces themselves make separate element flow analysis pointless. The flow is assumed steady since

in general, for an isolated missile, no aeroelastic coupling is observed, although, with the Introduction

of composite materials and the tendency to decrease the slze of the cross section, this situation may be

encountered In the future.

The EULER equations represent the most complete set of equations modeling the evolution of a
non-viscous and non-conducting fluid. They admit weak solutions with jumps, among which physical

discontinuities are modeled such as shock waves and vortex sheets.
Since the focus is on steady flow, the use of an unsteady EULER solver must be seen as a means to drive

the solution, from an arbitrary initial state, to its asymptotic steady state, regardless of the locsl

subsonic or supersonic flow regime. Thus, unsteady EULER codes can be applied at all 4ach numbers and

permit a continuous description of the speed range. This is in contrast to the steady approach or space

marching methods which can be used only when the flow is everywhere supersonic.
The unsteady RULER solvers are bazed either on the fill unsteady or the pseudo-unsteady formulation. In

the latter, the unsteady energy equation is replaced by the steady BERNOULLI's equation, compatible with
the full RULER steady state solution (1). It constitutes the basis of the method developed at MATRA and
presented below.

The system reads as follows:

-t+ div IF (U) - 0] it

where U and T are the following vector and matrix:

| p ru yv yw
U, psu I pu

2
-p Puv pw

lv yur v
2
+ p vp

P.wuw ow pw
2
+ p

and the algebraic relation holds:

P +1V2 where V is the velocity vector,

H
i 

is the uniform total enthalpy and I is the ratio of specific heats. The boundary conditions
associated with the EULER equations are only known by their number. A mathematical analysis of the

characteristic surfaces indicates that the various situations can be found:

- Upstream supersonic boundary: all the variables are specified (4 conditions)
- Downstream supersonic boundary: all the variables are computed from the interior of the domain
(0 condition)

- Upstream subsonic boundary: the entropy and the flow direction can be specified (3 conditions)

- Downstream subsonic boundary: one variable i.e. pressure, can be specified (I condition)

- Solid wall boundary: the tangency condition pV.n - 0 is imposed (l condition).
A review and discussion of the various methods used in missile aerodynamics, in particular EULER

solvers, can be found in the paper of KLOPFER and NIELSEN [2].
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TRE 1UL1 TINS DsPENDENT SOLVER OF M4ATRA

Several classical and well established numerical schemas have been tested, that is the explicit schemes
of ,Mac Cormack, Runge-Kutta and Lax-Wendroff. The study has been carried out with the acceleration
technique by multigrid. We found that the one-step Lax-Wendroff scheme was the most robust and cheap to
run.

The BULER time dependant solver developed at MATRA is based on the finite volume Lax-Wendroff scheme
associated with an efficient multigrid method proposed by NI[3). it has been extended to three space
dimensions by KOECK14. Various applications to complex three-dimensional flows have been presented In
(5-j.

A brief description of the scheme is given and the details are to be found in (4).

Nuverical scheve. Vultigrid echnique

Let I be an interior node of the mesh and C(i) be the set of cells sharing the node i. The unknowns Ui
are located at the nodes and a staggered grid is introduced, defining control volumes Ci surrounding each
node, with volume Vi . The updating formula is:

nl n 6t nAt J
l - 6 I

1

At is the time step.

Tn n n n
6 I - 61 U

t
i + 62 1t is composed of a first order contribution 

6
1 Ui and a second order correction

n

62 Ut

61 1J -i C(a) A U
c  

is the mean value of the flux over the cells C(i) where

a lie (U) .;a deAt 6 dF -

62i " I Lt fL - " A Ut • _n de M

The Jacobian matrix d F is assumed constant in each cell. The contour integrals are evaluated with value

of the Integrand obtained by interpolation from the nodal values. Area vectors are defined as half the
cross product of the diagonal vectors (4).

The multigrid acceleration technique can be best described In the case of two grids:
n

- Compute the total flux 6 1 1 on the basic grid Gh

n n 2h
- Compute the first order flux A Tic2h from 6 V i on the grid G2h via the restriction operator Rh

n 2h n

A Uc,2h - Rh6 A i h

- Compute the second order corrections On C2h:

n - tf dF n
62 1i,2h - 2V1  Ci,2h ;jj . A Uzh . n.ds

- Compute the total flux:

n i An tic,2h
6 i,Zh - C(i),2h 6ich + i.2h

h
- Interpolate the result on the grid Gh via the operator 

1
2h and update the solution

n+l n+A n n n
+ A J 8i ji Ih +' I

2 h 
6 'ji,2h

' i (

The interpolation and restriction operators are bi-or trilinear operator and the full weighting
operator respectively. . may be considered as an over-relaxation factor which allows an improvement of the
convergence. . and 0 have been optimized by means of a Fournier mode analysis and found to be . - 1.7 and
$ - 1.4.

The time step it is computed with the Courant-Friedricha-Lewy stability criterion. To ensure and
stabilize the capture of shocks, a non-linear second-order and a linear fourth-order artificial viscosity
term is added when updating the unknowns.
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Boun~da.r conditi'n implement.ation

Inflow and outflow boundaries.

At a supersonic Inflow boundary, all the variables are set to the free-stream values. On the other
hand, if the upstream flow is subsonic, three boundary conditions must be specified:

total pressure pL p-

velocity direction i

At a supersonic outflow boundary, no condition is required; and if the flow is subsonic, one condition
is necessary : the average static pressure is drives to its free-stream value.

1 f pdS - p
S Outflow

boundary

This condition allows sufficient freedom for the vortex structures to be convected past the outer
boundary.

The tangency condition can be imposed In strong form, as mentlonned in [4], or specified in weak form
as done in finite element methods based on the potential formulation [8).

n+ I
In weak form, the velocity Vw on the wall is computed with the scheme described above but for

which the general flux expression.

( .- . -_ _
pV(V.n) + p0

reduces to:

V ( U).n wall [l

and the second order flux contributions:

d U ]. + A{p

reduce to:

To account for the zero wass flux accross the solid boundary.

In the strong form, after the step corresponding to the weak form, the normal velocity component is set
to zero:

n + 1 _n + 1 _o + l_

V "V - (w . n) n

The strong form requires the computation of the normal to the surface at the nodes whereas in the weak
form only the normal to the Integration volume sides is needed. Both forms have been implemented In the
code.

FPog"Anmin aspects

The code has been developed In the framework of a multidomain approach. The mesh structure is of block
type, with each block composed of a well-ordered (i, J, k) regular mesh system. Two blocks can share a
coordinate surface as boundary. If the boundary is not a material one, the matching condition is easily
obtained upon adding contributions coming from each block to a node and enforcing the continuity by setting
the double point to the same common value.

This approach has been found to be both efficient, since the multigrid procedure can be employed
accross the complete domain, and sufficiently flexible to allow treatment of complicated geometries.

The code runs on the CRAY IS. The storage requirement is of 800 K words. The solution is stored on
disks and the files are read-in and written-out as the computation proceeds. A typical run with a 120 000
node mesh system requires one hour of total computing time including 20 abnutes of CPU and 40 minutes of
wait time for I/O, for 300 iterations.
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SKPAIATION WITH THE RULER EQUATIONS

The analysis of three-dimensional flow fields pertinent to missile aerodynamics indicates that
separation occurs in various places: at trailing edges and other sharp edges of lifting surfaces, on
smooth surfaces and at the base. The prediction of such flows is not in the realm of a perfect fluid moddl
since viscosity plays a major role in most cases; however, separation strongly affects the outer inviscid
flow in charge of convecting the vortex sheets, and of supporting their interactions with the body. In that
sense, the EULER model must be able to represent that part of the physics associated with an a priori
knowledge of the lines of separation on the surface of the body.

We shall consider below only the case of open separation, that is the situations in which the vortex
sheets are wetted on both sides by the incoming flow. Separation bubbles and recirculation regions, as
found at the base of a body or In two-dimensional flows, require, we believe, a special attention, since
vorticity is no longer concentrated in thin layers, but distributed in the volume, situation which cannot
be handled in principle, with the EULER equations. There exists a link between, say, a two-dimensional
separation bubble behind a cylinder and the three-dimensional open separation on the leeward side of an
ogive-cylinder configuration, but the path from one to the other is not yet clear [9).

The open separation mechanisms under consideration are either separation at a sharp edge (leading edge
or trailing edge) or separation on a smooth surface.

Separaion at a sharp edge

The first situation is the most familiar one and corresponds to the occurence of a vortex sheet
trailing a wing. Fig. I depicts the flow past the AFV-D Wing of ONERA at M - - 0,84 and a . 4,[101.

Separation occurs at the trailing edge in the numerical solution as in the real flow, without the need
of introducing a gutta-Joukowski condition. This is believed to be the result of the dissiptive character
of the numerical scheme which enforces, through artificial viscosity effects, the same condition as the
true viscosity. The side edge of the vortex sheet rolls up to form a concentrated tip vortex.

More relevant to missile aerodynamics, separation at the sharp leading edge of a low aspect ratio deta
wing at incidence creates a strong vortical structure on the upper part of the wing which noticeably shapes
the pressure distribution and increases the lift coefficient. The non-linear coupling between vortex
intensity and location is characteristic of strong vortex interaction. Fig. 2 and 3 concern the EULER
solution corresponding to the DILLNER Wing at M - - 0,7 and a - 15', ref. 141.

From the results presented, it can be concluded that the EULER solver captures the vortex sheets
emanating from the sharp contours of the geometry. However, the numerical representation appears quite
different from a tightly rolled up structure. Furthermore, the total pressure in the vortex is quite
different from the upstream infinity value, even in absence of shock waves.

The two remarks call for an answer:
- the capture of vortex sheets is always accompanied by a spreading of the discontinuity by the
artificial viscosity. This effect, much like the true viscosity, distributes the vorticity in the
cells adjascent to the sheet, until a balance between convection and diffusion is achieved, This
aspect is mesh-dependent, and depends also on the magnitude of the artificial viscosity term. In
other words, the shape and the location of the vortex structure evolves as the discretization
parameters vary.

- conversely, the minimum value of the total pressure is rather independant of the discretization. It
seems to depend only on the flow parameters, Mach number, incidence, etc... An explanation of the
total pressure loss mechanism has been proposed by POWELL et Al. [i1.

The speading of the contact discontinuity is accompanied by the occurence of a total pressure minimum
inside its finite thickness structure. "This minimum total pressure is dependant only upon the strength of
the sheet as mesured by the jump in tangential velocity across it, and not upon the thickness of the sheet
or the tangential velocity distribution within it" 112).

77 
-n

no Siakhess -

nne thickness

In the case of simple shear flow as depicted above, the minimum pressure is associated with the value

V. I (V + + T- ) obtained inside the sheet of finite thickness. In a more general situation, such as the

DILLMER wing flow, it is not possible tc evaluate the pressure loss.



Separation on a smooth surface

Separation on a smooth surface can occur spontaneously in rotational flow. This is the case with the
transonic flow past a circular cylinder in two space dimensions as studied by SALAS [13). At M- - 0.5, a
supersonic zone develops near the top of the cylinder (fig. 4), terminated by a recompression shock. Behind
the shock the flow is rotational and the total pressure decreases from the undisturbed value on the
streamlines above the shock to a minimum behind the normal shock on the cylinder. Thus the flow separates
before reaching the downstream stagnation point.

The three-dimensional counterpart Is found in the flow past an ogive-cylinder combination at M - 2
and a - 15. The cross flow Mach number is close to 0.5 and embedded shock waves are present in the
solution. Asymptotically, as one moves along the cylinder in the downstream direction, the solution
resembles the two-dimensional one.

For the computation, a fine 65 x 245 x 33 mesh system is used, fig. 5;the cross flow velocity field and
isobar lines are shown fig. 6 and fig. 7. The shock-induced inviscid separation is visible, but the vortex
intensity is weak. The iso Mach lines on the body and in the plane of symmetry are presented on fig. 8.

In order to simulate a viscous separation occuring earlier on the body, a Kutta-Jonkowskl (K-J)
condition has been implemented at a prescribed location S along the cylinder. A zero mass flux is imposed
accross the cell SS' departing from the wall:

p. .5

All the variables are continuous along SS' forcing
a capture rather than a fitting of the vortex sheet.

The solution is noticeabiy different from the

previous one, fig. 9 - 10, with a weaker shock and a
stronger vortex.

The lift coefficient is dependant on the existence of a vortex structure on the leeward side of the
body, and in the case of forced separation, on the location of the separation line S. Different values of
the azimuthal angle have been investigated. The results are summarized in the table below. The
configuration is based on the GARTEUR body composed of a three diameter circular tangent ogive and a seven
diameter cylinder.

M4 2 n-I' -

Shock induced CN 1.3
inviscid separation

Forced 50* , 90M
inviscid separation 2.3

C .y

The lift coefficient does not include the viscous contribution due to the friction drag of the
transverse flow. A data base used at 'ATRA yields a total value of the normal force coefficient for the
given flow condition CN - 1.5. This indicates that the real flow corresponds to an intermediate situation
between the shock-induced inviscid separation ( z 35') and the forced Inviscid separation ( P = 50).

APPLICATIONS

The earlier applications of three-dimensional SULEK solvers have dealt Ith simple geometries, isolated
wing, body of revolution, etc..., in order to validate the model and its ability to predict the lift of low
aspect ratio configurations. The results have been very encouraging, even in the case of strong vortex
interaction (DILLNER WINO). Non-ltnearities associated with shock waves and vortex sheets are well
predicted when the viscous effects can be neglected or modeled in a simple manner.

This first phase has been followed by a phase of validation on more realistic configurations such as .1

wlng-body combination, and of applications to practical situations for which the classical semi-empirical
methods of predictions were not able to yield useful answers, or gave only global results when loc l
knowledge was required. The examples of applications selected below are an illustration of the use that
can be made of the numerical simulation to predict and analyse complex aerodynamic systems with a view to
improving and, In the long run to optimize, the design of missiles.

0
tong-winq" missile configum2tion [W]

"Long-wing" missiles are equipped with very low aspect ratio wings, with a span comparable to the body
diameter and a chord extending approximately over half of the body length. This aerodynamic configuration
is well suited for high angles of incidence with large capabilities of manoeuvring.

When the missile is at incidence, the wing is the siege of a vigorous vortex, interacting with the
upper surface and the body : a typical non-linear situation In term of lift,

In the simulation the wing has no thickness. The mesh system is axisymnetric. It is constructed in a
meridian plane, taking into account the wing planform in a multi-domain approach fig. 11, then it is
rotated about the missile axis. The "long-wings" are contained in a double plane and surface tangency
conditions are specified on the wings, continuity conditions (matching conditions) elsewhere.
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The upper and lower subdomins contain each 73 x 17 x 29 nodes. 73 x 33 modes are located on the body

and 33 a 17 nodes are located on each side of the wing. Only half of the flow field is computed for reason
of symetry. The results are displayed on fig. 12-13 for 4 - - 1.5 and c - 10. The cross-flow velocity
field and the isobaric curves clearly exhibit the presence of the vortical structure reponsible for the
non-linear effects.

A comparison of the experimental and theoretical lift coefficients at M - 0.7 demonstrates a
remarkable agreement up to incidences of 25 degrees, fig. 14.

The advantage of the numerical simulation is to permit access to the local pressure coefficient and
thus to evaluate the resulting forces, element by element, as needed for the structural design. The
velocity field on the missile is also used as input for the heat transfer analysis.

Application to a jei-deviato system C6]

When fired from ground or sea surface, the velocity of the missile is not sufficient to allow piloting
with the aerodynamic control surfaces during the early part of the trajectory. For this reason, small
orientable lifting surfaces are placed in the nozzle exit of the motor. These jet deviators, by modifying
the thrust vector, can create a roll and pitching moment during the propulsive phase of the flight.

The evaluation of the performance of this system Is not easy with simple formulae, for example using
linearized supersonic theory. Indeed, the blades are placed in a non-uniform supersonic flow, and
three-dimensional effects are important at the blade tip and at the blade foot where the nozzle wall
interacts with the blade flow.

DEVIATORS
-

In order to reduce the computa' .,. .ork in the simulation, use is made of the supersonic character of
the flow and of the absence of ),lad blade interaction, to be confirmed later. The efforts on the four
deviators are obtained by four er _e calculations when symmetry arguments do not hold.

The study does not take lot account the jet interaction with the external flow. The nozzle flow is
slightly underexpanded and it has been assumed that, on the boundary Ej located outside the nozzle, the
pressure is constant and cqual to the external pressure.

£I is the inlet boundary. The variables are specified from an axisymetric converging-diverging nozzle
computation. The deviator trailing edge is contained in the exit boundary EE. No condition is necessary on
)E since the flow is supersonic.

ZS is the nozzle and blade walls. The tangency condition is applied on the solid surfaces.
Ep are orthogonal meridian planes located between the jet deviators. Conditions of symmetry or

periodicity are used on Ep.
The mesh system is made up of two (I, J, k) blocks, fig. 15. The total number of points is 57 OO

1 000 points are located on the deviator.
The iso Mach lines on the nozzle wall are presented on fig. 16. The flap angle varies from 4

° 
to 25.

The shock wave and the expansion fan are clearly seen. A perspective vie.; of the flow Is presented on
fig. 17. At the trailing edge of the deviator, two values of the velocity vector are obtained.

The hypothesis of no blade to blade interaction is validated in the following manner. A first
computation is performed using symmetry conditions on "p. A second computation is made with conditions of
periodicity. The corresponding situations for the complete system are depicted on fig. 18. The tao-Mach
curves on the wall and the flap indicate that the results are identical and can be superimposed fig. 19.
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The drag and lift coefficients obtained by substracting the drag and lift contributions of the single
deviator system and the corresponding values for the quarter nozzle alone, are presented on fig. 20. The
ratio of the lift of the nozzle to the lift of the flap is negative and varies from -2.5 Z to -3 % with the
flap angle as it increases from zero to 25 degrees.

The efficiency of the jet deviator system, as assured by the thrust angle to the flap angle, is found
numerically to be 22 %. In the experiments it was equal to 21 2 at 5 degrees sod 23 2 at 17.5 degrees of
flap incidence. The comparison with experimental data is very satisfactory as faa as lift is concerned. As
expected, the drag coefficient is largely underestimated by the inviscid simulation.

For this complex piloting system, the numerical simulation with the EULER equations yields useful
answers for the project engineer, at very reasonable cost.

Application to a complete configuration at ATRA [.51

A numerical simulation campaign has been carried out in favor of a new missile developed by MATRA, in
order to investigate a number of peculiarities in the aerodynamics.

The missile is of canard type with orientable flaps in the front part and curved, deployable wings in
the rear part. The body is represented by a two diameter conical ogive and an eighteen diameter cylinder.
The missile is rotating during its flight. Simulation have been carried out with the missile fixed without
rotation. Lift, lateral force and pitching moment have been considered. The rotation rate has been computed
at zero incidence with a version of the EULER code written in a frame of reference in rotation with the
missile.

The mesh system is composed of approximately 140 000 points. 8 500 points are located on the body and
the lifting surfaces, fig. 21. Due to the absence of plane of symetry, the complete space about the
missile has been discretized. The forward flaps have been set at angles 6m varying between zero and
20 degrees.

The mach numbers correspond to the supersonic nozzle mach numbers of the C4 LRBA wind tunnel
(1.2 M - 4 2.43). The incidence range is between zero and 12 degrees. The roll angle is arbitrary.

The isobar lines exhibit the shock waves and expansion fans on the body and the lifting surfaces at
H - 2.12, a - 10' and 

6
m - 10

° 
(fig. 22-24). The flow is symmetric in the front part as seen on the cross

flow velocity plot at the trailing edge of the flaps, fig. 25. In the rear part, the wings indroduce
asymmetric effects due to their curature as depicted fig. 26.

The comparisons of the theoretical results and the experiments exhibit important discrepancies
attributable to the lack of viscous modelisation in the simulation. Indeed, for a configuration with a very
long body and small lifting surfaces, the friction forces on the cylinder are of the same order of
magnitude as the inviscid lift, even at low incidences.

The viscous effects have been included in the evaluation of the lift and pitching moment coefficients
for the body alone configuration. This has been done with a simple correction formula due to ALLEN and
JORGENSEN (14-15). The inviscid lift and pitching moments are supplemented by viscous contributions due to
the cross-flow drag as

CN total - CN inviscid + CN viscous

Cm total - Cm inviscid + Cm viscous

where 4 (1 o
CN viscous R D CDT sin

2
o

4 (X - xo) (I + X.)/2 - x(
Cm viscous = D D CDT sin

2
o

I is the total length of the missile
xo is the length of the ogive
xG is the abscissa of the center of gravity

CDT is the drag coefficient of the cylinder. It depends on Reynolds number and Mach number. The
magnitude of the corrections from the inviscid coefficients to the experimental ones (fig. 27), lead us to
adopt the following value for CDT :

CDT - 0.3 + 0.25 H , H > 1

with this choice, the global coefficients are well reproduced, fig. 28-29, for the two Mach numbers

H - 1.2 and H - - 2.43, for the body alone.
This correction has been applied to the complete configuration. Viscous corrections on the lifting

surfaces have been neglected. The results are presented, fig 30-33, for H - - 1.2 and H - 2.12 and for
-. - 0' and 20. The bumps observed in the experimental pitching moment curves for is - 20' and a < 3'

correspond to the interaction of the flap vortex sheet with the wings. In the numerical simulation the
vortex sheet is spread and the phenomena are attenuated. A finer mesh system would be needed to model more
a-curately this mechanism, especially because the lifting surface are so wide apart.

The overall agreement is fair and for practical purposes, the equilibium inzidence is found within one
degree of accuracy and the error in the location of the center of pressure is less than a half caliber.

As mentionned previously, the EULER equations have been written in a rotating frame of reference in the
hypothesis of constant rothalpy, and at zero incidence. In this coordinate system there exists a steady
solution for a given rotation rate p. The corresponding rolling moments have been evaluated. The curve
Cj is drawn on the fig. 34. In the experiments, the value CI (o) Is measured with the model fixed on a
belance, and the derivative dCi (p) is explored with a special equipment ; the CIp value is found constant

dp
in the range of interest. The calculated auto-rolatios rate p* is in good agreement with experiments.
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In conclusion, the EULER solver appears as a powerful enalysis tool for a complex three-dimensional
flow, extending the capabilities of the empirical methods. The non-linear inviscld mechanisms are
accurately modeled. The viscous effects may be evaluated, as in the present case, with a simple correction.
The lateral force and rolling moment can be calculated without having to recourse to expensive wind tunnel
tests.

Application to a omplete configuration 2t 4eroapatiale [I]

The Aerospatiale Tactical Missile Division is using an unsteady EULER solver for the simulation of
aerodynamic problems. The code developed at ONERA [171, is based on a non-centered finite volume scheme of
Van Leer, and has been applied by Aerospatiale to the ASTER project. The ASTER missile is equiped with a
'long wing" and non-linear vortex interactions are expected to affect the aerodynamic coefficients.

An illustration of the vortical flow structure is given, fig. 35, with the isobar lines on the missile
and in a transverse plane, for the Mach number 4 = - 2.5 and the Incidence a - 10 degrees. Fig. 36 compares
theoretical and experimental pressure coefficients on a line drawn along the wing chord for three values of
the angle of attack : a - 0' ; 4* and 10'. The agreement is considered very satisfacto .. on the lower as
well as the upper surface, and In a zone close to the edge where pressure varies rapidly.

The mesh system for this simulation consists of 300 000 points for a half missile. Since the flow is
everywhere supersonic, the computation is performed with a pseudo-unsteady marching procedure in which the
steady solution is obtained in a plane using an upwind scheme and driving the time derivatives to zero,
then proceeding to the next plane, sweeping the domain in the flow direction. In this way, the memory
requirement is kept to a minimum, as in a steady marching method. The computing time is of 30 minutes CPU.

CONCLUSION

Simulations based on the EULER equations have reached a sufficient state of maturity to yield useful
informations in the prediction of missile aerodynamics. At the present time they are used to access the
local flow properties and to analyse complex flow features.

Progress must be made in the handling of the exact geometry and of the mesh generation possibly with
CAD/CAM tools, and in introducing viscous effects in a more rigorous manner.

In the near future, the aerodynamic simulation will be used to optimize missile configurations.
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~iue1. Vortex sheet trailing the ONERA AIVO wing M 0.84 a 4
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020

Figure 2. Vortex flow around the Dillner wing; '1 0.7, a 1 50: (a) total pressure los'i and cross-flow

velocities (wing co-o rdinat es) at X,'C -O0S8; (b) total pressure loss and cross-flow velocities

(free-stream co-ordinates) at It/C - 1.15; (c) computed streamlines
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Figure 3. Dillner wing; M = 0.7, a 15o: (a) isovach lines on the upper surface; (b) isoisach lines at
X/C - 0.8; (c) isobars of normalized pressure on the upper surface, Co - 0.171, CL - 0.678; (d) isobars at
X/C 0.8; (e) total pressure loss on the wing at X/C - 0.8; (f) Cp distribution on the wing at X/C - 0.8
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Figure 4. Streamline pattern of the flow past a cylinder. H - - 0.5. Sonic: lines and shock shown as a
dashed line. From ref. 113].

Figure 5. 65 x 245 x 33 mesh system (partiel viewa in a meridian plane)
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Figure 7. Isobar lines in a croaa-flow plane. No K-J condition. MK 2, a 15*

Figure 8. Isomach lines n the bndy and in the plane of aymetry. M 2, a -i5*
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Figure 10. Isobar lines int a croas-f low plane. With K-J condition. H - 2, s - 15
°
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Figure 11. View of the mesh in a meridian plane

Figure 12. isobar lines on the body and In the plane of symmetry M - 1.5, a - 10
°
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Figure 13. Isobar lines and velocity vector plot in a crose-f low plane Mi 1. 5, a 10'
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Figure 14. Coviparaison of lift coefficients M -0.7
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Figure 15. The two-blocks meh syscem

a =40 a =150 a= 250

Figure 16. Isomach lines on the nozzle wall
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Figure 17. Cross-floy velocity vector plot on the exit surface. Perspective view of the
isosach lines
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Figure 21. Mesh distribution on the missile
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Figure 23. Isobar lines on the flap (6. = 20*)

Figure 24. Isobar lines on the wings
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Figure 25. Cross-flow, velocity field near the flaps
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ANGLE OF ATTACK

Figure 27. Comparison of the normal force and pitching moment coefficients for the hody
alone, Me 2.12

Cr Thov

Cm (Experiment)

CN (Experinrnt)

CN (Theory)

U. S. .ANGLE OF ATTACK

Figure 28. Comparison of the normal force and pitching moment coefficients for the body
alone, with correction term, M- - 1.2
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Cm (Theory)-Cm (Experinment)

CN (Thpeoryn)

a. S. I. IL 12. 11L La.

ANGLE OF ATTACK

Figure 29. Comparison of normal force and pitching moment coefficients for the body alone,
with correction term, 4 2.43

CN

6 - 20' (Experiment) 6 V (xpery)

0.I I . 12.
ANGL.E OF ATTACK

Figure 30. Comparison of the normal force coefficients for the complete configuration with
the correction term. M 1.2
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Figure 32. Comparison of the normain moment coefficents for the complete configuration, with
correction term, M 2.2
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Figure 34. Comparison of the rolling moment coefficients M -2.12, a 0"
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a) On missile and in cross flow plane

b) In cross flow plane

Figure 35. ASTER Missile M 2.5, a 10 Isobar lines
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Figure 36. ASTER Missile M 2.5. Pressure distribution along the wing
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PREDICTION OF DYMIC DERIVATIVES

by
Heinz Fuchs and Rolf Kapp, Dornier GmbH, Ale. BF 20, Postfach 1420, D-7990 Friedrichshafen, FRG

The dynamic derivatives are introduced by their mathematical definition derived from the general expan-
sion of aerodynamic functions with respect to the relevant independent fluid motion variables. The common
classification of the dynamic derivatives is evaluated in accordance with the definitions used at flight
mechanical applications. This is shown with the examples of nonstationary motion types creating dynamic
derivativa effects.

The paper in hand shows some basic aspects of a semiempirical method for the calculation of dynamic de-
rivatives of missile configurations or military aircrafts. Results of the computer program 'DYNANM, de-
veloped at ornier within the recent years, are presented in comparison with experimental results of
different test rigs. This computer program is based upon the 4USAF Stability and Control Oatcom' and
updated by semiempirical methods. With the assumptions of attached-flow conditions, at small and moderate
angles-of-attack the results are for subsonic speeds derived from potential theory and for supersonic
speeds from linearized theory.

For higher angles of attack the linear theory for the calculation of the derivatives with respect to q is
extended by a cross-flow assumption using the cross-flow drag coefficient CDC. This extension of the
theory quite well succeeds with slender body configurations whereas for the wing parts some kind of un-
certainty is introduced by the variation of the cross-flow drag coefficients with the wing shape parame-
ters.

In addition to the semiempirical prediction method of total missile or aircraft configurations there are
nonstationary panel methods which are useful for the determination of dynamic derivative of harmonic
oscillating wings or wing-rudder systems, The assumptions of the panel method are very close related to
the assumptions of experimental tests of harmonic oscillating models in wind tunnels. This is shown by a
quite similar way of identification of the different dynamic derivatives from the unsteady pressure dis-
tribution where the harmonic elongation is proportional to the static lift curve slope and the angular
velocity is proportional to a 90-deg time-lag in phase with the damping derivatives.

From this kind of prediction methods the second part of the paper goes on to the experimental methods for
dynamic derivatives. Primarily, an overview of the different dynamic test rigs is given which are in use
at the different aerodynamic test laboratories of FR Germany, especially of the DFVLR. These dynamic test
rigs are of forced-oscillation type for subsonic and transonic speeds and of free oscillation type at
higher supersonic speeds. Today, the prominent test equipments are of a one degree-of-freedom oscillation
rather than of higher dof motions for reasons of higher test accuracy instead of the additional informa-
tion of more complex multi-dof equipments. Test results of a Dornier standard missile configuration are
discussed.

At last, an outlook upon future activities on the evaluation methods of the dynamic test rigs at the high
angle-of-attack region is given. This considerations raised from experiences of MOD dynamic tests in the
Dornier wind tunnel with a fighter aircraft configuration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic derivatives are the derivatives of an aerodynamic function like lift L or pitching moment M with
respect to the independent variables of the flow acceleration. There are different derivatives with re-
spect to translational acceleration of the fluid flow as well as with respect to the angular velocity.

These derivative represent the coefficients of a Taylor series expansion of the aerodynamic force or mo-
ment of some configuration to small perturbations of the independent flow variables. Among the well known
static derivatives with respect to the angle-of-attack a (i.e. C2 , Cm ), the dynamic derivatives due to

the rate-of-change & of the angle-of-attack are included as well as t% derivatives with respect to the
angular velocity w - (p, q, r) i.e. CZq, Cmq , Cy , Cnr , Clp etc.

The dynamic derivatives become their flight mechanical relevance when the missile undergoes motions of
accelerated type i.e. when curved flight paths are performed with angular velocity or when translational
accelerations cause a rate-of-change of the stationary angle-of-attack or the angle-of-sideslip.

We distinguish betwe.n general nonstationary motions and motions of harmonic oscillating type. Within
flight-mchanical application it is convenient to use the dynamic derivatives derived from harmonic os-
cillation modes also for general unsteady motions. This is valid under the assumption that the harmonic
oscillation is performed with a slow enough reduced frequency. Most of the theoretical prediction tech-
niques for the dynamic derivatives assume a harmonic time dependent flow-field except some real-time
unsteady Euler solver methods.

The interest in the development and verification of appropriate methods for predicting dynamic derivati-
ves has been stimulated with increased manoeuverability of missiles and fighter aircraft and with more
sophisticated guidance systems. Especially, dynamic derivatives are needed for the determination of

flight envelopes and the design of control systems. With the design of missiles operating at moderate to
high aenlge-of-attack range also the need for the extension of dynamic prediction methods at higher
angles-of-attack increased.
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These methods may be experimental ones as they are available for instance in West-Germany at the test
facilities of the DFVLR or the aircraft industries or may be theoretical ones as they are used and devel-
oped in different forms in the national or industrial research institutes.

2. DYNAMIC STABILITY DERIVATIVES

2.1 Definition and classification of dynamic derivatives

The dynamic derivatives are per definitionem the partial derivatives of an aerodynamic function (like
lift-function L) with respect to independent flow variables, especially to the variables combined with
the acceleration of the fluid flow.

For the introduction of dynamic derivatives one has to begin with some general assumptions of the mathe-
matical description of functions describing the aerodynamic forces on a configuration.

Following the definitions of [1] the simplifying assumption is useful that an aerodynamic function L is
only a function of the instantaneous values of the variables u, v, w, p, q, r and possibly of the deriva-
tives of these variables with respect to time. This is the common assumption of a quasi-stationary ap-
proach of aerodynamic functions which is valid for attached-flow conditions and for motions of the mis-
sile which are sufficiently slow. With the assumptions above, function L is steady and multiple derivati-
ves exist. Let us now consider a Taylor series expansion of the aerodynamic function L with respect to
small perturbations Au, Av, Aw, ... of the variables up to quadratic order. Then one has a form of eq.
(A.1), see AppendixA .

In the planar case of L = L (u. w, q) the Taylor series reduces to

L (u+Au, w+Aw, q+Aq) = L (u, w, q) +

+5j- Au + Aw + Aq +

I PL hu, + q eq.(.1

+ 6uAw + LAuAq +

+ PL
'L-- AwAq

Some of the terms of eq. (2.1) are vanishing small as shown below:

OL
u Au << 1:

L - Kul LAu = 2 KuAu -2L ,_u <<au u

3L Au %w << 1: eq. (2.2)

LI Kul aL huaw 1 ) IL a

auu 2 a

L u Auw = 1w 
1

1u) AuAw=

2L Au

The terms

nL a I L Aul3u '-q 2u~ en a u

are vanishing for the same reason. Using the relation

k A .1L 31A . 1-
V.w as ~-A am eq. (2.3)

the following terms of the Taylor series remain:

L (u+Au, w+Aw, q+Aq) L L (u, w, q) +
eq. (2.4)

s + 'L q 1 -L d ,' L 1 + L .
311 2l 2* 0 q
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Introduction of the additional independent variables t, 4i, s leads to equation (A.2) which is shown in
the Appendix .

In an analogeous way the lateral terms of an equivalent Taylor series are obtained assuming function L to
be dependent from the variables v, p, r, v, , r. The lateral series expansion of function L is shown in
eq. (A.3) of the Appendix A.

What terms of aerodynamic coefficients are derived from eq. (A.2) and eq. (A.31 is determined by pheno-
menological experience. Especially the question where the Taylor series can be truncated without loss of
significant accuracy is determined by the experimental and free flight eyperience. By this reason, a lot
of terms of equations (A.2) and (A.31 can be omitted because they are neglectably small.

On the other hand the physical significance of higher order terms cannot be predicted a priori in all
cases of applications so some higher order terms are usually truncated because of insurmountable diffi-
culties of their precise determination.

If function L is identified with the aerodynamic pitching moment M equation (A.2) is

M (V.+Au, %+Am, q+Aq, V+Au, +4M, q+Aq)

M (V., a, q, V., a, q) +

+ M a + Aq + A + M Aq +
So Sq

1 S'N S'P4J 1 ;S'M
+ -- + " -q + 1 -M- Aq + eq. (2.5)i fA' + 5 a* q 2 3q2

I'f 32M SP S1
+ g -+- Aq + a &.

S ' q2 S q

The dimensionless form of equation (2.5) is obtained by the following definitions

C cm am I static pitching
m So p/2 V

2. 
S1 moment slope

C Cm am 1 pitch damping
5 q Sq p12 V. S71 derivativum

C cm am 1 pitching moment due
m 1 to the rate of changeSV 1 of m with time

aCm am ICa"
q IN ( .)2) 5q p/2 S1l

S'C static quadraticC m _ S' 1i
, 1 912 V. S11 pitching moment

derivativum

C alm S'f I
-q 5 (q V- Dq p/2 V SI'

C alm 3_ If
m .-- - Sq' p/2 S1'

C x m -'f--a 12) 9. P/2 V2 Sl

52 a ( -- )2)2 4A p/2 Sl,

C x Cm 2M V.
m.. 1 . 1I/2

Seq 3( S(q IV-),) Sa4 p2 q 1
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Equivalent coefficients can be derived for the aerodynamic Z-force (i.e. CZ. and CZ q where all conver-

sion factors of the formula above have to be multiplied by 1 (I reference length).

Thus, the aerodynamic coefficients

3Cz 32 1

Zq S (q ) Dq p/2 V S1

DCz Z 1
C z;i " ti; T - 3 p/2 V. Sl

are introduced.

By this way, the dynamic derivatives are defined by series expansions of the aerodynamic forces and mo-
ments with respect to small perturbations of the governing variables.

We distinguish different classes of dynamic derivatives depending on the different use of the longitudin-
al or the lateral equations (eq. (2.6) and eq. (2.7)) with respect to the component of the aerodynamic
force or the moment which is to be expanded into a Taylor series.

We distinguish between 'damping derivatives', 'Sross derivatives' and 'cross-coupling derivatives'.

The dampini derivatives are defined by the rule that each vector component of the force r = , Z 2) or
the moment N(L,M,N) is differentiated with respect to the same corresponding vector component of W =
(p, q, r) i.e. C2  C1  Cm C etc.CqCl ' Cn

r

The cross derivatives are defined by cross-wise correlations of the vector components but with cross-wise
relations between longitudinal and lateral components excluded, i.e. C1 r or Cnp.

The cross-coupling derivatives are defined by cross-wise correlations between the vector components of
the function and its derivativum combined with a cross-wise correlation of longitudinal and lateral com-

ponents i.e. C, Cm Cm , Cn (see schematic of Fig. 2.1).

2.2 Types of nonstationary motion creating dynamic derivative effects

The dynamic derivatives represent the aerodynamic response of a missile to nonstationary motion. This
means that the dynamic derivatives are of interest either for fully nonstationary flight trajectories or
for quasi-stationary flight curves like circle flight paths (loopings). For the example of the longitu-
dinal derivatives the damping derivatives Czq Cq and the derivatives C2 , C % are the most common
ones.

Their influence to different types of missile motion is illustrated by Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3. Within Fig.
2.2 we assume an accurate looping of a missile flown with constant velocity V and constant angle-of-at-
tack a i.e. & = 0. This quasistationarj flight motion is only influenced by a dynamic derivativa effect
due to the angular velocity q according to the pitching rate

dt At

Fig. 2.3 shows the well-known example of a sinusoidal flight path trajectory which is flown by two dif-
ferent types of missile attitude. In the upmost example of Fig.2.3 the missile follows the flight path
always in tangential attitude creating sinusoidal history of angle of attitude 6 with time and & = 0 all
the time. At this example only q-derivatives are acting without &-effects.

The second example of Fig. 2.3 shows the opposite situation where the missile follows the flight path
with constant angle of attitude (= horizontal to geodetical refererce). This creates no q-effects because
of q - 0 - 0 during all the time whereas the angle-off-attack varies within time in a sinusoidal way
creating aerodynamic 6-effects.

The last type of the examples of Fig. 2.3 is a missile flying a straight-lined flight-path but undergoing
harmonic oscillations in its angle of attitude. Assuming slow frequency of this motion, identical q- and
6-oscillations are effective.

This type of pitching motions represents the mode which is usually found at the wind tunnel test equip-
ments for the measurement of dynamic derivatives. Because this mode combines the rate of change of the
angle-of-attack with that of the longitudinal attitude, with test rigs nf that I dof pitching motion it
is not possible to separate the derivatives with respect to & from that of the derivatives with respect
to q.

3. METHODS OF THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

3.1 Overview of existing methods and range of applicability

Besides of the semi-empirical methods (cf. next section) there are some other theoretical approaches:
First the indicial function concept derived from the fundamental works of N. Tobak [2].
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The advantages of this method are the contributions to the downwash effects from forward positioned wings
to after positioned tails and the usefulness of the theory with respect to the rate of change of the
angle-of-attack. This is due to the idea of the theory in considering the aerodynamic response to instan-
taneous changes of the conditions determining the aerodynamic properties at steady flow.
Disadvantages are that the theory is derived from potential theory. In recent years there were extensions
of the theory to more general assumptions (see Tobak, Schiff [3]). Schneider [4] and Schneider-Nikolitsch
(5] applied the indicial function concept especially to missile configurations.

A panel-procedure for the prediction of unsteady airloads was developed at the NLR, Netherland (see [6]).
This method has the advantage to be applied for complex configurations because of its flexibility with
the representation of geometrical surfaces by panel discretization. The characteristics of the unsteady
panel method is that each panel contains a time-varying source distribution. Its solutions can be found
in terms of integrals over the source distribution on the surface of the configuration. The integral
equations are reduced to a set of algebraic equations similar to the well-known steady panel procedures.
In doing so, the strengths of the source distributions are defined by applying boundary conditions of an
harmonic oscillating body surface.

This reveals the disadvantages of such procedures with its confinement to the linear angle-of-attack
range and also the difficulties in the modeling of wakes. Therefore, the powerful tool of this procedure
is in its applisation to aeroelasticity and flutter problems of rather high frequencies and small ampli-
tudes. Another important field of application is the study of flutter properties of wing deflection
flaps. For an application of a panel-method for added masses of underwater vehicles see Appendix 8.

3.2 Semiempirical method according to 'USAF Stability and Control DATCOM'

3.2.1 Longitudinal derivatives

A computer program, designated DYNAM, has been developed by Dornier for several years to calculate the
longitudinal dynamic derivatives. The program follows the DATCOM-methods (7] which have been extended to
moderate and higher angles-of-attack by introduction of the r-dependencies of the static components.

In general, the DATCOM method for calculation of the dynamic derivatives is a semi-empirical method which
treats the individual missile components separately. Subsequently, the contributions of the individual
components like body and wings are summed up in order to determine the total result of the whole missile
configuration. This procedure is quite similar to the DATCOM-methods of the static aerodynamic coeffi-
cients.

The method of constructing the total result by the contributions of the different missile components
implies that the mutual interference effects between the various missile components can be treated in an
analogous way to the treatment of the static aerodynamic coefficients. This is a fundamental assumption
of the methods described in DATCOM and is also used in DYNAM. The mutual interference factors which are
calculated in the static theory can be transferred to program DYNAM via the input data without changing
them (an additional option of DYNA4 is to calculate them). The types of missile geometry for which DYNAM
can be applied is shown in Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.3.
The DATCOM-methods for calculation of the dynamic derivatives are based on lifting-surface theory for the
wing contributions and subsonic speeds and linearized theory for supersonic speeds. The body derivatives
are determined by slender-body-theory. Thus for low-aspect ratio wings - as usually found at missile
configurations - the origin DATCOM-methods are restricted to small angles-of-attack.

This means that the DATCOM formulae are confined to attached flow conditions whereas separate flow pheno-
mena are not included in the theory.

At Dornier, the DATCOM method was extended in such a way that all dependencies on the angle-of-attack
were introduced whereever such dependencies exist in the terms describing the theory. By this way, the
influence of the angle-of-attack was introduced by the function of the lift curve slope CZ = CZ (Ma,a,n)

and the slope of the moment curve Cm = Cm (Ma,a). The movement of the aerodynamic center xa c with the

change of the angle-of-attack was also included.

Within this paper it is not the place to reproduce all OATCOM-formulae of dynamic derivatives, the user
is referenced to [7) but the principle of the procedure is shown (see Equ. A.4 and A.5 of AppendixA.Equ.
A.4 shows the basic principle of DATCOM-methods composing the result for a total configuration by
superposition of the contributions of its different components like wing, body etc. (example of the
q-derivatives). The total result may be composed of the canard-component (index (WC), the component of
wing 1 (index (Wl)], the component of wing 2 (index (W2)], the body contribution (index (B)) and the
component of the interference from canard to wing I (index WC(W1)i.
The superscript Q means the linear part and superscript (D the nonlinear part. The K-factors of

wing-body and body-wing interference are the terms in brackets Te.g. iKWi + KaWI)]) and are acting on
the linear part. This is as far congruent to the original DATCOM methodW$iere (he K-factors are multi-
plied to the total wing components as the original DATCOM procedure is confined to small angles of attack
where the nonlinear parts are vanishing.

Analogeous formulae are used for the composition of the &-derivatives (see Equ. A.5) with a slightly more
complicated part of the canard-wing I interference including the change of the downwash angle (ac/am). By
their physical nature unsteady downwash effects are represented rather by the &-derivatives than by the
q-derivatives. These terms are theoretically described by the indicial function concept of the analysis
of unsteady motions where the aerodynamic response of an airfoil to an instantaneous change in the steady
aerodynamic flow properties is described. For two wings situated one after the other the time lag of the
response of a sudden change of the angle-of-attack to the wing after is evaluated (see [7] and [2], [3]).
The principle of superposition of the formulae of Equ. A.4 and Equ. A.5 is applied to all speed ranges

i-
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(subsonic to supersonic speeds). The contributions of the different components (e.g. wing contribution)
are calculated according to the different theoretical methods which are related to the different speed
ranges or other governing parameters (e.g. geometrical ones). The procedure is in principle shown for the
wing contribution of the q-derivatives. At subsonic and supersonic speed:

Cc (n, a) (C 0 + i C®a
, Z, i 0 .CI-C (n,a1),

eq. (3.11

c (n, (J DCI + x I ) c 0
in

a is the distance between the point-of-rotation of angular velocity q and the aerodynamic center of the
wing, positive if a.c. of the wing is after the point of rotation.

Eq. (3.1) shows another basic principle of general mechanics, namely the splitting of a pure rotational
motion into a translational and a rotational part. The motion of a wing with point of rotation apart from
wing-a.c. is splitted into the rotation about the wing-a.c. position and a corresponding translational
motion of the x ac -Point. The calculation of the dynamic derivatives is also splitted into these partswhere the rotaton 'of the wing about its xa..-osition is the wing-alone part. At subsonic speed the
wing-alone part is given by

Cz IT (n, a) - CX ) eq. (3.2)
q a

and the remaining term of eq. (3.1) is the Cz-component of the Au-increment Ax qi/l induced by the
q-rotation.

At supersonic speed the wing-alone part is calculated according to the linear supersonic wing theory
where the procedure is splitted up into the 'subsonic leading edge' part and the 'supersonic leading
edge' part. In these cases the wing alone part is a rather complicated function of the compressibility
factor and geometrical parameters like aspect ratio AR and taper ratio X. In DATCO4 [7] these functions
are tabulated in diagram form. Examples of these formultare given in AppendixA eq. (A.6) to (A.7).

One main attribute of these methods is that the calculation of dynamic derivatives is reduced to static
terms like CZ . Therefore, these methods can also be updated by use of experimental results for the lift

curve slopes so that - as a rule - an increase of accuracy can be realized.

In order to qualify the wing-alone contributions, different other methods were also used (e.g. slender

body theories by Nielsen [1] and Burhan [8], lifting surface theory by Garner [9], Otto [10] and Gersten
[11]), see Fig. 3.4 .

This method of expansion of the original DATCO#4 formulae turned out to give sufficient results for the
dynamic derivatives of the aerodynamic forces whereas the variation of the derivatives Cm and Ce. with

q
the angle-of-attack is considerably underestimated when moderate to higher angles-of-attack are consider-
ed. The results of the enlarged DATCOM method - as described above - are of better agreement with test
results for body-tail-configurations or configurations with only one wing-segment than they are for wing-
body-tail configurations. This is due to wing-body interference and to wing-tail interference effects
which also depend on the angle-of-attack when moderate angle-of-attacks are investigated.

Numerical examples of the extended DATCOM method are shown in section 4 with comparison to experimental
results.

From experiences with all kinds of dynamic test rigs and flow visualization with models undergoing pitch
oscillations of moderate or higher angles of attack it is known that flow separation in combination with
reattachement is observed.

These effects cannot be represented by the DATCOM-method outlined above. Therefore, some kind of a cross-
flow theory for slender bodies and surfaces was developed at Dornier for the determination of the dynamic
derivatives CZ and C.q (see sec. 3.3).

3.2.2 Roll damping derivative

For missiles with bodies of revolution and plus or cross wings the lateral dynamic derivatives are for
reasons of symetry defined by the corresponding longitudinal ones:

C = -C zCYr _C 
q

Cn Cmq 
eq. (3.3)

C Cz.

So in missile aerodynamics one of the most interesting lateral dynamic derivative is the roll damping
Cl . This derivative defines the rolling-rate which is often restricted by requirements of the seeker-

setion (asp. TV-imageing, radar- or IR-seeker). Within theory the roll damping is only defined for wings
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Clp 3 C s wing span)

The terminology of missile aerodynamics often uses an arbitrary reference length 1 (e.g. body diameter)

Cl p =a-,

The physical phenomenon of the roll-damping is a change of the wing lift distribution induced by the
roll-rate. The roll-rate p causes an asymmetric lift distribution as schematically shown in Fig. 3.5. At
the wing side which is moved downward an additional increment of lift is induced according to the incre-
mental increase of the angle-of-attack As = arc tan ()r ). At the wing tip moved upward a corresponding

decrease of the lift distribution is induced. Assuming attached flow conditions, this change of the lift
distribution causes a rolling moment AC1 which acts against the initial rolling motion. (With flow sepa-
ration effects there are also cases where the induced rolling moment increases the initial roll rate
i.e. autorotation if the flow suddenly separates at the upper side of the profile. With missiles of small
spanned wings autorotation is seldom observed.) By analogy to section 3.2.1 program DYNAM follows the
DATCOM-methods with the extension that a-dependencies are introduced via the lift-curve-slope function.
The DATCOM subsonic method is a potential theory based on Bird (12] and De Young [13]. This procedure
takes into account parameter effects like lift-curve-slope, induced drag, profile drag and dihedral of
the wing. For the a-effects the knowledge of lift and drag as a function of a is necessary up to stall
angle-of-attack.

The subsonic wing formula for Clp is:

S C a(C a)A ) eq. (3.4)A (AaCA=O (C pCA=O p

linear part t dihedral

profile part drag induced part

non-linear part

The linear part is given by diagrams of [7] as a function of wing aspect ratio and 2-dimensional lift-
curve slope. The governing part of eq. (3.4) is for missile applications the nonlinear part (For more
details see [7]). The roll-damping of a total configuration is obtained by superposition of the contribu-
tions of the different components. No wing-tail interference is taken into account. Eq. (3.4) represents
the contribution of two planar fins. For cruciform wings the body-wing interference is estimated follow-
ing Nielsen [1 by use of interference factors kBW and kBT:

Clp = kBw (C1 p)W + kBT (Clp )BT eq. (3.5)

which are a function of the ratio of body diameter to wing span A (see Fig. 3.6).

For supersonic speed range the DATCOM-method is based upon linear supersonic wing theory (see data sheets
(13], Harmon and Jeffreys [15] and Malvestuto et. al. [16)). These theories assume the wings as flat
plates neglecting thickness effects of the profile which is valid as long as the Mach lines are far
enough from the wing leading edge. The thickness effect is taken into account by empirical corrective
terms. The procedure of the supersonic speed is, in general, similar to the subsonic case but much of the
material is given by functionals presented in diagrams, for details see DATCOM [7]. Numerical examples
are given in section 4.3.2.

3.3 Cross-flow method for the 0-derivatives at high angle-of-attack

Since some results of the DATCOM-method (see 3.2.1) were in poor agreement with test results at higher
angles of attack, another method - based on cross-flow theory - was tried by Dornier. From the work of
Jorgensen (17] the cross-flow theory is known to be a useful tool for the prediction of static forces and
moments of missiles in the nonlinear a-range. Extension of this static theory to the calculation of the
dynamic q-derivative is outlined in the following where we begin with a cylinder in pitch (see Fig.
3.7).

Due to the pitch rate q an additional decrement of the normal force AN )(X) acts on every cross-section
x of the body part before the center of rotation. In an analogous way, (Ae body part behind the center of
rotation experiences an increment of the normal force.

The static cross-flow normal force N can be expressed by

C pt2 Vn S eq. (3.6)
c

with CDC as the cross-flow drag coefficient referred to the projection area Sp.

amm~ mlmm • .mmma~mm mmmmlm mmmm • im-m
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Insertion of the normal velocity V. of the pitching body

Vn(x) - V. sin i - qx eq. (3.7)

in equation (3.6) leads to the local cross-flow normal force which acts on an infinitely small cylinder
section Ax with the projection area ASP:

AS
AN(x) - C0 -c p/2 (V2 sin a - 2 qx V. sin a + q'x') S eq. (3.8)

0C

The first term of equation (3.8) represents the part of the normal force due to a static body attitude of
angle a whereas the second term of equ. (3.8) represents the dynamic part due to q which is of special
interest for the derivation of a dynamic derivativum. The third term which is quadratic in q has been
neglected.

By use of the second term of equ. (3.8) one defines the dynamic derivative

AS x
ACq (x)- 2 CDC - -sin Mq C

which represent the nonlinear increment or decrement of the normal force for each local body segment at
distance x from the center of rotation.

With the body cross-section S = 1 as reference area and with AS - 2Ay(x)Ax it follows:

16 C D u

C N  -, - -- - sin m f y(x) x dx

L 
eq. (3.9)

16 C x
Cm  -- y-- sin M Iu ytx) x' dx

x xL

Function y(x) is the variation of the missile contour. The cylinder contour is y(xI = 0/2, thus

C = Cc sin a L)' - (D

eq. (3.10)

q X
a q C0  sin 0 - -

Similar formulae are derived for a complete missile configuration (cfl. Fig. 3.8). The evaluation of eq.

(3.10) is splitted up into different segments according to the partions 1, to a, of Fig. 3.6.

The contour of the nose-part, for instance, is given by y(x) - -r. + J+ - (X-X)' so that

4 C 0 C  4 1 .
sinCCi

CM Nq

with the integral

X.

1, - I y(xi x dx
X,

The integration of the wing-part is splitted up to the part from trailing-edge x, to the leading-edge
kink x, with y(x) I s = wing span) and into a second wing leading-edge part x. to x. (cfl. Fig. 3.6)
with y(x) - )X + a.

The same procedure is done for the derivative of the moment. The integrals are easily to be evaluated so
that more details can be omitted. But it is necessary to use CD as a function of the cross-flow Mach

number and the Reynolds number as shown with the diagram of Fig. 3.§.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR THE PREDICTION OF DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

4.1 Overview of different methods

There are many different techniques in the evaluation of dynamic derivatives from wind-tunnel measure-
mants. (For a comrehensive overview see (18]). Nearly all wind tunnel tests are confined to harmonic
oscillations of the model for general unsteady motions cannot be simulated because of the spatial res-
trictions of the wind tunnel test sections. Forced and free oscillation type test rigs are distinguished.
This means that with forced oscillations the harmonic oscillating motion of the wind tunnelmodel is stea-
dily driven by an outer force generated by a motor moving the model (e.g. by an eccentric driven rod or
similar devices). With free-oscillation type test rigs the model is initially put off balance and then
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suddenly given free so that an oscillating motion about the state of equilibrium is initiated.

What dynamic derivatives can be evaluated by a dynamic test rig is determined by the degree-of-freedom of
the harmonic motion which is performed. A multi-dof motion defines multiple dynamic derivatives of a
1-dof motion corresponding to the multiple aerodynamic coefficients of the Taylor-series (cf. section 2)
which are necessary to describe the motion.

When the prescribed motion combio.s longitudinal and lateral components (for instance by a coning motion
of the wind tunnel model one even gets cross-coupling derivatives.) But it should be emphasized that the
accuracy of the dynamic derivatives is highly affected by the accuracy of the prescribed motion thus
lower dof-motion systems are at least easier to be conducted and in general have the tendency to higher
accuracy for the pure damping derivatives.

One common characteristics of all different methods is that the inertial reactions of the motion have to
be separated from the aerodynamic inductions (= dynamic *k-ivatives). Therefore, in any case the harmonic
oscillation is conducted twice: first, without blowing th wind tunnel measuring the inertial reactions
and second, with blowing the wind tunnel thus determining the inertial plus the aerodynamic effects. The
aerodynamic reactions are then obtained by the difference of these two independent measurements. The
aerodynamic response of the harmonic oscillation contains both types of aerodynJmic reaction static deri-
vatives as well as dynamic derivatives.

Different evaluation methods extract the dynamic part from the static one of the aerodynamic function.

The aerodynamic resonse reveals the global time-history of the pressure distribution upon the wind tunnel
model. The dynamic pressure distribution is also a harmonic function with time showing certain character-
istics of the phase of the aerodynamic response relative to the oscillation.

The main difference between the free and the forced oscillation type test rigs is that in the first case
- in addition to the aerodynamic response - one has to measure precisely the time history of the model
motion whereas with forced oscillation the model motion is prescribed and thus a priori known.

The evaluation methods for determination of the dynamic derivatives are based upon Fourier- or spectral
analysis of the aerodynamic response or some other parameter identification methods like regression theo-
ry.

The dynamic test rigs used in FR Germany are shown with missile test results in the next section. Besides
of the MFD-balance and the Mobile oscillation derivativa test rig (MOD) they are all of the I dof-type
(see Fig. 4.1). Important multi-dof dynamic test rigs are

in Canada: the forced-oscillation apparatus MKI
at NAE, Ottawa
and the NAE Dynamic Calibrator
(see [18] and [19])

in U.S.A.: different oscillation apparatus of
AEDC, Tullahoma
and NASA Langley

in U.K. : forced oscill. 3 dof-app.
of RAE Bedford

4.2 Dynamic test rigs used in the different aerodynamic laboratories of FR Germany

4.2.1 The MFD test-rig of the DFVLR Braunschweig

The first German dynamic apparatus for oscillatory motion was the Multi-degree-of-Freedom Derivative
Balance (MFO) for sting mounted models in the 3 m low-speed wind tunnels of DFVLR (see [20)).

Installation of the MFD apparatus in the closed test section of the low-speed wind tunnel at DFVLR Braun-
schweig is shown in Fig. 4.2. The main features of the mechanical system are a flexible sting with two
bending flexures in line, which allow combined pitch and plunge motions in the longitudinal plane (see
Fig. 4.3).

The support system allows inclination of the total system to angles of attack up to 40 degrees.

From the sting deflections and the excitation force measured with strain gauges, the dynamic stability
derivatives are evaluated by applying the Rayleigh-Ritz energy equations to the vibrating system includ-
ing generalized aerodynamic reactions to the model (see [20]).

The MFD apparatus was used with a missile model of body diameter D = 120 mm. The model was machined from
stainless steel and was of 22 kg we~ght.

4.2.2 The TRAD apparatus of DFVLR Gttingen

Since 1979 a high-load dynamic derivativa balance (German abbreviation TRAD) has been developed for use
in the I m transonic wind tunnel at DFVLR-AVA Gbttingen. A description of the test rig is given in (21],
a similar I dof dynamic balance was developed at FFA, Bromma, Sweden, (see [22]). Main features of this
forced-oscillation apparatus are:

- 1 dof oscillation at fixed aeplitude in pitch, yaw or roll

- high rigidity against static loads

-, I dmm osilto 
at fie mltd npth a rrl
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- direct parallel measurement of displacement and total static and dynamic loads on the model
- analog data reduction with special vector component resolvers and online data transfer to central

computer.

The setup for missile tests in the pitching mode is sketched in Fig. 4.4. The standard a-traverse of the

transonic wind tunnel with perforated walls is used to support the sting balance by means of an angle

adaptor enabling remote setting of the angle-of-attack from -2 to 32 degs. The sting tip ?s split into a

bifurcation, with a moveable head in between, which is fixed on a pair of cross flexures forming the

pitch axis. The one degree amplitude of oscillation is prescribed by an eccentricity at the tip of a

rotating shaft within the hollow sting. The shaft is driven by a five-phase step motor, selected for its

ability to maintain constant speed at alternating torque.

The TRAD balance was used with a missile model of a body diameter D = 50 mm. The forward body of the

missile model was manufactured from carbon-fibre material. By this means a total model weight of 1.55 kg

was reached and the necessary stiffness was achieved (for more details see [23] and [24]).

The oscillation in roll is conducted by an additional sting which is connected with the driving motor.
The motor shaft itself undergoes sinusoidal rotations which are transmitted to the driving shaft within

the model sting via a steel loop and a gear of ratio 1:3.6. The maximum roll amplitude is 2 degs where an

amplitude of I deg is resolved into 200 motor steps.

4.2.3 Free-oscillation apparatus of DFVLR Cologne

The principle of the free-oscillation derivative balance of DFVLR Cologne is shown in Fig. 4.5. The ap-

paratus is specially designed for damping measurements on missiles in the 0,6 m blow-down trisonic wind

tunnel at subsonic and supersonic speeds up to Ma = 3,0 (see (25]).

The model is strut-mounted on a removeable cross flexure, the stiffness of which is appropriate to the

model inertia. The free-oscillation motion in pitch is initiated by a tripping device, which is hydrauli-

cally pushed into the rear end of the model, deflecting it to the starting position. The time history of
the model motion is taken from strain gauges glued to the cross flexure. The stiffness and damping deri-
vatives are evaluated from the response data using Fourier transforms and spectral analysis.

The tests were conducted with a stainless steel manufactured model of a body diameter od D = 28 mm.

4.2.4 The 'mobile oscillation derivativa balance' MOD

The 'mobile oscillation derivativa balance' - in the following designated with the abbreviation MOD - is

a dynamic test rig of a two dof-motion of forced oscillation type. The special characteristic of this
balance is its movability. This means that the whole support of the MOD dynamic test rig is transportable
to various low-speed wind tunnel test sections so that dynamic tests can easily be conducted at different
places of experimental laboratories.

The MOD was developed in a joint cooperation of the aircraft indutries Dornier and the former VFW-Fokker
with the experimental laboratories of the DFVLR and the institute for technics of flight of the TH Darm-

stadt (see [26]). By this means it was possible that dynamic derivativa tests were also conducted at the

Dornier wind tunnel. Thus, the dynamic derivatives of a fighter aircraft model were examined.

The MOD is a test rig of forced oscillations where the four independent types of motion (plunging, pitch-

ing, yawing motion and rolling motion) can be independently excited. A detailed description of the MOD
dynamic test-rig is given in [27]. Figure 4.6 shows the support and the driving rod of the pitch and roll
configuration. Also the heave-mechanism is shown creating a pure plunging motion.

For the heaving of the plunging motion the driving rod of the motor is movable inside the mounting strut
of the model. Each motion type (pitch and roll, yaw or heave) is driven by an own motor. The whole driv-
ing mechanism and vertical sting can be mounted at a curved guide rail of the support so that high angles
of attack of the model can be installed. Main features of the mechanical and electronical equipment of

the MOD are:

- a five component DMS-balance without measuring the tangential force

- a spring-luaded bending beam clued with DMS-gauges for measuring the deflection angle of the oscil-

lation

- an inductive transmitter of the oscillation elongations and accelerometer for the heave motion

- a pulse generator at the driving motors to measure the roation rate of the shafts

The evaluation method of the MOD is based upon Fourier - or regression analysis. With Fourier analysis
the prescribed oscillation e(t) is expanded according to

0(t) - 00 sin wt + 00 cos wt eq. (4.1)

as well as the aerodynamic response M(t)

M(t) = MO sin wt + cos cos wt eq. (4.2)

By the coemn used asumption

M(t) = f
0

+ f, e(t) + fi A(t) eq. (4.3)
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which mans that the aerodynamic response is proportional to the elongation itself (stiffness derivati-
ves) and to the velocity of the motion (dawing derivatives), one is able to derive two algebraic equat-
ions for the unknown derivatives which are easily solved.

Within this procedure the dynamic derivatives are introduced according to the Taylor series, eg. (sec.
2.2), omitting nonlinear terms.

5. MISSILE TEST RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTION

5.1 Missile configurations

For dynamic wind tunnel tests at different Mach numbers and with different test rigs two tail-controlled
missiles were selected (configurations see Fig. 5.1). They are composed of a cylindrical body of revolu-
tion with 17 calibers body length, blunt base and ogival nose, a cruciform wing and a cruciform tail,
both in the plus position. Wing and tail are congruent in geometric shape with a scale factor of two. The
lifting surfaces of the wind tunnel models were constructed from flat plates of 2 % profile thickness
with wedge angles of 20 degs normal to all outer edges (see also [28]).

5.2 Low speed results

With the MFO-balance dynamic tests of the Dorrier missiles (Fig. 5.1) were performed at low wind tunnel
speeds (Me = 0.1 to 0.2). The results are also reported in (23] and (29]. The oscillation frequencies
varied from f - 3.5 to 7.5 Hz. The Reynolds number referred to the body diameter was kept constant at

ReD = 0.25 Mio.

Results of the dynamic force damping CZ  + CZ. of config. RFL 122 are shown in Fig. 5.2. The damping
a

moment Cm  + Cm. which is not shown in this papershow a considerably larger spread in reduced frequency.

Quasi-steady results of DATCOM theory are represented by the dashed line in Fig. 5.2. Cross-flow improve-
ment has not yet been included which might cause the deviations at higher angles of attack.

5.3 Free-oscillation results up to Ma = 3.0

Results of pitching moment daming of configuration RFL 122 obtained by the free oscillation apparatus at
OFVLR Cologne are shown in Fig.5.3.

The reduced frequency w* of the model varied from 0.006 to 0.025 and the Reynolds number Re from 0.4 Mio
to 1.5 Mio depending on Mach number. The variation of the measured results with angle of atack is small
at subsonic speeds whereas at supersonic speeds a considerable variation is to be found. The dependence
of the results on Mach number is in good agreement with the theoretical results at zero angle-of-attack.
The results of these experimental tests are summarized in more detail in [251.

5.4 Forced-oscillation results at transonic speeds

5.4.1 Longitudinal results

The stiffness and the damping derivatives of normal force and pitching moment were measured at the Mach
numbers 0.7/0.9/1.05/1.2 with angles of attack up to 30 degs. The oscillation frequencies varied from 3
to 19 Hz corresponding to the reduced frequencies w

* 
= 0.004/0.008/0.016/0.020. The Reynolds number was

ReD = 0.4 Mio. A BL strip was positioned 2.5 0 behind the nose tip. A comprehensive overview of the
longitudinal results is to be found in [23] and [24). The center of rotation 0 was at 10.872 D behind the
nose at all tests. The measured dynamic derivatives are then transformed to a rotation axis at xc  =
10.5 0 to which all results shown in the figures are -e-trred, too. Some typical results are showg'in
Fig. 5.4 to Fig. 5.9 in comparison to free-oscillation measurements and theoretical predictions.

At every test point (defined by Mach number, angle of attack and reduced frequency) up to four indepen-
dent measurements were made to detect the scatter of the resultant derivatives. The spread of the results
in the order of 5 % of the maximum value was too small to be drawn. Therefore, the figures given in this
paper show averaged values for each reduced frequency.

The angle of attack has large influence on all dynamic derivatives measured with the TRAD. Fig. 5.6 show
an unexpected a-dependence of C2  + Cz. which might be explicable from the extremely complicated flow

cof bdy and vortex interaction phenomena observed in the water tun-

nels of Dornier (30) and VKI/Belgium [31]. For the general aspects fo nonlinear effects at the high
angle-of-attack range with respect to insteady aerodynamics see also [32] and [33).

The influence of reduced frequency is almost negligible at a = 0 deg and more pronounced at higher a,
especially for configuration RFL 122 (see Fig. 5.5 and 5.7). The trend of t.e w*-influence is different
for both configurations. The body-tail configuration RFL 102 shows a decrease with increased a*, whereas
the reverse tendency holds if the cross wing is added.

On the whole, all result show that the extension of the pure OATCOM-methods by the cross-flow method (cf.
sec. 3.3) considerably improves the theoretical predictions.

Fig. 5.10 shows results of the static aerodynamic coefficients CZ and Ce. obtained by the TRAD-balance.
They are in good agreement with the static derivatives which are known for this configuration by conven-
tional static measurements as well as by theoretical prediction.
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5.4.2 Lateral results

The lateral results of the TRAD-measurements of the Dornier standard missile configuration are outlined
in (34] in detail. The roll-damping derivativum C1  is shown in Fig. 5.11 to 5.14 for configuratiorn

RFL 122. The roll damping is shown there for Ma = 0.5 Ad 0.88 and for we - 0.004 and 0.012. In all cases
the theoretical and experimental results are in quite good agrement even at higher angles of attack. The
measured values represent the sum C1  + CI sin ax which turn into the pure Cl -value at a, = 0 deg. At

- 30 degs the measured results show a considerable scatter but the accumulatJon points give a reason-
able tendency of the results. At each angle-of-attack four independent measurements were conducted and
each result is drawn in the figures by a separate symbol. The scattering of the results at high angles-
of-attack reveal the difficulty to measure a pure lateral derivativum like the roll damping when cross-
coupling effects occur.

The supersonic results are of the same quality like the subsonic ones and the agreement of experiment and
theory is as good for small angles-of-attack. At higher angles-of-attack some deviations occur because
the theory does not include a-effects.

Similar results are shown for the body-tail-configuration RFL 102 (see Fig. 5.15 and 5.161. Because of
the small tail span the results are a mangitude smaller than for the wing-configuration. The scatter of
the experimental results also increases because the magnitude of the aerodynamic response is at the lower
threshold of the measurement range of the balance.

6. OUTLOOK WITH RESPECT TO FUTURE ACTIVITIES ON NONSTATIONARY HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK AERODYNAMICS

For improvements of the measurement of dynamic derivatives at high a (near stall angle) it is certainly
necessary to get more insight into the characteristics of the nonstationary pressure distributions of the
aerodynamic response to harmonic oscillations.

For that reason we have to look at the unsteady overall lift- or pitching moment functions as they are
given as a function of amplitude and reduced frequency of the oscillation (qualitative examples of the
MOO test-rig see Fig. 6.1 to Fig. 6.4 where the prescribed motion and the aerodynamic response are shown
over one period). Such figures reveal the actual time history and especially the time lag or phase shift-
ing between the prescribed motion and the aerodynamic flow properties which are induced. These figures
are taken from dynamic tests of a fighter-aircraft model (pitching mode) which were conducted with the
MOO-dynamic balance in the Cornier wind tunnel. Figure 6.1 shows the development of the Z-force over ov
period as a function of the reduced frequeny w* (variation of w* is 0.1/0.18/0.3. Interesting to note is
the shift of the point of Z = 0 to smaller times t with increasing w*.

The same effect is shown for the aerodynamic pitching moment M in Fig. 6.2. The test condition was an
oscillation amplitude of A = t 2.5 degs in both cases at an initial angle-of-attack of a,, =24 degs which

is just before stall conditions of the configuration studied. Fig. 6.3 shows pitching mode results of the
same configuration at a, = 24 degs but with w* = 0.05 and the amplitude A = ± 5.2 degs. At this case the
variation with a certainly goes beyond stall conditions at its variation within the range 18.8 deg a
29.2 deg as it is known from static examination of this fighter aircraft configuration.

The pitching mode with this great amplitude of Da = t 5.2 degs show a systematic nonlinearity of the
Z-force and pitching moment curves of one period. This is characterized by the deviation of the measured
curves from the first-order Fourier series expansion which is drawn in the figures also. In addition, the
phase shifting is even more pronounced with the big pitching amplitude than it is with the smaller ones.

Figure 6.3 in addition shows the clear effect that the induced Z-force is much smaller at the upward
phase of the pitch oscillation than it is on the downward phase of the movement.

For comparison Fig. 6.4 shows the case when the pitching oscillation is conducted at zero angle-of-attack
-. Then the shifting in phase of the measured results nearly vanishes and the scattering of the measured

values is considerably decreased. But this effect could also be due to the smaller amplitude of A =
± 1.42 deg in the case of Fig. 6.4. The study of these effects is of special interest for delta-winged
fighter aircraft configurations as it is also shown in (35].

A new approach for improvements of the evaluation method of forced oscillation type test rigs at high
angles-of-attack sould make use of the nonlinear a-terms of the lift-curve versus angle-of-attack and
moreover of higher order dynamic derivativa terms especially derivatives with respect to aq and 4. These
terms have to be introduced within the system according to the full Taylor series expansion of section 2.
This implies that within the series of equations (4.11 and (4.2) also higher order terms are introduced
like sin 2 wt- and cos 2 wt-terms. Such a procedure of course leads to an extension of the set of alge-
braic equations which has to be solved with respect to the unknown derivatives (= algebraic coefficients
of the system). By this way, the principle problem with dynamic derivatives is highlighted which is the
problem to split up a well known overall function into different terms according to perturbation theory
like the concept of aerodynamic coefficients.

7. CONCLUSION

From the material outlined in this paper it follows that obviously various different methods are in use
for the prediction of dynamic derivatives of missiles and fighter aircrafts. At small angles-of-attack
the theoretical methods are well established as also is true for the experimental procedures. Difficul-
ties and questions are still existing at the nonlinear angle-of-attack range and especially in the case
of near or past stall conditions which may occur in practice. In recent years this field has become of
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more practical interest because of the development of higher sophisticated guidance and control
mechanisms which allow to fly at such flow conditions with short duration periods.

The theoretical attempts for such research work shall be continued where for complete configurations with
arbitrary wing-body-tail combinations the semiempirical methods certainly will remain of importance for a
while compared to other higher sophisticated methods (unsteady Euler solvers and time-dependent Navier-
Stokes equations). In addition the results of this paper show that research emphasis should also be plac-
ed to the evaluation methods of dynamic test rigs at the high angle-of-attack range.
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9. APPENIXK A

L - L 1u4AU, v4Av. W+Aw. P+AP, q4AQ, v4Ar)

SL~u,v,,w,p,q,r) + A u + 11 &v+!L 81. + 1 31.p A 2 +
bu Dw aw Sp A q + u ar

41 I a2 Au2 !LL Av 2 +~ &, +1 j3L API +1 +L 1 Lfi
i uW 28v DO 2 ap, 2 arI

+ L "6 +aL ~h +aLup P+ L u~u + j-IL LAr 4
* -av b uAw Oup 4q 

+ aL L AVAvw + SL fAr 4
IevW &~ 8jv-p LeAp + --aq ava

+OLAwAp +4I AwAq + aL AwAr+

+ 4U ApAr+
f L- pAq +a~

y-

kauotion A.1

Introduction of the additionel independent variables w leads to

L. L (u4Au, w+Lw, q4Lq, u4Lu, j+64 ~A) - L (u, w, q, +,U q

Aem L q + IL& Au A& + 1- A 4-

virtual mass term (hydrodynamics)

I 1L - + D-L + 1 -

2 2 2 a4

OI.Lu~ h * ' 3 2.L A&4+ higher ordertem

neglected terms

JRo audinal terms of the Taylor series

Eauatign A-2
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Lateral terms of the Taylor series:

L (v+Av, p4-hp, r+hr, v+hv, p4-c,, r4-hrj

Liv, p, r, + -LL AV + 231A + 31L hr + -L +1 2-L + 2L hr4
&V op a3r a

2 v 2 3p2 2 ar, 2 ?v' 2 ap' 2 r

+- PL~- AvAP +'Ar + vhv Avh+ L Ap& "L- AvAr +
i3- 8 vav ava p avar

+1 31. a3'L 31
T - Apar + Aphv + ApAp + a L phr +
3par apav 3P6p 3par

+ a r6 + -L hrAp + -L Ara; +

3v 3r,6 ar3r

Tv V = 0 3vap

31+ a = !.L Aphr +

Equation A.3

+ higher order terms

=.LWIl(B) + B9~~wl), ~q qiWli q(W1(

+ EW2(B) + xBW) - 4( C el
Zq(W2) zq(W2)

+- CWC(BJ +- K vW) x © ( 0
q(WC) WC

+ (x..CID) x (CZ
aWC(W1)

Cm ~ ~ ~ ~ A =( +'W1B , KB01)+ O 4 C
Cq = W()''(Il mq(Wl) mq(W1)

+ 'W(3)+ BW2] tC ( + C OI
+ ~W2B)+ B(2) q(W2) mq(W2)

+ K'WC(B) + O~ qWC) m q(WC)

'(B)

+ NCO)/Di x (Cz
0, WC(W1)

s WI
NOTE: The terms of (C2  are omitted when - > 1.5

aeWC(WI) sWC

DAICOM SECTIONI 4.5.1.1

The derivatives due to pitch-rate q contributions of the total missile configuration

Eguation A.4
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0 Q
C%()'(W) Z(2 Z&(W21

+ C F(B

+ OWJXC® 4C *(CZ'I I

"BI WI)
1  %(II %W

(W2 %W1I %(W2I

CD 0 + (CZ
+ ;W11-)x06au xIIKC~) B wc)1 zo(c 1 a(WCI 0,WC (WI I

pNOTE: The terms of (C 2  (1 are ostt6vh4 .

The derioAtlvts du~e to the ratte-ol-chan3 Of the Sligle-of-attack a

Contributions of the total missilec onfiguration

LrnatiQU A. S
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SUaSOIC + TRAIMSOIC

CzD.. - U111) x fe/C) + x;i)ID] a [C1z !n.s) - C1(n,a)q Z

Cz 0ln,) M (/4) x I 1 z (~~O (",m)

SUBPERSONIC

CZ)(n.,)= Cq n.) + (;/Dl x C n,a) - c(n,&]
q a

1. Pcot ALE < 0 (subsonic leading edge)

x - 0:

C' ,m) = f (xcot*LEIN) + ((dr-Xa.c.)/] x [CZfn,a) - C (hu)]
q m

DATCO4 7.1.1.1-7

A -0:

7.. 1 .11. -S = CR q CTa.c. I z :x

q DS R,

q q a~

DATCOM 7.1.1.1-9a
7.1.1.1-9b) f (AR.B, A)
7.1.1.1-9c

2. kcot A LE >' 0 supersonic leading edge

SUPERSONIC fCONTINUED):

q qa
DATCOM4 7.1.1 .1-10~a

7.1.1.1-10k 1. Ocot ALE < 0 subsonic leading edge

WING-CONTRIBUTION TO Cz  A = 0:
q

Cio (n,) = [(d -x,..)/O] x CO(n,a)

Equation A.6 
q

A = 0:

d (n S) = - Ex (n,a)/O] x Cd z(rile)

2. Bcot ALE > 0 supersonic leading edge

=. 0

q
Equation A.7

WING-CONTRIBUTION TO CZ
q
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APPENDIX B

Within the case of incompressible fluid flow that is the field of underwater vehicles (all kinds of sub-
marines or torpedos) one has an important field of application of a nonstationary panel method for the
'added mass'-terms. With submerged underwater vehicles it is well-known from the beginnings of the poten-
tial theory [36], [37) that one has to take into account the 'added mass'-terms which are dynamic deri-
vatives from thev physical character.

The added mass terms arise from the fact that nearfield neighborhood of the underwater vehicle is ac-
celerated together with the solid body for which an amount of energy is needed which can be interpreted
to be equivalent to an 'added mass' or an 'added inertia' of the solid body. With aircraft applications
these derivatives are neglectably small because of the smallness of the density of air to the density of
the accelerated body.

In a fluid like water these terms may become important. Classical virtuel (= added) mass terms are the
derivatives with respect to the translational acceleration in or transversal acceleration 0 Isee equ. A.2
of Appendix A). At Dornier a panel-method for the calculation of the most common added mass terms was
developed based on [38] and [39].

The underwater configurations which can be treated by this program are shown in Fig. 9.1.

Typical results for an ellipsoid at translational and angular acceleration are shown in Fig. 9.2 and
9.3.

Results of different streamline bodies are given in Fig. 9.4 and Fig. 95.

A detailed report of the theory is given in [403.
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10. ILLUSTRATIONS

Damping-derivatives j I =q-C~ 1, Cm , Cn

Crossderivatives x C-C1 .

Cross-coupling derivatives W =-c C, Cm ,., C, ,,

Fig. 2.1: The classification of dynamic derivatives

OC 02- CONST. E).-
V =CONST.

CHANGING LONGITUDINAL ATTITUDE

'N .PITCHING RATE q d= a- tti A

Fig. 2.2: Circle flight with constant velocity V
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Fig. 2.3: ]Different flight paths with pitching and
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Fig. 3.1: Winig-body combinations applicable to
program DYNAM
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WING SHAPE F2 F2e.p L2 L2eP

, 6D 5D 3.5D 2,50

J\ 1.0 G.857 I.I 0.857

0 0= 0. 0.286 0.4

SLENDER BODY SLENDER 6OOY GERSTEN

DERIVATIVLH. WING /TAIL THEORY DATCOM THEORY GARNER SCHNEIDER-
(NIELSEN) (

B
URHAN I 1 NIKOLIT5CH)

F 2 1-85.,3 ,-33,0 -104,0O -132,0 -105

Czq L2 -26.2 - 23 0 -25.4 - 22
F2 exp. -52,0 -21 1 - 53.0 - -
L Zexp !- 6,5 - 2,4 - 5,6 -

F -170.7 -51.7 -183,0 -196.7 -204

Cmq L2 -41.3 - 4,1 - 23.8 - 22.0 - 25

F2exp -112.7 -33,0 - 83,0 - i -

L2exp - 7.0 - 21 - 5.2

Fig. 3.4: Wing-alone contributions according to different
theoretical methods
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Fig. 3.5: Schematic lift distribution ca at a

rotating wing
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Fig. 4..: The principle of I -dof pitching mode
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6 NFD DYNAMIC BALANCE

DFVLR BRAUNSCH4WEIG

QMODEL (D =12Omm)

V 1260 FLEXIBLE STING

2810~ 5 ) G STING SUPPORT
co ELECTRODYNANIC

OSCILLATOR

________________DRIVING ROD

(D SUPPORT WITH
6 ot TRAVERSE

®TUNNEL NOZZLE

®SCREEN

Fig. 4.2: The MIFD dynamic test rig of the DFN'LR Braunschweig

(PLUNGING MODE)

PITCHING PLUNGING ODE
LIKEWISE ELONGATION

OPPOSITE EOGTO

Fig. 4.3: Combined pitching- and plunging excitation of the
MfFD dynamic test rig ( DFVLR Braunschweig)
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Fig. 4.4 The high-load derivativa balance TRAD of
the DFVILR-AN'A Gittingen
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Fig. 4.5: The free oscillation type balance of DFo.LR Cologne
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OGVE

CONFIGURATION RFL 122

CONFIGURATIO RF 8102

Fig. 5.1: The Dornier standard missile configuration,
Wing-body-tail combination RFL 122
BodN-tail combination RFL 102
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SUMMARY

The effective operation of airbreathing missiles is strongly dependent on the
efficiency of the air intake system and its ability to supply the engine with air of
adequate quality at all required flight conditions while minimising any undesirable
effects that the intakes may have on the overall aerodynamic characteristics of the
missile. This paper describes the role of the intake in the propulsion system of
turbojet and ramjet powered missiles and addresses both the internal and external
aerodynamic aspects of the induction system. The features of various types of air intaKe
commonly used for subsonic and supersonic operation are discussed. The causes and
effects of flow instability and flow non-uniformity at engine entry are considered and
the operational relationship between the engine and the intake is shown. Finally three
major aspects of intake installation are discussed: namely the influence of the misslie
body flowfieid on internal performance, the forces and moments generated by the internal
flow, and the effect of the intakes and their associated fairings on the overall
aerodynamic characteristics of the missile.

I INTRODUCTION

rhe air intake system is an essential component in any air breathing propulsion
system. Its purpose is to supply the engine with air from the atmosphere thus providing
it with its working fluid. This often involves a change in direction of the airflow in
order to turn it into the missile body, and, in general, a reduction in Mach numoer is
required between freestream and engine entry.

From the aerodynamic point of view three aspects are important.

Firstly, to maximise power plant performance, the process of conveying air to the
engine should be completed with minimum internal energy losses since the internal
efficiency of an air intake is directly reflected by engine performance.

Secondly, the quality of the flow presented to the engine by the air intake must De
acceptable in terms of stability and uniformity throughout the flight envelope of the
missile. If this is not so, the engine may cease to function correctly, resulting in
failure of the missile to complete its mission.

Thirdly, the effect of the air intake system and any associated fairings or nacelies
on the overall aerodynamic characteristics of the missile must be acceptable. Drag due
to the propulsion system should be minimised and the missile must be controllable and
have the response and manoeuvre capability required for the mission.

While the first aspect, that of internal aero'ynamic efficiency, is obviously
desirable it may need to be compromised in an optimisation of the complete missile
system. Factors that may lead to this include complexity, cost, mass and volume
limitations, integration with other missile subsystems, and launch platform constraints.
The second and third aspects are of course essential, being pre-requisite for the
successful operation of the complete missile system.

This paper will discuss the main physical and aerodynamic features of air intake
design necessary to fulfil these requirements. Intake design for operation with turk let
and ramjet engines will be considered in the subsonic and supersonic flight regimes is
appropriate. Examples are given illustrating how the size of an air intake may b-
selected for optimum propulsive performance. The response of the intake-engine
combination to operational effects, such as changes of missile Mach number, in -, ance,
engine throttle setting and ambient temperature will be shown.

Finally three major aspects of intake installation are discussed: th, influence of
the missile body flowfield on internal performance, the forces and moments generated by
the internal flow, and the effect of the intakes and their associated fairings on the
overall aerodynamic characteristics of the missile.

2. TYPE OF ENGINE

This paper deals with air intakes for ramjet type engins and turDojet type engines.



Ramjet and Ramrocket (or ducted rocket) propulsion systems, Fig. 1, rely entirely on
the effect of forward speed and diffusion of the air through 'he ntake system to provide
the necessary pressure rise prior to combustion. Heat is added to the flow by burning
fuel at nearly constant pressure and the resulting hot gas is expanded in the nozzle to
atmospheric conditions converting the thermal energy to kinetic energy in a propulsive
jet. This is the Brayton cycle which may be represented on a temperature-entropy diagram
as shown. Although ramjets have been used at high subsonic speeds they are not very
effective, due to the small amount of compression available from the air intake. They
are generally used in the Mach number range 2 to 5 and require boosting to supersonic
speed.

Kerosene or a high density nydrocarbon fuel is employed in a conventional liquid
fuel ramjet. In a solid fucf ramjet the solid fuel typically, based on hydroxi-
terminated polybutadiene is located within the ramjet combustion chamber. The surface of
this fuel grain burns ir, the presence of air supplied from the intakes, and the amount of
fuel liberated depends on the pressure and mass flux of this air and the surface area of
the grain. A Ramrocket uses a solid propellant grain burnt in a rocket type combustion
chamber to liberate a fuel rich gas into a ramjet type combustion chamber, where
combustion :ontinues in air supplied from the air intakes. In this case the amount of
fuel relcased is independent of conditions within the ramjet combustion chamber.
Reference I provides a review of ramjet and ducted rocket propulsion systems. Reference
2 particularly deals with the solid fuel ramjet.

A turbojet engine also operates on the Brayton cycle (Fig. 2), but in this case some
of the compression prior to combustion is provided by a rotating compressor. Again
combustion occurs at nearly constant pressure. Expansion of the hot gas takes place
partly through the turbine, which provides the necessary work to drive the compressor and
partly in the propulsive nozzle. The air intake plays an important part in contributing
to the overall pressure rise under forward speed conditions. This effect of course,
increases with increasing flight Mach number.

Turbojets may be used for missile propulsion in both the subsonic and supersonic
flight regimes, although their application is much more common in the former area. The
turbojet is generally more efficient than the ramjet up to Mach numbers of about 3, above
which its performance is reduced by, amongst other factors, the need to limit operating
temperatures to avoil component failure. The use of a turbojet for long range supersonic
applications may not solely lead to benefits of improved fuel consumption compared with
ramjet propulsion. The ability of a turbojet to accelerate a missile from subsonic to
supersonic speed may also allow the boost motor to be reduced in size or dispensed with
altogether, leading to a reduction in overall missile mass at the expense of increased
complexity and cost. Reference 3 describes the development of an expendable turbojet for
missile application.

The turbofan is a more complex but more fuel efficient derivative of the turbojet.
Its application for missiles is mainly in the subsonic flight regime. It differs from
the turbojet in that some of the air after initial compression, is bypassed around the
gas generator part of the engine in which combustion takes place. This bypass air is
either mixed with the hot gas from the gas generator or exhausted separately from a
nozzle situated around the gas generator nozzle. Reference 4 describes the development
of a small turbofan engine for missile and drone application.

Intakes for pulsejets are not considered as this type of propulsion is not commonly
used for tactical missiles.

3. TYPES OF AIR INTAKE

The deceleration, or compression of the airflow to the engine from atmospheric
conditions generally takes place partly ahead of the air intake entry and partly within
the air intake duct. It is therefore convenient to consider the air intake system as an
entry section and a diffuser duct section. The entry section defines the intakes type.

It would probably be helpful at this stage to define some of the common terminology
used for various parts of the air intake, by which they will be referred in this paper.
These are shown in Fig. 3 for both subsonic and supersonic air intakes.

The intake cowl lip forms the division between the internal flow, passing through
the intake entry and the external flow passing around it. It should be designed to allow
the division to occur with the minimum of disturbance to either the internal or external
stream. The cowl is the external surface of the intake downstraam of the entry. The
profile has a significant effect on the drag of the intake installation.

Most intakes designed for supersonic operation have compression surfaces situated
upstream of the cowl lip to generate a compression shockwave system, as will be seen
later. The supersonic intake shown in the sketch is rectangular in section and has swept
sidewalls in order to maintain a "two dimensional" entry flowfield.

A major component in any intake is the subsonic diffuser. This is a duct of
increasing area where the flow is decelerated subsonically to conditions at engine entry.
This normally takes the form of a divergent passage, although a sudden expansion "dump
diffuser" may be used.



In the case of a turbojet the entry to the engine, or engine face, is well defined,
being the compressor entry. The downstream end of an air intake for a ramjet powered
missile is less distinct, especially in the case of multiple intakes. It may be
considered to be upstream of the elbow leading to the combustion chamber, or
alternatively at a station in the combustion chamber itself downstream of the inlet
ports. The inlet air may enter the combustion chamber axially or at any angle between
this and the right angle entry.

The dart boundary layer diverter is the passage and fairing between the intake entry
and the missile dart. The purpose of this component is to avoid ingestion of the dart
boundary layer. The intake afterbody forms a fairing between the cowl lip and the
missile body.

3.1 Subsonic Air Intakes

3.1.1 The Pitot Intake

The most common type of air intake used in the subsonic flight regime is the Pitot
intake (Fig. 4(a)). The entry section of this type of intake is simply a forward facing
hole, surrounded by the cowl lip. The cowl has an external profile rather like the upper
surface of the leading edge of an airfoil. At high subsonic flight speeds the cowl lip
profile should be designed to avoid, if possible, the formation of local regions of
supersonic flow caused by the air accelerating over the cowl surface. Recompression
shockwaves at the end of these regions may cause increased drag. The Mach number at
which the flow first reaches sonic velocity on the surface is known as the critical Mach
number. A commonly used family of cowl profiles for subsonic air intakes is the NACA 1 -
series (References 5 and 6). This was designed according to a criteria of maximising the
critical Mach number of the cowl. On a side mounted air intake the pait of the entry
which is adjacent to the boundary layer diverter is not profiled in this manner.

The internal profile downstream of the entry normally contracts slightly from the
highlight of the cowl lip (the most upstream point on the lip) to allow a finite internal
lip curvature. The internal profile is usually a radius or an ellipse (typically of 2:1
ratio). The duct contraction ratio (throat area to highlight area) normally lies in the
range 1.01 to 1.35.

The entry section is followed by a subsonic diffuser. Since the entry (cowl lip) is
usually non-circular and not in line with the engine axis, this diffuser must normally
accommodate both a change in cross sectional shape and a longitudinal curvature of the
duct centreline.

In an alternative, but less common form of this type of intake, the entry is mounted
directly on the body surface, as shown in Fig. 4(b). This configuration is normally only
employed if the entry is close to the nose of the missile, wnere the approaching boundary
layer is thin. Fig. 4(c) shows two subsonic, turbo5et-powered missiles one having four
Pitot air intakes mounted in the cruciform wing roots, the other with a single ventral
air intake.

(.1.2 The Flush Intake

Another form of air intake that has been employed in subsonic missiles is the flush
intake. The entry section of this intake is completely buried within the surface of the
missile body. This type of air intake necessarily ingests some of the approaching
boundary layer which degrades the internal performance, relative to that of a Pitot
intake not ingesting boundary layer. Performance may be improved, particularly at low
mass flow ratios (see Section 4) by profiling the walls of the entry in an ogival,
diverging planform as shown in Fig. 5(a). This creates streamwise vortices which sweep
the approaching boundary layer around the intake, while at the same time inducing high
energy air from the free stream into the intake and inhibiting flow separation on the
intake ramp (Fig. 5(b)). This configuration is known as the NACA inlet as it was
developed by NACA circa 1947. (Reference 7). It is extensively used on aircraft as a
low-drag inlet for air conditioning and cooling systems.

The optimum configuration has a flat ramp of about 7' angle and a width to height
ratio of 4 to 1. These proportions are not very practical for an engine air intake,
giving a long ramp and an extreme change of cross section in the diffuser duct. A
steeper ramp (10 to 15*), possibly curved, and a square entry section to the diffuser are
more suitable. A relatively blunt cowl lip is normally used to prevent internal flow
separations. Compressibility effects restrict the practical application of this type of
air intake to Mach numbers lower than about 0.85.

The flush air intake has the advantage that it does not require folding, in order to
fit a launch canister although this may be offset by the large internal volume occupied
by the ramp section. Fig. 5(c) illustrates a flush air intake installation on a subsonic
turbojet-powered missile.

3.2 Supersonic Air Intakes

3.2.1 The Pitot Intake

The Pitot air intake, described in Section 3.1, may also be employed effectively at
low supersonic speeds (e.g. to Mach 1.4 or 1.6). Under these conditions a normal
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shockwave will form ahead of the intake through which the flow will decelerate from
supersonic to subsonic speed, as shown in Fig. 6. A sharp cowl lip may be preferred for
supersonic operation since it allows this shockwave to attach to the cowl lip oiving
reduced intake drag in comparison to that incurred by a blunt cowl of the subsonic type.
The sharp lip suffers the disadvantage that it may encourage internal flow separation at
subsonic speeds or high incidence when these conditions are coupled with high mass flow
rates. This will result in a degradation of internal performance and flow quality, as
discussed in Section 4 and 9. External flow separation may occur at low mass flow
conditions giving high intake drag.

3.2.2 The External Compression Intake

As flight Mach number is ircreased the loss in internal performance incurred by
compression through the normal shockwave of a Pitot intake becomes unacceptably high. It
is more efficient to reduce the Mach number in the flow ahead of the cowl lip and
upstream of the normal shockwave to a low supersonic value (say 1.3 to 1.6), by turning
the flow through one or more shockwaves. These are generated by compression surfaces
situated upstream of the cowl, as shown in Fig. 7. Supersonic compression at the design
conditions takes place ahead of the cowl lip and external to the intake duct. The
compression is completed at subsonic speeds ia an increasing area duct, or subsonic
diffuser. The subject of shock losses is discussed more fully in Section 4.1.

The compression surfaces, which are normally planar, conical, or part conical in
form, are generally positioned so that the shockwaves are focused onto the cowl lip at a
given flight Mach number. Thus, a shock system generated by planar compression surfaces
will have a straight cowl lip, while one generated by conical compression surfaces will
have a circular entry.

The cowl is normally aligned so that its internal surface is parallel to, or folms a
slight compression with the local flow direction. Care must be taken to ensure that the
flow turning by the cowl, both internal and external, are insufficient to cause cowl
shock detachment in the Mach number range of interest, since this will result in
increased drag.

3.2.3 Types of External Compression Intake

The supersonic external compression intake may take many forms. Commonly used
variants are the 'two-dimensional', or ramp compression intake, as shown in Fig. 8(a),
the half axisymmetric intake as shown in Fig. 8(b) and the full axisymmetric intake,
commonly used in nose installations, which is shown in Fig. 8(c).

These intakes are widely employed because their external compression flowfield is
mathematically two-dimensional, allowing the optimum position of the shock generating
surfaces and the cowl lip to be determined to suit a given flight condition, and
estimates to be made of the intake internal performance and drag. Many different
versions of these types have been tested both in wind tunnels and in flight so that their
behaviour is well understood.

Efficient supersonic external compression intakes do not have to fall into these
categories, however. Indeed, alternative types may be forced on the intake designer by
system constraints, such as the need to package the missile in a certain size of
container prior to launch, or from the overall system performance point of view (e.g.
integration of the intake(s) into the airframe to give low overall drag!.

A less common type of external compression intake that has been used in an
air breathing missile is the scoop intake (Fig. 8(d)). In this configuration the flow is
compressed supersonically by turning it towards the body, resulting in a shorter intake
duct and low intake drag. Problems may arise with this type of intake, however, due to
shock-boundary layer interaction and rapid flow quality deterioration as missile
incidence is increased.

Some typical installations of several common forms of external compression air
intakes on proposed missiles are shown in Fig. 9. Examples of two-dimensional air intakes
are given in References 8 and 9, half-axisymmetric intakes in References 10 and 11, full
axisymmetric intakes in References 12 and 13 and the scoop intake in Reference 14. These
report the results of various wind tunnel tests on such configurations.

3.2.4 The Mixed Compression Intake

At Mach numbers higher than about 3, the turning necessary to decelerate the flow to
a low supersonic Mach number ahead of the cowl lip becomes large. This results in the
need for a steep cowl angle giving a correspondingly high cowl wave drag.

The cowl angle may be reduced in two ways. The external supersonic turning may be
reduced, resulting in a stronger cowl shock and decreased internal performance.
Alternatively the external supersonic turning may be reduced and supersonic compression
continued internally, the flow being turned back by the cowl lip.

The latter arrangement is known as a mixed external-internal compression intake and
is shown in Fig. 10. It promises high internal performance coupled with low intake drag,
at high flight Mach number. The internal supersonic compression part of the duct



contracts, wniie the subsonic diffuser area must increase. Therefore a minimum area
throat is formed within the intake duct.

Maximum internal performance is achieved when the normal shockwave at the end of the
supersonic region of the flow is positioned just downstream of the throat, with the area
chosen so that the Mach number at this station is close to unity. This shock cannot
remain in stable equilibrium within the duct upstream of the throat, and if it is
disturbed from its downstream position may be expelled suddenly to form a detached normal
shock ahead of the cowl lip. This occurrence is called "unstart" and will result in an
instantaneous reduction in intake internal performance, coupled with a sudden increase in
intake drag. It is therefore not a desirable event. Unstart may be caused by engine
malfunction, reduction in flight Mach number, or incidence effects due to gusts or
manoeuvring.

To exploit the full potential of this type of air intake, variable geometry and
extensive internal boundary layer control are required (Reference 15), however such
devices are not normally practicable in a tactical missile intake. The operation of a
mixed compression intake is described more fully in Section 4.4.2.

4. AIR INTAKE INTERNAL PERFORMANCE

4.1 Pressure Recovery

The internal performance of an air intake may be described by the variation of total
pressure recovery, with flow conditions (mass flow, Mach number) existing at some station
within the intake duct.

Pressure recovery is defined as

P- mean total pressure at engine entry

i P freestream total pressure

Thus pressure recovery is a measure of the available pressure energy at engine
entry, compared with that existing in the flow at freestream conditions.

The mean value should be that obtained by replacing the non-uniform flow at engine
entry with a calculated uniform flow of the same mass flow, enthalpy flux and stream
force. This is tedious and in most cases little difference will result from using a more
convenient area weighted mean value.

Engine performance directly reflects the pressure available at engine entry and
hence pressure recovery. A zeduction of 1% in pressure recovery may typically yield a 1%
to 2% reduction in nett thrust and an increase in specific fuel consumption of the order
of I to 1%.

The inevitable loss of total pressure in a practical intake may stem from a number
of sources, depending mainly on the flight regime, as shown in Fig. 11. At very low
speeds "entry" losses dominate, at higher subsonic speeds the main source of loss is
almost entirely the subsonic diffuser, while at supersonic speeds shock losses and shock-
boundary layer interaction effects become important.

4.1.1 Entry Losses

These are only significant at speeds below which most missiles operate. They are,
however, described here for completeness.

If an air intake is sized for efficient operation at high subsonic, or supersonic
speeds and the engine is rn at high power setting at low forward speed, air will be
drawn into the intake from around the cowl lip. If the cowl lip is "sharp" it cannot
sustain the suction force necessary to turn the flow into the air intake without
separation. Separation will occur internally and losses will ensue due to this and the
subsequent effect on the flow in the subsonic diffuser. The entry loss for sharp lips
has been evaluated theoretically by Fradenburg and Wyatt (Reference 16) as a function of
inlet mass flow (ratio-ed to that required to choke the entry in the absence of viscous
effects) and freestream Mach number, as shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that the loss
reduces as mass flow is reduced or as flight Mach number is increased.

The entry losses will also reduce as the lip is blunted. In this case experiment
must be used to determine their magnitude. The work of Blackaby and Watson (Reference
17) is notable in this field. They measured the variation of pressure recovery with
engine face Mach number in an axisymmetric intake with cowl lips of different radii,
ranging from a sharp lip to a bellmouth entry. Fig. 13 illustrates some of the trends of
this work. At zero forward speed, increasing the cowl lip radius by increasing the
contraction ratio of the entry yielded a significant increase in intake pressure
recovery, the effect increasing as the flow through the intake is increased. Even with a
contraction ratio of 1.24 considerable entry losses were incurred, as shown by comparison
with the pressure recovery of the duct with a bellmouth fitted at entry.



At low forward speed (Mach 0.33) the effect of lip radius is still significant,

although as would be expected, not as great as at zero forward speed.

4.1.2 Diffuser Losses

The loss of tctal pressure in the subsonic diffuser of an air intake is due to skin
friction effects on the duct walls and to turbulent mixing of the flow during its
passage from diffuser entry to exit. The magnitude of the diffuser loss is largely
dependent on the behaviour of the internal boundary layer. This is subjected to an
adverse pressure gradient within the diffuser, and is prone to thickening and separation,
with a consequent reduction in diffuser performance.

Diffuser losses are therefore closely related to the condition of the flow at entry
(Mach number, uniformity, state of boundary layer) and to the geometry of the diffuser
(overall entry/exit area ratio, length, centreline curvature (or offset), cross sectional
area, longitudinal area distribution, struts, excrescences, surface roughness). In
general large rates of diffusion, and any departure from an axisymmetric snape, will
increase the diffuser losses, as will the presence of a thick boundary layer or non-
uniform flow at entry.

The experiments of Scherrer and Anderson (Reference 18) on a family of circular
cross section diffusers illustrate many of these effects.

The diffusers were designed to the following criteria for operation with near-sonic
inlet (or throat) velocities:

(a) Initial (throat) wall angle close to zero to avoid high pressure gradients at
near-sonic conditions, which could cause boundary layer separation.

(b) Gradual initial area increase to avoid the formation of local supersonic flow
regions near the wall.

(c) Maximum wall slope limited by the avoidance of boundary layer separation in the
diffuser using theoretical criteria to predict this. The maximum slope thus
depends on the condition of the boundary layer at entry.

(d) Exit wall slope less than maximum in order to maintain attached boundary layer
by reducing the pressure gradient.

The walls of the diffusers were therefore reflex in profile. All of the diffusers
had a fixed exit to entry area ratio of approximately 2. Diffusers were designed for two
boundary layer thicknesses selected as being representative of typical thick and thin
entry boundary layers. These basic diffusers had a maximum total wall divergence of 8
and 13.5 degrees respectively. The diffusers under test were mounted between a bellmouth
at entry and a pipe leading to a flow measuring device, a flow control valve and a
suction plant. Conditions at the diffuser throat were measured using a traversing Pitot
probe and at the diffuser exit by means of a flow survey rake of multiple Pitot and
static probes. The mass flow through the duct was varied up to sonic velocities
(choking) at the duct throat and the pressure recovery of the diffuser measured.

The effect of increasing the maximum divergence angle from 8 to 13.5 degrees, giving
a shorter diffuser, is shown in Fig. 14. A slight reduction in pressure recovery
results, the difference increasing as the mass flow through the duct approaches the
choking value. It is also noticeable that the pressure recovery of both diffusers
decreases rapidly as sonic velocities are approached in the diffuser throat. A mass flow
ratio of 0.9 approximately corresponds to a midstream throat Mach number of 0.7. This
is characteristic of the behaviour of most types of subsonic diffuser and consequently
operation with high throat Mach numbers should be avoided if possible.

Fig. 15 illustrates the effect of increasing entry boundary layer thickness at a
fixed diffuser exit Mach number. The boundary layer thickness is expressed in terms of
the ratio of momentum thickness to duct radius at entry. The range covered is
representative of that which might exist in the throat of a supersonic air intake
diffuser. As might be expected the diffuser pressure recovery falls as boundary layer
thickness increases.

If the boundary layer at the entry to the subsonic diffuser is separated it is
beneficial to have a constant, or very slowly diverging section of duct at diffuser
entry. The low initial rate of diffusion reduces the pressure gradient in this region,
reducing the losses due to mixing, with favourable effects on both pressure recovery and
flow steadiness. This has been observed in Reference 18 for an artificially separated
boundary layer and in Reference 19 for a supersonic intake wi.th shock-induced separation.

Fig. 16 illustrates the effect of extending the duct at diffuser entry, when a
separated boundary layer is present. The extension had a total divergence of two degrees
to compensate for boundary layer growth. Increasing the throat length by the equivalent
of the duct diameter gave a marked increase in pressure recovery and flow steadiness,
particularly at high mass flow ratios. Extending the diffuser throat to three times this
value brought further gains in performance. In this case, however, it should be noted
that the overall length of the diffuser is doubled.



The effect of offsetting the centreline of a subsonic diffuser, in order, for example
to supply an engine buried within a missile body, is shown in Fig. 17. The diffuser
pressure recovery losses being approximately doubled by offsetting the outlet centreline,
telative to the inlet centreline by an amount equivalent to one throat diameter. Careful
development of a!l 'S' bend diffuser can minimise these losses. Particular attention
should be paid to the initial turn of the duct, and if possible turning and diffusion
should be separated. It is possible to achieve operating pressure recoveries in the 0.97
to 0.98 range for quite severely offset ducts typical of a Pitot intake installation on a
subsonic turbojet powered missile.

Offset diffusers are common in practical air intake installations. In addition it
is nearly always necessary to use the diffuser duct to accommodate a change in cross
sectional shape between intake entry and exit. This is especially so in the case of a
turbojet installation where the diffuser exit is constrained to a circular cross section.
For a ramjet installation this may not be necessary. Sketches of some typical diffusers
are shown in Fig. 18.

The changes of cross section and the offset, of a practical installation, coupled
with possible adverse entry conditions may lead to a boundary layer separation within the
diffuser duct (Fig. 19(a)) resulting in a severe loss in performance and an increase in
exit flow non-uniformity.

It may be possible to improve the performance in such a case by using vortex
generators (i.e. Reference 20) to re-energise the boundary layer, preventing or reducing
the extent of the separation as shown in Fig. 19(b). Alternatively, it might be possible
to use tangential blowing to maintain an attached boundary layer (Reference 21) as
illustrated in Fig. 19(c). The benefits of this must, however, be offset against the
performance loss due to providing high energy air for this purpose. A further method of
preventing boundary layer separation is the use of boundary layer bleed. This technique
is particularly common in supersonic intakes and will be described later in this section.
As nozed above, careful development of the diffuser may result in acceptable flow
quality being achieved without recourse to such devices.

If it is necessary to incorporate parallel ducting, screens, bends or sudden
expansions in the intake system, they should be positioned downstream of the subsonic
diffuser where the duct velocity is low, since the loss of total pressure in these
components increases in proportion to the upstream dynamic head.

4.1.3 Shock Losses

The total pressure loss through the shock system of a supersonic air intake is
governed by the Mach number ahead of the intake and the number and angle of the shock
generating surfaces. As stated previously, it is more efficient at high flight Mach
numbers to decelerate the flow to subsonic speeds through one or more oblique shocks,
followed by a normal shockwave at the cowl, rather than through a single normal shockwave
as in the case of a Pitot intake. This is illustrated in Fig. 20, for a flight Mach
number of 2.0. The variation of Mach number, total pressure and static pressure along
typical entry streamlines 0 to D are shown. It can be seen that pressure recovery losses
approaching 30% are incurred through the normal shock of the Pitot intake, while shock
losses of only 5% are incurred through the double wedge, three shock system.

Oswatitsch, in Reference 22 shows that, for a given number of compression surfaces,
the configuration that gives minimum inviscid shock loss is obtained by compression
surface angles which equalise the total pressure loss through each shockwave. To avoid
large viscous losses due to shock boundary layer interaction the Mach number upstream of
the normal shockwave should be limited to 1.3, as described in the next section. The
optimum shock pressure recovery of two dimensional intakes having one, two and three
compression surfaces designed to the above criteria for a range of "design" Mach numbers
is presented in Fig. 21. The shock pressure recovery for a Pitot intake is shown for
comparison.

There will, of course, be a different "optimum" design for each Mach number, for a
given number of compression surfaces. For a double wedge, three shock compression system
the optimum compression angles are shown in Fig. 22.

The total turning angle for optimum shock pressure recovery increases considerably
as flight Mach number is increased and also as the number of compression surfaces are
increased to reduce the shock losses. This is illustrated in Fig. 23.

A high degree of turning is not practical in supersonic air intakes as this may lead
to a steep cowl angle to avoid cowl shock detachment, with resulting high cowl drag, and
to long compression surfaces. For this reason the use of a purely isentropic compression
surface (a curved surface giving a reverse Prandtl-Meyer expansion) to decelerate the
flow ahead of the cowl shockwave without losses is ruled out. Benefits can, however, be
obtained by the use of isentropic compression surfaces between two planar or conical
compression surfaces, thus eliminating the intermediate shockwave.

In practice non-optimum compression geometries are generally employed, designed to
give the best overall powerplant performance, rather than the best internal performance.

It should be noted that although the foregoing examples referred to a two
dimensional air intake, similar results would be obtained for an air intake with conical



compression surfaces. In this case, however, the shock losses and tne flow turning
angles at the cowl lip would be reduced due to the isentropic compression inherent in the
conical flowfield.

4.1.4 Shock-boundary Layer Interaction

The subject of shock-boundary layer interaction is far too large to cover in depth
as part of this paper. It has been explored by many investigators over the past 30 to
40 years. The following, therefore, is only intended to outline the causes and effects
of such interactions.

The static pressure rise across a shockwave impinging on a boundary layer will cause
the boundary layer to thicken. Separation occurs when the boundary layer can no longer
withstand the pressure rise across the shockwave. The high pressure feeds forward at
separation through the subsonic portion of the boundary layer close to the wal). The
pressure difference thus existing across the boundary layer upstream of the shockwave
causes it to separate and readjust to a new equilibrium position. The point of
separation is therefore upstream of the point of impingement of the shockwave. The
separation may reattach, or remain separated, depending on the initial state of the
boundary layer, the degree of interaction and the pressure gradient imposed in the
downstream region.

Fig. 24 illustrates three common forms of shock induced boundary layer separatior.

Fig. 24(a) shows "bridging" of the boundary layer across the angle between two
external compression surfaces, caused by the inability of the boundary layer to withstand
pressure rise due to the oblique shockwave that would form at their junction. This type
of interaction is common at very high altitudes, where the Reynolds number is low enough
for the boundary layer to be laminar.

Fig. 24(b) illustrates typical separation of the compression surface boundary layer
'nduced by a strong cowl shockwave. The separation generates oblique shockwaves locally
,s shown, significantly modifying the shock system from its intended geometry.

The phenomena described above are known as "incident" shock-boundary layer
interactions. Another type of interaction which commonly occurs in air intakes is known
as the "glancing" shock-boundary layer interaction. In this case the shockwave lies
across the boundary layer formed on a surface parallel to the flow direction. Boundary
layer separation will occur at a lower pressure ratio than required for incident shock
induced separation. This is because the boundary layer is sheared laterally as the flow
is turned, parallel to the surface, by the shock.ave, as shown in Fig. 24(c).

Reference 23 gives empirically determined pressure ratios at which incipient
incident shock-induced separation will occur. These are shown in Fig. 25. It can be
seen that a normal shock at a Mach number of 1.3 is sufficient to cause separation
according to these criteria. For a laminar boundary layer, of course, a much lower
pressure ratio will provoke separation.

For , glancing-shock/boundary layer interaction, Stanbrook (Reference 24) observed
that a pressure ratio of 1.5 across an oblique shock was sufficient to cause separation
of a turbulent boundary layer.

4.1.5 Boundary Layer Bleed

The internal performance of supersonic air intake intended for high Mach number
operation can normally be improved by the provision of boundary layer bleed on, or at the
end of the compression surfaces, in the region of any shock/boundary layer interaction.
The benefits derive from restoring the shock system to a condition closer to the desired
inviscid geometry, and eliminating, or reducing the effects of separated flow on the
subsonic diffuser.

The boundary layer may be removed through perforations in the surface of the intake
(Fig. 26(a)), a ram scoop (Fig. 26(b)) or a flush slot (Fig. 26(c)).

Distributed bleed through perforations is the most common method for compression
surface or sidewall bleed. Ram scoop boundary layer bleeds have been used in the throat
of supersonic intakes and are effective at design conditions, though their performance
may deteriorate rapidly off design. The wide flush boundary layer bleed slot is well
suited to use in the throat of a two dimensional intake (situated between the compression
surface and the subsonic diffuser), (Reference 25). This type of bleed is very effective
in improving intake internal performance over a wide range of internal flow conditions.
Typical internal performance benefits resulting from the use of boundary layer bleed are
shown in Fig. 27.

An example of the analytical design of a boundary layer bleed system for a mixed-
compression intake is given in Reference 26.

Although boundary layer bleeds are most commonly used to prevent shock induced
separation in supersonic air intakes they are occasionally used in subsonic air intakes
to improve flow conditions.



4.1.6 Boundary Layer Ingestion Effects

Ingestion of approaching boundary layer from the bcdy of a missile by a side air
intake will cause a degradation in flow quality and pressure recovery. This will be due
not only to the energy deficit in the ingested boundary layer but to increased mixing
losses in the subsonic diffuser, and in the case of a supersonic intake, increased
shock-boundary layer interaction. Furthermore Seddon, in Reference 27, shows that
thickening and separation of the approaching boundary layer may result from the adverse
pressure gradients generated by diffusion in the flowfield ahead of intake entry, as
shown in Fig. 28. It is therefore beneficial to move the intake away from the body. The
approaching boundary layer may then pass through the gap between the intake and the body
and is normally diverted sideways by a wedge shaped fairing as shown in Fig. 29.

The effect on internal performance of immersion of the intake in the body boundary
layer is shown in Fig. 30, for a typical half axisymmetric supersonic air intake
(Reference 28). Increasing immersion has an adverse effect on both pressure recovery andmaximum mass flow.

In determining the height of the boundary layer diverter the effects of incidence on
the dart boundary layer should be considered. As will be shown later, for some intake
positions the height of the approaching boundary layer is significantly greater when the
missile is at incidence than it is at zero incidence.

The diverter passage should, of course be designed so that it does not interfere
with the flow entering the intake. For a supersonic intake the included apex angle of
the diverter fairing should if possible be less than 20' to avoid upstream influence and
to minimise wave drag. The apex should be set back a little from the intake entry and
the passage between the intake and the body should diverge slightly laterally and
longitudinally to prevent choking. In the case of a half conical intake some interaction
may arise between the intake shock system and the body boundary layer ahead of the cowl,
reducing the effectiveness of the diverter system. Introducing a swept splitter plate to
separate the diverter from the intake pre-entry flowfield, as illustrated in Fig. 29, may
prevent this interaction and improve intake performance.

4.2 Mass Flow Ratio

It is convenient to non-dimensionalise the air mass flows entering the intake by
referencing them to the mass flow that would pass through a characteristic area if it
were placed in the freestream at flight conditions. For convenience the intake entry
area AIN T is normally selected as the characteristic area.

Referring to Fig. 31, the mass flow ratio associated with engine air flow, the main
duct mass flow ratio, may be defined as:

m - air mass flow at engine entry AENG

mINT air mass flow throughscharac- at enieetyINGteristic area at freestream INT
conditions

The mass flow ratio associated with any boundary layer bleed, or bypass flow, taken
from within the intake may be defined in a similar manner.

=B  A-B
B m INT AINT

The intake capture mass flow ratio will be the sum of the main duct and bleed mass
flow ratios.

'CAP= mCAP = ml+ = =B A CAP
miNT  m-INT l+ B AINT

Of course, if there is no internal boundary layer bleed flow, then

CAP l
The mass flow ratio definitions may apply to single intakes a- shown, or jointly to

multiple intake configurations. The use of freestream reference conditions takes into
account any effects due to the body flow flowfield on conditions at intake entry.

If the flow entering the intake is unaffected by the body flowfield, as in the case
of a nose intake, or if local conditions ahead of the intake entry are used for
reference, then the capture streamtube in supersonic flight will nearly always be less
than, or equal to the intake area. Thus the mass flow ratio in this case cannot exceed
unity, this value being achieved when the external compression shocks and the final
normal shockwave fall on or inside the cowl lip. An exception to this may occur in the
case of certain types of intake at incidence. This has the effect of increasing the
capture streamtube by increasing the effective intake area (Section 9.2.2).
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As shown previously in subsonic flight conditions the streamtube ahead of the intake
may be larger than the intake area.

4.3 Engine Airflow Demand

At a given engine "throttle" setting and flight condition both the turbojet and the
ramjet engine operate at a fixed value of engine entry Mach number, M For a given
engine this corresponds to the "non-dimensional" mass flow parameter T1 /P1 as shown
below.

This may be related to the main duct mass flow ratio and intake pressure recovery as
follows.

IVT I /P 1 ml/m INT ti

"-NT T.P 1 1I

Stagnation temperature T1 = T since no heat addition.

= m
1i I VT 1 /P 1  l QA I
i1 Q-AINT QAINT

where Q = f(M) =M N

R Y +1
( 2(y - 1)(I + 2 a

and = ratio of specific heats
R Universal gas constant

4.4 The Intake Characteristic

The internal performance of an air intake may be described at each flight condition
(Mach number, incidence, sideslip or roll angle) by a unique curve, the intake
characteristic. A set of such curves are necessary to define intake performance over the
flight envelope, taking into account, for example, the variation of flight Mach number
and incidence. Any change of intake configuration due to variable geometry, must also be
reflected by appropriate intake characteristics.

There are two common forms of intake characteristic:

as a function of Q1
as a function of or CAP

The point at which the air intake operates on the characteristic (i.e. the value of
mass flow ratio and pressure recovery) is governed by conditions at the downstream end of
the intake duct, that is, by the engine airflow demand. This is known as the matched
operating point and is given by the appropriate value of Q or on the intake
characteristic as shown in Fig. 32.

Internal performance characteristics are normally obtained from wind tunnel tests
performed using a model of the intake or intakes.

Two types of model are commonly used. An isolated intake model may be used to
explore the effect of detail changes of compression geometry on a relatively large scale
without the effect of a body flowfield, while full installed performance can only be
obtained by using a model in which the internal geometry of the intake, together with any
wing or body that may influence the flow entering the intake, are represented.

A typical installed internal performance model is illustrated in Fig. 33. This
model is used for general weapon intake research and development purposes and
consequently is constructed to allow a wide range of geometry variations to be studied.
Different nose lengths and shapes and diverter heights may be tested and components are
available to allow various types of intake, different entries into the combustion
chamber, and single, twin and four intake installations to be studied.

The main features of the model are as follows:

An array of Pitot tubes, disposed on an equal area basis, or a rotating Pitot rake,
is situated at the engine entry station to allow the total presure recovery of the
intake to be deduced and the flow uniformity assessed. One or more high response
pressure transducers may be mounted in the surface of the intake duct to allow pressure
fluctuations due to flow unsteadiness or instability to be recorded. Downstream of the
engine entry station, following a short length of duct, a calibrated choked plug or valve
is used to control and measure the flow through the intake. Increasing the throat Lrea
of the plug raises "engine face" Mach number, while reducing the throat area has the
opposite effect.

The model is mounted on a sting to allow incidence and roll angle to be varied.



For tests at supersonic speeds the full range of simulated engine flow demand may be
achieved by exhausting the intake flow into the wind tunnel. For subsonic and transonic
testing some form of suction device (generally an e3ector) is often necessary to provide
representative high mass flows.

A review of some of the techniques used in testing wind tunnel models of air intakes
is presented in Reference 29.

The flow behaviour accounting for the shape of the intake characteristic (i.e. how
pressure recovery varies with mass flow ratio) follows the same pattern for intakes of
similar type. Therefore, although quantitively the characteristic depends very much on
the intake configuration and the flight condition that it represents, the general shape
of the characteristic may be qualitatively described for various types of air intake.

4.4.1 Air Intakes at Subsonic Speeds

4.4.1.1 The Pitot Intake

At moderate and high subsonic speeds the flow in the diffuser will be the major
factor determining the losses in a Pitot intake. The intake characteristic will
therefore take the form shown in Fig. 34(a). The pressure recovery will reduce gradually
as mass flow ratio and hence diffuser entry Mach number is increased, falling off rapidly
as this approaches sonic conditions.

At low and zero forward speeds, the "sharp lip" loss will dominate, giving a rapid
reduction in pressure recovery as mass flow is increased. This is illustrated in Fig.
34(b). The characteristic is plotted against Q in this case. will be very large
at low forward speeds, as Q tends to zero at static conditions, is therefore not a
very useful parameter under these circumstances.

4.4.1.2 The Flush Intake

The approaching body boundary layer, thickened or separated due to the adverse
pressure gradient on the entry ramp, will form a significant proportion of the mass flow
entering the intake at low mass flow ratios. This, coupled with increased diffuser
losses due to mixing, will cause the pressure recovery to be depressed, as shown in Fig.
35. As mass flow ratio is increased, the pre-entry pressure gradient will be reduced,
with favourable effects on the ingested boundary layer and pressure recovery will rise.
Further increasing the mass flow will yield a deterioration in pressure recovery
attributable to the approach of sonic conditions at diffuser entry and possible ingestion
of the sidewall vortices.

A similar characteristic will be exhibited by any subsonic intake that ingests low
energy air from the body boundary layer.

4.4.2 Air Intake at Supersonic Speeds

4.4.2.1 The Pitot Intake

At supersonic speeds the intake characteristic has two distinct regions, dictated by
the position of the terminal shockwave.

Consider a Pitot intake operating at supersonic speed (Fig. 36). At low mass flow
ratios the normal shockwave that forms at the intake entry, must detach from the cowl lip
to allow spillage of excess air to take place between it and the cowl. As engine demand
is increased and spillage is reduced, the shockwave moves back towards the cowl lip.
During this stage the shock losses remain constant while the diffuser losses increase due
to the increasing duct Mach number, resulting in a reduction in pressure recovery.

When the shockwave attaches to the cowl lip forespill cannot take place. The mass
flow ratio is therefore limited tb this value, which is unity at all flight Mach numbers
(when based on conditions ahead of entry).

A further increase in Mach number at the engine entry station will be accomplished
by a reduction in pressure recovery. This results from the normal shockwave moving
progressively into the subsonic diffuser. As it does this the Mach number ahead of it
increases (due to the duct area increase) causing the shock losses to increase. The
diffuser losses will also rise due to increasing shock-boundary layer interaction within
the duct.

The point at which the normal shockwave attaches to the lip is known as the CRITICAL
POINT. The constant mass flow part of the characteristic is the SUPERCRITICAL REGIME of
operation, while the varying mass flow region is known as the SUBCRITICAL REGIME.

4.4.2.2 The External Compression Intake

The intake characteristic for an external compression intake, with ramp or conical
compression surfaces, is similar to that for the supersonic Pitot intake (Fig. 37).
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Increasing interaction between the normal shockwave and the boundary layer on the
compression surfaces may, however, occur in subcritical operation due to the effect of
the adverse pressure gradient in the pre-entry flowfield. This reduces pressure recovery
as mass flow is reduced. By virtue of the more efficient shock compression system the
subcritical and critical pressure recovery will generally be higher than that of a Pitot
intake at the same Mach number. Also, if the Mach number is lower than that at which the
pre-compression shockwaves are focussed onto the cowl lip, the supercritical capture mass
flow ratio will be less than unity, since some supersonic forespill will occur.

In this type of intake the subcritical operating range is limited by an instability
known as buzz. The causes and effects of this will be discussed in Section 6.2.

If throat boundary layer bleed is employed, the bleed flow will increase as the
intake is driven in the subcritical sense. This is because the pressure in the intake
throat increases with reducing throat Mach number, thus increasing the pressure ratio
across the bleed system. In this case two characteristics describe the behaviour of the
intake, one relating to the main duct mass flow ratio, the other to the capture mass flow
ratio, as shown in Fig. 38.

4.4.2.3 The Mixed Compression Air Intake
--------------------------------

The mixed compression air intake may exhibit two modes of operation over a range of
engine flow demand; "started" and "unstarted". In started operation supersonic internal
compression is achieved, resulting in low external drag, with the potential for high
pressure recovery. In unstarted operation supersonic internal compression is not
achieved and high drag and low internal performance will result.

In considering conditions necessary for started operation it is simpler to observe
the operation of a single shock internal compression intake of the classical type
(Reference 30), as shown in Fig. 39. For simplicity the flow between the cowl lip and
the throat is assumed to be isentropic.

The ability to start the intake at a given flight Mach number depends on the
internal contraction ratio, (the ratio of throat to cowl area). For starting to be
possible the intake throat must be sized so that it chokes only when the cowl shock is
attached to the lip. The terminal shockwave will then be "swallowed" to lie downstream
of the throat. This can only occur if the intake contraction ratio lies above line A in
Fig. 39, at the flight Mach number of interest. Supersonic flow will exist up to the
normal shockwave, decelerating upstream of the throat and reaccelerating downstream of
it. Line A is obtained by assuming a normal shock at the cowl and determining the area
ratio necessary to achieve sonic flow isentropically from the Mach number downstream of
this norma, shock.

This is given by

~AA 2 (1+ 2_~ 2
LA L M i/

Maximum internal performance is achieved when the normal shockwave is situated just
downstream of the throat and the throat Mach number is just supersonic. This condition
can only be achieved from the started condition by reducing the contraction ratio. It
will occur just above line B in Fig. 39. This represents the limit of started operation.
It is the area ratio necessary to achieve sonic conditions in the absence of a shock at
the cowl lip, assuming isentropic flow.

Y+l____
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Since the shock cannot remain in equilibrium upstream of the throat a further
reduction in contraction ratio, a reduction in engine demand, or a reduction in flight
Mach number will cause unstart to occur.

If the throat chokes before the cowl shock attaches to the lip started operation is
not possible, since increasing engine demand cannot then affect the external shock
structure, but only increase losses in the subsonic diffuser by the formation of a second
shockwave downstream of the throat. This will occur in the region below line A.

In practice viscous effects and shockwaves occurring in the contracting section of
the duct would slightly increase the limiting contraction area ratio given by line B.

Starting area ratios for a mixed compression intake may be computed in a similar
manner, using the Mach number ahead of the cowl shock and downstream of the external
oblique shock system.
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Operation of a mixed compression intake at a Mach number at which starting is
possible (i.e. above line A) is shown in the intake characteristic of Fig. 40.

In supercritical operation the intake is started. As engine flow demand is reduced
the shockwave will move closer to the throat of the intake. When this is reached a
further reduction in engine flow demand will result in unstart, giving a sudden reduction
of mass flow and pressure recovery. If engine flow demand is now increased the intake
will remain unstarted until maximum capture is attained.

In the regime of high internal performance, i.e. just above line B in Fig. 39,
variation of engine demand will result in an intake characteristic of the type shown in
Fig. 41. Assuming started supercritical operation, reducing engine flow demand will
result in unstart occurring as the shockwave reaches the intake throat. A second
(unstarted) supercritical region will be encountered as shown. A further reduction in
engine demand results in a forward movement of the cowl shock in subcritical operation.
An increase in engine demand in this unstarted state will result in the intake remaining
unstarted in supercritical operation since, as shown previously, only an increase in
contraction ratio or in flight Mach number can restart started operation.

5. PREDICTION OF INTAKE PRE-ENTRY FLOWFIELDS

In the initial design of an air intake it is often necessary to predict the pre-
entry flowfield (the region over which pre-entry diffusion takes place) in order that
estimates may be made of internal performance and intake drag. The following remarks
assume that the flow upstream of this region is uniform and known.

5.1 Subsonic Intakes

Accurate estimates of the pre-entry flowfield of a subsonic intake may be made using
theory based on potential flow, such as that of Reference 31. Such methods will provide
detailed information on the flowfield at entry and facilitate the selection of an optimum
cowl lip profile. Euler methods may also be used. At the other extreme a one
dimensional approach is commonly used to estimate pre-entry drag of this type of intake.

5.2 Supersonic Intakes

The ease with which the pre-entry flowfield of a supersonic intake may be predicted
depends very much on the intake configuration. The method of characteristics (References
32 and 33), has been employed in the calculation of axisymmetric and two dimensional
intakes for many years. More recently the use of shock capturing finite difference Euler
techniques (References 34 and 35) have been used for the prediction of three dimensional
intake flowfields. These methods do not account for viscous effects. Combined viscous
and inviscid analysis may be employed, allowing for boundary layer growth through the
intake shock system, as described in Reference 36. Navier Stokes methods will find
application in this area as the reach maturity.

The above methods, and many others, are computer based techniques, often requiring
large storage and long computation time. Therefore, cruder methods are often employed to
determine the intake pre-entry flowfield, and to make first estimates of supersonic air
intake performance.

5.2.1 Pitot Intake

The stand-off distance and shape of the normal detached shockwave that forms ahead
of a Pitot intake at supersonic speeds and in subcritical operation may be estimated
using the method of Moeckel (Reference 37). The relationship between detachment and
forespill is presented in Fig. 42.
5.2.2 Two Dimensional Intake

Computation of the pre-entry flowfield for a two dimensional intake is relatively
straightforward provided that the compression surface shocks are attached and the intake
is operating supercritically, (i.e. without a detached normal shock). Tables or graphs
of compressible flow properties such as Reference 38 may be employed to locate the
shockwaves and determine shock losses, while the pre-entry streamtube may be traced
forward from the cowl lip, being parallel to the wedge surfaces (Fig. 43).

In real intake, however, empirical corrections must be made to correct for boundary
layer on the wedge surface and to allow for spillage taking place laterally between the
shock system and the sidewall. These considerations are discussed in Reference 39.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental shock positions (Reference 40) revealed
that the first wedge shock was positioned at an angle equivalent to a wedge angle 0.75 to
1 degree steeper than the geometric value. This is confirmed by capture mass flow
measurements, described in Reference 39. The effect is due to the growth of boundary
layer on the compression surface. A correction should therefore be made to the angle of
the first wedge in any calculation.

If the effect of sidespill is not allowed for the intake capture mass flow ratio
will be over-estimated. The disparity will be increased if the sidewall is cut back or
the intake is operating below the shock on lip Mach number.
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A correlation has been developed by McGregor in Reference 39 to allow a correction
for this effect to be made. This was derived using data from a double wedge intake, over
a Mach number range between 1.7 and 2.46.

The loss of capture is related to the correlation parameter G (Fig. 44), where

G A (A (
p  A) +

INT 1 PO

where p0' P1 ' P2 1 A1 and A2 are static pressures and areas defined in Fig. 44.

Subcritical operation of a two dimensional intake is also considered in Reference
39. The method of predicting the detachment distance of the cowl shock was that
discussed previously for Pitot intakes. Using this technique and an equivalent Pitot
intake, Fig. 45, the stability boundary of the intake was reasonably predicted. This was
based on the Ferri Criterion for buzz described in Section 6.2.

5.2.3 Axisymmetric Intakes

5.2.3.1 Single Conical Compression Surface

The supercritical pre-entry flowfield of intakes having a single conical compression
surface may be calculated relatively easily using tables or charts relating to conical
flow. In conical flow conditions are constant along 'rays' emanating from the cone apex,
varying with ray angle. Thus, the streamlines through the conical flowfield follow a
curved path and the conditions across the intake at the cowl lip are not uniform, as
shown in Fig. 46. The critical capture mass flow ratio may be determined by tracing the
streamline from the cowl lip from ray to ray to the conical shockwave. Alternatively,
Reference 41 provides values calculated for a wide range of intake configurations and
flight Mach number. Hermann in Reference 42 indicates that a close approximation to the
critical shock pressure recovery is given by assuming the normal cowl shock to occur at
the mean of the cowl lip and cone surface Mach numbers.

Subcritical operation might be estimated, if required, using the same method as
proposed for the two dimensional intake.

5.2.3.2 Double Conical Compression Surfaces

Flowfields of intakes with two or more axisymmetric compression surfaces are more
difficult to compute than single cone flowfields, since the flow is not conical behind
the second shockwave. A close approximation to the flowfield, suitable for initial
estimates of intake internal performance and drag, may be reached using a technique far
simpler than the method of characteristics. It is however, tedious and not really
suitable for hand calculation.

To design a double cone intake with the shockwaves focussed on the lip at a given
Mach number the following procedure is adopted.

A suitable angle for the first cone is selected and the conical flowfield is
computed at the shock-on-lip Mach number. The cowl lip position is fixed on the conical
shockwave from the cone apex. The assumption is made that the change of flow direction
through the second shock is constant along its length. A suitable angle for this is
selected and the second shockwave is computed as the series of oblique elements that will
provide this constant turning. These elements span the rays of the conical flowfield, as
shown in Fig. 47 and the mean values of the flow properties between the rays are used to
provide upstream conditions for the second shockwave. The shockwave is constructed
sequentially until it meets the cone surface, which defines the start of the second
compression surface.

Conditions at the cowl lip station are calculated on a one dimensional basis between
the streamlines in the second flowfield, Shock pressure recovery is obtained by using a
suitable mean value of the total pressure recovery of the shock system between centrebody
and cowl lip.

At Mach numbers lower than that required for shock-on-lip the flowfield may be
constructed in a similar manner, this time working from the cone surface outwards to
compute the second shockwave.



* 6. INTAKE-ENGINE COMPATIBILITY

The subject of the acceptability of the flow provided by an air intake to an engine
* is known, particularly where a turbojet engine is involved, as intake-engine

compatibility. It deals with the quality of the flow in terms of uniformity and
steadiness.

6.1 Uniformity of Flow

6.1.1 Turbojet Engine

Intake flow distortion is a measure of the non-uniformity of the flow presented by
the air intake to the engine. Acceptable flow distortion at engine entry is particularly
important in the case of a turbojet engine. If a turbojet compressor is presented with
non-uniform flow at entry the effective incidence of the blades will vary as they sweep
through the flowfield. If the distortion is severe enough some of the compressor blades
will stall and engine surge may result. Alternatively, the first stages of a compressor
may be lightly loaded in some areas, due to an effective incidence reduction and this may
have the effect of increasing the loading on the rear stages, again provoking surge.

Surge is a drastic reduction and possible reversal of flow through the compressor,
resulting in high pressure loads on both the engine and the intake structure. Depending
on the engine, the operating conditions and the cause, it may be cyclic in nature, or
take the form of a single pulse. Flame extinction may or may not occur. It is therefore
not a desirable occurrence, especially in an unmanned vehicle where remedial action
cannot be taken.

Compressor operation may be represented by the steady state compressor
characteristics, Fig. 48. Surge free engine operation is possible below the surge
boundary. The position of the engine equilibrium running line is determined by the
characteristics of the nozzle, turbine and compressor. As turbine entry temperature is
increased, the operating point moves along this line to the right, For surge free
operation an adequate margin must be maintained between the running line and the surge
boundary. Often the value of "non-dimensional" compressor speed N/JT is limited to
avoid the risk of surge at high altitude, or on cold days. The transient behaviour of
the eagine during rapid throttle operation must also be taken into account, since the
operating point will depart from the steady state running line under these conditions,
approaching the surge line during engine acceleration.

An increase in flow distortion will cause the surge line to move towards the engine
operating line. If they cross and the engine operating point lies above the surge line,
then surge will occur.

Much work has been carried out in the aircraft propulsion field to find a parameter
or distortion index which will quantitatively relate the intake flow distortion to the
loss in surge margin. It is important to know this so that regions of the flight
envelope and engine operating envelope in which surge is likely to occur may be
identified from wind tunnel tests on intake models. Curative measures may then be taken
at an early stage in intake development.

The engine manufacturer will specify limiting values of flow distortion acceptable
to the engine. These will have been determined by testing the engine in a test cell and
subjecting it to varying degrees of unsteady and distorted entry flow generated by means
of rods, gauzes or plates set across the intake duct. No universal distortion index has
yet been found. A certain engine entry flow pattern might produce a large loss of surge
margin in the case of a particular engine while causing only a small change for another
of a different type or make.

Thus, there are many different distortion indices in use (for example, KD, KA_, Kt,
DC,,), each quantifying the non-uniformity in a different way and each having been found
suitable for predicting the sensitivity of a given type or make of engine to distortion
induced surge.

A common example is the distortion coefficient DC.:

DCO = 0

where P. 
= 

Area weighted mean total pressure in the sector of the engine face, subtending
the angle , which has the lowest mean total pressure.

P1 = Area weighted mean total pressure of the whole engine face.
= Mean dynamic head at the engine face.

1 is normally 60 or 90 degrees.

An example of the variation of this parameter and its relation to the total pressure
distribution from which it was derived, is given in Fig. 49. This is for a two
dimensional supersonic intake operated at Mach 1.9 at zero and 4 degrees of sideslip.
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The use of a steady state distortion coefficient has been shown to be an
insufficient criterion to predict the onset of distortion induced surge. Experiments and
development tests have shown that the distortion pattern at an engine face is not constant
but randomly and rapidly changing. Typically the peak instantaneous distortion index, or
dynamic distortion index, may be double the time average value. Peaks of sufficient
magnitude can cause engine surge even though they may last for only one engine
revolution. The measurement of instantaneous distortion requires 20 to 40 small high
response transducers mounted in an array of Pitot tubes at the engine face. High speed
recording and processing equipments are necessary and the subsequent computer analysis of
the instantaneous distortion at time intervals of the order of a millisecond, is time
consuming.

For initial assessment of the intake a statistical or synthesis method may be used
to predict peak dynamic distortions from steady state distributions and a measure of the
unsteady pressure from a limited number of transducers.

References 43, 44, 45 and 46 deal with the measurement of flow distortion, and
other aspects of distortion induced surge.

6.1.2 Ramiet Engine

Although the tolerance of a ramjet engine to flow non-uniformity is obviously
greater than that of a turbojet engine, severe maldistribution of the flow at engine
entry may cause uneven or inefficient burning and possible flame extinction.

This often occurs in supercritical intake operation where separations are present in
the diffuser and conditions of low fuel-to-air ratio make the engine more susceptible to
the effects of flow non-uniformity. A solution that has been employed on several ramjet
engines is an Aerodynamic Grid. This is a grid formed by streamline struts or holes
bored in a plate, situated at the end of the subsonic diffuser. The streamlined nature
of the grid has little effect on intake performance at critical and subcritical
conditions. At the high diffuser exit Mach numbers associated with supercritical
operation the apertures in the grid choke. This has two effects: further downstream
movement of the diffuser shock is prevented; and the grid redistributes the flow to a
more uniform pattern. Aerodynamic grids are described and their effects illustrated in
Reference 47.

With multiple air intakes the non-uniformity of flow entering the combustion chamber
due to an imbalance of operating conditions between the intakes will generally have more
effect than the flow uniformity at the exit to each of the individual ducts. Such
effects not only affect the flame-holding qualities of the combustor but may also lead to
local hotspots and damage to the combustor itself.

Severe imbalance is more likely to occur at subcritical intake operating conditions
at incidence and may be avoided by careful choice of intake size, or use of the fuel
control system to maintain supercritical operation.

6.1.3 Sources of Flow Non-Uniformity

The main sources of low non-uniformity and unsteadiness affecting sunsonic air
intakes are:

(a) non-uniform flowfield upstream of intake entry (Vortex, wakes, etc).

(b) ingested body boundary layer.

(c) diffuser boundary layer separations.

(d) cowl lip boundary layer separations at high incidence, high mass flow rates, or
low forward speed.

(e) local transonic effects at high mass flow ratios.

Supersonic air intakes may also suffer from high flow distortion from these sources
and in addition from non-uniformity of total pressure due to shockwave intersections in
the capture flowfield. This problem often arises at incidence when the shockwaves will
not be at the "design" positions. Shock-induced boundary layer separation may also
prevail in supersonic intakes under these conditions, where local shock strengthening may
occur. Shock induced boundary layer separation often occurs in the subsonic duct of a
supersonic intake during supercritical operation, when the strength of the terminal
shockwave is high, as noted in Section 4.4.

6.2 Intake Flow Instability

6.2.1 Buzz

Buzz is a duct flow instability which occurs in subcritical operation of supersonic
intakes with external compression. It is characterised by large cyclic pulsations of
mass flow and duct pressure, together with extreme movements of the intake shock system.
Duct pressure pulsation amplitudes as much as 50 to 80% of freestream stagnation pressure
have been measured in wind tunnel experiments on ramjet intake - engine duct combinations
(Reference 48). The onset of buzz may be sudden or gradual but in most cases the
amplitude of oscillation increases the further mass flow is reduced past the buzz
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boundary. This is not true for all supersonic intakes, however, as some types have been
observed experimentally to have distinct regions of buzz type instability, separated by
regions of stable flow.

Generally, the first buzz boundary that is encountered as mass flow is reduced marks
the limit of practical operation of the intake. Where this occurs in the subcritical
region is highly dependent on the intake geometry and the flight Mach number. In some
instances, when operating close to the Mach number at which the shock falls on the cowl
lip no stable subcritical range of operation will be available. When the Mach number is
much less than the shock on lip value a fairly large stable subcritical range may be
present.

Operation in buzz would almost certainly cause surge in the case of a turbojet and
flame extinction in the case of a ramjet. Interaction between the buzzing air intake and
the engine may increase the amplitude of the pressure pulsations. A ramjet engine
suffering flame extinction, due to the first buzz pulse, for example, would demand
increased mass flow due to the reduction in temperature in the combustion chamber. This
could cause the intake to move out of the buzz region, allowing combustion to re-
establish itself. The resulting increase in combustion chamber temperature would reduce
the mass flow again causing a further pulse to occur.

The probable catastrophic effect of the large pressure pulsations on the engine
components and duct structure, together with the large oscillatory aerodynamic loading on
the missile caused by the motion of the shock system upstream of intake entry cannot be
tolerated.

Fig. 50 illustrates the typical position of the buzz boundary for a supersonic
external compression intake and the duct pressure-time history during buzz.

Buzz was first encountered by Oswatitsch, during tests on a wind tunnel model of the
intake for an air breathing missile in 1944 (Reference 22). Since that date it has been
investigated by many researchers and has been observed to be caused by several factors.

One of the first explanations for the cause of this phenomenon was otfered by Ferri
(Reference 49) and is illustrated in Fig. 51).

Ferri postulated that buzz was initiated when the vortex sheet, originating from the
intersection of the normal shockwave and the oblique or conical shockwave, moves inside
of the cowl lip. This will occur as the normal shock moves forward as mass flow is
reduced. When the vortex sheet enters the intake it causes a separation on the internal
surface of the cowl which brings about a large reduction in effective duct area. Because
the Mach number at the throat of the intake is high this causes choking to occur,
producing a strong pressure wave which moves upstream and starts the oscillations. The
pressure dave causes the normal shock to move forward, away from the cowl. This reduces
the mass flow, which in turn reduces the back pressure, causing the shock to move back
towards the cowl lip. The shock overshoots the initial position and the vortex sheet
moves outside the cowl lip. The process repeats itself cyclicaly and buzz occurs.

Ferri also showed that buzz could be initiated by a vortex sheet from the
intersection of the normal shock and an oblique or conical shockwave generated by a
separation on the compression surface. In this case the vortex sheet approaches the cowl
from the inside as mass flow is reduced and the separation point moves forward.

Sterbertz and Evvard, Reference 50, apply a theoretical approach for predicting the
onset of buzz of a ramjet intake and combustor, which likened the duct to a Helmholtz
resonator. They showed that resonance would occur when the intake characteristic had a
positive slope of sufficient value. Experimental evidence, however, has shown that
instability may occur with zero, or negative slope.

Dailey, Reference 51, suggests that a shock induced separation on the compression
surface may choke the inlet entry, causing a reduction in mass flow. This reduces the
back pressure, causing the shock system to move back towards the cowl lip, initiating a
cyclic buzz oscillation (Fig. 52).

More recently, Hall (Reference 52) provided a criterion for instability produced by
low energy regions present in the flowfield approaching the intake (Fig. 53). These
could be due to, for example, separated body boundary layer, or the wake of a canard
foreplane. Hall states that if the total pressure of a streamtube of air intercepted by
the inlet, less any shock losses encountered in the compression process, is not greater
than the downstream static pressure, then flow reversal and associated intake instability
may occur.

In cases where buzz is caused by the presence of a separation on the compression
surface, boundary layer bleed, or vortex generators are often effective in removing this
and increasing the stable subcritical range of operation of the intake.

6.2.2 Unsteadiness

Flow unsteadiness generally results from the presence of separated flow within the
intake or on the compression surfaces. It is therefore often associated with regions of
high distortion. It is often found, for example, in the supercritical region of
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operation of a supersonic air intake, increasing in magnitude as engine demand is
increased (Fig. 50). The unsteadiness is normally of much higher frequency than buzz and
of lower amplitude, 10% of freestream stagnation pressure being a typical high level. It
may take the form of random jumps, caused by a shock flicking between two near stable
positions, or a continuous fluctuation.

The onset of significant unsteadiness of this type may form a practical
supercritical intake operating limit for both turbojet and ramjet installations.

6.2.3 Twin Duct Instability

For certain types of twin duct air intakes, symmetric operation may be impossible
under certain operating conditions, even though the individual intake ducts are
geometrically identical, and operating under the same aerodynamic conditions (Fig. 54(a)).

This phenomenon is encountered in air intakes having pressure recovery
characteristics which rise to a maximum, before falling again as mass flow ratio is
increased. Flush intakes, Pitot intakes without diverters and some types of supersonic
intake fall into this category.

Martin and Holtzhauser, in Reference 53 demonstrate that the intake system will not
be stable in the symmetric mode of operation at mass flow ratios (velocity ratio in
incompressible flow) below that for maximum static pressure at the confluence of the
ducts. At mass flow ratios above that for maximum static pressure, the system will be
stable in this mode.

Fig. 54(b) shows a static pressure recovery characteristic of the type of intake in
question, for each of the ducts operating independently. It is assumed that the static
pressure in each duct at their confluence is always identical. Thus the mass flow ratios
at which the ducts will operate in combination may be determined from lines of constant
static pressure recovery. At system mass flow ratios greater than that for maximum
static pressure recovery, the requirement for uniform static pressure at the confluence
can only be satisfied with equal mass flow rates in each duct. The quantity of flow in
each will therefore tend to remain constant. At system mass flow ratios less than that
for maximum static pressure recovery, the uniform static pressure requirement may be met
by either equal quantities of flow in each duct, or unequal quantities, as shown.

The variation of individual duct mass flow ratio, with total system mass flow ratio
is shown in Fig. 54(c). The system mass flow ratio for flow reversal in one duct may
therefore be determined.

It can be shown by consideration of the conditions that occur if the system is
disturbed, that below the mass tlow ratio at which the two modes of operation are
possible, the asymmetric mode is preferred. Stable asymmetric flow may occur, even with
reversed flow in one duct, resulting in high flow distortion and low pressure recovery.
Alternatively the system may oscillate, first one duct, then the other, passing the high
mass flow. Neither of these conditions are desirable and if such a configuration is
unavoidable, it should not be operated below the mass flow ratio for maximum static
pressure. This could occur due to throttling, for example, or a change in flight
velocity.

Beke (Reference 54) presents a similar analysis, which allows the onset of flow
reversal in one of the ducts to be predicted from individual intake duct characteristics
for twin duct supersonic intake systems.

6.2.4 Multiple Duct Instability

The instability phenomenon described above is not only restricted to twin duct
configurations but may occur in any multiple intake configuration which shares a common
duct at some point downstream of the entry.

If, for example, a supersonic 4 intake system at incidence is throttled it often
happens that when one of the intakes reaches the critical point (usually the intake in
the most adverse flowfield) that intake will jump to a subcritical state while the other
3 intakes will operate more supercritically to compensate and provide the same value of
E/n. Further throttling will result in 2 intakes going subcritical, while the other two
move in the supercritical sense. Further throttling may result in 3 and eventually all 4
going subcritical.

Thus a discontinuous multi-leg intake characteristic as shown in Fig. 55 will
result.

Depending on the degree of throttling and the nature of the intake characteristics
reverse flow may be present in one or more ducts.

The characteristics of a system of multiple intakes may be predicted by considering
the characteristics of the individual ducts, and applying the equal static pressure
criterion at the confluence, as described in Reference 55.

The criterion of constant static pressure suggests that the pressure recovery of the
multiple intake system will essentially be the same as the pressure recovery of the intake
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duct having the lowest pressure recovery (that in the most adverse flowfield) unless
there is reverse flow present. This has been borne out by experimental data over a wide
range of incidence, roll angle and throttle setting as shown in Fig. 56.

7. OPERATION OF AN ENGINE-INTAKE COMBINATION

7.1 Turbojet Engine

For a turbojet engine the "non-dimensional" mass flow rate m /VT-/P is nearly
proportional to the "non-dimensional" compressor speed N/VTl. (N~te thise are not true
non-dimensional groups but can be considered as such for a 1pecific engine).

For a fixed throttle setting small turbojets may be operated at constant mechanical
compressor speed, N, with a possible limit on the value of N/-.. The value of m i/PI
will therefore reduce with increasing Mach number as the value ;f T increases, a o
in Fig. 57. If the thrust of the engine is reduced by reducing fuel flow, the compressor
speed will decrease and so too will m IT /P . Increasing ambient temperature (hot day
operation, or a decrease in altitude ielw ihe tropopause) will also cause a reduction in
m IT /P1 unless the engine is operating on the N/V.-1 limit.

At a fixed flight Mach number both throttling or an increase in ambient temperature
will cause the intake to spill more, as shown in Fig. 58.

In general, when supplying a turbojet engine at fixed throttle setting, a subsonic
intake will spill less as flight Mach number is reduced, while a supersonic intake will
spill more.

7.2 Ramjet Engine

The flow demanded by a ramjet engine is controlled by the exhaust nozzle. This is
normally choked, so that the value

N = T at the nozzle throat is constant (ignoring second order effects).

The total temperature of the flow at this station is governed by the total
temperature at entry to the combustion chamber and the rise in temperature due to
combustion. The former is dependent only on the rlight Mach number and ambient
temperature, while the latter is nearly proportional to the fuel-air ratio.

Assuming a fixed choked nozzle, and a typical burner total pressure loss factor, it
can be shown that, at a fixed value of fuel-air ratio, m1/T /P will increase as I
increases. Therefore, increasing flight Mach number, or amient temperature, will cause
an increase in mI T1 /P1 as shown in Fig. 59.

Thrust reduction by reducing the fuel-air ratio will cause the total temperature of
the flow at the nozzle to fall. Because of the constraint of the choked nozzle m/P N
must increase to compensate for this and m ,/ I/P will follow the same trend. ThUs,
throttling a ramjet will also cause ml11l /i1 Io Increase.

At a fixed Mach number, therefore, both throttling or increased ambient temperature
will cause the intake operating point to move in the supercritical sense, as illustrated
in Fig. 60.

It should be noted that the behaviour of a ramjet engine is therefore opposite to
that of a turbojet, as the engine is throttled or the flight Mach number reduced.

In common with a turbojet, reduction in flight Mach number from the design value
generally causes a shift in the intake operating point in the subcritical sense.

8. INTAKE DESIGN FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE

During the development of a missile the intake size may be optimised t! give maximum
propulsive performance, either in terms of maximum thrust or minimum specific fuel
consumption, for the missile's intended mission.

8.1 Subsonic Missile - Intake Sizing

Varying the entry area of the intake changes the balance between the pre-entry
diffusion and the diffusion taking place within the intake duct. This affects the internal
performance of the air intake (which reflects in the level of engine thrust and specific
fuel consumption that can be achieved) and in the intake total drag (spill, cowl,
diverter, nacelle).

Suppose it is required to maximise the overall propulsive force generated by the
powerplant of a turbojet missile at a given flight condition. Consider the effect of

Ai
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operation with each of the three intakes of different areas, shown in Fig. 61(a), at the
design flight condition and at maximum throttle setting. The internal performance
characteristics and the intake drag characteristics are shown in Fig. 61(b). At the
engine demand corresponding to maximum throttle setting, the internal performance will
increase due to reduced internal diffusion, as the intake area is increased. The intake
drag will also increase due to increased intake size.

The result of these changes on the overall propulsive force on the missile is shown
in Fig. 62. The opposing trends due to the effect of pressure recovery and drag combine
to give a maximum propulsive force at a given intake area, for the design flight
condition. The optimum area can therefore be determined.

If the purpose of the optimisation is to maximise fuel economy, a similar principle
could be employed. In this case, however, the procedure would be complicated by the
need to consider engine power setting for flight at the design Mach number.

Strictly speaking, of course, any optimisation of this type should be considered in
the context of the effect on the total missile system and should reflect changes to the
basic missile aerodynamics and to missile mass, due to a change of configuration.

8.2 Supersonic Missile

Many factors have a bearing on the optimisation of the powerplant of a supersonic
missile. Some of these, such as intake type and position, may clarify themselves at an
early stage in the design, from the need to integrate the intake with the airframe to
minimise drag and to reduce the effects of missile incidence on engine performance.
Others, such as the choice of shock-on-lip Mach number and the choice of intake area, may
be more difficult to select, especially if the missile is to operate over a wide range of
Mach number, altitude and climatic conditions.

A prime consideration, however, is that areas of unstable powerplant operation must
be avoided over the whole coverage envelope of the missile.

8.2.1 Shock-on-Lip Mach Number

As we have seen previously, increasing the flight Mach number will cause the shock
system ahead of the intake to lean back towards the cowl lip. At the shock-on-lip Mach
number the shocks will, if focused, impinge on the cowl lip, reducing the pre-entry drag
to zero. At Mach numbers greater than that for shock-on-lip the shock system will enter
the intake.

The range of stable subcritical operation diminishes as Mach number is increased
below shock-on-lip, and is generally small at this condition. Above the shock-on-lip
Mach number, stable subcritical operation may not be possible. Increased shock and
interaction losses will cause a reduction in potential peak pressure recovery, as
illustrated in Fig. 63, and an increase in flow distortion at the engine.

It is the practice in the design of intakes for supersonic aircraft to avoid
operation at Mach numbers above shock-on-lip, because of the effect of the resulting flow
distortion on turbojet engine operation. Indeed, the shock-on-lip Mach number is
generally chosen to be 0.2 to 0.3 above the maximum design Mach number to give an
adequate stable operating range and to allow for unintentional overshoots, atmospheric
temperature transients which could result in a rapid increase in flight Mach number, or
manoeuvring.

A ramjet engine, however, is not as sensitive to flow distortion and is normally
operated in the supercrltical regime. It is therefore possible to operate above the
shock-on-lip Mach number.

The best shock-on-lip Mach number for a ram)et missile required to operate with a
wide Mach number variation will fall somewhere in the middle of this range. This will
eliminate pre-entry drag at the higher Mach numbers and minimise it at lower Mach
numbers. Cowl drag will also be reduced. The low maximum pressure recovery at Mach
numbers above shock-on-lip will be of no consequence, since the choice of intake size to
suit low Mach number operation will generally dictate supercritical operation under high
Mach number conditions, as will be seen later.

For a ramjet powered missile controlled to operate at a fixed flight Mach number,
the highest potential intake performance will be achieved if the shock system is focused
on the cowl lip at that Mach number. This gives the highest possible critical pressure
recovery, while reducing pre-entry drag to zero.

8.2.2 Intake Size : RamJet Powered Missile

For a missile required to fly the major part of its mission at a fixed flight Mach
number and altitude, the intake size may be optimised to maximise certain aspects of
overall powerplant performance, such as fuel economy. This will result in operation
close to the intake critical point, at the required engine flow demand and the flight
Mach number in question. A margin must be allowed to avoid operation in buzz if the
engine demand is increased due to throttle activity.



A common role for a ramjet powered missile is surface to air. This requires maximum
thrust to give maximum acceleration and to counteract the effects of induced drag during
manoeuvres. This may be achieved by operating the engine at a fuel-air ratio which gives
the highest thrust while maintaining stable and efficient operation. The Rayleigh
pressure, as measured by a Pitot tube mounted on the missile, will imitate the trends of
supercritical mass flow variation through the air intake over a wide range of flight Mach
number, altitude and incidence. Therefore, by setting the fuel flow to be a function of
this pressure, an approximately constant fuel-air ratio may be obtained.

Temperature limitations on the missile structure and overall system limitations
dictate that the missile speed should be limited. This limit may be based on stagnation
temperature, with the fuel-air ratio being reduced, pro rata, if it is exceeded.

A missile controlled in this way will therefore operate over a wide range of flight
Mach number, this varying with both altitude and climatic conditions.

Fig. 64 shows the internal performance characteristics of the air intake(s) of a
hypothetical ramjet powered missile over a flight Mach number/altitude profile expected
to be encountered during a mission. This varies between the Mach number at end of boost
at one extreme, to the higher value- obtained at altitude and during cold day operation,
at the other.

The critical points occur where the kinks appear on the intake characteristics. To
the right of this is the supercritical regime, while to the left is the subcritical
region and the region of unstable operation encountered to the left of the buzz boundary.
In many cases stable subcritical operation may not be possible, even at the lower end of
the Mach number range, in which case the critical point forms the limit to stable intake
operation.

At a fixed fuel-air ratio and intake area, for the same flight profile, the intake
operating point may be determined from the engine characteristics, and plotted on the
appropriate intake characteristic. Increasing the size of the intake will cause this
matched point to move to the left, in the subcritical sense, while decreasing the size
will cause more supercritical operation.

The intake size which gives maximum thrust is that which allows the engine to
operate at as high a pressure recovery as possible without causing the intake to operate
in regions of instability. This is most likely to occur on a cold day, when the engine
flow demand at a given fuel-air ratio is reduced, and at incidence, when the critical
pressure recovery of the intake is depressed and the stable subcritical margin is
reduced.

Taking account of these factors the intake size may be selected so that the cold
day, maximum fuel-air ratio matched intake operating point gives the minimum required
margin to instability. This choice of intake size then sets the matched intake operating
points at the other Mach numbers. Operation on hotter days, or at lower fuel-air ratios,
will move this operating line to the right.

Several other factors might be taken into account in a design study. The effect of
ramjet exhaust nozzle throat area, which controls engine air flow demand, might be
studied, for example. Fuel flow scheduling, or autopilot incidence limitations, might
also be considered to avoid operation in areas of instability.

Again, any optimisation should be considered in the context of overall weapon system
performance.

8.2.3 Turbojet Powered Missile

Intake size for a supersonic turbojet powered missile may be chosen in the same
manner as that for a subsonic vehicle. optimum performance will be achieved at, or near
the critical point at the design Mach number. As discussed previously, a shock-on-lip
Mach number slightly higher than this normally considered necessary.

Fig. 65 shows the variation of maximum capture mass flow ratio with Mach number for
a supersonic air intake. Also shown is the buzz boundary. A typical variation of
required mass flow ratio, which depends on the subcritical intake pressure recovery
variation, engine throttle setting and altitude is illustrated. At Mach numbers below
the design value the intake will match subcritically, while above the design Mach number
supercritical operation will result.

Operation on a cold day will move the operating line upwards, while a reduction in
fuel flow or an increase in ambient temperature will cause a subcritical shift towards
the buzz boundary.

Again, it is worth emphasising that regions of operation where distortion is high,
or the flow is unstable, must be avoided throughout the whole operating envelope of the
missile.
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9. INCIDENCE SENSITIVITY

Incidence sensitivity - the reduction in pressure recovery, stable subcritical range
and the increase in flow non-uniformity which results from missile incidence - is of
prime importance for both turbojet and ramjet powered missiles.

The behaviour of an intake at incidence can determine the size of air intake and so
determine the performance of the powerplant over the whole flight envelope. In addition
the available thrust will be reduced at incidence, while the induced drag of the missile
will increase. The nett force available for acceleration of the missile will therefore
diminish as incidence increases and deceleration will occur at high incidence. Finally,
extreme non-uniformity of the flow at incidence may lead to distortion induced surge in
the case of a turbojet engine, or flame extinction in the case of a ramjet engine.

The sensitivity of an air intake to incidence depends mainly on:

(a) The position of the intake(s) on the body.

(b) The type of air intake(s).

(c) The intake operating condition.

(d) The flight condition.

The incidence requirement of a missile obviously depends on its role and its
aerodynamic characteristics. Broadly speaking, however, the ability of the air intakes
to operate satisfactorily up to a body incidence of 10 to 20 degrees is desirable for
both ramjet and turbojet powered missiles.

9.1 Intake Position

The position of the intake on a missile is governed not only by aerodynamic
consideration of the flowfield ahead of the intake but also by system requirements, such
as guidance and packaging of payload and fuel.

This section will consider some of the aerodynamic aspects of intake position.

Several possible locations are illustrated in Fig. 66.

9.1.1 Nose Intake

The nose of a missile is probably the best position for an air intake from the
aerodynamic point of view, since it will be unaffected by the flowfield around the
missile body. For a subsonic missile a Pitot intake would be employed, while for a
supersonic missile the axisymmetric intake would of course, integrate best into a
cylindrical missile body. The performance of this type of intake at incidence would be
independent of missile roll angle, making it particularly suitable for application to
missiles with cartesian control.

Despite the aerodynamic advantages of such an installation there are usually
physical disadvantages that may make this type of configuration unattractive. Shortage
of space in the nose of the missile may make the installation of a sufficiently large
radar dish homing head impossible and the installation of other guidance devices
difficult. In addition, the need for a duct through the missile body to transfer air
from the intake at the front to the engine which is generally at the rear, takes up
considerable internal volume and presents many problems in packaging the payload,
electronics and instrumentation packages, and fuel.

9.1.2 The Chin Intake

The chin intake is an air intake mounted very close to, but below the nose. This
type of intake would be affected only by the flowfield at the nose of the missile. The
asymmetry of the installation would, however, result in the sensitivity of the intake to
incidence being dependent on the plane in which the incidence was applied. In a
supersonic missile the external compression surfaces of the intake might be integrated
into the nose of the vehicle.

The use of a chin intake, rather than a nose intake, allows the nose to be used for
a homing head and the internal layout of the missile may be more conventional due to the
offset transfer duct.

9.1.3 Side Intakes

In this context, the term "side intake" is used to describe any intake mounted on
the surface of a missile body and it therefore includes top and bottom mounted intakes.

The main physical advantage of the side intake is that it leaves the front part of
the missile body free for payload, fuel, etc. The behaviour of a side intake depends
very much on the flowfield that it is situated in. Since the flowfield around a missile
at incidence is very non-uniform the position of the intake relative to the plane at
which incidence is applied is a major factor in determining this.
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The main features of the flowfield about a body at incidence are illustrated in
Fig. 67.

As incidence is applied to a missile the crossflow will cause the boundary layer on
the windward side of the body to thin and that on the leeward side to thicken. At
incidences greater than about 5 degrees a separation will occur on the leeward side,
moving forward as incidence is increased. A pair of stable, symmetric vortices will
originate from the separation and form above the body. These sweep the boundary layer
into two thickened regions on either side of the body upper surface. Very high
incidences (greater than about 25 degrees) will result in an asymmetric vortex formation
above the body. The flow outside the boundary layer will be retarded on the windward
side of the body, will turn outward in this region and accelerate around the sides of the
body, resulting in a high local mach number.

The flow eround the body will also have a large effect on the local upwash. On the
windward side of the body the flow will tend to be aligned with the body surface, so
reducing the local upwash in this region. At right angles to the plane of incidence high
upwash angles will be encountered close to the body. These will theoretically reach
twice the body incidence angle at the body surface.

These effects are well illustrated by the work of Hasel (Reference 56). Fig. 68
presents the variation of boundary layer thickness and the Mach number at the edge of the
boundary layer at various positions around the body measured from the incidence plane.
This is for a cylindrical body with a 3.5:1 fineness ratio ogive nose, at 0, 6 ana 12
degrees incidence in a Mach 2 stream. Measurements were made 4 body diameters downstream
of the nose apex.

Clearly, if an air intake is positioned so that it intercepts the vortices, or the
thickened or separated boundary layer produced on the upper surface of the body at
incidence, the internal performance will be degraded. Similarly, the increased crossflo
angles and local Mach number at the side of the missile would cause a deterioration in
the performance at incidence of an intake mounted in that position. An intake mounted on
the bottom surface of the body may display improved performance at incidence, due to the
lower local Mach number and reduced boundary layer thickness in this region.

The effect of circumferential position on the critical pressure recovery of an air
intake is shown in Fig. 69 (from Reference 56). The stable range of operation will also
diminish as the intake is moved from the bottom of the body to the top.

Hasel shows a significant effect of forebody length on intake performance at
incidence, particularly in the case of a top mounted intake (Fig. 70). Increasing nose
length causes a deterioration in intake performance. This work indicates that an
increase in boundary layer diverter height to twice the thickness of the boundary layer
at zero incidence brings about only a slight improvement in intake performance at
incidence.

For a missile whicl- is subjected to major incidence variations in one plane and one
direction (i.e. one roll angle) as may be encountered with twist-steer or bank-to-turn
control, a single intake mounted on the windward side of the body at incidence is often
considered. Twin air tntakes may also be mounted so as to take advantage of the
beneficial features of the body flowfield at incidence. Fig. 71 illustrates the relative
merits, in terms of critical pressure recovery, of two twin intake installations at
supersonic speed. Both have rectangular intake entries, with compression surfaces
aligned so that increasing incidence will increase the compression. It can be seen that
the installation with intakes in the lower quadrant is superior at high incidence for the
reasons explained above. At moderate incidence and higher sideslip angles the radially
opposed installation is better due to the shielding effect of the body in sideslip, while
in negative incidence and sideslip lee-side flow effects cause th2 performance of intakes
in the lower quadrant to deteriorate more.

If a missile has a monoplane wing the effect of incidence mav be reduced by mounting

the intakes beneath the wing.

9.1.4 Multiple Side Intakes

Missiles with cartesian control, for example most surface to air missiles, will be
subject to incidence variation in all planes. Consequently, there is no preferred
position for a single intake, except of course the nose, and if a single intake were to
be used its incidence sensitivity would vary ,:th the orientation of the incidence plane.
To restore symmetry, therefore, multiple side intakes are normally used in this type of
configuration. The most common configuration is four intakes, mounted in-line with the
wings and control surfaces.

The use of multiple intakes of this type on ramjet powered missiles frees the
missile forebody allowing more efficient internal packaging. It also separates the
propulsion system from the rest of the missile's systems. The current trend of using the
swirl and turbulence generated by opposing streams of air entering the combustion chamber
at a large angle in order to stabilise the flame removes the need for a gutter-type flame-
holder. This may reduce the length of combustion chamber, or alternatively allow an
integral rocket boost motor to be installed more readily. The design of a more compact
missile is therefore possible.
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From previous considerations of the body flowfield it is apparent that each of the
individual air intakes will experience different entry conditions when incidence is
applied and therefore they will all match at different operating points. The stability
of the flow in the combustion chamber may be dictated by the stability of the flow in any
of the intakes. The intake having the most sensitivity to incidence will set a limit to
powerplant performance.

Rosander, in Reference 57, outlines the development of rear mounted air intakes for
a ramjet powered missile. The missile had four side intakes with ducts which entered the
upstream end of the combustion chamber in a near axial direction. Pressure recovery was
measured some distance downstream of the entry to the combustion chamber. Total system
mass flow was also measured.

Fig. 72 illustrates the effect of roll angle on the critical pressure recovery and
mass flow ratio of the intake system at 10 and 15 degrees of body incidence. A variation
of about 5% on critical pressure recovery and 3% on capture was noted, with roll angle.
The intake system was least sensitive to incidence when two of the intakes were close to
the incidence plane and most sensitive when they were positioned 20 to 30 degrees from
it. This can be attributed to the ingestion of separated forebody boundary layer and body
vortices at high incidence.

The basic missile configuration had a four diameters long Von Karman nose, followed
by a one diameter parallel section of body ahead of the intakes. It was designed so that
vortex separation would not occur ahead of the intakes at incidences lower than 10
degrees. Fig. 73 shows the effect on intake critical point performance of moving the
intakes further aft. No effect was observed at lower incidences. At higher incidences a
reduction in intake performance was apparent resulting from partial ingestion of the body
vortices. This effect was noted to be small in the 0 and 15 degree roll angle positions
but quite large in the 30 and 45 degree positions.

Fig. 74 shows the effect of a blunt nose, as might be required to house an infra-red
homing head, on intake performance. Blunting the nose produces a reduction in system
performance throughout the incidence range.

The basic forebody tested by Rosander produced a local Mach number ahead of intake
entry which was higher than freestream. This adversely affects intake performance by
incurring increased shock losses. The forebody profile was therefore modified to limit
the re-expansion of the flow to retain the freestream Mach number at intake entry. This
resulted in a modified Von Karman nose, with a conical surface of 3 degrees slope just
upstream of intake entry. A comparison of intake performance with the modified and basic
forebodies is shown in Fig. 75. The modification produces an improvement in critical
point performance of the intake over a wide incidence and Mach number range.

It is nearly always beneficial from the intake performance point of view to shape
the forebody or position the intake, so that the local Mach number at entry is minimised.
Such modifications may however, incur penalties in other areas, for example increased
drag, and reduced internal volume.

Many other interesting features, such as the effect of intake type and diverter
height, the effects of the intakes on missile stability and control, and the choice of a
reference pressure signal to control the fuel flow of this type of missile are also
presented in this paper.

The deleterious effects of vortex ingestion on intake performance are noted above.
Two methods of alleviating this effect have ben demonstrated. These are:

(a) "inverting" the intakes to place the compression surface away from the missile

body.

(b) using strakes on the forebody to modify the body vortex pattern.

Laruelle of ONERA (Reference 58) has shown that "inverting" the intakes to move the
compression surface away from the body yields a significant improvement in intake
performance at incidence, compared with an intake having its compression surface adjacent
to the body. This is because the effect of an ingested vortex or forebody boundary layer
in disrupting flow over the compression surfaces is far more damaging to intake
performance than if they pass down the intake without effecting the compression surface
flow.

This effect has also been noted in tests carried out by RAE assisted by BAe using
the model described in Section 4.4. Fig. 76 illustrates the benefit achieved in terms of
intake stability due to inverting two types of intake, half axisymmetric and rectangular.
The range of stable operation is significantly increased. The marked similarity between
the shape and extent of the area of unstable operation and the range of incidence and
roll angle over which experiment has indicated that the vortex impinges on the
compression surface is also evident.

The effect of intake orientation on intake characteristics is shown in Fig. 77, for
operation at a roll angle of 22.5 degrees where one of the upper intakes will ingest one
of the forebody vortices at incidence. Inverting the intakes to bring the compression
surfaces away from the body yields significant improvement in critical pressure recovery
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and stable subcritical operating range at incidence.

It should also be noted that placing the cowl next to the body may allow the
diverter height to be reduced giving a reduction in diverter drag.

The use of forebody strakes to prevent forebody vortex ingestion has also been
investigated in France and in the United Kingdom.

Laruelle, in Reference 58 gives details of the ONERA geometry in which the strakes
are located midway between the intakes as shown in Fig. 78. The beneficial effects of
such an arrangement at moderate incidences are also illustrated.

The UK research suggests that strakes located in-line with the intakes may be more
beneficial than those located between intakes at higher incidences. Water vapour flow
visualisation on a forebody with various configuration of longitudinal strakes at Mach
1.8 have allowed the position of the vortex cores to be established at a typical intake
entry station.

Fig. 79 shows how the position of the vortex varies with body roll angle at a
constant incidence of 10 degrees. If no strakes are fitted the vortex position remains
fixed in space as the body is rolled. When strakes are fitted, however, the vortices
tend to roll with the body. Positioning intakes in line with the strakes, as at A or C,
avoids vortex ingestion. Positioning the intakes between strakes, as at B, will allow
vortex ingestion at this incidence.

The effect of strakes positioned in line with the intake entries on intake
performance is shown in Fig. 80 for a roll angle of 221 degrees. The improvement in
intake performance and stable operating range is readily apparent.

9.2 Intake Type

Some general remarks may be made about the behaviour of various types of air intake
in isolation to incidence or cross flow.

9.2.1 Subsonic Intakes

9.2.1.1 Pitot Intake

The deterioration of the flow quality within a Pitot intake at incidence is due to a
separation occurring on the internal surface of the windward cowl lip (Fig. 81). In this
respect the mechanism is similar to the low speed entry losses described previously and
is similarly highly dependent on the internal profile of the cowl lip (or lip bluntness)
and the Mach number in the intake throat.

Boundaries between attached and separated flow at the cowl lip are shown for an
axisymmetric Pitot intake with a high contraction ratio, from Reference 59. For a given
freestream Mach number the incidence at which separation occurs can be increased by
reducing the throat Mach number (or the velocity ratio between throat and freestream
conditions). This reduces the local peak velocities in the flow accelerating around the
cowl lip and the severity of the subsequent recompression.

Reducing the contraction ratio will cause separation to occur at a lower throat
velocity ratio (i.e. the curves will shift to the left).

9.2.1.2 Flush Intake

The performance of a flush intake cannot be divorced from the flowfield on the body
in which it is mounted.

Assuming the intake to be mounted in the undersurface of a missile body, the
pressure recovery will improve in positive incidence, due to the increased "ram" effect
and to a reduction in boundary layer thickness on the body surface, as shown in Fig. 82.
Negative incidence will have the opposite effect as the boundary layer thickens and an
increased amount is ingested by the intake. At higher negative incidences the missile
vortex flowfield will sweep the boundary layer away from the path of the intake and this,
together with the upwash induced by the vortices will cause the internal performance to
improve.

Very little data is available on the effect of cross flows (i.e. sideslip) on this
type of configuration, most being concerned with intakes semi-submerged in an aircraft
nose (e.g. Reference 60). This indicates a 5% reduction in pressure recovery with a 10
degree cross flow. A bigger reduction might be expected for a fully submerged intake.

9.2.2 Supersonic Intakes

At supersonic speeds changes in local flow direction ahead of the intake will affect
the geometry and the strength of the intake shock structure, as well as changing the
angle the incident flow makes with the cowl lip, or intake sidewall. Since the effect of
incidence on maximum capture is generally less than its effect on pressure recovery, the
intake operating point will generally tend to move in the subcritical sense as incidence
is applied, as shown in Fig. 83.
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9.2.2.1 Pitot Intake

As with a subsonic Pitot intake this may suffer from internal flow separation from
the windward cowl lip at incidence. An increased lip radius will prove beneficial and
increased forespill will both decrease velocities around the inside of the cowl lip and
reduce the incident flow angle on the cowl lip.

9.2.2.2 Two-Dimensional Intake

The sensitivity of this type of intake to cross-flow depends whether the incidence

variation is normal to the plane of the compression surfaces, or parallel to it.

(a) Incidence Normal to Plane of Compression Surface

In this case, as shown in Fig. 84, incidence variation will result in changes
to the intake pressure recovery and capture mass flow ratio due to symmetric or
planar movement of the shock system, as the effective compression surface angle
changes. The oblique shock strengths will increase with increasing incidence
giving a reduced Mach number ahead of the cowl shock, thus causing it to reouce
in strength. Maximum capture and critical pressure recovery may increase
initially as positive incidence is applied, before falling as the cowl lip
shock, and possible the second oblique shock, detaches. It should be noted
that a small positive incidences the value of maximum capture mass flow ratio,
based on conditions at intake entry, may exceed unity due to the effective
increase in intake entry area at incidence (see Fig. 84).

In negative incidence the deceleration through the oblique shocks will reduce.
The increased Mach number ahead of the cowl shock will produce increased losses
due to an increase in shock strength and to shock-boundary layer interaction.
Capture mass flow ratio will also be reduced.

The deterioration in performance will therefore be greater in negative

incidence than in positive incidence.

(b) Incidence Parallel to Plane of Compression Surface

If incidence is applied parallel to the intake compression surface (i.e. at
right angles to the previous case) the external shock system will be distorted,
as shown in Fig. 85. Flow expanding round the windward sidewall will increase
the local Mach number in this region, causing the ramp shock to approach the
cowl lip, while the opposite sidewall will create a compressive flowfield, and
the opposite will occur. The shock patterns that exist under these conditions
have been studied experimentally by Nangia (Reference 61).

Reduced performance under these conditions may arise for several reasons. Flow
may separate from the sharp swept leading edge of the windward sidewall, which
is akin to a delta wing at incidence. Alternatively, separation may occur on
the internal surface of this sidewall due to coalescence and strengthening of
the distorted shock system in this region. In addition the oblique shock may
be deformed sufficiently to enter the intake giving increased shock losses.
These features will also cause increased flow non-uniformity and unsteadiness.

A significant improvement in the cross-flow capability of this type of intake may be
achieved by removing the sidewall completely, as tested in Reference 62 and illustrated
in Fig. 86. This will reduce distortion of the shock system and remove any surface on
which boundary layer separation might have occurred. At the same time the diverging
flowfield due to lateral spillage will reduce the effective local incidence on the
windward sidewall, reducing the likelihood of internal flow separation at this point.

Such a measure would, however, incur a significant increase in intake drag, due to
the side spillage, together with a decrease in the pressure recovery at zero incidence.

9.2.2.3 Axisymmetric and Half-axisymmetric Intakes

In the absence of effects due to body flowfields the axisymmetric and half-
axisymnetric intakes will behave in a similar manner.

The conical shock structure will deform under cross-flow conditions as shown in Fig.
87. The boundary layer will thicken on the leeward side of .he cone, and become more
prone to separation under the action of the cowl shock. This will result in reduced
pressure recovery and stable subcritical operating range, and increased flow distortion
and unsteadiness.

9.2.2.4 Mixed Compression Intakes

The mixed compression intake will in general behave in a similar manner to its
external compression counterpart. Change in the internal shock structure due to
incidence, however, is likely to provoke unstart, resulting in a rapid degradation in
performance as incidence is increased.



10. AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRBREATHING MISSILES

Typically the total intake entry area for an airbreathing tactical missile may be
one quarter to one half of the cross sectional area of the missile forebody.
Consequently the intakes and their associated nacelles or fairings will provide a
significant contribution to the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the missile.

The missile aerodynamicist needs to be able to quantify these effects to allow
realistic estimates of weapon performance to be made in preliminary studies, because of
the large number of possible options for integrating a missile propulsion system, choice
of steering policy, etc., it is often necessary to carry out comparative studies in order
to determine the best option.

Once a suitable configuration has been selected the aerodynamic characteristics
must be defined, and refined if necessary for autopilot design and to allow modelling of
the missile and guidance in order to evaluate its performance as part of the weapons
system.

Prediction techniques have been evolved for determining forces and moments on
airbreathing missiles, particularly at supersonic speeds. Semi-empirical component
build-up methods, and computation fluid dynamic techniques are described elsewhere in
this course. These techniques have been derived and/or validated using experimental
data.

This section of the paper describes some of the techniques used to obtain forces and
moments from wind tunnel model tests, notes the details of some of the published and
unpublished work, and provides an indication of the trends and salient features of the
aerodynamic characteristics so obtained.

10.1 Models, Measurements and Corrections

Considerable care is required in the design of a wind tunnel model of an
airbreathing missile and in the interpretation of the results obtained to ensure that
they are correct and meaningful. Fig. 88 illustrates the main features of a generalised
research model.

Flow enters the intakes and passes along an annular passage around the sting to
exhaust at the rear of the model. Forces and moments are measured using a six component
balance. It is important that the pre-entry flowfield is representative of that on the
proposed flight vehicle. This implies high dimensional accuracy in the intake entry
geometry and correct intake operation over the complete flight regime or alternatively a
known datum operating condition from which corrections may be made. For supersonic
missiles supercritical operation is a convenient (and for ramjets usually representative)
operating condition.

Intake operating conditions are generally governed by a sonic throat formed by a
fixed or variable contraction at the rear of the model. This contraction may either be
built into the metric part of the model, or mounted on the sting. It is important that
there is adequate flow area to ensure that supercritical operation can be obtained over
the required regime of speed, incidence and roll angle.

The internal ducting should be leak free, and designed to minimise total pressure
loss through the system. It is important that the flow does not impinge on non-metric
components such as the sting in such a way as to generate forces and moments that are not
representative and cannot be accounted for in the analysis of results. Hence for the
model shown, the sting is protected by a shroud.

The forces and moments measured by the balance will include contributions due to the
momentum change of the internal flow in the appropriate direction. Thus for an axial
exit the measured normal force:

Nbalance = Next + ; V. Sina

where N is the normal force excluding intake momentum effects
w ef the intake mass flow
V is the freestream velocity
o is the incidence

Similarly pitching moment:

Mbalance = Mext + m V t

when i is the moment arm of the inlet momentum effects.

This moment arm is difficult to ascertain for most side intake configurations since,
taking account of the body flowfield, it is not easy to determine the location of the
entry streamtube upstream of the model.

Finally axial force:

Xbalance = Xext + Xint + Xbase

where Xint is the internal drag and Xbase is the base drag.
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Internal drag is obtained from a momentum balance between conditions in the capture
streamtube well ipstream of the model, and conditions at exit. In the case of the model
shown in Fig. 88 an array of Pitot probes, and associated static tappings were mounted on

the sting and used to estimate mass flow and stream force at a station close to the exit.
This estimate was calibrated to give accurate mass-flow and axial force using the Mach
Simulation Tank (MST) at the Aircraft Research Association, Bedford. If a static
calibration rig of this type had not been available it would have been necessary to use
the stream force estimated at the rake position and correct this to exit conditions by
estimating the skin friction drag on the metric part of the duct downstream of the rake
position. For a less accurate measurement (often unavoidable on smaller models) the
internal momentum loss may be determined from choked exit flow, and upstream Pit~t or
static pressure measurements.

Base drag must be corrected for since the base geometry of the model will te
unrepresentative of the flight vehicle. In the model of Figure 88 static pressare
probes, situated in close proximity of the base, were used to determine this. Thc base
was recessed to ensure a near constant pressure distribution across the surface. Axial
force due to balance cavity pressure is also included in this term. Incremental irag
effects associated with the correct geometric representation of the afterbody, arsence of
a sting, and the correct jet pressure ratios have to be measured on a separate mdel if
accura'- evaluation of drag is essential (e.g. long range missiles, Reference 63).

Skin friction drag must be corrected from tunnel to flight conditions y deducting
estimated wind tunnel values and replacing with estimated flight val'.es.

It should be noted that the force and moment measurements described above will
include pre-entry effects (normal force, moment, axial force) existing at the Mach
number, incidence, roll angle and intake operating condition at which the tests were
conducted.

10.2 Longitudinal and Lateral Aerodynamic Characteristics

10.2.1 Twin Intake Configurations

Following wind tunnel tests in connection with a range of airbreathing missile
programmes the NASA Langley Research Centre developed in 1977 a model that would enable a
wide range of airbreathing missile configurations to be tested.

Configurations (Fig. 89) included single and twin axisymmetric and two-dimensional
air intakes. The twin intakes could be mounted on the body at 0, 25 and 45 degrees to
the horizontal. A monoplane wing could be mounted at various positions and triform and
cruciform tail configurations could be adopted. Tests were carried out at subsonic Mach
numbers with the intakes faired, and at Mach numbers 2.5 to 3.95 with internal flow.
Since the configurations were intended to represent air-to-air missiles with bank-to-turn
steering, tests were only carried out at zero and 3 degrees of sideslip.

Results of the tests are contained within References 64, 65, 66, 67 and main points
summarised in Reference 68. This reference indicates that the twin intake configurations
tested exhibited a trend of near neutral longitudinal stability at low incidences,
increasing rapidly at high incidence. Rotating intakes downward about the centreline
tended to decrease the longitudinal stability and increase the directional stability,
while a cruciform X-tail was found to give overall benefits in stability terms compared
with inverted and upright triform tails.

In an attempt to clarify the flow around the model, oil flow visualisation tests
were performed for both twin axisymmetric and rectangular intake configurations as
described in Reference 69. This work indicated subcritical intake operation at Mach 2.5
with extensive spillage at zero incidence, evidenced by shock impingement on the body,
for the axisymmetric intake and signs of subcritical spillage occurring at 6 degrees of
incidence for the two dimensional intakes (Both arranged horizontal). Crossflow
separation lines were identified on both the forobody and the intake fairings, with a
complex vortex pattern establishing itself on the windward as well as the leeside of the
intake boattail at incidence. Further work was planned to investigate these using vapour
screen techniques.

RAE and British Aerospace have also explored the aerodynamic characteristics of twin
intake configurations using the model shown in Fig. 88. This model is of modular
construction to allow the representation of various types, sizes, number and location of
intakes to be tested, either in conjunction with various wings and tails, or in
isolation.

The effect of flow direction for twin half axisymmetric intakes mounted
diametrically opposite one another is shown in Fig. 90. At zero roll angle the normal
force produced is approximately twice that of the body alone. For rectangular intakes
aproximately triple the body-alone normal force is produced. It is interesting to note
that for a roll angle of 90 degrees (i.e. sideslip) the normal force is lower than that
for the body alone due to the streamlining effect that the intakes have an crossflow
drag.

The effect of flow direction for twin half axisymmetric intakes mounted ventrally at
45 degrees to the missile axis of symmetry is shown in Fig. 91. For this configuration
the normal force is approximately one and a half times that of the body alone, and is



approximately double the body alone value for rectangular intakes. A greater normal
force is achieved when the intakes are on the windward side (roll angle zero) compared
with the leeward side (roll angle 180 degrees). The small finite normal force at zero
incidence is apparent.

The tendency toward reduced stability in pitch and increased stability in yaw, as
the intakes are rotated downwards from the opposed to the ventral position, noted by
Hayes is also apparent in these results.

10.2.2 Four Intake Configurations

Reference 70 describes a series of wind tunnel tests carried out on J and 1/3 scale
models of the VOUGHT ALVRJ between 1967 and 1972. Tests were performed at transonic and
supersonic speeds up to Mach 3.2, and included component build up tests to evaluate the
relative contributions of body, intakes, tail controls and cable ducts. The significant
effect of the intake ducts to both normal force and pitching moment is reproduced in Fig.
92. The configuration had four rectangular intakes of total capture area approximately
0.4 of the body cross sectional area, located approximately 6J calibres from the nose.

Champigny of ONERA (Reference 71) presents a range of information illustrating the
effect of intake span, length, number, type, roll angle and afterbody shape on normal
force and centre of pressure position for configurations with three and four intakes at
incidences up to 7 degrees. Many of these trends shown by Champigny have been noted in
the experimental research carried out by RAE and British Aerospace.

The advantages of sharp cornered rectangular intakes and fairings over rounded half
axisymmetric intakes in the generation of normal force is highlighted in Fig. 93. The
effect of increasing length of the intake nacelle on normal force and centre of pressure
position is shown in Fig. 94. The effect is small at low incidence, as noted by
Champigny. At higher incidences, however, the larger intakes give a significantly
increased contribution to normal force as the crossflow drag effects dominate.

Fig. 95 illustrates, for a 4 half-axisymmetric intake configuration, the normal
force and centre of pressure position of each of the ma)or missile components as
incidence is varied.

1i. DRAG

The contribution of the intakes and associated fairings to the overall zero
incidence drag of the missile is large, typically 30 to 40 per cent. The breakdown of
drag for a 4 intake ramjet powered missile into main components is shown in Fig. 96. A
significant proportion of the intake drag emanates from the cowl, the diverter, and the
intake pre-entry flowfield, as noted in Fig. 97.

11.1 Cowl Drag

Cowl drag may be measured using pressure tappings and integrating the pressure
distribution over the surface, or more rarely through a component balance. wind tunnel
measurements of cowl drag are described in Reference 72 for rectangular cowls, and
Reference 73 for axisymmetric cowls.

A comprehensive discussion of various methods of cowl drag prediction is presented

in Reference 74.

11.2 Diverter Drag

The wave drag of a boundary layer diverter system at supersonic speed is a function
of diverter wedge angle, local Mach number and boundary layer immersion, as shown in Fig.
98 (Piercy and Johnson, Reference 75). As might be expected the wave drag coefficient
increases significantly with increasing diverter wedge angle but is weakly dependent on
upstream Mach number. It is also shown that the drag coefficient increases with
decreasing boundary layer immersion. (i.e. increasing diverter height relative to
the boundary layer). It should be noted that in all cases the drag coefficient is based
on the diverter frontal area.

Other drag components associated with the diverter are the skin friction drag and
interference drag.

Typically, wave and skin friction drag may contribute about 5% to 10% of the total
drag of an air breathing missile. Reference 76, however, suggests thet in certain cases
the diverter may contribute as much as 30% due to interference of the exit flow with the
missile flowfield if care is not taken in the detail design to minimise these effects.
(See Section 11.7).

At subsonic speeds, as at supersonic speeds, a slender diverter has been
demonstrated to be beneficial in reducing diverter pressure and interference drag and
hence overall vehicle drag, as illustrated in Reference 77.

Typically, the overall drag coefficient of a wedge type boundary layer diverter at
subsonic speeds is of the order of 0,25 (based on frontal area) as shown in Reference
78.

_ . m m m • m =mmmmmmm• mmm •mmmmm um m mmm m
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It can be seen from Section 4 and this Section that a trade-off is possible between
the drag of the boundary layer diverter and the effect of internal performance gains
reflected by increased thrust. Therefore within the constraints set by the need to
maintain a certain level of flow uniformity and steadiness within the air intake, the
diverter height may be optimised to maximise powerplant performance.

Typical diverter heights suggested by various sources range from 0.7 to 1.5 of the
zero incidence body boundary layer thickness.

11.3 Pre-Entry Drag

The propulsive force generated on a ducted body due to the air flow passing through
it, F , is equal to the difference between the sum of the momentum and pressure forces
actin8 on planes normal to the internal flow at the entry and exit of the duct. Thus,
referring to Fig. 99

Fp = mex Vex x - Po
) 
Aex - mo Vin + (Pin - Po

) 
Ain

The assumption has been made, for the sake of simplicity, that the body is at zero
incidence, and that the entry and exit planes are normal to the body axis.

For generality, the propulsive force generated by an air breathing engine is
normally expressed as a Nett Thrust, X,. this being the exit (gross) thrust less the
inlet momentum drag (the momentum ofite air entering the engine, when this is at
freestream conditions). •

Thus XN = mex Vex + (Pex - Po
) 
Aex - mo Vo

XN and F are only the same when freestream conditions exist right up to intake
entry. The dfference is the momentum and pressure force change through the pre-entry
compression flowfield, between freestream and the intake cowl lip station. it is known
as the PRE-ENTRY DRAG.

DPRE = mo Vin + (Pin - Po) Ain - mo Vo

A similar analysis will show that if compression surfaces are situated upstream of
the cowl, as shown in Fig. 100, the pre-entry drag will be given by

DPRE = [mo Vin + (Pin - Po
) 
A in]Cos - moVo + Fcomp

where Fcomp is the drag force on the compression surfaces upstream of the cowl.

Consider the control volume defined by the pre-entry streamtube, the compression
surfaces and planes at the cowl lip and freestream conditions. For this to be in
equilibrium the change of momentum of the flow passing through it must equate to the
pressure forces acting on it.

in
Thus DPR E = I (PsL - Po

)6A

sL0

where 6A is the projection of an element of streamtube area acted upon by PsL

The pre-entry drag is therefore equivalent to the force due to the pressure acting
on the pre-entry streamtube in an axial direction. It is the drag force associated with
spilling excess air around the intake entry.

The magnitude of the pre-entry drag will depend on the flight Mach number and the
intake capture mass flow ratio. A typical variation of pre-ently drag with flight Mach
number for a supersonic intake operating supercritically is shown in Fig. 101. The
spillage of air is, in this case, a result of the position of the external oblique shock
system. The degree of spillage reduces as the shockwaves sweep back towards the cowl lip
with increasing flight Mach number, resulting in a reduction in pre-entry drag
coefficient. When the first shockwave enters the cowl lip, the pre-entry drag will be
zero.

At a given flight Mach number the pre-entry drag coefficient of a supersonic air
intake will increase rapidly with reducing capture mass flow ratio, as subsonic spillage
takes place between the normal shockwave and the cowl lip at a high static pressure. At
subsonic speeds the rate of increase will be lower. This is illustrated in Fig. 102.

11.3.1 Calculation of Pre-Entry Drag

Pre-entry drag may be calculated using either of the equations set out in the
previous section.

At subsonic speeds the pre-entry drag may best be estimated using the momentum
relationship. If external compression surfaces are present the drag on these must be
estimated, by using an average pressure, between the apex and the cowl lip, as suggested
in Reference 79. Alternatively, experimental results relating to the drag or pressure
distribution over cones and wedges may be employed.
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For a supersonic intake and critical and supercritical operation, it may be easier
to compute the external flowfield, and conditions along the pre-entry streamtube.

This is particularly easy in the case of a two dimensional air intake with attached
shockwaves, since the flowfield may be computed using shock tables.

Data sheets presenting the critical internal performance and drag of such an intake
are contained in Reference 80, with due allowance for the corrections for sidespill and
ramp boundary layer discussed in Section 5.

Tables of values of pre-entry drag coefficient and mass flow ratio for inlets having
single conical compression surfaces are presented in Reference 41. These will apply to
both half axisymmetric and axisymmetric air intakes.

As shown in Section 5 the flowfield generated by more than one conical compression
surface is complex, and computation of the capture mass flow ratio and pre-entry drag
would be tedious and not amenable to hand calculation.

For an intake in subcritical operation a knowledge of the terminal shockwave
position is pre-requisite for the determination of pre-entry drag. This may be derived
as outlined in Section 5. The pressure on the streamline downstream of the normal
shockwave will vary between the shock and the lip. The pressure just downstream of the
shock may be determined from the shock strength and assumed to act on the streamtube
between the shock and the cowl lip. The pressure just downstream of the shock may be
determined from the shock strength and assumed to act on the streamtube between the shock
and the cowl lip.

Reference 81 notes good agreement between the subcritical pre-entry drag calculated
in this manner and wind tunnel measurements. This was for a two dimensional, three ramp,
external compression intake.

11.4 Spill Drag

The overall change in the drag of the intake due to reducing mass flow ratio from a
datum value is known as spill drag. It is normally attributed to the powerplant, (i.e. a
thrust decrement) rather than the airframe, since it may vary with engine operating
condition.

For most intake configurations the drag penalty incurred by spilling the approaching
air flow around the cowl lip is less than the calculated pre-entry drag. This is because
some of the pre-entry drag is cancelled by an increased cowl thrust generated by regions
of suction occurring on the cowl leading edge. This is a similar phenomenon to the
leading edge suction peaks found on an aircraft wing at incidence. In inviscid,
irrotational flow it may be shown that theoretically the cowl thrust will completely
cancel the pre-entry drag, resulting in zero spill drag.

Fig. 103 illustrates the typical variation of spill drag coefficient as mass flow
ratio is reduced at high subsonic Mach number. Two examples are shown: an axisymmetric
air intake with a cowl lip designed for subsonic operation and an air intake with a sharp
cowl lip. Also shown is the variation of theoretical pre-entry drag coefficient.

It can be seen that the axisymmetric subsonic intake (typically with a NACA 1 -
series cowl profile) displays near zero spill drag until low mass flow ratios are
reached. This is because the cowl thrust is very nearly equal to the pre-entry drag,
i.e. close to the theoretical inviscid condition. A sharp cowl lip, on the other hand,
is unable to sustain a large leading edge suction and the cowl thrust is small. The
spill drag of this configuration is therefore much closer to the theoretically predicted
pre-entry drag.

It should be emphasised that the remarks above refer to an incremental change in
drag from a datum condition, often taken as unity mass flow ratio at subsonic speeds and
maximum capture mass flow ratio at supersonic speeds.

Reference 82 notes that several investigations have shown that axisymmetric conical
compression intakes have less drag than two dimensional ramp inlets with equal
throat/capture area ratios and equivalent ramp or cone angle. This characteristic is
explained by the relief provided by the three dimensional spillage of the cone resulting
in lower flow spillage angles, i.e. the flow deflection is less than the two dimensional
configurations, resulting in lower drag.

In order to determine the spill drag of an intake configuration it is necessary to
resort to wind tunnel experiment. Methods of measuring spill drag of Pir intakes at
transonic speeds are discussed in Reference 83, while a technique for measuring the cowl
and pre-entry drag, using a metric intake entry section, is described in Reference 84.
Reference 29 also covers this topic in some detail.

11.5 Normal Force Due to Spill

Intakes which are not symmetric, such as those with two dimensional, or half conical
supersonic compression surfaces, will generate a significant normal force towards the
compression surface due to spillage. The magnitude of this force may be estimated in the
same manner as pre-entry drag but considering the momentum change normal to the intake
axis. Again, some alleviation will derive from cowl suction effects.
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Therefore, a supersonic missile with this type of intake mounted under the body, or
at the side with the compression surfaces facing downwards, will generate spill lift at
zero incidence at Mach numbers below shock-on-lip, or when operating in the subcritical
regime.

Even a Pitot intake mounted ventrally on a missile body will generate a small spill
lift due to the increased pressure imposed on the body by the pre-entry flowfield as mass
flow ratio is reduced.

11.6 Internal Boundary Layer Bleed Drag

As shown in Section 4 internal boundary layer bleed may prove to be beneficial in
improving the internal performance and flow quality of an intake. There will, however,
be a drag penalty from such a system which must be set against the gain in internal
performance in any optimisation study. The drag penalty arises mainly from the loss in
momentum of the bleed air as it passes through the system from intake entry to bleed
exhaust, as shown in Fig. 104.

Thus DBLEE D = mBVo - Fex + DFAIRING

where Fex = mBVex + (Pex - po
) 
Aex

It may be calculated from a knowledge of the amount of bleed flow, the total
pressure loss through the bleed system and conditions existing at the bleed exhaust.
Additional drag will arise from the exhaust nozzle fairing, DFAIRING and interference of
the exit flow with the flow over the missile.

11.7 Interference Drag

Experiment has shown that there may be a significant drag effect arising from
interference of the flow between adjacent intakes. Figure 105 illustrates this. Drag
was derived from a configuration where no mutual interference was possible, and a four
intake configuration where the flow around adjacent intakes could interact.
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ABSTRACT

A computer-aided design procedure is described for use in conceptual design for sizing and shaping
supersonic non-circular missiles with turbojet or ramjet propulsion systems. The theoretical basis for
the method which uses a sensitivity derivative approach is developed. Avionics, structures, payload.
inlet. engine, fuel, aerodynamic and performance models are described. Inlet/engine sizing, external
moldline shaping and interactive graphics design processes are presented. The synthesis procedure over-
comes many of the major drawbacks of airbreathing missile synthesis. It has features such as: simple
initial geometry setup for body, wings, tails and inlets; modeling of completely arbitrary missile

shapes; non-circular subsystem packaging; non-circular and multiple inlet modeling; aerodynamic and per-
formance shaping; low cost. short duration computer sessions; rapid convergence; and accurate aerodynamic
predictions. Two example configuration shapings are provided to depict the sizing process.

NOMENCLATURE

a - speed of sound
b - exponent - propulsion weight
c - exponent - propulsion volume
CA - axial force coefficient
CD - drag coefficient
CL - lift coefficient
Cm - pitching moment coefficient
CN - normal force coefficient
D - drag
e - fuel packaging efficiency
h -altitude
L/D - lift-to-drag ratio
M - Mach number
q - dynamic pressure
Re - Reynolds number
Rge - range
ri - local radius at point i
SFC - specific fuel consumption

Sref - reference area

Swet - wetted surface area
V - velocity

Vfuel - volume - fuel
Vother - volume - other (avionics, payload)

Vprop - volume - propulsion system
Vstr - volume - structure
Vto t  - volume - total vehicle
W - weight
M
bo - weight - burnout

Wfuel - weight - fuel
Mother - weight - other
M
prop - weight - propulsion system

Wstr - weight - structure
Wtot - weight - total vehicle
x - length
a - angle of attack
11 - viscosity
P - atmospheric density

Pfuel - fuel density
- partial derivative

a - numerical derivative

SUBSCRI PTS

0 - reference value
I - inviscid
f -friction
des - propulsion design condition

INTRODUCTION

The goal of the missile synthesis process is to develop a configuration which accomodates the
payload and achieves the desired performance. For example, a cylindrical-shaped, solid-rocket-powered
missile is often synthesized as follows. A body diameter is selected, all required subsystem sizes and
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weights are estim.Ted, the length of forebody required to accommodate them is determined, and a length
for the booster i4 guessed. The booster is combined with the forebody, tails and possibly wings are
added, structure is sized and weighed, the aerodynamic coefficients are estimated, and the performance
during boost is then computed. If the vehicle fails to achieve the desired end-of-boost condition, a new
booster size is selected, and the process is repeated until the desired system performance is obtained.
The success of this process has been more than adequate

1
.
2 

in the past for circular missiles.

However, when non-circular missiles, such as that shown in the exploded view of Figure I are consi-
dered, this process becomes much more complicated. Because the body shape is arbitrary, subsystem pack-
ages and internal boosters no longer need to be cylindrical and more than one booster can be considered.
Therefore, the first step described above of selecting a body diameter is no longer applicable. Now an
initial body shape must be selected. This shape is a strong function of the subsystem shapes and sizes
because the external missile surface can be 'wrapped around" the subsystems. In addition, the size of
the configuration is also a strong function of its shape. For exampleif the body cross section shape is
changed from elliptic to blended, the avionics packaging becomes completely different, and the vehicle
overall size changes significantly. Each shape has different aerodynamic characteristics which have a
strong effect on booster size. Finally, more aerodynamic characteristics must be considered during early
stages of the design process. Parameters such as zero-life pitching moment and optimum lift-to-drag ra-
tio become important design drivers.

Extending the procedure to arbitrary shaped airbreathing missiles further increases the number of
parameters that must be considered in the synthesis process. Ramjet powered missiles require a booster
to accelerate them to supersonic speeds where the airbreathing engine can take-over. The take-over con-
dition varies with engine size and the vehicle drag. In addition sufficient fuel must be packaged to
achieve the desired performance. For maximum range there is a tradeoff between L/D and fuel loading. In
summary, the number of variables which must be considered in the airbreathing missile synthesis process
becomes very large.

SENSITIVITY DERIVATIVE APPROACH

The concept of aerodynamic sensitivity derivatives is illustrated by answering the question posed on
Figure 2: What changes occur when a point on the surface is moved? By inspection, the configuration
forces, moments, surface area, and volume are changed, Figure 3. At supersonic speeds, impact theory can
be used to calculate the pressure for each quadrilateral on the surface. It is then possible to relate
the movement of a given point to a change in pressure on the surrounding quadrilaterals and, therefore, a
change in the aerodynamic characteristics of the missile. For this method, the geometry modeling tech-
niques and selected impact pressure methods from the USAF Supersonic/Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program
(S/HABP)

3 
were used.

Sensitivity derivatives can be calculated by one of two methods: differentiate the governing equa-
tions for the aerodynamic derivatives with respect to moving the point, or physically move the point and
recalculate aerodynamic coefficients to obtain a numerical derivative. For this program, the equations
were differentiated giving over 70 derivates which are combined using the chain rule to give the sensi-
tivity derivatives for quadrilateral pressure, area, and volume with respect to moving a surface point
radially. A summary of the development of sensitivity derivatives is given in References 4 and 5.

A procedure for arbitrary body synthesis for single stage, rocket-powered vehicles based on a sensi-
tivity derivative approach was developed

6
. This process required the booster to be sized to achieve an

end-of-boost velocity requirement. It was implemented in a computer program which makes extensive use of
interactive graphics during the sizing and shaping process. This approach included a computer display of
subsystem packaging and missile external geometry, easily modified subsystem models, automated booster
sizing and interactive reshaping of the external moldline for improved aerodynamics. In the present
paper, the method is extended to airbreathers. First the theoretical formulation of airbreather sensi-
tivity derivatives is given, the interactive program characteristics are described and two examples cases
given.

THEORETICAL FORMULATION

Because of the many possible shapes which are candidates for supersonic arbitrary body airbreathers,
design guidelines are needed to guide configuration shaping. For many airbreathers, cruise range is a
design driver. Using an extension of a sensitivity derivative approach

1
, a set of guidelines for shap-

ing airbreathers for maximum range has been developed. A summary of this derivation follows.

To guide the shaping of airbreathers, the designer would like to know how a change in the external
moldline of the configuration impacts total range. More specifically, if the local surface coordinate is
changed at some point on the body, wing, tail or inlet. how much will range change? The following deri-
vation develops this sensitivity derivative, aRge/cr.

Consider the classical closed-form range equation
8
,

Rge - V(L/D)1 09 (Wtot/Wbo) (1)
SFC

This equation assumes constant velocity, lift coefficient, an specific fuel consumption. However,
altitude is allowed to change during cruise as fuel is burned. For many ramjets and turbojets these as-
sumptions are accurate. The total weight is related to major vehicle component weights through

(2)

Wtot ' Wstr + Wfuel + Wprop + Wother



The burnout weight is given by

Wbo = Wt t - Wfuel (3)

Equation (1) can be differentiated with respect to local radius change at a point on the vehicle sur-
face to give:

3Rqe = Rqe ZL() + V(L/D) I Wtot 1 Wbol

Dri L/D r i + SFC LWtot (r4 WbO Br()

This equation defines the sensitivity of cruise range to changes in local body radius, ri. It re-
quires the evaluation of the three derivatives: 1) )(L/D)/ari, 2) 31Wtot/6ri , 3) 2Wbo/ari de-
scribed below.

1. L/D - derivative - a(L/D)/ ri - The lift to drag ratio can be defined as:

L CL (5)

b C0
where CL and CD can be expressed in normal and axial force coefficients as

CL = CN coso- CA sino (6)

CD = CA coso+ CN sina (7)

Traditionally, skin friction effects are neglected in the normal force coefficient but the axial
force contains both viscous and inviscid terms,

CA = CAI + CAf (8)

where

CAf = CF Swet/Sref (9)

To evaluate Cf the cruise altitude must be known. By assuming lift equals weigh', which neglects
the thrust contribution to lift, the atmospheric density for this condition is

2WP - (10)

CLSrefV2
The cruise altitude corresponding to can be determined from standard atmospheric tables which give

h = h(p) (11)

Then Reynolds number and Mach number at that altitude also can be obtained

Re/x = (12)

M = V/a(h) (13)

and Cf Is then computed using standard methods
g
, to give

Cf = Cf(Re,M) (14)

Equations (5) through (14), cannot be solved directly given the geometry and weight of the vehicle
because the CLin Equation (10) is a function of CL in Equation (6). However, a constant CL with
altitude can be assumed by neglecting the viscous axial force contribution to the lift coefficient in
Equation (10). This requires that CAfsina

_<4<
CNCOSo (15)

For high L/D configurations, a is small at maximum L/D and CN is typically 10 to 20 times CAt.
The ratio in Equation (15) is typically 1/100 and CAf can be neglecting in Equation (6).

Therefore, in Equation (10), the CL can be replaced with CLI and little error is introduced. As
a consequence, Equations (5) through (14) are resolvable directly. First, for a given configuration ge-
ometry, C%, C&I and CLI are computed. Equation (30) As solved for density given vehicle weight.
Then Cf is computed with Equations (11) through (14). At this point, CD :an be computed from Equa-
tion (7) and L/D in Equation (5).

This system of equations can also be differentiated with respect to local radius to give

!(1/0 - 1 [CN BCA si'- CL ['BCA CosNa(16)ai - !-- cos- -- rcos - sin.r--1
Br1 C0 aBr1 coa r1  J C0

2 
[Br1  Dri J

The axial force derivative in Equation (16) is obtained by differentiating Equations (7) through (14)
to obtain

BCA BCAI BCAf (17)

Bri Bri ari
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3
CAf Swet 3Cf Cf aSwet

3ri Sref ari Sref 3ri (18)

3Cf aCf aP
ari ap 3r

1  
(19)

where the first two derivatives are obtained from Equations (8) and (9). Equations (19) is obtained by
noting that Cf is only a function of altitude if velocity is fixed and altitude is a monotonic function
of density. Therefore, Cf can be considered as a function of uensity. To obtain ap/ri, differen-
tiate Equation (10) to obtain

ap = 2 [ 1 w w aCL
1

ari ~rvf 2 L CLI 8ri - 7 an] (20)

where 3CL  aC N  CAI s (21)
- = - cos+ - inaari Bri  ari

Equations (16) through (21) require the following five derivatives, atN/6ri; 6swet/ri;
aCf/p; 6W/ari. The first 3 derivatives were developed using quadrilateral geometry models and local
flow pressure methods

3
. The derivatives atf/8p is not easily computed in closed form. However,

using the Van Driest II method
4
, it can readily be evaluated numerically, i.e.,

BCf ACf

p (22)

The weight derivative in the current scheme is assumed to refer to the average vehicle weight during
the cruise, W = (Wtot + Wbo)/

2
. (23)

3W 1 FaWtot +Wbo] (24)
Therefore, 

ar i 2 [a 3-i ]

These are the same derivatives required for Equation (4) and are discussed below.

2. Total Weight Derivative, 6Wtot/8ri - The total weight consists of four components as identified
in Equation (2). The Wother term includes all constant weight systems such as payload and avionics.
Therefore, it is constant and DWtot - aWstr + aWfue l v prop

ari  ar1  3ri  dr1  (25)

Weight models are needed for each of the three derivatives listed in Equation (25). In the follow-
ing, simple scaling models are described which allow preliminary estimates of these derivatives. More
complex weight models can be used for these and numerical derivatives obtained.

Structure Weight Derivative, aWstr/ari - For many conceptual design applications, the structural
weight is assumed proportional to vehicle surface area, i.e.,

Wstr - Swet

Wstro Sweto

DWstr Wstr o BSwet (27)

ari Sweto ari

where the Swet derivative is known for a given geometry.

Fuel Weight Derivative, 
3
Wfuel/3r i - The fuel weight in conceptual design is often calculated by

Wfuel = Vfuel Pfuel X e (28)

The volume of fuel is that volume remaining after all other systems have been packaged.

Vfuel Vtot - Vstr - Vprop - Vother (29)

At this conceptual design level the structural volume can be assumed negligible and volumes such as
avionics and payloads can be assumed fixed The fuel weight derivative is then

aWfuel 
3
Vfuel

-ar i  pfuel e (30)

and the volume derivative is

BVfuel tVtot - ajp

ari Dri  3ri (31)

The total volume derivative, aVtot /8ri, is easily computed from the quadrilateral formula-
tion

2
. The propulsion volume derivative is obtained from the propulsion model described next.
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Prgoulslon Weiaht Derivative. 6Vnrop/dri - The propulsion model at the conceptual design level is

often based upon engine/inlet s i agorithus which relate propulsion system size to vehicle drag at a

Mach number. altitude, and angle of attack design point. In equation form, this is

Wprop = W prop. (o (32)

Where 0 = 4des C~des Sref evaluated at the engine design point. The volume of the propulsion sys-

tem is often assumed proportional to the weight by

Vprop = VproP
0 (w b
\WproPo/ (33)

For both equations the derivatives with respect to local radius can be computed
Wprop = cWprop aD

0ri D 3ri  (34)

B~prop =!2 b ro oo (35)
ari Wprop ari

Since the engine design point is fixed in altitude and Mach number. COdes is the only parameter
that varies with radius change, i.e.,

3D= qdes Sref
3ri ari  (36)

'CDde s  aCAde s co CNdessn (7

where BC ide ri  ari

3. Burnout Weight Derivative, 6Wbo/ari - Since Wbo is defined by Equation (3)

aWbo Wtot aWfuel

3ri - ri  3ri  
(38)

to summarize, seven derivatives are needed to compute the range derivative. These are

aCN, 'CAI, 
3
Swet, 

3
Vtot, BCAdes, BCNdes, aCf

3ri 3ri 3ri Bri  3ri  ari Zp

All other derivatives are computed from these.

The above derivatives account for changes in lift-to-drag ratio; drag at the engine condition; struc-

tural, fuel and propulsion system weight; and fuel and propulsion system volume. These derivatives are
readily calculated from the vehicle geometry and atmospheric properties and are the basis for the PICTOS
airbreather synthesis program.

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The solid rocket PICTOS program version was modified to include airbreather synthesis based upon
these sensitivity derivatives. To speed up the conceptual design process, we have applied interactive
computer graphics to the initial sizing process. This approach Includes a computer display of major mis-
sile subsystems, automated inlet/engine resizing, verification of internal packaging and guidelines for
reshaping the external vehicles for improved range and aerodynamic characteristics.

The overall automated sizing process is illustrated in Figure 4 where the initial external geometry
of the missile configuration is combined with user selected subsystem sizing models. These subsystem
models include inlet/engine, structural weight, payload weight/volume, and avionics weight/volume. The
external geometry and subsystem sizes are combined and displayed at the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) display
console. The optimization options are then selected to provide guidelines for improving the vehicle per-
formance by reshaping.

The inlet/engine size is determined by using simple scaling laws to relate propulsion size to thrust,
and hence drag requirements. The models are easily replaced if more sophisticated calculations are de-
sired.

Once the inlet/engine and fuel load are sized the user can view a sideview or cross sections to iden-
tify any packaging problems or to begin reshaping.

Some typical internal subsystem component layouts are shown in Figure 5. Ranmjet combustors can be
tapered elliptical frustums. Turbojet engines must be circular. In either case, multiple engines and
fuel tanks can be considered. Many of these models are user supplied. For example, the non-propulsion
subsystems are often modeled as either tapered elliptical frustums or volume conforming shapes. Options
are available for single or multiple inlet configurations. Inlets can have any shape.

The PICTOS airbreathing synthesis program was developed as shown by the flow chart of Figure 6. This
flow chart is very similar to most conventional airbreathing missile synthesis procedures. Data are in-

• - ,=-m~l m n mmm = n --. ~mmumll lll _ I |
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put, aerodynamics are estimated at the engine sizing condition, the propulsion system is sized. subsys-
tems are sized, cruise aerodynamics are estimated and a cruise range estimated. However. at this point
instead of a fully automated vehicle sizing iteration scheme, sensitivity derivatives are computed and
the user becomes actively involved through interactive graphics to review the design, modify It, and con-
trol the design iteration process.

The required initial external geometry definition in terms of body coordinates can be extremely sim-
ple. Because coordinate points can be added at each body cross section, new cross sections can be in-
serted and the entire set of coordinates can be scaled. Only a few critical coordinates need to be input
and their scale is irrelevant.

The PICTOS program is in subroutine form so that the user can supply his shown avionics, payload,
propulsion, and structural weight models. Typical models used for both the solid rocket and airbreather
version are described below.

A typical internal subsystem packaging arrangement is shown in Figure 7. Options are available for
single or twin engine configurations with skew angles relative to the missile axis. The subsystems are
packaged by positioning the nozzle exit station at the base of the missile followed by the combustor or
engine, payload and avionics. Internal ducting of inlets are often modeled by assuming their volume is
proportional to the engine volume.

A typical weight model for structure is shown schematically in Figure 8. Structural weight per unit
surface area is determined as a function of vehicle length. Typically, the weight per unit area is con-
stant for short length vehicles because of minimum practical material thicknesses. For larger length
vehicles, because of the need for stiffeners and bulkheads, weight per unit area increases with vehicle
length.

The dimensions of the avionics volume are determined by user inputs as shown in Figure 9. The half-
elliptic shape is most useful for flat bottom missiles. An optional weight input overrides the weight
calculation and allows the user to account for other subsystems such as hydraulics and fuzes.

Typical payload and engine sizing input parameters are described in Figure 10 and 11 and are similar
to the avionics inputs. Both can be tapered, elliptic cylinders. The engine nozzle is assumed conical
for packaging purposes.

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS

Once the engine is sized, the configuration is ready, for display and interaction shaping. Figure 12
shows the logic flow chart for viewing the configuration. Although it looks complicated, during actual
PICTOS running, most of these options appear as interactive equations on the screen. External and inter-
nal sideviews (SIDE) and cross section views (XSECT) are available to the user. The sideviews are used
to look for an oversize or undersize airframe and to label each cross section with station numbers. The
internal cross section views are given at one of five longitudinal stations: avionics, forward end, avi-
onics aft/payload forward end, payload aft/engine forward end, engine aft end, and nozzle exit. These
are viewed to examine local payload interference with the external moldline. Another type of cross sec-
tion view corresponds to a longitudinal station on the external moldltne of the vehicle for which input
coordinates were provided. These are the points which define the external moldline and are available for
reshaping. This view also includes the Sensitivity derivative results available for guiding the aero-
dynamic shaping of the vehicle. In addition to the range, the aerodynamic coefficients which can be con-
sidered are Cm, CA. and L/D.

EXAMPLE CASES

To illustrate this interactive design process two example cases are presented. The first considers a
simple body shape and the second a full configuration.

Case 1 - Figure 13 shows the simple shape and the effect on range and L/D of varying the height. The
body cross section is rectangular. The front half is a wedge. This shape was selected to illustrate the
process modeled in PICTOS. For this case, a simple packaging model was assumed. The avionics, payload,
fuel and engine packaging was assumed to conforn to the body shape. As indicated by the plot, maximum
range of approximately 1500 nmi is achieved for a configuration with a relatively low L/D of 4.2 at a
body height of 21 inches. For smaller heights, although LID is larger, the fuel carrier is lower as
shown in Figure 14. Although fuel increases with increased height, the L/D decrease and total weight
increase offsets the added feel and range is less. In general, whether or not the best fixed length con-
figuration occurs at the highest L/D is a function of the packaging and propulsion models.

Case 2 - A more complicated example case involves the initial configuration shown in Figures 15 and 16.
The configuration is 195 inches long, has a short spatular nose, twin vertical tails, a larger delta
wing, and two-dimensional ine.. The geometry inputs to PICTOS need not be sophisticated because the
geometry will be modified during reshaping. Therefore, initial geometry definition can be very rapid and
simple geometric shapes are used to define body cross sections. In this case, half-ellipses and rec-
tangles are used.

Because of the crude inputs, some unusual panels exist on the configurations. At Section 2, a large,
twisted panel connects this section to the one behind it. This panel will contribute significantly to
drag. Section 6 includes a wing section attached to the rectangular body. This rectangular shape is a
simple geometry for a first guess.
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As an exercise for PICTOS, the goal of the reshaping of this configuration was to maximize range for
a fixed length vehicle. The initial ramjet engine sizing and cruise conditions are shown in Figure 17.
PICTOS uses this data to develop the initial configuration based upon the flow chart of Figure 6. The
initial configuration results are shown in Figure 18. Range is 1372 nmi with 800 lb of fuel. At this
point, the designer will display the external cross section views and begin modifying geometry to in-
crease range.

For example, Figure 19 is a display of cross section 2 showing the current and recomended shape for
increased range. The recommendations indicate a need to reduce the nose height but expand the side of
the vehicle and bulge the bottom. The strong discontinuity results from the highly twisted panel identi-
fied in Figure 15. This is exactly why a designer is in the loop. Typically the designer will modify or
ignore recommendations like these to maintain a realistic configuration. At station 6 in Figure 20, the
recommendations for the body are to bulge it in all directions. This will add substantially more fuel
without large drag increases.

Each cross-section of the configuration is usually viewed starting at the nose and moving aft. For
this case, two reshaping and sizings were needed to achieve a maximum range configurations. Figure 21
shows the maximum range configuration from an isometric view. The reshaping has reduced the angles on
the sides of the nose and increased body height.

Figure 22 compares side views of the three configurations. Each one increased in height and the nose
was modified. Figure 23 shows the final configuration range of 2690 nmi. The fuel weight is double that
of the initial configuration and L/D is over 5.7.

Figures 24 and 25 show the changes of the body cross sections during each iteration. Note the sec-
tion 2 side wall bulging and the Section 5 bottom and top bulging. These allow more fuel to be carried
with lower drag. Also notice at Station 5, the maximum range configuration has developed an off- center-
line maximum height. This shape may not be desireable in the final design because of structural or car-
riage constraints.

SYNTHESIS CODE DEVELOPMENTS

The PICTOS code described in this paper has been used successfully to perform sizing and shape opti-
mization of advanced missile configurations. The methods incorporated are appropriate for supersonic
missiles that cruise at Mach numbers between 1.5 and 4.0 and altitudes to 120,000 feet. We have enhanced
the code to a vehicle synthesis and optimization code with methods that are applicable from subsonic to
hypersonic speeds. New analysis methods have been incorporated in the following six areas: aero-
dynamics, trajectory simulation, propulsion, structures, thermodynamics, and packaging.

The massive addition and replacement of methods required a significant change in the optimization
methods. In the earlier code, vehicles were optimized using closed-form sensitivity derivative equations
to minimize computer time. This approach demanded simplified methods that were required to be in mathe-
matically differentiable form. This was impossible for the complicated models. Therefore, the main pro-
gram logic and optimization techniques were redesigned. The most significant change is that the sensi-
tivity derivatives are calculated numerically by physically moving a point and calculating the vehicle
parameters and resulting derivatives. A summary of the upgrades is given in Figure 26 and the PICTOS
design system In Figure 27.

SUMMARY

A missile synthesis approach for arbitrary-body shapes with alrbreathing engines and subject to a
variety of constraints is presented. By using interactive graphics, simple subsystem and performance
models, low cost aerodynamic prediction techniques, and aerodynamic sensitivity derivatives a rapid, ac-
curate and inexpensive approach to airbreather conceptual design is obtained. The technique is flexible
because the user supplies the various subsystem and propulsion sizing algorithms consistent with his de-
sign problem. It can also be started with very simple geometries, which are completely different than
the final shape. The resulting configurations are compatible with conceptual design level of accuracy
and detail.
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SUMMARY

This paper presents the results of investigations of the aerodynamic heating of mis-
siles. First the applied basic semiempirical methods to determine the flow field about
the isolated components of missiles are described and some possibilities to calculate the
heat flux in the boundary layer are specified for different pointed or blunted body noses,
such as conical, ogival and hemispherical noses. The methods are valid for laminar and
turbulent flow properties and in the transition region between laminar and turbulent. The

calculated heattransfer factors or Stanton numbers are compared with experimental results.
The agreement between theoretical and measured values is good.

In the second part of the paper a theoretical method for the calculation of the flow
field around missile configurations is presented. This method is based on the paraboliza-
tion of the compressible, stationary Navier-Stokes equations (PNS-eq.) and limited to su-
personic Mach numbers. The quality of the results is demonstrated by comparison to corres-
ponding test results of other authors.

Finally a computational method is described to calculate the local time-dependent
temperatures at the surface or inside the body. The configuration is divided into a num-
ber of volume elements, thus permitting numerical solution of the time varying equation
of heat transfer. The resulting temperatures for some special configurations are plotted
and when possible compared with experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of aerodynamic heating of missile-surface and of the corresponding in-
crease of missile temperature may be very important during the design of missiles. The
heating of the mssile-body is very often a determining factor in the selection of mate-
rials, in order to ensure that the structure and the internal equipment of the missile,
such as seeker, guidance control, power supply, warhead or propellant will not become too
warm during its mission. Aerodynamic heating even may become critical for the operational
efficiency of a missile, especially for an air-to-air-missile with an infrared-seeker and
Mach numbers up to 4 and sometimes even more.

Figure 1 shows the theoretical stagnation temperature as a function of Mach number
and altitude, indicating a large increase of stagnation temperature To with increasing
Mach number M and a slight decrease of To with increasing altitude H. These stagnation
temperatures represent a rough measure of the maximum temperatures induced by aerodynamic
heating, the real maximum temperatures however are fortunately below the stagnation tem-
peratures. By real gas effects the exact stagnation temperatures are lower than the values
of fig. 1, which is valid for ideal gas.

The prediction of aerodynamic heating is possible by wind tunnel tests or by compu-
tational methods which include a wide spectrum of methods from approximate empirical meth-
ods to exact solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations. A survey and introduction on
common methods used to predict aerodynamic heating of missiles is given by Neumann and
Hayes in [01, describing semiempirical methods, theoretical methods and test methods.

2. CALCULATION OF AEROKINETIC HEATING AND FLOW PROPERTIES

2.1 Semiempirical Method

The method to determine the heat flux between the boundary layer and the missile-sur-
face is based on the assumption that the calculation may be applied to isolated components
of the missile. The body is considered as a cylinder with either a hemispherical, conical
or ogival nose, where the cone or the ogive may be pointed or blunted. The wing and tail
are considered as flat plates with wedged or hemicylindrical noses. A summary of the pos-
sible configurations and the different flow states is shown in figure 3.

The considered velocities may be from subsonic up to hypersonic, but the results
will be the better, the higher the Mach number is. The applied methods are valid for the
range from zero up to about twenty degrees incidence with the restriction that no vortex
or shock induced change of the heat transfer is considered.

It is important to note that at the junction between body and wing or tail, the in-
duced vortices and shocks develop very high rate of kinetic heating. However, this effect
is not considered in this method.
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The heat flux 4 between the surrounding flow and the surface of a missile is induced
by the gradient of the fluid temperature at the solid wall (3T/9y)y=o according to Fou-
rier's law of heat conduction 4 = (3T/ay)y=o. Figure 2 shows characteristic temperature
profiles in the boundary layer with cooled, adiabatic and heated wall. Instead of using
3T/ay, the heat flux can be expressed by the difference Tr - Tw between the adiabatic wall
temperature Tr (= recovery temperature) and the actual wall temperature Tw as 4 = aw(Tr -
Tw). The semiempirical method presented in this paper is based on this equation. To calcu-
late the heat flux it is necessary to determine the quantities listed in figure 4. In or-
der to avoid the complicated boundary layer calculations, empirical approximations are
used for the estimation of the flow parameters Tr, aw, T 6 , M6.

In figure 4 the subscript 6 indicates a boundary layer condition, whereas the sub-
script w denotes a wall condition. The most important quantities to determine the heat
flux are the heat-transfer factor aw or the corresponding, nondimensional, so called Stan-
ton number St and the recovery factor r, which is the ratio of temperature increase due
to friction to the increase due to compression. To calculate the Stanton number we must
determine the flow field and especially the pressure distribution in the nearfield of the

body. In figure S some methods to calculate the local pressure distribution for several
configurations can bee seen. For the most interesting case of supersonic and hypersonic
Mach numbers we calculate the pressure distribution by the following methods:

For blunt bodies and pointed bodies with detached nose shocks we determine the pres-

sure of the body surface by the so-called "modified Newtonian theory", which supplies very
good results over the forward portion, but predicts free stream pressure at the shoulder.

Therefore we use the so-called "blast wave analogy" near the shoulder. This method
is not applicable either in the nose region, where the details of the flow are important
or far downstream where the shock wave decays to a Mach wave. The limiting value between
the modified Newtonian theory and the blast wave theory is that point on the surface from
which on the Newtonian pressure is less than the blast wave value. Farther downstream we
use the blast wave theory as long as the pressure is higher than the ambient pressure.

For pointed bodies with attached nose shock we use equations, tables and charts for
compressible flow (i. e. see [1]) in the nearfield of the stagnation point. Near the junc-
tion between nose and cylindrical body we determine the surface pressure from tables of
supersonic flow over cone cylinder (i. e. see

A very important criterion for the heat flux is the physical effect whether the flow
is laminar or turbulent. This difference determines tl:' size of the Stanton number, which
for turbulent flow may be up to ten times the value for laminar flow, whereas the recov-
ery factors differ only slightly (r z 0.82 up to 0.85 for laminar flow and r z 0.88 for
turbulent flow). The ratio between turbulent and laminar heat transfer factors increases
with increasing Reynolds number. This means that for many configurations the heat trans-
fer factor has its highest value far downstream from the stagnation point. This might be
surprising in the first moment, but we should keep in mind this physical fact, when we
later calculate the temperature distribution on the surface of the body.

The beginning of flow transition is influenced by several parameters. Some of the
governing parameters are the flight Mach number, the local Mach number and the local Rey-
nolds number at the outer edge of the boundary layer, but besides these there are addi-
tional parameters such as pressure gradient in the flow direction, geometrical shape of
the nose, surface roughness or temperature ratio between surface and flow. In the litera-
ture we often find the local momentum thickness 0 and the displacement thickness 6* in-
stead of the local Mach- and Reynolds numbers.

In our digital program we use experimental results from H. Schlichting [3], K. F.
Stetson [4], R. W. Detra [S], K. R. Czarnecki [6] and L. D. Wing [7] for the beginning
of flow transition. Moreover we have to remember that the extent of the transition region
between lamiar and full turbulent flow increases rapidly with increasing Mach number,
where the transition region is usually considered to be characterized by the intermittent
appearance of turbulent spots which grow as they move downstream until they finally merge
into one another to form the turbulent boundary layer. This "spot theory" from H. W. Emmons
[8] is extended to flows on blunt bodies by K. K. Chen and N. A. Thyson [9] and is fitted
in the computer program.

To calculate the local Stanton number and recovery factor we use a procedure from
L. D. Wing [10] for ogival noses and a method from E. R. Van Driest [11] for all other
configurations. According to Van Driest's method the Stanton number depends on the geome-
trical shape and on the local Reynolds number, which is determined with the flow param-
eters at the outer edge of the boundary layer. The Stanton numler is inversely proportion-
al to the square root of the Reynolds number in laminar flow and also inversely propor-
tional to the fifth root of the local Reynolds number in turbulent flow. It should be no-
ted here that Van Driest's method neglects real gas effects.

A typical result for the Stanton number on a flat plate is shown in figure 7, where
the local flow parameters in the boundary layer are varied. In figure 8 we see the local
heat flux for laminar turbulent flow state and in the transition region of a sphere.

For a pointed tangent ogive nose with attached shock the flow parameters are calcu-
lated by subdividing the ogival nose into a short pointed conical region followed by sever-
al truncated cones. The boundary layer heat transfer rate and shear stresses at the wall
are calculated by means of the Eckert and Tewfik [12] adaption of Lee's momentum integral
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equation and the use of Reynolds analogy for the laminar case, and the flat plate refer-
ence enthalpy method described in [13] (also applying Reynolds analogy) for the turbulent
boundary layer case.

2.2 Theoretical Method (PNS-Method)

Theoretical calculations of flow fields around solid bodies at high supersonic or
hypersonic speeds and the calculation of heat transfer at all Mach numbers must be based
on the complete conservation equations, including viscous effects and careful treatment of
the boundary layer. The consideration of complex vortex- and shock-systems is important,
as they may effect extremely high local heat flux to the body surface. Figure 9 gives a
classification of approximation levels of theoretical methods for the calculation of flow
fields. Heat transfer calculations are possible only by the methods of level I to 3.

Full 3-D Navier-Stokes calculations of flow fields around realistic configurations
are almost impossible with the available generation of computers. Therefore it is reason-
able that efficient theoretical methods are based on approximations to the Navier-Stokes
equations.

The "Thin-Layer"-approximation is able to give very good results [18], [19], but
needs big computers [20 and has some problems with viscous effects at curved walls L21].
The computational expenditure is close to that of full Navier-Stokes solutions, using
time-step-integration.

Using the arabolized Navier-Stokes equations (PNS) the amount of needed CPU-time
and store capacity can be reduced to reasonable values. PNS-approximations are limited
to supersonic flow calculations without recirculation, open flow separations however (vor-
tex sheet separation) are included. Compared to methods solving the complete time-depen-
dent conservation equations, the advantage of PNS-methods is given by the spatial integra-
tion in direction of the main flow.

Successfull applications of PNS-methods, based on the approximations of Vigneron et
al. [22] and Schiff and Steger [23] include 3-0 flow calculations for simple reentry bo-
dies [24], for the US space shuttle [25], [26], L27], and for a supersonic fighter 28.
All cited applications used PNS-methods based on finite difference discretization. The
presented Dornier method by Rieger [29] is based on a finite volume formulation.

Starting with the integral form of the conservation equations (s. figure 10), the
finite volume formulation of the conservation equations is defined (see fig. 11, 12; no-
tation after [30]). The system of equations has to be completed by the equations of a
perfect gas, of Fourier's-law for molecular transfer of energy (heat conduction), and of
Newtonian fluid (specification of Newtonian stress tensor). The influence of the tempera-
ture on the dynamic viscosity is used after Sutherland.

Details of the mathematical formulations and of the parabolization of the equation
system are given by Rieger [29]. Figure 13 gives a characterization of the purpose, prob-
lem and measures of the parabolization. It has been proofed [22] that a good approximation
of the pressure gradient in the subsonic layer is important and neccessary for accurate
results, except for some hypersonic problems [311.

In the "sublayer"-method (see fig. 14), extended by Schiff and Steger [23] to non-
iterative PNS-methods, the pressure gradient in integration direction of the subsonic
layer is taken from the bordering supersonic flow. This assumption seems to cause a con-
sistency problem and a limitation of the minimum integration intervals for numeric sta-
bility (see [23], [32], [33]).

Therefore the Dornier PNS-method is based on the Vigneron-approximation [22], using
a portion of the pressure gradient which gives no mathematical problems and no limitation
of the minimum integration interval. This is important for the accurate flow field calcu-
lation at pointed body noses.

In order to reduce the amount of CPU-time and of store capacity, the presented PNS-
method assumes (see fig. 15) that the planes xl = const. of the curved coordinate system
xi= ( , n, c) with (i = 1, 2, 3) are identical with the planes x

1
' = const. of a fixed

cartesian coordinate system xi' = (x, y, z) with (i' = 1', 2', 3').

2.3 Results of Aerokinetic Heating and Flow Field Calculations

Semiempirical method:

Figure 16 shows calculated heat transfer factors or Stanton numbers for a sphere
(M_= 8.9) compared with experimental results. The agreement between the two theoretical
methods and between theory and experiment is good. In figure 17 we see the results for a
blunted cone (M- = 7.0). Here we have great difference between the same methods as in
figure 16, especially in the region of the junction from spherical to conical body. Com-
pared with measurements, we can see that the presented method is better than Lee's method.
In figure 18 we see a blunted conical nose followed by a cylindrical body, the so-called
AGARD-calibration-model HB-1. The agreement between calculalted and experimental values
is very good. In figure 19 the heat transfer factor is shown for a pointed ogive nose
followed by a cylindrical body. The angle of incidence is varied from -10 degrees up to

L
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10 degrees. Near the stagnation point the heat transfer factor decreases downstream, but
behind the station, where the transition begins, we recognize a very high increase in the
heat transfer. The increase on the windward side is much higher than on the leeward side.
The differences between windward and leeward sides are relatively weak on the clyindrical
body. The agreement between theoretical and experimental results of the ogive nosed body
is also good.

PNS-method:

For testing the PNS-method some typical configurations were used. Figure 20 shows
calculated pressure coefficients compared to test results for the NASA-forebody No. 4
(after [34]) at M = 1.7, a = -5'. The agreement between theoretical and test results is
good. Comparisons of PNS-results and TNS-results of Haase [351 for a flat plate in super-
sonic flow (M = 3.0) proof good accuracy of the PNS-method (see fig. 21, 22). Figure 24
shows the comparison of the present PNS-method results with test result of Holden and
Moselle [361, and with theoretical results of Hung and MacCormack [37] and Lawrence et
al. [38] for a hypersonic compression ramp defined in figure 23.

An important testcase is given by the calculations for a pointed cone (at M = 7.9S;
a = 12', 24 ) which has been tested by Tracy [39]. Figure 35 shows the shock position in
the solution adaptive coordinate system after Haase [40] which agrees very well with the
test results of Tracy. The pressure coefficients and the heat transfer coefficients (see
fig. 26, 27) versus the circumferential angle are in very good agreement with the test
results.

Figure 28 shows the geometry of an ogive for which some results of the time depen-
dent temperature distribution are available [17]. Heat flux calculations by the Dornier-
PNS-method and by the semiempirical method proof a good agreement of the calculated re-
sults (fig. 29) at M = 1.99 and a = 0

°
, confirming the good experience with the semiem-

pirical method.

3. CALCULATION OF LOCAL TEMPERATURES

3.1 Calculation method

If the Stanton numbers and the recovery factors are determined, the local time-de-
pendent temperatures at the surface or inside the missile can be calculated. Therefore
the configuration is divided into a number of volume elements, thus permitting numerical
solution of the time varying equations of heat transfer. There is a physical requirement
in the method, that the temperature is constant within a volume element. The temperature
of an element depends on heat transfer, heat convection, picked up and reflected heat ra-
diation, internal heat conduction and from internal losses. For any volume element the
heat balance is expressed (see figure 30) and we obtain a system consisting of a number
of first order differential equations.

For steady state flows, we can determine the temperatures by solving the system of
equations iteratively. For intermittend states of flow, which are typical in missile
flights, we solve the system of ordinary nonlinear differential equations by a fifth or-
der Runge-Kutta-method. The computational organization of the digital program provides
that the heat transfer factors aw and the corresponding recovery temperatures Trec for
several Mach numbers and angles of attack are determined in a first step. The results
will be used in form of input data in the second ste, , the computation of local tempera-
tures. This simplification requires that the influence of temperature on the heat trans-
fer factor is negligible.

It should be noted here that the time for computation of the local temperatures de-
pends first of all on the number of volume elements. With 24 volume elements and a dura-
tion of flight of about 30 seconds in an example, we had about two minutes of computation
time whereas the semiempirical calculation of aerodynamic heating runs very much quicker.

3.2 Results of Local Temperature Calculations

In figure 31 we see the time varying local temperatures on the surface of a spheri-
cally-nosed cylindrical body. The appropriate Mach-time-curve is typical for an air-to-
air missile. The most important facts in this figure are that the station with the high-
est temperature of the body is not the stagnation point, but the station of the beginning
of transition and that the maxim value comes chronologically clearly after the maximum of
Mach number. Besides these effects we should notice that those stations with high heating
during acceleration of the missile lose more temperature when the Mach number decreases.
The heating of the cylindrical regions is weak compared with that of the stagnation region.

Figure 32 shows time-dependent temperatures at the stagnation point for one-layer-
model and five-layer-model calculations. Here we can see that it is extraordinarily nec-
essary to use a multi-layer-model. With an one-layer-model we determine temperatures which
are too low during acceleration and too high during a following speed retardation. If we
want to know the exact surface temperatures or internal temperatures the multi-layer-model
is necessary except the heat conduction is relatively good (see figure 14). But we should
remember that the materials of body noses are usually glass or something like that espe-
cially if we have infrared seekers.
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The results in figures 31, 32 and 33 are valid for axisymmetric flow. In figure 34
the angle of incidence is 20 degrees. The temperature on the windward side is up to about
150 degrees higher than on the leeward side. This statement is only valid during accele-

ration of the missile. When the Mach number decreases,the temperature decreases too, where
the reduction in temperature is higher for areas of higher temperature during accelerated
flight.

In figure 35 some theoreticaly determined temperatures of a pointed tangent ogive
nose are compared with experimental results, where the Mach number was constant for about
half a minute. First of all we have to note that the differences between calculated and
experimental results are not greater than about twenty degrees, which means a good agree-
ment. It is nearly impossible to specify the reasons for the differences, but it seems im-
portant to show that the theoretical recovery temperatures after a relatively long time of
mission are too low in the stagnation- and transition region, whereas more downstream (ele-
ment C in figure 35) the agreement is very good.
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PREDICTION OF BASE-FLOWS

By
J. DELERY

ONERA - 92320 CHATILLON - France
and

R.G. LACAU
aerospatlale - DIVISION ENGINS TACTIQUES - 92320 CHATILLON - France

SUMMARY
The base region of a missile or a launcher is the seat of complex phenomena which can have important repercussions on

vehicle performance. The fields they concern are many : afterbody drag, heat transfer, interaction between external stream and
the base, etc. Thus prediction of these phenomena is of great practical interest for missile design.

The present lecture is mainly centered on a presentation of the basic principles underlying most of the medhods currently
used to compute base-flows. These methods belong essentially to the following three categories : In the Inviscid/Viscous Interactive
approach, the outer inviscid flow and the viscous regions are computed together and made compatible along a common boundary.
In the Multi-Component approach, the flowfield is decomposed into a limited number of regions which are treated by approximate
methods and then patched together. This approach has led to the development of a large variety of practical methods which
are still routinely used in industry. The last approach, much more recent, consists in solving the time averaged Navier-Stokes
equations. Base-flows in the jett-off and jet-on situations are now computed by solving the full Navier-Stokes equations or the
thin layer approximation of these equations. Although still costly in computer time and not always in good agreement with experiment
because of the difficulty of modeling turbulence in such complex flows, the Javier-Stokes approach is particularly promising.
It appears also as the most straightforward way to extend prediction capability to three-dimensional flows.

The presentation of these different approaches is illustrated by applications at well as comparisons with experiment
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The phenomena taking place in the base region of a missile or a launcher can have important repercussions on its performance
and consequently on its design. These complex phenomena involve in fact both aerodynamic and thermodynamic problems, including
chemistry and radiative processes.

The first point of interest for base flows is certainly that of base-drag prediction. Indeed, at subsonic as well as at supersonic
speeds, the pressure PB that establishes itself in the "dead-air" region in contact with the base of a projectile or a missile is
almost always noticeably lower than the pressure p- of the unperturbated upstream flow. There results a drag force, proportional
to the base area and representing an important fraction of the total drag when this area is close to that of the maximum cross
section. Thus for a classical missile in powered flight, base drag represents nearly 30% of the total drag at subsonic and transonic
Mach numbers and 25% at supersonic speeds. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the base drag contribution for three
tactical missiles in the Mvach number range 0.2. - 2.2. In a particularly unfavorable case, as for an unpowered rocket or an artillery
shell at transonic Mach number, the base drag can contribute up to 50% of the total drag, as shown in Fig.2.

A... .wC cr

2C 50....5 C o fins
I~, .,usel 5

2 r 6 "4 .3 22

Fig 1 Typical base-drag of tactical missiles 08 1 1.'2 M.

Fig. 2 -Contribution to drag of the different parts of an
unpowered missile

On the other hand, for a strongly underexpanded nozzle, as occurs at high altitude where the pressure poj in the nozzle exit
plane is much higher than p,. the exhaust jet expands abruptly at the nozzle lip. The resulting obstacle effect produces a rise
in the base pressure pa which can become superior to the pressure Pot on the fuselage upstream of the base. In this circumstance,

the pressure ratio pB/po£ across the shock wave which then forms at the base corner at supersonic Mach number can be high
enough to separate the boundary layer on the fuselage. Such a situation, sketched in Fig. 3a, may lead to several nefast
consequences.

5..S

W-.P-w ,k li b. ,,,k'ml . flk

Fig. 3 -Base flow with separation on the fuselage or inside

the nozzle

Thus, if the separation point S moves well upstream of the base corner, fins mounted in the aft part of the fuselage will
be immersed in a low energetic separated flow. They will then lose their effectiveness rendering the control of the missile trajectory

difficult if not impossible. Furthermore, plume induced separation often leads to severe stability problems, the situation being

worsened by the frequently unsymmetrical character of separation, even at zero incidence.

In addition, due to the intense turbulent mixing process developing along the frontiers of the separated flows (external stream

and exhaust jet, see Section 2.2. below), hot gases coming from the propulsive jet are fed into the separated region and car,
be in contact with the unprotected missile fuselage.
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Fig. 4- Plume induced separation on a boattailed after- a 30 5

body lAgrell and White, 1974)
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0.2 F!ri ery r.09r) 0

Fig. 5- Heat transfer at the base for a multi-nozzle 0 1 1 , .

configuration IMusial and Ward, 1961) 0 2000 4000 6000

Plume induced separation can also happen at lower altitude if the afterbody is equipped with a boattail in order to reduce
afterbodv drag. In this case, at supersonic Mach number, the pressure on the boattail being lowe than p. and the base area
reduced, separation at the base corner is more likely to occur. Figure 4 shows this type of separation in a wind tunnel test lAgrell
and White, 1974). The figure is a composite picture made of a schlieren photograph of the flowfield and a photograph of surface
flow visualization showing the separation line on the boattail.

A simular situation may happen for an overexpanded nozzle. Now, as sketched in Fig. 3b, separation takes place inside the
nozzle. However, such a situation is more likely to occur in an aircraft nozzle at low altitude than in a missile nozzle.

Another extremely important problem of interest in the base region of a powered missile is the risk of post-burnin of
incompletely burned exhaust gases by mixing with the outer air in the dead-air region. Occurrence of this phenomenon provokes
a dramatic increase of heat transfer rate at the base. Also the resulting existence of a high temperature spot in contact with
the base can facilitate detection of the missile by infra red sensors or perturb missile guidance by laser beam system.

Concerning multi-nozzle launch vehicles at high altitude, the dynamics of the flow in the region of jet mutual impingements
results in strong recirculating currents of hot gases flowing towards the base of the launcher. This phenomenon, considered
in more detail in Section 3.4.8, is the cause of an abrupt rise of heat transfert rate in the base central region as illustrated by
the example shown in Fig. 5.

Base flow phenomena are also of importance in the development of plumes whose emissive and radiative properties are
key elements of detection capabilities.

To conclude this probably incomplete list of problems involving base-flow, let us mention some techniques actively developed
to reduce base drag by means of fluid injection into the dead-air region. Indeed, injection of a small amount of fluid through the
base of a projectile results in a noticeable increase of the base pressure. The effect is largely magnified if the fluid injected burns
by mixing with the outer air. In this case the base pressure PB can become practically equal to the upstream pressure p resulting
in a nearly complete cancellation of base drag (for information on base drag reduction techniques, see "Aerodynamics of Base
Combustion". 1976).

Before entering into the presentation of methods allowing the calculation of base-flows, it can be worthwhile to give a short
physical description of such flows.The essential purpose of this description, which does not claim to be -omplete. is to provide
the physical bases of the theoretical models considered hereinafter. The many aspects of base-flow phenomena will not be
envisaged, neither shall we discuss here the role of the different parameters influencing the flow in the base region. Such information
can be found elsewhere (see for example Ddlery and Sirieix, 1979). On the other hand, there exists a huge quantity of data on
base-flows and a thorough review of the literature on this subject would be a formidable task.

Here we shall focus our attention on detailed descriptions of typical and "basic" base flows by examination of carefully
made experiments.

2 - PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF BASE-FLOWS

2.1 -Base-flow Without Propulsive Jet

Let us first consider the flow at the base of a cylindrical afterbody without jet for a subsonic incoming stream. The separation
structure depends, in this case, little on compressibility effects so we shall use as first elements of analysis, the results provided
by visualization in the water tunnel.
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The photographs reproduced in Figs. 6a and 6b were obtained with different exposure times. In Fig 6a, where the exposure
time is about 1 second, the tracers consist of fine air bubbles in suspension in the water and can be observed in a thin section
containing the axis. A rather good definition of the mean flow structure can be deduced. This perfectly reproducible flow is Organized
around a toroidal main vortex located within a domain bounded by the (j) streamline. Separation occurs practically at the corner
S, a mixing process develops along (j) and the fluid entrained during this process flows back into the closed zone under the effect
of the compression taking place in the vicinity of the stagnation - or reattachment - point R.

fn the photograph of Fig. 6b lwhose exposure time is much shorter-about 0.01 second), the unsteady character of the turbulent
dissipative layer is clearly shown as well as the mechanism of formation of large structures entrained within the mixing layer
and later evacuated downstream in a quasi-periodic manner.

ab

tedge of dissipative layer (exposure lime t 0.01S )

Fig. 6- Hydrodynamic visualization of base flow
Werle, 1970)

As regards the mean field, detailed explorations by Laser Doppler Velocimetry of the separated zone and its surroundings provide
data complementing those obtained by visualizations.

The example given in Figs. 7a to 7c (Berner. 19861. in the case of a low speed flow at M. = 0.35, reveals the structure
of the mean field behind a cylindrical afterbody by means of streamwise velocity profiles, vector plot and tracing of the streamlines
in a meridian plane. The following features can be remarked in particular :

- the rapid development and transverse expansion of the mixing layer starting from the separation point S at the base Shoulder

- the relative compacity of the separated zone whose length is slightly greater than one caliber ;
- the importance of negative reverse velocities (shaded area in Fig. 7a) in the dead-air region. These velocities can reach
30% of the external velocity ;

- lastly, the rather continuous evolution of the streamwise velocity profiles and their gradual passage from a situation of
mixing layer type with back flow to a situation of wake type and velocity increasing on the axis. This evolution can be
characterized by the definition of a one - or two-parameter - family of profiles whose utilization will be examined in the
Sections of this paper dealing with calculation methods.

During this process, a strong production of turbulence occurs around (j), as shown in Fig. 8 which represents the spatial
distributions of both the axial and radial turbulent intensities as well as of turbulent shear-stress. This turbulence diffuses very
rapidly towards the wake axis as well as outwards and remains at a rather high level within the separated zone throughout
recirculation.

As regards the pressure field, the curve 6 *(x) representing the viscous flow displacement effect and which was obtained by
integration of the mean velocity field defines the boundary of the obstacle equivalent to the separated flow and wake.

The evolution of the pressure coefficient Cp plotted in Fig. 9 IVanwagenen, 1968) shows that this obstacle effect is felt
upstream of the base up to a distance of about one diameter.

The acceleration of the flow, very marked near the base, ensures the continuous matching of pressures in S on either side
of separation.

The axial evolution of pressures behind the base presents the characteristic shape shown in Fig. 9. This evolution with increasing
streamwise distance X is first marked by a slight decrease of Cp up to a minimum value at a distance of about X = rB, rn
being the base radius. This decrease of Cp can be associated with the increase of the reverse velocity (see Fig. 7). The recompression
that follows is important : it results from the flow confluence on the axis ; the maximu n pressure is reached slightly behind
the stagnation point R.

Figure 10 shows the variation of the base pressure coefficient CpB with the momentum thickness of the boundary-layer
at the base shoulder Op. We can see that CPB decreases when 00 decreases, in so much as O0/rB is smaller. On the other hand,
for values of Opira higher than about 0.02, the base pressure evolution is very small. This tendency is confirmed by other observations
(Chang, 1970 ; Rom et al., 19721 and explains the small effect of an appreciable variation of the Reynolds number recorded
by experimentalists when the boundary-layer upstream of ,he base is turbulent and the values of O01rB scanned during the variation
of the Reynolds number are higher than 0.02.
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body ,Love, 1957)

As announced at the beginning of this Section, the Mach number effect is slight Thus as shown in Fig. 1, the base pressure
coefficient CpB varies only a very little when the upstream Mach number M is lower than 0.85. On the other hand, when
approaching transonic speeds, CpB rises rapidly w th a relatively large uncertainty in the Mach number range 0 9 1.2. Thereafter,
the base pressure coefficient decreases steadil'. when M. increases

In the case of a supersonic incoming flow, schlieren pictures constitute a privileged means of observation, revealing the main

features of flow separation in supersonic rdgime. Thus the visuairatibns of Figs. 1 2a to 1 2c clearly show

the quasi-centred expansion at the base corner, which suddenly deviates the flow towards the axis

the highly dissipative turbulent mixing layer separating the invisCid flow from the separation bubble
the continuous recompression, in the wake neck region. whose waves focalize to form a shock

the relatively thick wake that follows this recompresson

First we shall note the disappearance of the upstream interaction effect, the separation in supersonic flow being preceded
by an expansion practically centred at the base corner which is often limited by the presence of a weak shock (the so-called
"lip shock", Hama, 1966, 1968). Then, in photograph 12b, where exposure time is shorter, we remark the turbulent structures
that develop along the mixing layer and in the wake.

ifoe= 2 FA,. 2,3 -a mean flow streamlines

b Me, .2

exposure time - I p -b- shear strets profiles

oi 2 2

c cMoe 4 % _

Fig. 12 - Flow visualization downstream of a cylindri- Fig. 13 - Flow structure downstream of a cylindrical
cal afterbody - Supersonic flow afterbody - Supersonic flow (Gaviglio at at.,

1977)
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As regards mea and turbulent fields, we shall examine the typical elements represented in Figs. 13a and 13b lGaviglio et al.,
1977) which give 6 very detailed analysis of the flow behind a cylindrical afterbody for an upstream Mach number equal to 2.3.

Figure 13a provides the tracing of the mean flow streamlines in the meridian plane. The pattern of the separated zone differs
only from the subsonic case by the separation condition in S, the supersonic separation being characterized by a sudden variation
of the velocity direction due to the initial expansion. The velocity profiles that describe the flow within the separated zone and
in its vicinity belong to the same family as in subsonic flow. So, apart from scale effects, the difference between the subsonic
and supersonic cases concern only the external, non dissipative flow (initial centred expansion, formation of shock-waves, etc. .)
and intervene at the level of the "coupling" conditions between the dissipative and inviscid parts of the flow (see Section 3.3.2.),

In Fig. 13b are plotted the profile of turbulent shear stress r = - Qu V, scaled to the wall shear stress of the boundary-layer
in S, at various distances behind the base. Effects similar to those observed in subsonic flow are emphasized. We shall note
the high levels of lrt measured at the end of the mixing zone. The compressibility influence is in fact expressed by the noticeable
variation with Mach number of the turbulent mixing parameter which defines the crosswise scale of the mixing layer downstream
of S. This question is more thoroughly discussed in Section 3.4.2. below.

As Shown in Fig. 14, the static pressure distribution along the axis behind the base reflects the evolution of the external flow
(Sirieix at al., 1968). As in subsonic 'low, we first note a slight decrease of p, followed by a continuous compression rather
rapid at first, then passing by a maximum and decreasing more slowly down to a level almost equal to p-. This recompression
shape, rather different from that observed in the plane two-dimensional supersonic case, is specific to separation at the base
of an axisymmetric afterbody. The presence of a nearly isobaric separated zone at the boundary of the external supersonic flow
entails a noticeable increase of the inclination angle 4P of its local direction when this flow comes closer to the axis (Chapman,
1951). When the flow returns to a direction almost parallel to the axis, this situation contributes to the creation of a compression
whose level is higher than the upstream pressure p- in a manner all the more marked as the Mach number is higher isee Fig. 14).

In the same manner as in subsonic flow, we observe an increase of base pressure when the momentum thickness of the
initial boundary-layer increases, this increase rate becoming very low for a given range of O0/rB values. So, in most applications,
the evolution of the ratio pB/p with the Reynolds number Re can be neglected, at least as long as Re is large enough for
relamtinarzation of the mixing layer not to occur after the initial expansion preceding separation.

With a view to estimations useful for a "project department" we may define in these conditions a base pressure coefficient
CpB practically independent of Reynolds number whose evolution with the upstream Mach number M.. has been given in Fig.
11. The results traced in this figure are the result of compilations produced in particular by Chapman (19511 and Love (19571.
Except in the transonic range, the scatter of results is not very greatand this mean curve constitutes an empirical reference
allowing one to obtain rather accurate estimates for cases close to the "basic" configuration, i.e., that of a cylindrical afterbody.
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0LA Fig. 15 - Pressure at the base of an afterbody with a
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and Hastings, 19611
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Fig. 14 - Axial pressure distribution - Supersonic flow

2.2 - Base-Flow with Propulsive Jet

We shall now deal with the study of the aspects specific to the powered phase of a missile flight where very complex phenomena
come into play, especially during the starting of the exhaust nozzle. These phenomena are created by the confluence of two
flows whose stagnation conditions and local state (Mach number, velocity direction, etc...) as well as chemical compositions
are very different.

We shall essentially examine the case of supersonic external flows which leads to the most note worthy interaction effects
(Reid and Hastings, 1961 ; Carribre, 1961).
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Let us first examine a typical example corresponding to the geometric configuration defined in Fig. 15 (Paid and Hastingsl.

The internal and external flows are supplied by air at the same stagnation temperature. The Mach number MR/9 of the external

flow is uniform upstream of the base and equal to 2, as is the nominal Mach number Moj of the internal flow.

The curve giving the evolution of the ratio PB/POE (POE is the static pressure upstream of the base) with the ratio of the

stagnation pressures Pd/Pr£ is plotted in Fig. 15. This curve can be divided into three domains :

- the first domain 11) which corresponds to very small flow rates is marked by a continuous increase of PR/POE up to a maximum

value. This evolution of the base pressure corresponds in fact to the base-bleed effect which is sometimes considered as a

means of reducing base drag of a projectile as mentioned in the introduction ;

in the srcond domain ill), we observe a sudden and rapid decrease of the base pressure, down to a very low minimum
value. During this phase we observe successively ;

al - the nczzle starting from the throat to the outlet Ifrom a to b in Fig. 15)

b) - the establishment of a r~gime of confluence of the external flow and the fully supersonic internal flow lfrom b
to c in Fig. 15).

* within domain (111). the base pressure increases continuously when the nozzle expansion ratio increases. The flow is then stable.

The above example shows a rapid but continuous evolution of the phenomena which does not always take place as shown
in Fig, 16. These results are relative to a cylindrical afterbody immersed in an external stream with a Mach number MOE = 1.87.
The afterbody is equipped with a conical nozzle whose exit Mach number is equal to 3.29.

With the variation of PB/POE, represented here as a function of expansion ratio prj/POE, are associated photographs of schlieren
visualization of the jet flow which illustrate the various circumstances described above.

We observe in this example that the nozzle starting phase - domain (111 - ends in a discontinuity. Moreover, a hysteresis
phenomenon appears. When once the nozzle is started, we decrease the expansion ratio prJ/poE, de-starting takes place for

a value of prj/PoE which is different from that corresponding to starting conditions.

These two examples show that during phase (11) the separated zine structure undergoes a true upheaval. This is expressed

by the passage from a situation similar to that of Section 2.1. above, comprising an extended separated zone with a stagnation
point on the axis and important axisymmetric effects, to a situation of confluence around a reduced separation zone predominantly

two-dimensional in structure.
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Fig. 16 Base pressure variation with nozzle expan-
sion ratio (ONERA result)

This later situation is illustrated by the schlieren photograh of Fig. 1 7a which reveals the essential flow features in the confluence

region of a started configuration. In this example, the external flow Mach number is equal to 4 and the nozzle is conical. One

observes the following phenomena Isee also sketch in Fig. 1 7b) :

- downstream of the base corner SE and of the nozzle lip S, the inviscid streams expano to the base pressure pB. They

are bounded by nearly isobaric frontiers along which two mixing-zones develop ;

- the two separated flows impinge upon each other in the confluence region (RI where recompression leading to the formation

of shock-waves (CIE and (C)l take place in each flow ;

- downstream of the confluence region, the external stream and the nozzle jet are contiguous along a common boundary

(E) along which a wake develops ;

- the two converging streams imprison the dead-air region in which the pressure pB is nearly uniform.

A more detailed description of phenomena occurring in the so called dead-air region can be established by considering

experimental results obtained in the base region of a cylindrical afterbody equipped with a Mach 2.9 nozzle of diameter D, =

0.15 Da (Lacau et al., 1982). Although these experiments have been made for a subsonic external Mach number (M. = 0.85),

the features they reveal ere also observed for a supersonic external stream.
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Fig. 18 - Base flow behind a cylindrical afterbody with
Il jet - Streamwise mean velocity distributions

a- Schlieren photograph (Lacau at al., 19821
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Fig. 19 - Base flow behind a cylindrical afterbody withFig. 17 - Flow confluence behind a base - Supersonic jet - Streamwise variation of the minimum
flows reverse velocity (Lacau et al., 1982)

Distributions of the mean streamwise velocity component are shown in Fig. 18 (here u is scaled to the unperturbated velocity
u- at upstream infinity). Roughly speaking, two regions can be distinguished : in one of these regions, the distributions include
a zone where u is negative ; in the other u is always greater than zero. Starting from the base, the minimum (negative) velocity
um first diminishes, reaches a minimum and then increases to vanish at point R, of abscissa Xc. Rc is the point where the "pocket"
containing negative u components becomes so small as to vanish. It is instructive to plot the ratio u,,,/u, (ue being the local
streamwise velocity at the outer edge of the near wake) versus the reduced abscissa X/Xv. The corresponding evolutions obtained
for the cylindrical afterbody as well as for afterbodies of a different shape are plotted in Fig. 19. One sbes that there exists a
fairly good correlation for the four flows investigated here. This result exhibits a tendency which seems quite general for base-
flows. Thus the minimum value of u,,,/ue is approximately equal to - 0.3 for all cases here and this minimum is always reached
in the vicinity of X/Xc = 0.5 .

Let us consider now the vertical evclution (along r, distance from the axis) of the u - profiles. Starting from the base, the
first profiles are characterized by the existence of an outer region where the transverse velocity gradient au/Or is small or moderate.
Below this region, there exists a zone of very intense strain which corresponds to the development of a mixing-zone starting
from the separation point SE. This mxing zone expands rapidly and progressively engulfs the outer region which is in fact the
continuation of the initial boundary-layer qxisting at the base shoulder. Thus, the external and internal flows of initially very different
structures and turbulent scales will gradually merge into a unique shear-layer which then evolves to constitute a wake-like flow.

The mean velocity vector field plotted in Fig. 20 clearly shows the structure of the flowfield in a meridian plane, particularly
the vertical and streamwise extent of the reversed flow region. Thus one notes the existence of a stagnation point of the flow
which streams towards the base. This point is located on the base at a reduced distance r/rR = 0.185 from the centerline.

From the previous results, it is possible to construct the streamflnes of the mean flow. It is to be noticed that such streamlines
are fictitious since they are relative to a mean flow in the sense of statistical turbulence (Reynolds averaging). In reality, the
flow is highly turOulent and its instantaneous structure far more complex than the mean organization shown here. However,
the streamlines thus constructed are those which would result from a modeling of the flow with the classical time averaged
Navier-Stokes equations. Thus the structure of the mean flow is particularly well-visualized hy the tracing shown in Fig. 21.
One can first distinguish a region where the streamlines are closed curves. This "recirculating bubble" is bounded by a particular
streamline (SI) ending at the stagnation point RB located on the base. As a consequence of conservation of the mass in the
bubble when the regime is steady, the streamline (1) must necessarily originate at the separation point SE, located at the base
shoulder. In the absence of jet, (SI) would be on the flow axis and coincide with the reattachment point of the classical flow
model for a jet-off configuration (see Section 2.1. above and Fig. 71.

Another line to be remarked is the streamline which delimits the reverse flow region, i.e., the area where the streamwise
component u can become negative. This other particular streamline (S2) passes through point Re where its tangent is vertical.
The conservation of mass principle imposes that ($2) come from upstream infinity. The streamlines flowing between the wall
and (S2 are first turned back towards the base. Then, they are rapidly bent in the downstream direction by the strong entrainment
effect of the supersonic jet.
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Fig. 21 Base flow behind a cylindrical afterbody with

jet -Mean flow streamlines

Fig. 20 - Base flow behind a cylindrical afterbody with
jet - Velocity vector field (Lacau et al., 1982)

It may be hazardous to interpret the observed organization within the framework of the base-flow models presented in the
forthcoming Sections. Nevertheless, there is a certain similarity between Rc and the reattachment point of the classical theory.
Thus (S2) can be interpreted as the Stagnation Streamline which, by definition, is the streamline stagnating at the reattachment
point. On the other hand, (SI1 can be identified with the Dividing Streamline, the origin of which is at the separation point The
mass flow between ISi) and IS21 is here extracted by the strong entrainment induced by the high velocity jet. Of course such
a comparison is approximate since RT is not here a stagnation point. "reattachment" taking place on the base. However, the
present flow structure visualizes clearly the mass exchange mechanism which establishes itself between the two flows uniting
behind a base.

The spatial distributions of the turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent shear stress are represented in Fig. 22a and 22b by
the tracing of contour lines. This representation reveals the very high levels of turbulence in the mixing-layers developing from
the base shoulder and the nozzle lip. Turbulence levels remain high also in the so-called dead-air region. They result from large
scale turbulence structures which promote exchanges of mass and energy between the two flows. These exchanges play a
fundamental role in aerotharmodynamics phenomena occurrinc the base flow region, including mixing of different species and
chemistry.

3 - THEORETICAL METHODS FOR BASE-FLOW PREDICTION

3.1 - Introduction to the Problem of Base-Flow Modeling

For aong time, the prediction of base flows has rested upon very crude theoretical models or on purely empirical information.
As is well known, in incompressible perfect fluid flow, the classical potential flow theory gives zero drag . hence no base-drag -
for any body. On the other hand, in supersonic non-viscous flows, the only drag can result from shock waves produced by the
obstacle. However, observation shows that a bluff body experiences an important drag due to the formation behind the body
of a separated region whose pressure PB can be largely inferior to the upstream pressure p.. Thus a perfect fluid model is unable
to predict, even approximately, a flow containing a separated zone except if the separation point and the base pressure are assumed
known. Reasoning on a two-dimensional or axisymmetric configuration for the sake of simplicity, in some circumstances, the
separation point is fixed by a discontinuity of the surface, e.g., the base shoulder or the nozzle lip. Thus the separation location
can be determined a priori from obvious physical reasons. However, the pressure pa existing in the dead-air rcgion remains
undetermined : for any value of pa (within certain limits) it is possible to construct a perfect fluid solution.

Simple perfect fluid solutions corresponding to base flows in the let-on situation are represented schematically in Fig. 23.
In the first case (Fig. 23a), the pressure P8 is less than the pressures poF and pejr before separation at the base shoulder and
nozzle lip. The main features of the perfect-fluid solution are the centred expansion waves emanating from the separation points
SE and Sj, the isobaric boundaries (fiE and (f j bounding the constant pressure region at pB, the shock-waves lClE and lC1j
originating from the intersection point R7 of IflE and Iflj, and the slip line IrL originating from RH-.
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Fig. 22 - Bass flow behind a cylindrical afterbody with Fig. 23 - Flow behind an afterbody with propulsive
jet - Turbulent field lLacau et al., 19821 jet - Perfect fluid solutioni for supersonic

incoming atreams
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In the second case (Fig. 23b1, pD is higher than POE. Then a shock wave emanates from the separation point SE.

In the third example (Fig. 23c. separation occurs on the fuselage upstream of the base corner. In this case, the separation
point is no longer fixed by a singularity and its location must be furnished in addition to the base pressure PB in order to be able
to determine the perfect fluid solution.

The last example (Fig. 23d) shows a symmetrical situation where separation takes place inside the nozzle.

In fact, as will be seen in the forthcoming Sections, the uniqueness of the solution, e.g., the value of the base pressure
and/or the location of the separation point, is ensured by the consideration of viscous phenomena.

The first theory for predicting pressure drag of blunt bodies in incompressible flow was developed by Kirchhoff (1869). In
this perfect fluid theory, the free streamline originating from the separation point extends to downstream infinity. Below the
free streamline, behind the body. there is a quiescent fluid whose pressure is assumed equal to that of the inperturbated upstream
flow. Thus in this solution pa = p.. In reality, pB is significantly lower than p. and various improvements of the Kirchhoff theory
have been proposed to take this fact into account (for details, see Tanner, 1973). However, as emphasized by Tanner, these
theories do not predict the base pressure, but rather allow the calculation of body drag once PB is known.

More empirical approaches providing evaluation of the base pressure for simple geometry have been followed by Gabeaud
(1931, 1950), Von KbrmAn and Moore 1932) and others (see Murthy and Osborn, 1976, for other references). However, the
first really convincing and physically realistic base-flow model was proposed in the early 50's by Chapman (19511 and Korst
1956). This theoretical work has been at the origin of a very intense research effort which led to the development of nearly
all the practical methods which are still used to predict base-flows behind missiles or projectiles. These methods, usuall called
Multi-Component Methods are the subject of Section 3.4.

Practically at the same time, Crocr o and Lees 1952) inaugurated a somewhat distinct approach which allows, in principle.
a more satisfactory representation of a flowfield containing important viscous regions. Although widely used in many domains
of aerodynamics, this so-called Inviscid/Vlscous Interactive approach has been applied relatively seldom in base-flow predictions
(methods belonging to this approach are presented in Section 3.3..

It should be mentioned that with few exceptions, the above methods apply only to two-dimensional or axisymmetric
configurations.

In fact, the most decisive progress in base-flow calculations certainly come from the direct solution of the Time-Averaged
Navier-Stokas Equations. Although still extremely costly in computer time and not always quantitatively satisfactory, this
approach allows a truly realistic prediction of the flowfield structure. It is also probably the most straightforward way to extend
the prediction capability to three-dimensional configurations, whereas the extension of "simple" methods to three-dimensional
flows appears as extremely hazardous and leads to nearly inextricable difficulties. Navier-Stokes methods applied to base-flow
are presented in Section 3.5.

To conclude, it should be said that in spite of the spectacular progress made in base-flow computations, empirical or semi-
empirical formulae are still extremely precious in making evaluation of base drag - particularly in situations where theories are
either lacking or still unreliable : transonic Mach numbers, flight at angle of attack, afterbody with tails, etc... A relatively large
amount of data is available to obtain this information (see in particular Hitchcock, 1951 ; Baugham and Kochendorfer, 1957 ;
E.S.D.U. publication, 1979 ; Tanner, 1994, 1986a. 1986b ; also ample information can be found in the JANNAF Handbook
on base-flows, 1981).

In the following Sections, we shall only consider turbulent base-flows, i.e., situations in which the boundary-layers are turbulent
upstream of the base. Indeed, these situations are the most likely to occur (or current missile applications.

3.2. - Basic Principles of Inviscid/Viscous Interactive and Multi-Component Methods

The basic idea of Inviscid/Viscous Interactive Methods and Multi-Component Methods consists in splitting the flowfield into

i - an external or outer region where the viscous terms are assumed to play a negligible role ;

ii - one or several inner regionls) in which viscous effects are essential. These regions are boundary layers, mixing-zones,
wakes, etc.

Thus the external flow satisfies the Euler equations, or the potential equation if it is, in addition, irrotational, whereas the
dissipative zones are represented by more or less sophisticated models.

The inviscid and viscous (or dissipative) parts of the flow are computed separately but not independently. They must indeed
satisfy appropriate conditions in order to be compatible.

In the so-called Mult-Component Methods which apply essentially to flows such as missile base-flows containing large separated
regions, the dissipative layers are represented by simplified analyses incorporating a relatively large dose of empiricism. The
compatibility of these regions with the contiguous inviscid flow is expressed in a rather coarse manner by satisfying continuity
of pressure and velocity at a very limited number of "control points".

This is in contrast with the more sophisticated Inviscld/Vlscoua Interactive Methods in which the compatib'fity conditions
between the inviscid and the viscous flows are satisfied all a.ag a suitably chosen control surface. Such methods require a
more refined description of the dissipative part of the flow.

Inviscid/Viscous Interactive methods are now widely used to compute complex flows including separated regions. However,
due to their relative complexity, their use in the calculation of base-flows behind missile afterbodies with exhaust jet effects
has been very limited. For practical applications, Multi-Component Methods remain the essential predictive tool due to their generally
acceptable level of accuracy in the prediction uf the most important flow features and their cheap computation cost. As will
be seen in Section 3.4., these methods are zapable of predicting base-flows including effects of exhaust jet, base-bleed, heat
flux, mixing of different species, chemistry, etc...

However, the Inviscid/Viscous Interactive Methods are of considerable interest in the prediction of less complicated situations
where they can often give a description of the flow as accurate and as detailed as that furnished by the solution of the full (time-
averaged) Navier-Stokes equations. For example, they could be used to predict a base-flow behind a projectile or a missile in
the jet-off condition. Thus these methods will be considered in some detail in the following Section.
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Some concepts useful to the understanding of the basic principles of both Irviscid/Viscous Interactive Methods and Multi-
Component Methods applied to base-flow problems are more clearly introduced by considering the reattachment behind a rearward
facing step. A schematic representation of such a flow is shown in Fig. 24 for the case of a supersonic incoming stream. As
seen above, the experimental analysis of reattachment in subsonic regime leads to a description of phenomena practically indentical
to those which will be considered here, except that the pressure gradients are less intense, the flow being of course free of
shock-waves. Consequently, conclusions derived for supersonic flows will still hold true at subsonic speeds with only minor changes

Broadly speaking, the turbulent dissipative flow can be divided into five regi ns :

i- the first region I is located in the vicinity of the step shoulder S where the i coming boundary-layer (presently assumed
to be thin wher compared to the step height hI separates. In the pict ied situation, the boundary-layer undergoes
at S a centered expansion. In other circumstances, for example when a highly underexpanded jet induces separation
on the missile fuselage, the boundary-layer at S is submitted to a compression. Thus in supersonic flows, the boundary-
layer in region I is subjected to a concentrated pressure gradient acting over a vety short streamwise distance. Viscous
forces are known to play a negligible role over the major part of the boundary-layer in such a "Rapid Interaction
Process", the flow being essentially controlled by pressure and inertia forces (Lighthill, 1953). In fact, viscosity is
of importance only very close to the wall in a sublayer which is for turbulent regime extremely thin when compared
to the total thickness 6 of the incoming boundary-layer ;

ii - downstream of S, in region II, a quasi-isobaric turbulent mixing layer develops

InJ - region l1 is followed by a first compression zone III extending to the reattachment point R

iv the compression continues downstream of t in region IV until some far downstream level is reached

v - in contact with the wall, a recirculating bubble V is trapped, inside which the flow is reversed, feeding the mixing-layer.

At this point, two important concepts must be introduced. Let us examine the behavior of the fluid particles flowing in the
mixing zone and approaching the reattachment region. The conservation of the fluid mass contained in what is called the "dead-
air" region requires that the streamline (ll issuing directly from the separation point S end up at the reattachment point R (see
Fig. 25a). Any streamline below (j) should fold back towards the dead-air due to the existence of the adverse pressure gradient
in the vicinity of R. Streamline (j) will be called the Dividing Streamline or DSL. The above scheme can be generalized to take
into account a possible injection of mass into the dead-air region at a flow rate sja (see Fig. 25b). Then, the streamline (si ending
up at the reattachment point R, which we shall call the Stagnation Streamline (SSLI, is distinct from the DSL (j) The conservation
of mass for a steady flow regime implies that qa be equal to the flow rate between Ij and (s). In this case. where q is positive,
the DSL is above the SSL. On the other hand if suction is performed (4B , 0.), the SSL is now above the DSL (see Fig 

2
5ci.

When considering a base-flow (two-dimensional or axisymmetric). the above description remains essentially valid. The main
difference is that. beyond reattachment, a boundary-like development is replaced by an evolution towards a far-wake situation.
In fact, as shown by experiment (D6lery and Sirieix, 1979), the presence of a wall does not appreciably modify the general flow
structure.

0- L

Fig. 24 - Supersonic reattachment downstream of a

rearward facing step Fig 25 Definition of diiding streamline and stagna-tion streamline

3.3. - Inviscid/Viscous Interactive Methods

3.3.1. - Introductory Remarks

In situations where dissipative zones remain thin when compared to a characteristic length of the body (e.g., chordlength

of a profile or blade to blade distance of a cascadel, their influence on the general flow structure is weak. Thus a simple perfect
fluid calculation ignoring any viscous effects can give a good representation of the real flow. In this case, the viscous regions

are computed afterwards, the pressure distribution issued from the perfect fluid calculation being prescribed as boundary condition

for this 1lculation. Then a viscous correction is eventually applied to the perfect fluid result.

However, if separation occurs, the role of the dissipative regions in the determination of the flowfield tends to become

predominant so that a purely perfect fluid calculation gives a prediction which is too far from reality to be considered even as

a first approximation of the solution. In fact, in this case a strong Interaction mechanism establishes itself between the inviscid

and viscous parts of the flow such that these parts can no longer be determined independently. The calculation of the flow requires

an Interactive procedure between the inviscid outer flowfield and the dissipative regions.

The basic principles of the Inviscid/Viscous Interactive approach are contained in the historical paper of Crocco and Lees

(1952) who applied an interactive method to the calculation of supersonic reattachment behind a rearward facing step.
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It is now customary to distinguish two ways to formulate the Inviscid/Viscous Interaction problem

i - the first one consists in dividing the flowfield into distinct regions which are separated by a boundary (E) and described
by different equations. The two sets of equations are solved independently, their solutions having to satisfy compatibility
or coupling conditions along (D. This method is frequently called the multi-domain or patching approachit has been
applied with success, in particular by Cambier at al. (19811. who coupled Navier-Stokes and Euler domains to compute
transonic shock-wave/turbulent boundary-layer interaction and supersonic cascade flows (Cambier at al., 19871 ;

ii - in the second technique, one considers a continuation of the external inviscid flow into the region normally occupied

by the viscous flow. The compatibility conditions are written on a surface embedded in the viscous part. Most often,
this surface is the displacement body - i.e., the body surface augmented by the dissipative layer displacement thickness -
or the wall itself. Such a technique is called the matching approach.

In what follows, we will only consider Inviscid/Viscous Interactive methods using the classical Prandtl equations to represent
tlhe dissipative regions (incoming boundary-layers, near-wake and wake in the present application to missile afterbodiesl. This
presentation will also be restricted to iso-energetic and steady flows. Neither do we intend to discuss Inviscid/Viscous Interactive
methods in general. These methods involve many problems, the consideration of which would go beyond the scope of the present
review paper. Thorough examination of the coupling approach can be found elsewhere lsee, in particular, Le Balleur, 1978, 1984).

3.3.2. - Formulation of the Problem

In most cases, the equations starting the description of th, dissipative part of the flow are those of the boundary-layer written
here for a two-dimensional flow in order to symplify this presentation, viz. 1

- continuity

() a(Qu) ,a(Qv)

ax ay

- a - momentum

au au ap a 7-T
12) Qux+ vay x

+ 
5y

- y - momentum 0 = -

The flow being turbulent, all variables are time - averaged variables, the bar being omitted for clarity (Oxy) is a local system
of co-ordinates with x along the surface of the obstacle, y being perpendicular to x ; u and v are the velocity compc, ents along
x and y respectively ; g) is the density and p the pressure,

Here Tr expresses the total shear stress, sum of the laminar term T1 and of the Reynolds shear stress , = - Qu'v'. For
the sake of simplicity, we shall consider the iso-energetic case and assume the stagnation enthalpy hr constant, which enables
us to ignore the energy equation.

Equation (2) is put into the integral form of Von Ksrman

dO 0 (2 + 6*  
-2-me) 1 dMe =C

131 dx 0 ) 1" 1-me dx 2

where :

- Me is the Mach number at the edge o the dissipative layer

6 the displacement thickness : 6 = f( - _ u

the momentum thickness and: ) __eU u d

)- 1 M2
- m e  

M M2
2

- Cf= 2 T. is the skin-friction coefficient, Qe and u. being the values of L and,, at 6.2
QeUe

In base-flow calculations, the skin friction Cj is frequently neglected ; this approximation is due to the fact that Cf. zero
at separation or reattachment, is small everywhere within the zone considered whose longitudinal extent is small anyway (a few 6).

To the integral momentum equation is added a complementary relation. Originally, Crocco and Lees proposed a "mixing"
or "entrainment" equation of the form

d t
d- = CE Qeue
dx
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where m = Qu dy is the mass flow through the dissipative layer and CE an entrainment coefficient The above

equation can also be written in the from :

(4) dib - (6 - r 1 d -did, = C
dx I , me Me dx

Other authors have preferred to adopt the integral equation of the first moment of momentum. also called the Mean-Flow
Kinetic Energy equationIt is obtained by multiplying Eq. 12) by u

2 au 3u ap a877Qu Q uv - - =- u +U -

whence, after integration in y from y 0 to y =

d0 2, 21 r 1 1 dMAw5) 0" 3 + m - -- =_ CD

d dx - 1 -nte M, dx

where :

62
'=. - ) dy is the kinetic energy thickness

Que Ue

Co - 2 - dy is the shear work integral coefficient also called the dissipation integral coefficient

A variant, used in particular by Kuhn and Nielsen (1974). consists in multiplying Eq. (21 by y before integration with respect
to y. It should be noted that the above integral approach which is limited here to the consideration of two integral equations
is a particular case of a general integration technique, the so-called Method of Integral Relations developed by Dorodnitsyn (119601
to compute attached boundary-layers. By successively multiplying the local equation (2) by n different weighting functions f
and then integrating over the thickness of the dissipative layer, one obtains n integral equations. Then by making appropriate
assumptions about the shape of the streamwise velocity distributions ulue, it is possible to reduce these equations to a set of
ordinary differential equations. This technique has been used in particular by Holt and Meng (1965) to compute the near wake
behind a hypersonic re-entry body.

The fundamental equation ensuring the coupling between the dissipative layer and the contiguous inviscid flow is obtained
by integrating the continuity equation (1), which gives :

(6) d*_ 1 - M, I dMe = ve = tan e

dx 1 e m Me dx ue

where 
0
e represents here the inclination of the velocity vector V, with respect to the body surface at the frontier

However. by considering an analytical continuation of the outer inviscid flow towards the wall (or the axis), it is possible
to express the coupling condition on any surface comprised bet-.een y = 6 and y = 0 (see Lighthill, 1958 and Le Balleur, 19781.
Thus, except the boundary 6. the most frequently used coupling surfaces are

the displacement surface b*: Eq. (6) then becomes

(7) - = tan 01
dx

the wall itself Eq. (6) then becomes
181 d6i .1 -M 1 dMe tn0

- 6* L d = tanr
dx 1 + me Me dx

Equations 13-4-6) or (3-5-61 - Eq. (61 being eventually replaced by Eq. (71 or (81 - constitute the system describing the interaction
between the dissipative layer and the external flow.

In the supersonic case, integration can be performed by a forward marching procedure with the external flow being calculated
at the same time using, for instance, the Method of Characteristics that provides a relation connecting Me and Oe. If this flow
is a simple wave, Me and Oe are directly linked by the well-known Prandtl-Meyer relation l[Oe0, Meal being a reference state)

Oe - IM = vlMe, "y' - (Meo, 7l

where 1

( My = tan' - (IM - tan71 v- I

On the other hand, in a subsonic or transonic situation, computation of the perfect fluid flow requires relaxation or time-
marching methods in order to properly take into account the boundary conditions on all the frontiers of the computational domain.
In this way, it is no longer possible to fulfill the compatibility conditions by a streamwise progression since outer flow quantities
at a station x depend on downstream conditions. In fact, the boundary-layer and the external inviscid flow have to be computed
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In turn according to an iterative process which is repeated until convergence is achieved. This iteration procedure leads to a
convergence problem which will not be discussed here (for information, see Odlery and Marvin, 19861.

In fact, for the differential system to be complete, we must also make an assumption about the dissipative layer velocity
profiles so as to be able to express the thicknesses 5, 5*.0, and B as functions of a reduced number of parameters. Most often,
we adopt a family using a single shape pairs A, so that

a /4 H(A, Me) J (A Me) Z (A. Me)

are known functions of A and Me. Frequently, the "incompressible" shape parameter Hi is chosen as shape parameter. This
parameter is defined by

The viscous terms Inamely, the skin-friction coefficient, the dissipation integral, the entrainment coefficient) are expressed
also as functions of H, and Me (plus, if necessary, the Reynolds numberi, either from empirical formulae or from the velocity

profiles and an assumption about turbulence properties.

Finally the differential system can be written (if Eq. (5) is used)

as* as dHi 5 dMa CM,

H - +5 , + 0 - -C

dx aHix Mr dx 2
Jd L6"+.8f H + Q2 a. dM C

dx bN, dx Mr dx

+ 3 Q3 -- -- = tan 6,
dx Me dx

Where 0., Q2 and 03 are functions of Hi and Me that we shall not expound here isee Carri&re et al., 1975). The above
system can also be written out into the form

(9) dS* N1 dHi 1 N2  dMe Me N3

9 dx I dx D dx D

In the case of a base flow problem, system (91 is usually only applied to a recompression (region III and IV of Fig. 24). Indeed,
the isobaric mixing zone preceding reattachment cannot be correctly described by a one parameter velocity profile family. This
region can be calculated either by means of approximate analyses similar in spirit to the one presented in Section 3.4 below,
or by using a two-parameter profile family (Green, 1966 ; Le Balleur, 1978). An additional equation is thus needed to complete
the system of integral equations. Some authors adopt the momentum equation written on the axis ; it is also possible to use
an empirical relation linking these two parameters.

3.3.3 - Method of Solution

The general principle for solving a reattachment problem thus consists in calculating separately the isobaric mixing and then
the recompression, the base pressure pB being assumed provisionally known. The two solutions are then matched by ensuring
the continuity of some parameters, e.g., the Mach number Me, the velocity uj on the Dividing Streamline and, for example, the
mass flow rate passing above the latter (for more details, see Alber, 1967 and also Alber and Less, 1968).

In the supersonic case starting from an initial state, system (9) can be integrated at the end of the isobaric zone by progressing
downstream so as to reach a state of "rehabilitated" boundary-layer downstream of reattsachment. This means that if the inviscid
outer flow becomes uniform downstream of reattachment, the reattached boundary-layer must tend towards a state compatible
with a uniform contiguous iniviscid stream interacting week with it. In particular this signifies that the incompressible shape
parameter Hi tends towards a typical flat plate value, generally close to 1.3.

Thus the unicity of the solution - namely the up-to-now arbitrary value of the base pressure pa- is ensured by the fact that
a condition must be satisfied at the downstream extremity of the computation domain. There results a two-point boundary value
problem which necessitates an integration technique calling upon either a shooting technique or an overall relaxation procedure.
This downstream condition restores the ellipticity of the real separated flow problem which apparently was lost by the use of
the integral formulation.

However, in the case of a supersonic turbul nt flow, it appears that during integration, the denominateur D of Eqs. 19) changes
sign if coupling Eqs. (6) or (7) are used. This fact makes the solution singular except it the numerators are zero at the same
time (if D and one Ni are zero at the same time, the others are also zero). The differential system sxhibits a singular point K
which has in fact a aeddle-point behavior. Thus a solution curve starting from A (beginning of recompression) can join B (weakly
interacting downstream boundary-layer) only if it passes through the singular point K. Any other solution curve corresponds to
a solution physically unacceptable for a reattachment process (appearance of an extremum for A or Mel.

The same considerations apply for a base-flow problem. The downstream state now corresponds to the development of
a wake whose velocity distributions must also tend towards some "equilibrium" or asymptotic state.



The fundamental consequence of the existence of the singular point K is that it renders the solution from A to K independent
of the conditions impos'd downstream of K which thus plays a "choking" role in the same way as the throat of a converging-
diverging supersonic nozzle. The existence of the criticl" point was demonstrated for the ftrst time by Crocco and Lees 1952),
Moreover, by analogy with subsonic and supersonic flows, the dissipative layer in a reattachment process is said to be subcor lcal
upstream of K and supwc downstream of K.

In this case, it is the regular passage of the solution through the critical point that ensures the unicity of the solution for
the reattachment problem, i.e., the condition defining the base pressure p8. This condition constitutes a reattachment "criterion"
(the behavior of the solution in the vicinity of K, as well as the integration methods allowing one to verify the regularity in K.
are discussed in detail in Ai, 1970 and in Carribre at al., 1975).

This theoretical scheme is obviously very attractive as it seems to interpret perfectly the concept of critical point, experimentally
brought to light by Sirieix et al. 1966). However, the locatior. of K and even its very existence are closely related to the coupling
equation used, So. the singularity appearing by the zero value of 0 disappears when we ensure the coupling at the wall (Eq.
8) (see Le Balleur, 1978). The physical meaning of the critical point is thus far from being clear. Presently, most Inviscid/Viscous
Interactive methods avoid the occurrence of any singular point by choosing a coupling surface so that this kind of singularity
does not exist.

Now we shall briefly survey Invipcid/Viscous Interactive methods which have been proposed for computing base flows. Most
of these methods are of a historical interest, few of tnew having led to practical applications due to the extreme difficulties in
extending this approach to real, complex configurations.

3.3.4 -Applications to Base-Fliow Problems

The initial work of Crocco and Lees has inspired a vast research effort, still actively pursued. We shall not analyze here the
many variants of this method published to date. Inviscid/Viscous Interactive techniques have been employed in particular to treat
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction first in laminar flow (Bray et al., 1960 ; Glick. 1960 ; Lees and Reeves. 19641, then in
turbulent flow (Holden. 1969 ; Hunter and Reeves. 1971 ; Le Balleur, 19821. As already mentioned, these techniques have now
reached a high degree of sophistication and allow the computation of complex interacting flows. In what follows, we shall
concentrate on applications to separation and reattachment behind a base.

A theory for the laminar near wake of blunt bodies in hypersonic flow was proposed by Reeves and Lees 1965). The method
essentially follows the previous work by the authors on shock-induced separation. In the present model, the flow is divided into
a constant pressure mixing region followed by a strongly Inviscid/Viscous Interaction region at reattachment and in the wake.
The problem is formulated by considering the Momentum and Mean-Flow Kinetic Energy integral equations. However, before
y wise integration, a compressible-incompressible transfoJrmation, similar to the well known Stewartson transformation, is applied
to the local equations in order to replace the auxiliary functions H .J and Z by equivalent "incompressible" functions H1, J, and
Zi independent of the Mach number. These functions are then evaluated by considering the wake-like solutions of the Falkner,
Skan equation computed by Stewartson 11954). The outer inviscid flow is computed by assuming a simple wave evolution.

The system of integral equations is integrated by a classical Runge-Kutta technique. The proper solution is determined by
the condition of a smooth passage of the solution curve through the Crocco-Lees critical point that exists downstream of
reattachment.

The laminar version of the Crocco-Lees model was applied to two-dimensional base flow problems by Rom 19621. Thereafter,
Seginer and Rom (1967) extended the model to no-adiabatic flows. For this purpose, an integral energy equation was added
to the momentum and entrainment equations and the similar non-adiabatic solutions of Cohen and Reshotko 11956) were used
to obtain the additional correlation laws.

Turbulent supersonic reattachment behind a rearward facing step was computed by Alber 1967. see also : Alber and Lees,
1968). This method is in fact an application to the turbulent base flow problem of the already cited Lees-Reeves theory. The
velocity distribution in the "incompressible" plane is also given by the similar Stewartson wake-like solutions (for a turbulent
wake flow, the velocity distributions are nearly the same as those of a laminar flowl, the dissipative terms being evaluated by
a simple algebraic turbulence model. Unicity of the solution is ensured by the existence of a critical point.

A met-od used to compute two-dimensional supersonic reattachment without performing a compressible-incompressible
transformation can be found in Carrilre at al. 11975. In this method, the stagnation enthalpy is assumed everywhere constant
and the functions H, J and Z are evaluated by using an incompressible velocity family inspired from the well-known law-of-the-
wall/law-of-the-wake Coles composite formula (Coles, 1956). Indeed. for an iso-energetic flow at moderate Mach number (less
than fourl, the velocity distributions are practically unaffected by compressibility.

The basic formulation of Crocco and Lees was extended to axisymmetric base flows by de Krasinsky 11966) who also made
a very detailed experimental analysis of the near wake region of a cylindrical afterbody. However, the first convincing axisymmetric
calculations for turbulent base flows are due to Mehta 11977 ; see also Mehta and Strahle, 1977),

The flow model adopted by Mehta is represented in Fig. 26 : it consists of an external inviscid region, which can be calculated
by the Method of Characteristics, and an internal viscous zone to which boundary-layer type equations are applied. The influence
of the "lip shock" IHama, 1968) which usually appears in the immediate vicinity of the separation point S is neglected, an
approximation that is probably quite justified as long as the Mach number remains moderate (less than fourl.

Moreover, following ixperimental observations clearly showing that, because of the rapid expansion at the base, viscous
forces are predominant only in the lowest part of the boundary-layer, Mehta includes in the mnviscid region the external part of
the initial boundary-laVer which is thus considered as a rotational perfect fluid flow.

Because of the axisymmetry effect and also the fact that entropy is not constant (rotational layer), the inviscid flow can
not be calculated by the Prandti-Meyer relation which would constitute here far too rough an approximation. Accordingly, in
order to know the conditions at the viscous layer outer edge at each integration step in x, we must use the Method of Characteristics.
formulated in non-isentropic axisvmmetric flow. We shall not consider here this classical formulation. So as to save computing
time, Mehta implements a simplified procedure which is an improvement of the technique proposed by Webb 11968).
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Here r designates the distance from the symmetry axis.

According to the above approach, the equations applied to the dissipative layer are solved by an integral method using the
following three equations

*continuity (coupling)

d QeueA 1) - erueb 6- - 6
dx d Tx Q

*momentum:

d 2 d6 2 dp +6r( QeueA2) - u, -L (QeurAj) = - -dx dx 2dx

-mean flow kinetic energy:

J -u -3Il (QeuAi) uA. L- LQu'R I 
6
uer

dx 2 2 dx dx

where Aj, A2, A3 and Am are quantities having the dimension of a surface, they are defined by

-, 6 ur dr , A2  U 2 -r dr , A, -Qu--r dr , A. = -ur dr
Qeue f~u _WU reu e U

RI is the -dissipation integral.:

rTrd

76 is the shear stress at the edge 6, which is non-zero because of the existence of the rotational layer. The terms involving
the shear stress are computed by considering an algebraic turbulence model.

Taking his inspiration from the Alber approach, Mehts uses a compressible-incompressible transformation to take into account
in a simple way the compressibility effect.

The incompressible equivalent of the integrals Ai are evaluated by considering the Green profiles close to the bass (Green,
1966) and, far from the base, the profiles of Kubota and aL (1964) which are similarity solutions for the sxisymrnetric wake.
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The above system is integrated, along with the calculation of the outer inviscid flow, by a streamwise marching method.
This system presents a singularity similar to the Crocco-Lees critical point which makes it possible to ensure, as described in
Section. 3.3.3. above, the unicity of solution, i.e., the value of the base pressure p8.

By considering profiles with positive velocity in the dead-air region at the initial station in contact with the base, the model
is capable of predicting base-bleed effect.

We shall now present some applications of Mehta's theory.

Figure 27 shows the pressure distribution along the wake axis for an upstream Mach number of the order of 2. The theory-
experiment agreement is usually good : in particular, the base pressure is accurately predicted. The important discrepancy observed
for M_ = 1.85 is quite likely due to perturbing effects provoked by the wind tunnel walls. The letters R, K, C and E mean respectively
the reattachment point, the critical point, the wake neck ant the sonic point on the axis.

Figure 28 gives the evolution of the base pressure coefficient as a function of the upstream Mach number M., and emphasizes
the effect of the initial boundary-layer. The prediction can be considered as correct, considering the rather large experimental
scatter that does not make it possible to clearly show the influence of the initial boundary-layer. In the case of an axisymmetric
base, this parameter seems to play a secondary role anyway, the prime effect for a given geometry arising from the upstream
Mach number. Such a tendency is also observed in the case of two-dimensional reattachment where the boundary-layer strongly
affects the phenomenon only around the limit case 0= 0.
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Lastly, Fig. 29 shows the influence of base-bleed. Here, prediction is quite below the experimental level, the slopes of the
computed and experimental curves being particularly different around the origin.

Other theories similar in concept to that just described have been proposed to treat the base flow problem in axisymmetric
supersonic flow (Peters and Pharas, 1976). They essentially differ in the way they treat the expansion effect from po to pa on
the initial boundary-layer, as well as in the choise of other representations of velocity profiles in the viscous zone.

A variant of the above integral techniques was proposed by Chow (1971 ; see also Chow and Spring, 1975) for modeling
the reattachment of a turbulent shear layer. In this formulation, the flow is divided into three successive regions : an isobaric
mixing layer, a recompression zone extending down to reattachment and a redevelopment region. The isobaric mixing zone is
treated by assuming simplified velocity distribution. The reattachment region is divided into an upper flow above the Dividing

Streamline and an inner flow below the Dividing Streamline. This region, as well as the redevelopment region, are computed
by using integral equations both for the streamwise and the transverse momentum. The velocity distributions in the different
parts of the flowfield are given by simple polynomial laws. Thus in this method special attention is given tv the pressure difference
across the dissipative layer and the flow redevelopment process is treated as a relaxation of this pressure difference. The system
of equations governing the flow produces a saddle point singularity corresponding to the fully rehabilitated asymptotic flow condition.

First applied to supersonic reattachment behind a rearward facing step, the method was further extended to treat incompressible
reattachment iChow and Spring, 1976), axisymmetric supersonic reattachment (Weng and Chow, 19781 and finally, transonic
base flows (Liu and Chow, 1979 ; Chow, 1984). In the latter case, the inviacid flowfield is established from the relaxation finite
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difference calculation of the full potential equation. This outer flow is computed along an equivalent body made of the body
itself augmented by the boundary-layer displacement thickness surface followed by the displacement surface of the viscous flow
downstream of the base, i.e., near wake and wake. This last application is specially interesting since, to our knowledge, it is
the only "simple" method available for computing the base drag of projectiles within the transonic flight regime.

Examples of results yielded by this theory are presented in Fig. 30 which shows pressure distributions along an equivalent
body (i.e., displacement surface) for a boattailed projectile (a 6 Caliber Secant-Ogive Cylinder Projectile) tested by Kayser and
Whiton (1982). Agreement with experiment is generally good except at the ogive cylinder junction at high subsonic Mach number.
The average base-pressure within the transonic regime is plotted in Fig. 31.

The problem of base flow with under expanded propulsive jet leading to plume induced separation has been treated by Klineberg

at al. 1972). The method is applied to a two-dimensional configuration in the presence of a very small base surface. The turbulent

as well as the laminar regimes are considered.
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3.4. - Multi-Component Methods
3.4.1. - The Basic Flow Model

In the most simple Multi-Component Methods, regions I to V of the flow represented in Fig. 24 are depicted by distinct and

generally simple models. Most often, only regions I to IV are considered, the flow in V having a secondary and negligible influence
on the mechanism determining the main base flow structure. The different regions mentioned above are patched together in
an approximate manner in order to satisfy conservation of some global quantities. Most of the considerations which follow apply
both to supersonic and subsonic flows, with the essential differences residing in the application method.

In the Multi-Component approach the viscous effects are in fact superimposed on a basic inviscid flow model which is entirely
determined if the pressure pD in the separated (or dead-air) region is assumed known (see Section 3.1.1. Thus as shown in Fig.
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32, to the physical model of reattachment behind a rearward facing step in supersonic flow (Fig. 32a) is associated an inviscid
uiuw model such that the pressure pa is the same in the two cases JFig. 32b). Indeed if pB is known, the inviscid flowfieid can
be computed by solution of the Euler equations, prescription of pB playing a role similar to the condition of Kutta-Joukowsky
by ensuring unicity of solution. Thus the inviscid solution constitutes a skeleton upon which the viscous phenomena will be
superimposed so as to arrive at the physical constraint which fixes the values of the separated flow propertites : namely the
pressure pi and the temperature TB of the dead-air region, The main features of the inviscid model are the isobaric boundary
f1 and the recompression shock (C emanating from the point RT where (f) impinges the reettachment wall. In the situation sketched

in Fig. 32b, a centered expansion wave originates from the separation point S. This situation corresponds to a pressure pH lower
than the upstream pressure po. If ps is greater than po, then separation is accompanied by a compression giving rise to a separation
shock. Such a situation will be met in cases of plume induced separation on the missile fuselage (see Section 3.4.6.2.1

The fundamental model described here was proposed independently by Chapman and Korst in the early 1950's (Chapman,
1951 ; Korst et al., 1955; Korst, 1956). The two theories are based on the same fundamental concepts but one. that of Chapman,
treats the laminar case, while the other, that of Korst, applies to the turbulent one. So we shall concentrate on the Korst model
which inspired most of the methods routinely used to compute base-flows behind missiles. Since that time, many modifications
have been proposed to remedy deficiencies of the original Korst model or to improve its range of applicability. These variants
will be examined in the forthcoming Sections.

In this model, only regions II and ill of the above description are considered (see Section 3.2.). The isobaric mixing-zone
has a pressure pB which is assumed to be equal to that to the contiguous inviscid flow of Mach number MeB.

The three fundamental problems arising from this simplified base-flow analysis are thus the following

i - to determine the state of the fluid within the isobaric zone ;
ii- to know the mixing properties at the level of the point where the reattachment phenomenon begins ; to define

which is the streamline (s) - i.e., the Stagnation Streamline - that will end up at the reattachment point R ;
iii - to define a condition which will ensure the unicity of the solution, i.e., which will fix the pressure pa which has

been arbitrary up to now. This condition is clearly linked to the flow situation on the SSL which stagnates at R.
It is the problem of the Reattachment Criterion.

3.4.2. - The Isobaric Turbulent Mixing

Let us consider the rectilinear and orthogonal co-ordinate system OXY defined in Fig. 33. The origin of this system coincides
with the separation point S. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that separation at S occurs without deviation of the flow,
which means that the pressures po and pB are the same. The Isobaric turbulent mixing zone can be represented by the following
equations in which all the quantities are Reynolds averaged values :

tt_% - t, r _.,*_
Y

- continuity: -4

110 ax a,, 01"/

.

momentum ,

au au aTi
ax YT

- energy :

ah, +Vh, a, Fig. 33 - Co-ordinate system for mixing zonex-u 1t -a rl representation

In the above equations, written with usual notations, T'r designates the turbulent shear-stress (the laminar contribution being
negligible), hr the stagnation enthalpy and r the heat transfer term. Usually. Or is expressed in the form

- k, ah,
Cp aY

by introducing the turbulent thermal conductivity kt

If the turbulent shear stress is expressed in terms of the Boussinesq eddy viscosity concept, which leads to the relation

au

and if the Prsndtl number Pr, A Cp is assumed to be unity, then Eqs. (IIl and (12) can be written
kr

Qu l + Qv" - = a au

au h, + V8h, a A h,

Thus, to any solution u (X,Y) of Eq. 1 1) corresponds a solution of Eq. Il 2) which is of the form (the so-called Crocco relation)
h, ha (1 ha _) )
hrt hra hr. u.

*---'-- -- -- w u. _ml J =l= fi mmll U Ile l
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where hB designates the dead air stagnation enthalpy ant hre the enthalpy in the outer inviscid stream.

By assuming that the fluid is calorically perfect, the stagnation temperature distribution is given by
T, A = AB + (1 - AB) to

in which : AB - Ta and : i = uTte ueB

The density profile results immediately from the velocity distribution across the mixing layer
(13) = A = Tea = 1 - C2a 1 - C 2

Qea T A - C B A + 1 - As) o - C~e a
2

where Cra is the Crocco number defined by
CR= I Ii + M 1 I

'B= 2 R/ 1 2 eB

Thus the only problem which remains is to determine the velocity profile to = ulueB. This necessitates the solution of Eqs.
(10-11) satisfying the following initial and boundary conditions

t(O.Y) = too (Y)

Y - - o (OYI) - 0

y - + .o P(X.Y) - 1

to,(Y) is the (given) velocity profile at X = 0 including possibly the initial boundary-layer profile.

At this step, it is necessary to introduce a model to represent the turbulent eddy viscosity /Ur.

The problem of the turbulent isobaric mixing is at the origin of a great number of studies and is now most often solved by
means of numerical methods incorporating more or less sophisticated turbulence models frequently based on transport equations
for the turbulent quantities (see Leuchter, 19761. However, in Multi-Component Methods containing a relatively large dose of
empiricism, the simplified Korst solution is generally used.

To obtain this solution, we define a first co-ordinate orthogonal system OXY whose X axis follows the isobaric boundary
f) of the inviscid separated flow (see Fig. 33), then a second intrinsic system oxy such as

X = x Y = y - y,,,X

The origin shift yxlxI is determined in order to satisfy a global conservation equation for the momentum, as will be seen
in Section 3.4.3.

If the initial boundary-layer is vanishingly small, this solution takes the simple form
u 1(14) - p = -( 0+ erfT q

ueB 2

where 71 = a I is a similarity variable and a is the turbulent mixing parameter (or jet spreading parameter) which must be provided
x

by experiment. This parameter characterizes the expansion rate of the mixing zone : the greater 0, the slower the growth of
the mixing layer.

The above equation constitutes the basic solution for the reference base-flow problem. However, in practical situations,
a boundary-layer is always present at the separation point and its existence must be taken into account. We will see below how
to represent this effect.

Representation of Compressibility Effect. In principle, the velocity distribution given by Eq. 14 is only valid for incompressible
flows. But experiment (Crane, 1957 ; Sirieix and Solignac, 1966) shows that the reduced velocity profile to = u/ue represented
as a function of 7 is nearly insensitive to Mach number and temperature ratio AB (in so far as MeB is not too high and AB not
very different from unity, the limits being unknown). In fact, the influence of these factors is essentially felt through the turbulent
mixing parameter. As already mentioned, a is an empirical factor whose determination is unfortunately difficult and most often
inaccuraLe. Thus the available experimental values for a exhibit a rather large scatter. Various laws proposed to represent the
evolution of a with the outer Mach number MeB , (for air y' = 1.4) and for an iso-energetic flow (AB = 1), are plotted in Fig.
34. One notes very large differences between the various correlation laws.

Korst and Tripp (1957) suggested the following linear relation to represent the Mach number dependence

(15) - = 1 + 0.23 M, 8

Go

where O0 is the incompressible value of the mixing parameter ; most often the value Uo = 12 is adopted.

For gases other than air, the following relationship suggested by Page (see Page and Di) on, 1964) is sometimes used

cr = 1 + 0.513 [C2, /(1 CB) ]1/,
470 e I

in which Ceo is the Crocco number. For air (ly = 1.4) this equation is identical to eq. 115).

McDonald (1965) has proposed the following relation

a (1 + -_ M28 ) (1 + 0.35 M's)

00 1 + 0004 M4
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In order to take into account both the effects of MB and AB, Channapragada and Wolley 1967 ; see also Channapragada.
1963) derived the expression :

r 1 - 0.5 (0 - AD) + 0.9 C2

Oo 0.5 0 - AH) - 0.25 C2a

Other formulae inspired from semi-theoretical arguments have been proposed. For example. Bauer (19661 gives the relation
(16) 2 d,2

0 QB dl I

where j designates conditions on the Dividing Streamline.

Figure 34 also shows the purely empirical correlation of Sirieix and Solignac 11966) deduced from very carefully made
experiments. This correlation used in Multi-Component Methods developed at ONERA, is relatively close to the curve resulting
from the "Stanford concensus".

The above results having been obtained for air, it is not clear that they are stl valid for other gases. Undoubtedly, uncertainty
about a is one of the weakest points of the turbulent mixing calculation. It should be said that more advanced models based
on the numerical solution of the local equations are also unable to correctly represent compressibility effects.

y .4 I\. . I

3 .

2

Fig. 34 - Turbulent jet spreading parameter

Representation of Axisymmetry Effect. The above results have been established for a two-dimensional flow and by assuming
that the isobaric boundary f) of the inviscid jet is rectilinear. Such. onditions are generally not encountered in practical situations
where, for a missii, for example, the outer stream and the jet issuing from the nozzle are axisymmetric (at zero incidence).

To treat the case of an axisymmetricjet, it is generally assumed that the mixing zone is thin when compared to the distance
from the axis of the isobaric boundary If). Then the mixing layer equations are solved in a local system OXY whose longitudinal
axis OX is curvilinear and coincides with (f). Furthermore, it is assumed that axisymmetry has no effect on the reduced velocity
distribution o = u/ueB, as function of 17 ; the non-negligible axisymmetry effect is entirely accounted for by its incidences on
the mixing parameter 1f. From a simplified study of the mixing based on the Prandtl model of turbulence. D6lery (see Solignac
and OD6lery, 1972) deduced the following relation

117) VA-, 1

02D F

in which F is a geometric factor given by the relation .

F (xl ds (for a two-dimensional flow F = 1)rRT L. '

The integral is computed along the boundary (f), L designates the length of If) comprised between the separation point S
and the point FIT where (f) impinges the wall on which the jet reattaches ; s is the curvilinear distance along If), and r(x) is the
local distance from the axis.

For an expanding jet (as the flow issuing from an underexpended propulsive nozzle). F is less than 1 ; on the other hand
for a mixing zone which develops along a jet boundary tending towards the symmetry axis (as is the case for the outer stream),
F is greater than 1. Such a more or less rapid thickening of the mixing layer is intuitively understood by considering mass conservation
arguments.

Similar formulae for ?TAlxfo2D have been proposed by other authors. For example Bauer and Fox 1977) give the relation

f Axi 2 rRT018)

a2D rs + rRT

which is equivalent to Eq. (17) if the jet boundary is assumed to be conical.

R llm..ntatlon of Initlal boundry-Layer Effect. Korst 19541 gave a general solution for the turbulent mixing with an initial
bo mdary-layer present at the separation point S. This solution takes the form :

(19) ( 1[1+erf6- p) I po (-I '2d21, n , 71
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where 'gp is a position parameter equal to zero in the absence of initial boundary-layer (see Korst, 1954).

It has been used by several authors in their Multi-Component model for missile base-flow (Bauer and Fox, 1977 ; Fox. 1979).
However, in order to avoid the rather lengthy calculations implied by the use of Eq. (19), a simpler wa u take into account
the effect of the initial boundary-layer is to adopt the mixing-zone virtual origin concept introduced by K'irk (1959).

According to this concept, the mixing with a boundary-layer at its origin 0 is assumed to develop in a manner similar to
that which would be obtained in the absence of an initial boundary-layer from a virtual origin Q located upstream of 0, the distance
00 depending, as a first approximation, on the momentum thickness of the boundary-layer at 0 and on the Mach number MeB
of the inviscid external flow contiguous to the mixing layer.

The corresponding distance Xo = 00 can be obtained in various ways. In particular, Sirieix and Solignac 1 965; proposed
a relation established from the hypothesis that the momentum contained in 0 within the fictitious mixing layer, above the Dividing
Streamline QI), be indentical to that of the real boundary-layer at the same point. This leads to the relation

05O
= 

X0 = o Oo / I

In this expression, I is the function of the Mach number defined by the integral

I f Oi (1 - ) drl =fJ o2dr7 (here 0 e a )

which can be calculated from the known laws of the isobaric turbulent mixing in the asymptotic state, i.e., with a vanishingly
small boundary-layer at its origin.

In the above method the vertical displacement of the virtual origin Yo is neglected since its value is always small. However,
it can also be computed by similar considerations on global conservation of momentum (see Kirk, 1959).

The above calculations have shown the influence of the initial boundary-layer at the origin of the isobaric mixing. In practical
situations, separation at S is generally accompanied by an expansion - or in the case of plume induced separation, a compression
- from Po to PB. Thus arises the question of how to determine in each particular case the velocity distribution of the boundary-
layer which has been submitted at S to a rapid change in pressure.

As already mentioned, viscous forces often play a negligible role in the largest part of a turbulent dissipative layer undergoing
such a rapid interaction involving either compression or expansion. The phenomenon is controlled essentially by pressure and
inertia forces. Consequently, the change in boundary-layer properties can be computed by approximate analyses which are of
two kinds:

i - in the first approach, the boundary-layer evolution through the pressure gradient is modeled by means of simplified
forms of the boundary-layer integral equations in which the terms involving shear-stress are neglected. Among
these methods, the most popular is certainly that proposed by Reshotko and Tucker 1955 who gave closed form
solutions for the change in the boundary-layer global properties (momentum thickness and incompressible shape
parameter).

ii - in the second approach, sometines termed Inviscid Shear Layer Analysis (Green, 1969), the interacting boundary-
layer is considered as a rotational inviscid stream which means that entropy is assumed constant on each streamline.
Thus the b lsic principle of most methods calling upon this principle (Carri~re and Sirieix, 1960 ; Nash, 1962 ; Roberts.
1966) is to divide the boundary-layer into N streamtubes of thickness AY (this thickness can vary from one streamtube
to the other) over which the flow properties are considered as constant. By assuming that each streamtube undergoes
an Isentropic expansion or compression between Station 0 lupstream of St and Station 1 (downstream
of S), and making use of the continuity relation (conservation of mass), one may construct the downstream velocity
distribution at 1 (provided that the static pressure is transversally constant at Stations 0 and 1 which is generally
the case). No restrictive assumption has to be introduced concerning the shape of the velocity profiles lin constrast
with Reshotko and Tucker's theory which assumes power law profiles) and this technique is rather general in the
sense that no boundary-layer approximations are made.

Another approach relying basically an the same assumptions consists in performing an exact calculation of the rotational
layer throughout the interaction zone. A calculation of this kind can be made without any special difficulty if most of the shear
flow remains supersonic. Then the equations of motion are of a hyperbolic nature and can be solved by a downstream marching
process. The Method of Characteristics is very well-suited for such calculations. Of course there is a problem with the subsonic
part of the boundary-layer. Nonetheless, if the Mach number of the external inviscid fluid is high enough (say greater than 2),
the subsonic region of a turbulent boundary-layer is very thin compared to its total thickness so that the influence of the subsonic
inner layer can be neglected in a first level of approximation. This method generally gives excellent results for computing boundary-
layer flows submitted to intense pressure gradients (D6lery and Masure, 1968).

However, one generally uses simpler methods to compute the change in the boundary-layer properties at S (except maybe
for flows with very thick initial boundary-layers). Thus, an easy formula often used is that proposed by Nas

h 
(1962) which gives

the boundary-layer momentum thickness 0 after expansion - or compression - from P0 to PB

QeB ueB O Meo

eo uee60 Me

The concept of virtual origin for the mixing layer becomes questionable when the initial boundary-layer has a thickness
comparable to the size of the separated region. In such circumstances, the streamwise development of the mixing layer is insufficient
to permit the establishment of an asymptotic profile represented by Eq. 14. In fact, when the boundary-layer is very thick, the
separated flow downstream of a rearward facing step exhibits a "multi-deck" structure according to the terminology of Strong
Interaction Theories (Lighthill, 1953 ; Stewartson, 1969). This structure can be described as consisting of an "outer deck" which
is the separated inviscid external flow. a "main deck" which comprises the major part of the initial boundary-layer and a "lower
deck" at the outer edge of the recirculation bubble and in the near wall region of the reattaching viscous layer. The above description
is given without any rational justification and the analogy with the "triple deck" structure of Strong Interaction Theories is purely
formal. The flow should in fact include more decks.

J I I II il llllII~ l l l l Il
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In what we have called the main deck, viscous forces have negligible influence. The flow is essentially a rotationa Inviscid

treram driven only by pressure and inertia forces (see also the description of region I given in Section 3.2.). Viscous effects
become predominant in the lower deck where a smooth transition has to take place between the main deck and the low velocity
recirculating bubble or zero velocity at the wall. This lower deck is essentially a mixing-layer originating at the separation point
S and which develops along the inner boundary of the rotational flow. Thereafter, this layer becomes the viscous sublayer of
the reattaching boundary-layer. The initial "boundary-layer" at S is now the very thin viscous sublayer of the incoming boundary-
layer. Thus the condition of a small to moderately thick initial boundary-layer is fulfilled and the "classical" mixing theory can
be applied to this thin inner viscous flow.

This concept was already checked in the past (Sirieix at al., 1968 ; O6lery and Masure 1969) and has been adopted by

Mehta (see Section 3.3.4.) as well as by Sinha and Dash (1985). An example is presented here relative to an axisymmetric
reattachment behind an annular rearward facing step. The inviscid incoming flow has a Mach number equal to 1.83 and the
initial boundary-layer, a thickness 6 such that 6/h = 3.6. It has been assumed that initially the viscous effects are confined within

the subsonic part of the boundary-layer. The thickness 6 of this sublayer is here such that 6/6 = 0.03. The downstream evolution
of that part of the flow considered as inviscid has been computed by the rotational Method of Characteristics, the measured
wall pressure distribution being prescribed along the flow free boundary. The starting characteristic has been determined from
the measured boundary-layer profile just upstream of the separation point.

The overall structure of the computed flow is shown in Fig. 35. which reveals the expansion fan emanating from the separation

point S with the separated flow-free boundary (f) and the shock wave forming at reattachment by focalization of compression waves.

The computed Mach number profiles are compared to measured profiles in Fig. 36. There is very good agreement between
experiment and computation over the major part of the distributions. This agreement persists well after reattachment. The lower
part of the profiles could not be computed because there, the flow is subsonic. This zone also corresponds to the developnent
of the mixing-layer and, downstream of reattachment, to a new sublayer in which it is no longer legitimate to neglect viscosity.

Base pressure computations made with this flow schematization are in excellent agreement with experiment lsee D61ery,
1983). Thus this method provides a rather simple way to apply the usual theory to situations where thick boundary-layers are
present at the base, as is the case for a missile fuselage...... o

,,, .,,,,, l,----1,- +_- ... .. -.... .. . .-,i- .... ..,, ")
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Fig. 35 - Reattachment with thick initial boundary- Fig. 36 - Reattachment with thick initial boundary-
layer - Computed inviscid flow structure layer - Mach number profiles

-. -4 0

Fig. 37 - Control volume for determination of Dividing
Streamline and Stagnation Streamline

3.4.3, - Determination of the Dividing Streamline and of the Stagnation Streamline.

By definition, the DSL Ill is the mixing zone streemline originating from the separation point S. Its ordinate Yj, is determined
by writing the conservation of mass flow between section SE and djrE' (see Fig. 371 where EE' is a streamline far enough away

to be outside the mixing zone Hence the equation:

Qu dY = feu dY

or, by introducing the reduced ordinate f s

1201 dY = " ds = E'E'

X + JO Q.RUeat feBea * J

,.,_
,,

W . .
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In this equation vi is defined as i = oy/(X i X0I which takes into account the origin shift Xo of the mixing virtual origin.

Equation 120) alone does not permit the determination of ?/j since the distributions 4p and 0 = Q/QeB are represented
in an intrinsic system of co-ordinates whose ordinate y,, IX) relative to the physical system OXY is still unknown. Thus, another
relation is needed. It is obtained by applying the momentum theorem to the control volume - 00 SEE' - 001 drawn in Fig. 37.
The entire volume being isobaric at the pressure PB, the shear stress being zero along EE' and the velocity becoming extremely
small in the dead-air region, this theorem leads to the equation

121) a Y '70  Qu
2  

dY =- fE 2 di = 0X + Xo QeB U B =QB UeB -

Thus, by forming 120) - (21) :

122) 0 [ (1 - u --l dY = Ii - p) d7i - pd
X + X0  QB Us --eD J

As the integrals are converging, it is possible to go to the limit YE 7
1

E in this condition, the integral of the left hand
side of (22) becomes equal to the initial boundary-layer momentum thickness OB. Thus the equation giving rij is finally

a8B l0 l1 - p) d i7 Opd i
x + x0

As we know, the Stagnation Streamline (s) is the mixing zone streamline which stagnates at the reattachment point, thus
all the flow entering through sectionj - 00 SE must pass above is) at the end of the mixing layer, The location of Is) is determined
by considering th*control volume rawn in Fig,37. Let us assume that in the dead-air region there is an injection per unit span
of mass flowrate qB which carries a momentum iB. The application of the conservation theorems leads to the following equations

- for the mass :

1231 f u dY + rJB =f Qu dY

- for the momentum

124 n f2 - af d oun t, d Y

0 f.,

Making 1231 - (241 and introducing the reduced ordinate 77 brings one to the relation

a fEk.. 
frB __

-Y-- - u + Yl+ -- ?p) d
d = X X O QeB Uen UeB QeBueB QeB U eB

or

(25) 6P d . . .. + f 11 - p) di?

J X + X0 QeB UeB QeRu eB

Numerical application of the reattachment theory shows that in3toduction of the total mixing length L = X + X0 into Eq.
(251 leads to a bad prediction of injection effect for high values of qcB. On the other hand, the initial boundary-layer influence
is well-predicted, even for large values of the momentum thickness OB. The reason for this defficiency has not yet been entirely
elucidated. Thus for practical applications, in order to obtain quantitatively correct results, it is recommended to determine vi.
by the following equation :

(26) -p -y-- (1 - ip) dvi
dj (X + X0 Q8 usa X u..fueX J

The above equation, established by Carribre (1960), allows the introduction of the Generalized Injection Coefficient
qR OB
I ICq +

QeB urBX X + Xo Q UeBX

which shows that the initial boundary-layer can be assimilated with an injection (equivalent bleed conceptI.

The above relations localizing the Dividing Streamline and the Stagnation Streamline are strictly valid only for a two-dimensional
flow.
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As already mentioned, it is generally assumed that the velocity distribution given by (14) is still valid for an axisymmetric
flow. However, in this case, the conservation equations should be written by considering an axisymmetric control volume. Thus
if r xI designates the distance from the axis, the equation determining yj becnmes

fQur dy =f Qur dy

In fact, if in a confluence problem the distance to the axis does not vary too much between the separation and the reattachment
points, the two-dimensional equations can be used without introducing an appreciable error.

3.4.4, - Problem of the Reattachment Criterion

The above relations make it possible to determine the properties of the mixing zone as well as the conditions on the Dividing
and Stagnation Streamlines as a function of factors of influence represented by Cq for a given value of the base pressure pB.

The "closure" of the problem requires the introduction of a complementary law or condition, commonly called "Reattachment
Criterion".

Historically, the first criterion proposed is the "Escape Criterion" of Chapman-Korst. It consists first in assuming that between
the end of the isobaric plateau and the reattachment point , the viscous forces are negligible in relation to terms of inertia and
pressure. Consequently, compression takes place isentropically on each streamline.

Then, it is admitted that at the time it reaches reattachment, the stagnation pressure ptS on the SSL (s) is just equal to tle
static pressure P2 prevailing in the flow at the end of the compression (see Fig. 32). Thus

(27) PIS P2

If the flow is iso-energetic (constant stagnation temperature throughout the flowfield). simple calculations show that the
Mach number Ms on the SSL is given by

M 2

M2 2

'2- 2 Vs)
2

whence

128) Pts p PB (1 + -t MPI 0,
2

Practical application of the theory consists in deciding on a value of the base pressure pB. Knowing pB, it is possible to
determine for given initial boundary-layer and mass flow injection rate into the base region, the location of the SSL (Eq. 261 and.
accordingly, the stagnation pressure pis (Eq. 28). On the other hand, the pressure P2 after reattachment can be computed from
perfect fluid theory (considering either an insentropic compression or an oblique shock at reattachment). We must now make
sure that condition (27) is actually fulfilled, If it is not the case, we try a new value of pB, the operation being repeated until ps P P2.

The first applications of the theory performed by Korst, considering the boundary-layer as negligible, showed rather good
agreement with experiment. In fact, it was observed later that this agreement was fortuitous and was due to the compensation
of two errors : the first resulted from the neglecting of the boundary-layer, the second resided in the inaccuracy of the escape
criterion (27). Thus it appeared that the stagnation pressure ptS was always inferior to P2.

Many modifications were then proposed to improve the Chapman-Korst criterion. In what follows, we will only mention the
most important ones, insisting however on the concept of "Angular Criterion" which is the basis of the methods developed
at ONERA for treating base flow problems.

Goethert Criterion (Goethert, 1960).
This criterion is a modified Korst's escape criterion formulated as follows : If the Mach number on the Stagnation Streamline

is subsonic, then the Korst criterion is applied without any change ; if this Mach number is supersonic, the flow on the Stagnation
Streamline is assumed to pass first through a normal shock before regaining its stagnation pressure which must be equal to the
static pressure downstream of the reattachment shock.

Nash criterion (Nash, 1962).
The flow model used by Nash is basically the same as that of Korst. The essential difference concerns the fact that Nash

probably first pointed out that the static pressure at reattachment PR is lower thant the downstream pressure P2 which explains
the inaccuracy of the Chapman-Korst criterion. To take this observation into account, Nash introduces the ratio

N = (PR - PB)/ (P2 - pal

which would be sought experimentally. The condition pts = PR is maintained, but now PR < P2. The coefficient N varies with
the Mach number MeB (see Fig. 38al, the evolution being however less noticeable in supersonic flow. For this reason, Nash
adopted at first a mean value N = 0.38, In fact, N is also a function of the initial boundary-layer (Nash, 1966).

Robert criterion (Roberts, 1966)
The reattachment criterion proposed by Roberts is based on a similarity between the pressure variation from PR to P2 in

a reattachment and the pressure rise from pO to Ps in a separation process taking place on a smooth surface. For a separating
supersonic turbulent boundary-layer, the pressure ratio pS/pO can be computed by using the Reshotko and Tucker discontinuity
analysis (See. Section 3.4.2.) This ratio corresponds to a ratio of the corresponding Mach numbers MS/Meo close to 0. 76. Similarly,
Roberts introduces a reattachment parameter defined by

Me2

M.R

and given by the empirical relation
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R = 0.799 + 0.156 Mer - 0.08237 M 0.0009564 M3

which he deduced from experimental results on supersonic reattachment.

As can be seen in Fig. 38b, the parameter R leads to a better correlation than Nash's coefficient N.

Mc Donald criterion (McDonald, 1964)
Although rather different from the Korst method, the McDonald model also follows the multi-component approach. Very

briefly, the dissipative zone is divided into three regions
isobaric mixing extending down to an abscissa X1

- reattachment, from X1 to the abscissa XR of the reattachment point R
"rehabilitation" between XR and the final state corresponding to a constant pressure equal to P2.

From a simplified analysis consisting in neglecting the shear stress after R and in using global conservation relations for mass
and momentum, Mc Donald determines the properties of the dissipative reattaching layer at the end of the rehabilitation region
for a given pressure pB. The solution, i.e., the right value of PB. is obtained when the incompressible shape parameter of the
boundary-layer in the final state is equal to the value resulting from known flat plate laws.

Page criterion (Page et al., 1967).
In this criterion, the significant parameter is the ratio

K = (OR - OB) / (02 - - OB)

in which (02 - OB represents the total turning of the outer inviscid flow when it recompresses between Pa and P2, and (OR
- OB) the turning corresponding to the compression up to the physical reattachment point R. The criterion consists essentially

in a correlation of K with the dimensionless velocity yns = uslu B on the Stagnation Streamline which can be representend by
the following analytical expression :

K = 0.5 [ 1 - cot 0l80,s - 1.8)]

The condition that the pressure at the reattachment point be equal to the stagnation pressure on the SSL at the end of
the isobaric mixing region provides the closure relation enabling the determination of the base-pressure.

Bauer and Fox criterion (Bauer and Fox, 1977
The reattachment criterion proposed by Bauer and Fox (see also Fox, 19791 is based on a correlation law for the pressure

distribution at reattachment in the form (p - Pal / (P2 - PB) as a funcnion of (X - XI) / (X2 - XI) given by Narayanan et al.
11972). The abscissa X1 of the end of the isobaric region (see Fig. 39a) is determined assuming that at Xj, the reversed base
flow is turned back through an area equating the approaching area between the SSL and the lower limit of the isobaric mixing-
zone whose ordinate YL corresponds to a location where the velocity component u is practically zero. Thus X1 is related to YL
geometrically whereas the abscissa X2 of the end of the pressure rise is deduced from a simplified control volume analysis applied
in the reattachment region. It is thus possible to position the pressure distribution p(x at reattachment in the physical plane
i.e., with respect to the isobaric mixing layer.

Then in the plane JX, pJ, one traces the curve representing the stagnation pressure of all -amlines of the mixing
zone (see Fig. 39b) which would impinge the reattachment surface. The reattachment criteri .s bIifled w en the pressure
at the intersetion point of the two curves coincides whith the stagnation pressure of !r stay,; Oin Streamline.
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Fig. 38 - Nash and Roberts reattechmenfnt criteria Fig. 39 - Bauer and Fox reattachment criterion
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The Angular Reattachment Criterion (Carrikre and Sirieix, 1960).
The various criteria reviewed above probably have the major drawback of introducing, directly or indirectly, the pressure

level p2, i.e., conditions prevailing well downstream of the reattachment point. Indeed, during carefully made experiments, Carribre
196b), then Sirieix et al. 1966), clearly brought to tight the fact that the pressure downstream of the reattachment point could

be perturbed (within certain limitsl without the initial part of the reattachment process, - thus the base pressure PB - being modified.
Such an observation tends to prove that any criterion calling upon state 2 has little chance of giving satisfactory results.

The "Angular Reattachment Criterion" takes this fact into account by retaining as a basic idea the fact that the reattachment
process is entirely governed by the state of the dissipative layer when it approaches the reattachment zone. This state can be
characterized by ,

- the direction 4 of the inviscid stream relative to the wall (see Fig. 40)
the external Mach number MIB ;

- the velocity and density distributions within the turbelent mixing layer.

S "4"... 20
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Fig. 40 Definition nf reattachment angle Fig. 41 - Reattachment angle in t&, reference situation

It is postulated that the reattachment condition is essentially defined by the state of the fluid on the Stagnation Streamline
at the end of the isobaric region. Conseqiently, taking Eqs. (131 and (141 into account leads to the following functional dependence
for the reattachment angle :

4' IM' s, ' • ii .)

or:

4' = 0 lMea, I ,)

The results of Section 3.4.3. show that the reduced velocity on the Stagnation Streamline depends on the injection coefficient
Cq and on the temperature ratio AB. Furthermore, experiments have shown that 4 is also a function of the flow geometry in
the axisymmetric case. This effect can be characterized by the factor F already defined in Section 3.4.2.

Thus we can write :

(291 ik = 4 Me , -Y , F , AB , i) - (Meg ,7 . F ,AB , Cql

The reattachment angle will be expressed in the form

(30) 4' (MeB Y F , AB , Cql - 42D (MeB 1.4 , 1.1 0)

+ A4lA~i (MeR. 1.4. F, 1, 0)

- A4'K (Me, I , Ae, Cq)

In the above expression :

- 42D is the reattachment angle in the "reference" case, i.e., for a flow which is two-dimensional IF = 1), iso energetic
lAB 

= 
1), without mass injection nor initial boundary-layer (Cq = 0) and whose -y is equal to 1.4 (this is the case

of air in nearly ambient conditions).
A iA is a correction term representing the axisymmetric effect determined in the conditions , 1,4, AY = 1.,

Cq = 0, In fact, A4Axi is independent of MeB, hence A4'Aoi = AikAt (F)
- the last term A4,x takes into account the influence of all the other parameters, namely : 'y, Ae and Cq.

The "reference" reattachment angle has been determined from careful and systematic experiments (Olery, 1965 ; Sirieix
et al., 1966). Its evolution with the Mach number MeB is represented in Fig. 41. For practical application, the following analytical
expression can be convenient

4'2D = 32.6 - 29.2/Mta

This correlation is well-established in the Mach number range 2 < MB < 4.5.

The correction angle A4,Ax representing the axisymmetric effect is represented in Fig. -2 as a function of the factor F. The
experimental correlation can be represented by the formula

OA'Ai = 19.185 - 25.798 F + 6.5088 F2

We have not yet sufficiently reliable and accurate experiments with which can clearly be established the respective influence
of the other parameters. Indeed, in most practical situations As and "r act at the same time since for base-flows behind missiles,
the propulsive jet is made of hot combustion gases. However, it seems reasonable to represent the effect of -y, AB and Cq by
assuming that for the two dimensional case the term : AO can be estimated by applying the Korst reattachment criterion.

Thus, we will write:

AO'K = OK (MeB , _ . AB, Cq) - 4K IM, 1.4. 1. 0)
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If we assume that the outer inviscid stream undergoes an insentropic simple wave compression during the reattachment

process, then :

O'K = V Wee , 'y I - V (MR - ')

where P is the Prandtl-Meyer function. The Mach number in the external flow at reattachment MeR is obtained by writing the
corresponding static pressure PR equal to the stagnation pressure Prs on the Stagnation Streamline which is confirmed
experimentally. The stagnation pressure pri results immediately from the properties of the isobaric mixing layer. It depends on
MeB, AB, 7, and on Cq (see Eq. 26).

Inasmuch as Cq is a small parameter, the Angular Reattachment law (29) is frequently written in the linearized form

(31 ) 4 = 4 (M e,, F, AB) + Cq - (MBy,A)

In this case, we are led to determine the two functions

aCq
The unperturbated reattachment angle which characterizes a reattachment without base bleed and without initial boundary-

layer is decomposed into the sum of three contributions by writing :

0 = 21D (Ma , 1.4 , 1, 1) + /AAxi (F) + AOK (Mf, 1, AB I

The angles 02D and A'/4Ai are identical to those introduced in expression 130). The third term, which characterizes the

effect of ^f and AB. is computed by appling the Korat reattachment criterion, as is done above.

The same process can be employed to represent the effect of AS. The curves drawn in Fig. 43 show the influence of y'
and AB thus calculated. There is a strong dependence of 02D on Y, the effect of An being weak. These trends are completely
confirmed by the experiments of Rougier (1970).

The s~nlvfty function a4'/Cq is computed by writing 4' in the form

0 lM,5 , y , F, AD, Cql = AO + OR

where AO is the deflection undergone by the external inviscid flow between the beginning of the reattachment process (i.e.,
the end of the isobaric region) and the physical reattachment point R, and OR is the residual inclination whith respect to the
wall of the external flow at R. If we assume that the outer inviscid flow undergoes an insentropic simple wave compression
from pB to the pressure PR at reattachment, then A' can be written

132) A, = P (Ma, r) - P(MeR, y)

Now it is assumed that the dissipative layer at R is hardly sensitive at all to the variations of Cq (for Cq < < 1) , thence
a Rt aCq = 0. Finally, taking Eqs. (131, (141, (261 and (321 into account, we find the following expression
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where a is the dimensionless velocity on the Dividing Streamline (j). The above expression takes into account any thermal effects.
In the simpler case of an iso-energetic flow, we have :

dcq I - 'P

3.4.5. - Practical Methods of Calculation - Balance Equations for Mass and Energy

Most often the computational algorithm for determining the base-flow properties is a shooting technique on the unknown
quantities, namely the base-pressure PB and the dead-air temperature TB (or AB). For a given couple [pe.Tal, the outer inviscid
flow (which in fact does not depend on TB ) as well as the location of the Dividing Streamline can be computed. Then, application
of the reattachment criterion allows the determination of the Stagnation Streamline (for example, by solving the implicit equation
(291 if the angular reattachment criterion is applied). It is thus possible to evaluate the two following balance equations for the
dead-air region.

The balance equation for mass involves the mass flow fed into the dead-air region by the outer flow and the mass flow
possibly injected from the base {base-bleed), which leads to the equation (for a two-dimensional flow)

133) foudY (4q8  : base-bleed rate per unit span)

Similarly, a balance equation can be established for energy or enthalpy.

Y Y

E uT, Tie E' u's

Fig. 44 - Control volume for enthalpy balance
equation

By considering the control volume represented in Fig. 44 in which the entrance section is located at the base and the exit
section at the extremity of the constant pressure mixing, the different contributions to this equation are (for a two-dimensional flowl

- the enthalpy transferred to dead-air region by conduction and the work of shear forces along the Dividing Streamline

(Y}hrE J Quhr dY - Quh, dY

- the enthalpy convected with the mass flow between 11) and (s)

wloc feuh, dY

the enthalpy brought by base-bleed : Akn I > 0 if qB > 0)

- the heat transferred through the walls : ;B igenerally neglected)

Hence the balance equation
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fYE U YE Y,

(34) f Q ie dY -fQuht, dY + f Quh, dY + A h B + 0a 0
]1 

0  ,Yj fy

In this equation, the stagnation enthalpy is assumed constant across the initial boundary-layer for the sake of simplicity.
However, a variable enthalpy can be taken into account without difficulty of principle (see Benay and DWlery, 1986).

Due to the definition of the DSL, the mass flowing throught SE is equal to the mass flowing through (j)E' and the energy
equation can also be written in the form

Qu (hre - h) dY + Quht dY ,B 
+  

B = 0

Thus the solution is found by iterating on PB and T8 until Eqs. (33) and (34) are simultaneoulsy satisfied, qB and .AhB being
known quantities. The procedure is generally accelerated by using a Newton-Raphson technique.

The coming Sections are devoted to applications of the above basic model for computing the flow behind missile afterbodies.
The case of supersonic external flow will be first contemplated by considering successively base-flow in the jet-off condition
(Section 3.4.6.1) and in the jet-on condition (Section 3.4.6.2). Then the case of an external subsonic flow will be envisaged
(Sections 3.4.7.1 and 3.4.7.2). The large majority of the considered methods concern axisymmetric configurations. Extension
to multi-nozzle geometries will be dealt with in Section 3.4.8.

3.4.6. - Base-Flow Models for Supersonic External Stream

3.4.6.1. - Missile in the Jet-Off Situation.

The determination of the pressure behind an axisymmetric base in the absence of jet raises a particular problem due to the
difficulties encountered in the ideal fluid calculation when the flow converges towards the axis. The expedient used to overturn
this difficulty consists in imagining that the flow reattaches on a sting materializing the core of the viscous wake : the problem
now is to find the diameter of this sting.

The model initially proposed by Mueller (1967 ; see also Mueller at al., 1970) closely follows the Chapman-Korst scheme,
but adapts it to the axisymmetric case.

The adapted flow model is represented in Fig. 45. According to the classical approach, the flow is divided into three regions
al a zone of external inviscid fluid, b) a zone of turbulent mixing, and c) a reattachment zone.

Several assumptions are made :

i - the initial boundary-layer is neglected, but its nature is turbulent

ii - the inviscid flow, contiguous to the mixing zone, is supposed to develop between S and AT along a truncated conical
surface of semi-angle ip. This modeling, due to Zumwal!t (1959), rests on experimental observations showing that the
constant pressure zone along the axis is relatively short, the pressure variation being close to that on a truncated conical
afterbody. There results from this assumption that mixing is no longer isobaric and the Mach numbers at S and RT are
different. The flow on the conical surface is computed by the Method of Characteristics ;

iii - nevertheless, the velocity profiles in the mixing zone are still represented by Eq. 14. The effect of compressibility and
of the gas characteristics on the mixing parameter a are represented by the Channagragada formula ;ee Section 3.4.2.
above) ;

iv - recompression at RT takes place through an oblique shock that makes the pressure rise to the value P2- The origin of
the shock is located on the sting whose radius rR is given by a correlation proposed by Chapman (1951) in the form
rR/rR which is a function of Mach Number M,,r rD, being the base radius (see Fig. 46). In a later version of the method,
Roache 1973) determines the value of rR according to e criterion consisting in adopting the radius rR that makes the
base pressure PB maximum. Thus, we do sway with some experimental information whose character of generality is
questionable.

v - the unicity of the solution is ensured by satisfying the escape criterion of Korst.

!n the method, the axisymmetry effect intervenes essentially in the establisment of the balance equations allowing the
positioning of the Dividing Streamline. The control volume is limited by two sections respectively located at S and RT and by
two streamlines E and -E (see Fig. 45) defined in such a way that the cross section exposed presented to the flow remains

e .., )-07 de ;

3_E) __
i .. . .05 1 _

.. 2 3 S

Fig. 45 - Base pressure in supersonic exisymmtric
flow - Mueller's model Fig. 46 - Fictitious sting radius (after Chapman, 19511

I
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almost constant and that the pressure term pdA can be neglected in the momentum equation. The balance relations thus obtained
account for the difference between the Mach number at S and AT. The procedure leads to a rather complicated implicit equation
for qj (or 71,) at RT which will not be given here (see Mueller, 1967).

The method makes it possible to take into account an effet of mass injection at the base.

Figures 47a and 47b show examples of application for a cylindrical bass (where the points of experimental comparison are
many) and for a boattail base. Agreement with experiment is generally very good.

Figure 48 emphasizes the effect of the nature of the gas for a boattail afterbody. The increase of y entails an increase of
base pressure which is in agreement with the evolution of the reattachment angular criterion experimentally observed (Rougier.
1970).

3 Pa

T.,41 -°4-0 .05

06 1 , ,, r , 05

02 03 -o-.

o - 0- I-2, . - _ i

, 2 3 4 5 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 -12 -8 -4 0 4 6 13' 12

Fig. 47 - Base pressure in supersonic axisymmetric Fig. 48 - Base pressure in supersonic axisymmetric
flow -Comparison of calculated and experi- flow Mueller's model
mental results -Mueller's model

P.

0_5._____________,--___!Lp of.-- 'f'l

_ -- - -- 21X). 2_ 06

* - 02 .
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Fig. 49 - Base pressure in supersonic axisymmetric Fig. 50 - Base pressure in supersonic axisymmetric
flow - ONERA flow model flow - Comparison of calculated and experi-

mental results - ONERA model

The method developed at ONERA (see DdIery and Sirieix, 19791 uses the concept of Angular Reattachment Criterion (see
Section 3.4.4.). Its essential features are the following (see Fig. 49) :

i- the turbulent mixing that develops from the separation point is supposed isobaric at the base pressure pB- The corresponding
frontier of the inviscid separated flow IfI is computed by the Method of Characteristics ;

ii - the axisymmetry effect intervenes essentially by its influence on 0
, 
the balance relations defining 71j , and Y11 being written

for a two-dimensional flow ;

iii - reattachment is assumed to occur on a sting of radius rB which makes it possible to define the reattachment angle and
to apply the reattachment angular law ;

iv - the radius rp is assimilated to the displacement thickness 6*R of the wake at the level of reattachment R, 6*R being
defined by

135) 2w Qurdr = 2 tJ QeR UeR rdr

where QeR. ueR are the conditions at the edge 6R of the wake at R level. These conditions are calculated from Pa and
MeB assuming an isentropic compression of the flow on the Stagnation Streamline Is)

v - the left hand side of Eq. 136) represents the mass flow rate passing through the wake at the level of the reattachment
station. This mass flow rate is assumed equal to the mass flow rate of the mixing zone above the Stagnation Streamline
at the end of the isobaric mixing. Thus, by assuming that the velocity profile u/ue.: = f(ylR in the wake at the
reattachment point R is universal and given by results obtained in incompressible flow (the compressibility effect on
this profile is very weak), it is possible to determine the thickness 6R of the wake at R. Then the value of rR is obtained
readily.

The calculation procedure adopted is as follows : we take a priori a set of values for rR and we calculate for each of them
the base pressure pa, taking into account the boundary-layer at S. The calculation also provides the thickness 65R. The solution
corresponds to the value of pa ensuring the equality of rR and R.

Application of this model to the classical cylindrical afterbody is shown in Fig. 50. As was the case with the model of Mueller.
agreement with experiment is very good.
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Fig. 51 - Base pressure in supersonic axisymmetric Fig. 52 - Total drag coefficient of a boattailed
flow - Influence of boattail angle afterbody

Figure 51 illustrates the influence of a boattail of angle for a flow with upstream Mach number equal to 2. Agreement
with experiments of Bowan and Clayden (1968) is extremely good.

To conclude. Fig. 52 shows calculations of the total drag (i.e., boattail drag plus base drag) of a boattailed afterbody. This
kind of application is extremely interesting for optimization purposes. One sees that independently of the boattail length, the
optimum boattail angle is very close to 7 deg. This results agrees fairly well with experiment.

Tanner (1980) proposed relatively simple models to predict base pressure both in subsonic and supersonic flows. Let us
examine here the supersonic case (the subsonic case is considered in Section 3.4.7.1.).

The basic idea of Tanner's theory rests on the well-known Oswattsch 1945) theorem wich relates the drag of a body to
the increase in entropy in the flow :

(36) J i Is - s.) Q V, dY = D U.

T.

In the above equation, s is the specific entropy, Vr the velocity component normal to the control surface (E) surrounding
the body, D represents the drag of the body, and U. and T. are the velocity and temperature at upstream infinity. The flow
is assumed to be stationary with no heat transfer.

Introducing : As = ff Is - s) Q Vr do

equation f361 can be written in the more concise form : As = D -
T.

Now let us consider the flow behind the base of a circular cylinder indefinitely long in the upstream direction. As seen above
(see Fig. 32), if the base pressure PB is known, it is possible to construct the perfect fluid solution which consists essentially
of a centered expansion wave at the base shoulder, an isobaric frontier (f) at pressure pB and an oblique shock-wave (C) emanating
from the point RT where (f) intercepts the axis (this kind of perfect fluid solution does not seem to be possible in an axisymmetric
flow where the isobaric boundary bends rapidly on approaching the axis and tends to become normal to this axis).

Since in this model the only drag is the base drag DB, we have

As = Da U.

T.

where As is the entropy rise through the reattachment shock (C).

Now let us consider the physical dissipative flow and assume that the base pressure is the same as in the perfect fluid model.
if the initial boundary-layer is vanishingly small, the drag reduces to the base drag and is thus equal to the non-viscous drag.
However, the entropy production As can now be expressd as :

As = As/ + As2

where As, is the increase in entropy resulting from the dissipative phenomena and As2 is the increase in entropy due to the
reattachment shock IC).

Now it is assumed that Aa can be equated to the entropy rise taking place in the perfect fluid model over a height H* from
the axis.

The entropy rise is evaluated in a section located downstream of the reattachment point where the pressure has recovered
the upstream value p.. Asl can be written

A, UT
T.

where DV is the viscous drag. Hence, expressing Dv in terms of the momentum deficit through the viscous wake, one obtains

As, . 21r Q.U. H' _ (I - __u Irdr
R RT. Jo .U. U.
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H designates the wake ,adius and R is the gas constant. Thus, the above Eq. 1361 can be written

I

Asl = 21r Q. U. HZ Q u (1 - I r dr

R RT.= J Q U. U. H H
0

Now, let us consider the perfect fluid model. If MrB designates the Mach number along the isobaric frontier If). and l3 the
deflexion across the reattachment shock (C), then the entropy rise throught a section of radius H' is given by

4s_ = H.2 Q. U. F2 (MeB , 13

R

where F2 (MeB, (3) results from oblique shock theory (it is assumed that the flows upstream and downstream of AIT are uniforml.

The basic assumption of the model is to equate As, and As2 leading to the equation

2-y M. H' -A _u_ (1 _ u I r dr! = H*' F, (M2B, )

f Q U. U., H H

or

H u u r dr137) (..)2 F2 A, i ) 2-y M2 - - 0 -- I- -
HJ o U. Uo H H

Now, if the velocity and density profiles u/u 0 and 1QgI are provided by appropriate equatiqns (for details, see Tanner).
and if the ratio (H*IH) is assumed known, relation (37) constitutes an equation which can determine the Mach number MeB:
hence, the base pressure ps. In fact, lH*/HI is a function of MeB which must be obtained using experimental data.

The above basic model has received successive empirical refinements to represent effects of initial boundary-layer, boattail,
angle of attack, etc...

3.4.6.2. - Missile in the Jet-On Situation

Flow Schematlization. The flow structure downstream of the base of an afterbody equipped with a propulsive jet has been
analyzed in the first part of this paper (see Section 2.2). It is extremely complex and the only really practical methods still at

our disposal for treating that kind of problem are of the Multi-Component type and rest on a rather rough schematization of the

real phenomena. However, most often they provide a good prediction of the main base flow features as will be seen later. To

our knowledge, few Inviscid-Viscous Interactive methods have been developed to treat such a problem. Let us mention however
the theoretical attempts of Klineberg at al. 1972) and Bogep at al. 119721 to solve the problem of external flow separation caused
by the pluming of a greatly underexpanded propulsive jet. Although interesting, these methods have led to severe difficulties

of principle in their application to realistic missile afterbody configurations so that their use for routine base-flow evaluations
has never been seriously considered. At this level of sophistication, the most straighforward approach solving the full time averaged
Navier-Stokes equations seems preferable (see Section 3.5j.

The theoretical models that will be presented constitute an extension of methods developed for two-dimensional reattachment
on a wall. In fact, the different models which will be reviewed are based on nearly the same schematization.

The basic model adopted to treat base flows with a propulsive jet was first established by Chow (1959) as an application
of the Korst theory. The essential features of this model are as follows :

- the dead-air region, roughly limited by the triangle SE A1- Sj (see Fig. 53), is at the same pressure pB as the two separated
external and internal (nozzle jet) streams ;

- the viscous phenomena are superimposed on a perfect fluid structure entirely determined if the base pressure Pa is

known.

For all theories, the first step consists in performing a perfect fluid calculation which provisionally considers the base pressure

PB as known. The very efficient and very rapid Method of Characteristics is most often used to perform this calculation. Thus

it is possible to calculate the Inviacid flows separating at points SE and Sj respectively. This calculation provides in particular

the constant pressure free boundaries (f)E and If j of the inviscid streams. When pa is lower than both poE and POj (upstream

pressure at SE and Sj respectively), SE and Sj are the origin of an expansion fan (a circumstance pictured in Fig. 531. But,

as already pointed out (see Section 2.21, this situation is not always met with : for example, if the jet is underexpanded, PB

can be higher than pOE and then a shock-wave emanates from SE. Conversely, if the jet is overexpanded, a shock can propagate
from Sj.

The two lines IfME and (fli usually meet at the inviscid confluence point RT different from the physical reattachment point
R. Downstream of RT, the two inviscid streams have a common boundary XIl - a slip line - on which both flows must h-nve the

same pressure and the same direction. These two conditions allow the determination of the initial direction 'P2 of IX) at AT as

well as of the common pressure pB in the two flows. The calculation of these downstream conditions can be done :

- either by considering that at R- each flow is submitted to a compression shoc., - as sketched in Fig. 53 - which is in
principle the most accurate procedure for purely inviscid flows ;

- or by replacing the shocks by isentropic simple wave compressions : indeed, experiments show that the shock-waves
form by the focusing of the compression waves at a distance from R. The assumption of an isentropic compression
should thus lead to a more accurate evaluation of 02.

Having computed the isobaric free boundaries IfE and (f)j and, in the non iso-energetic case, assumed a value for the dead-

air temperature Ta, it is possible to determine the properties of the two turbulent mixing layers developing along IflE and If1j,
i.e., the velocity and density distributions (see Section 3.4.2).
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In the next step which will involve closure relations ensuring the unicity of the solution, the reattachment theory of Section
3.4.4 above is applied to each flow. For this we allow that everything happens as if each stream reattached on a wall materializing
the common confluence direction (X). Such an assumption is justified by experimental observations which show that the
materialization by a thin plate of the plans of symmetry of a symmetrical near wake introduces only minor effects into the field
close to the confluence point A. This behavior can be intuitively understood if one considers that in the dead-air region and also
in the vicinity of the reattachment point, the wall friction is very small. Experimental results presented in Fig. 54 show that the
base pressure is not noticeably affected by the introduction of a material reattachment wall, even when mass is injected into
the dead-air region at low velocity.

Knowledge of the downstream pressure P2 or the initial direction t02 of the slip line allows application of one of the above
reattachment criteria to the external flow and to the jet isee Section 3.4.4). It is thus possible as explained in Section 3.4.3
to determine the location of the two Stagnation Streamlines (ts)E end 1?7s)j.

The flow being assumed steady, the conservation of mass and energy of the dead-air region leads to the two budget equations.
They are written here for an axisymmetric flow by considering the thicknesses of the mixing layers small when compared to
the distance to the axis r:

- for the mass :

138) 21r [ iu r dr E + Qurdr] =B

jYj

-for the total enthalpy

(39) 2 f Qu (he- h) r dr + fQu hr r dr + Qu 1hre - hr) r dr + fQu hr rdr + Aha + z = 0

where oj represents the injected mass flow rate in the case of base-bleed, AhB the total enthalpy of the injected gas and 4a

corresponds to heat transfer through the bese wall (most often this term - difficult to estimate - is neglected).

in the equation for the total enthalpy, the influence of the initial boundary-layers has been neglected for the sake of simplicity.

The integrals figuring in the balance equations (38) and (39) rapresent the flow rate of mass and enthlpy which is exchanged
between the two supersonic separated stroas and the dead-air region through the mixing process taking place along the frontiers
MffE and f)i. Thus, in principle these integrals must be evaluated at the end of the isobaric mixing, i.e., at the beginning of each
recomprsion zone. However, the lengths of the Isobaric mixing zones we frequently taken to be equal to the lengthe LE and
L of the isobeloic invlaicd frontlIers comprised between the separation points ed RT. This convention does not strictly correspond
to reality, Isobefki mixing eetetg only a fractlon of LE or Lj. For this reson, Addy (11970) proposed a modification consisting
In the Introduction f effective lengths L'E and Lj, detemined approximately by locting the meeting point of the two mixing
zones. Dixon at of. (19701 take for effective mixing lengths 0.8 time the values obtained from Inviecid flow intercepts. Hong
11970) considers that reattechment bogns at alroximately half the distance between the points of separation end reattachment.
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If the distance from the axis r(x) can be considered as nearly constant in the region of interest - which implies a small dead
air region - the above balance equations are frequently written in the form

- conservation of mass :

(40) 2rRT Qu dY E + Q d } = da1 , IE if J
Y~j 

Yj

- conservation of energy :

141) 21rRT Qu (hl, - hi) dY f .u, dY [ Qu (h,, - hldY Quh, dY + AhB =0
Jy E JJY

. ~yj) yj fj

where RT is the distance to the axis of the confluence point.

In the formulation of the above theoretical model, the base pressure pD and the dead-air enthalpy hB (or dead-air temperature)
are assumed known. This allows the determination of the inviscid streams, the calculation of the mixing zone properties, application
of the reattachment criterion, etc... However, for arbitrarily assumed values of pB and h8, the balance equations (40) and (41)
will not in general be satisfied. Thus the principle of solution is an iteration on pB and hB (or TB) until the two above balance
equations are simultaneously satisfied. In most application codes, the iteration process is accelerated by employing a Newton-
Raphson method.

Now we will briefly examine the different methods proposed for computing turbulent base flows on an axisymmetric body
with a single exhaust jet. In fact, these methods are variants of the above basic theoretical model and it is only minor changes
which make them different from each other.

The Different Flow Models.
The method proposed by Addy (1969 ; see also Addy at al., 1973) closely follows the general flow model. The inviscid

streams are computed by the Method of Characteristics and the pressure downstream of reattachment is determined by assuming
oblique shock recompressions. The initial boundary-layers are neglected. Two balance equations for mass and energy are considered.
In order to remedy a clifficiency of the original Kor-

" 
eattachment criterion, a modification of this criterion is introduced which

consists in writing that the stagnation pressure on the Stagnation Streamline is only a fraction of the downstream static pressure P2

PR"s k P2_
PB PB

In the above equation, k is an empirical function of the ratio of radii at SE and Sj : r = rjI/rE which can be represented by

k = 0.483 + 1.088 r - 0.874r2 + 0.303r3

The Addy base-flow model has been extensively used to conduct a systematic study of the effect of the different parameters
influencing the base pressure (afterbody geometry, Mach numbers, nozzle expansion ratio, gas temperature, etc....), The results
of this study can be found in Addy I1969).

The model proposed by Hong (1970) also treats the case of a base-flow with energy exchanges. It very closely follows
the basic Korst model.

The method proposed by Dixon at al. (1970) presents significant diff ences with respect to the two previous methods.
Thus, the external inviscid flow is calculated for a real gas using partition fui-ions for the thermodynamic properties, the frontier
of this flow remaining linear after initial adjustment to pB. This assumption results in an axial pressure gradient through the dead-
air region. Then the shape of the internal inviscid flowfield is computed for an ideal gas using as a boundary condition the axial
pressure distribution determined from the external flow calculation. According to these authors, thr isual assumption of PB as
constant is not employed because it leeds to recompression which did not agree with experimental data.

To represent axisymmetry effect, the similarity coordinate is defined in terms of the Mangler transform, yielding

V71 a o-
x

with

x f LW ] and dyr= f y

In these expressIons, rf IxI is the radius of the Inviscid frontiers and rE (or rj) a reference length. For the external mixing
length, rE is the afterbody base radlus, and for the exhaust jet mixing layer the jet exit radius rj is used.

Here the balance equations are written in the form (38) - (39) which more accurately represents the axisymmetry effect.
This version of the method does not consider an equation for energy, thus it only applies to iso-energetic flows.

The adopted reattachment criterion is the modified version of the Korst criterion introduced by Goethert (see Section 3.4.4).

In the model developed at ONERA (see Dolery and Sirisix, 1979 ; Boawy and 06lery, 19861, the Angular Reattachment Criterion
presented in Section 3.4.4 is applied to the external flow and the jet. For this, the two iaobaric Inviscid frontiers are computed
by the Method of Characteristics up to their intersection point RT. Then the inviscid slip line Q) is determined by assuming isentropic
simple wave compression at RT. The two reattachment angles ViE and t, are defined as the angles between ( D and the tangents
to IfME and (f). at RT respectively. Application of the general reattachment law (30) allows the determination of (l s)E and 07,1j,
hence the location of the two Stagnation Streamlines. it is thus possible to compute the flow rates of mass and enthelpy exchanged

U-II/ III~lI~IIIII
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between the two mixing layers and the dead-air region and check if the balance equations (401 and (411 are - or are not -
satisfied. In this evaluation, the influence of the initial boundary-layer at the separation points is taken into account and its effect
on the velocity distributions represented by the virtual origin concept (see Section 3.4.2).

If the linearized form 1311 of the Angular Reattachment law is used, the two generalized injection coefficients CqE and Coj
are deduced from 131) once 0 and 3/aCq have been determined. The exchange mass flow rates qE and ij are then evaluated by

OBE

LE (CqE + LE + XOE

=1 21rRT[ QeBUeB QE(Coj+J~ ( Q + L + Xoj

in which the injection of momentum due to bleed has been neglected. The balance equation for mass thus takes the form

4E + b. = 4B

The following examples of application will give an idea of the validity of the method

- the first case (see Fig. 55) concerns a cylindrical afterbody in a uniform flow at Mach MOE = 1.97 equipped with a conical
nozzle. Two values of the exit Mach number Moj are considered : 2.0 and 3.0. The results presented show the evolution
of the base pressure as a function of the nozzle expansion ratio. These calculations take into account the effect of initial
boundary-layers ;

- in the second example, (see Fig. 561, the nozzle exit Mach number is fixed lMoj = 2.5) and two values of the external
Mach number MOE are considered : 2.01 and 3.27 (the experiments are those of Agrell and White, 1974) ;

- the third example (see Fig. 57) corresponds to a configuration where the nozzle largely emerges from the afterbody which
leeds to quite different lengths of jet boundaries ;

- lastly, Fig. 58 represents an application to a case where a mass injection is performed at the base, for several values of
the expansion ratio.

There results from all these comparisons between theory and experiment that the method leads to a generally satisfactory
prediction of the influence of the various parameters considered.

Thus the method can be used confidently to investigate the influence of parameters affecting base pressure. Examples of
such a study are given in Figs. 59 to 63 where the specific effects of the following parameters are considered

upstream Mach number (Fig. 59) ;

nozzle exit Mach number (Fig. 601,

- relative size of the exhaust nozzle (Fig. 61 j
base to nozzle exit plane distance (Fig. 21

exhaust jet stagnation tempere ,- - 63).

Calculated values of the dead- r t. " drature are represented in Fig. 64 vs. the nozzle expansion ratio for increasing exhaust
jet stagnation temperature.

The influence of the vP,;ous factors considered here on the afterbody drag is summarized in the Table of Fig. 65.
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The last example concerns the total drag of a boattailed afterbody with jet. The curves plotted in Fig. 66 show that the
optimum boattail angle tends to decrease when the nozzle expansion ratio increases.

The method of Wagner 1981) is close to the ONERA method. However, in the present application of the Angular Reattachment
criterion to the two mixing-layer confluence problem, an iterative procedure is included to adjust the reattachment direction OR
for achieving equal rettachmant pressure In both shear layers (this condition is not satisfied in the ONERA application of the
Angular Reattachment criterion). The pressure rise up to the reattachment point R is given by assuming an isentropic recompression
on the Stagnation Streamline from pa to PR. Thus in Wagner's method, the attachment direction is no longer that of the confluent
inviscid flows downstream of RT. Instead, the pressure at the reattachment point R is the same in the two reattaching mixing-
layers which seems more satisfactory from a physical point of view. This modification is a first approximation in order to take
into account different directions of the slipline at reattachment and downstream of the impingement point.

An interesting extension of the above models has been proposed by Bauer and Fox 1977) which includes effects of boundary-

layer, base-bleed, total enthalpy differences and species differences. The main features of this analysis are the following :

-the initial boundary-layer is taken into account by considering the complete Korst solution given by Eq. t 91 (see Section 3.4.21

- the compressibility and axisymmetry effects on the jet spreading parameter are represented by using relations (16) and
118) (see Section 3.4.2) ;

- a modified reattachment criterion is employed (see Section 3.4.4).

However, the most important feature of this method is the representation of effects resulting from species differences in
the base-flow region - including chemistry.

This modeling relies on the following assumptions.

For each mixing-layer let k designate the mass fraction of the contiguous inviscid stream in the local mixture (k is equal
to 1 in the external flow and 0 in the dead-air region). It is assumed that the distribution of k can be represented by

k 1 [1+ a ef ft)

The "shape parameter" Cef is introduced to account for the fact that at separation, the initial species profile is a step function
whereas the velocity profile is that of the boundary-layer. Thus with C,f to be determined, the disparity between the profiles
can be accomodated. The shape parameter Cr is determined by a mass balance for the external species between the separation
section and the section located at the extremity of the mixing region. This gives

- -- -• • mmm llllmlmi l m m mmm m lm m
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Furthermore, one introduces for convenience the mass fractions mfE and mfj of external streams in the bae mixture. Thus,

as the mass flow rate of an outer species fed into the dead-air region is given by

qm 
=  

k Qu dY

we will have for the external stream
Ys

[f k dY]

142) mjE = Efk

[ ~ kQudY] [f kQu dYv] +f

and:Y
mfJ =

kQud + kQu dY + mfB

for the exhaust jet.
In the above expressions, m!B designates the mast fraction of the injected fluid at the base.

The total enthalpy distribution across each mixing layer is represented by a Crocco relation involving the species

distribution :
h= k hrE or j + 11 - k)iha

The problem has basically three unknowns, namely :the base pressure pa, the dead-sir enthalpy h# and, for example, the

mass fraction mjE (since we must have mfE + mp + mfB = 1, qB is given and thus mfj results immediately from mfEl. Thesolution procedure is a shooting technique on these three quantities which is carried out until the two equations expressing the
balance of mass - Eq. 1381 - the balance of energy - Eq. (391 completed by Eq. 1421 are simultaneously satisfied.

Chemistry is involved in the problem at the level of the computation of the local density Q in the mixing layer. This requiresdetermination of the mole fractions of the molecular constituents and the temperature which is made from equilibrium chemistry.
The principle of this determination is classical and will not be given here (see Fox, 19791.

An example of base flow calculation with bleed end burning in the dead-air region is presented in Fig. 67 (Fox, 1979). Inthis configuration, hydrogen was bled into the base region of a blunt-based afterbody immersed in an air stream flowing at a
Mach number of 2. Experiments were performed both without and with burning of hydrogen lorigin of experiments in Fox, 1979).

As shown in Fig. 67, burning entails a large increase of base pressure. The calculation performed by Fox can be considered as
being in fair agreement with experiment due to the complexity of phenomena involved in this situation.

Fig. 67 - Effect on the base pressure of a hydrogen

bleed both with and without burning (after

Fox, 19791

Base-Flows with Plume Induced Separation. The above base-flow model can also be applied to compute configurations
for which the exhaust jet expands strongly at the nozzle exit thus leading to an important increase of the base pressure until
separation occurs on the fuselage upstream of the base corner (see Section 2.2 above and Fig.4). The essential ingredients of
the Multi-Component approach remain the same except for one important change : in the case of the supersonic separation of
a boundary-layer, the pressure after separation is entirely determined (in a first approximation) by the conditions prevailing at
the origin of the separation process. This behavior is the essential result of the so called "Free Interaction Theory" (Chapman
at al., 1957). Thus in this case, the base pressure, which is identified with the pressure after separation, is determined by an
appropriate sepaertion effteon, the unknown now being the location of the separation point S on the fuselage (plus the dead-air
enthalpy for the non-iso-energetic problem).
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There exist in the literature several separation criteria for a supersonic turbulent boundary-layer (for a review of these criteria,
see Odlery and Marvin, 1986). The most popular are those of Reshotko and Tucker 1955), Chapman (see Chapman et al., 1957).
Zukoski 19671 and Carribre at al. 1968).

A method for predicting base-flows with plume induced separation along these lines was thus proposed by White and Agrell
1977). This method is a revised and updated version of the one originally published by Addy (see above).

The pressure rise at the separation point on the fuselage is given by a modified form of the Zukoski separation criterion

Ps/POE 
= 

1 + C MOE

In this expression, C is a function of the normalized distance sib of the separation point from the base corner. This modification
takes into account the fact that separation is not an abrupt process but occurs progressively.

A similar criterion has been introduced by Wagner 1983) in order to extend the capability of his method (see above). The
function C is then given by the empirical formula

C = Co 1 - exp (- cis/6)

with CO = 0.5 and cs = 1. It shows that as the distance increases, the pressure of the separated flow tends to the value given

by the original Zukoski criterion.

Figure 68 shows an example of results obtained by Wagner 11981) for a cylindrical afterbody with jet tested by Agrell and
White (1974). In this case, the base pressure becomes greater than the upstream external pressure so that separation occurs

on the afterbody. Agreement with experiment is very good.

The method of Wagner also allows the determination of the separation line location on the afterbody for small angles of
attack. However, agreement with experiment is not entirely satisfactory. In fact, extension of Multi-Component Methods (as
well as of Inviscid/Viscous Interactive Methods) for treating three-dimensional configurations appears as extremely difficult and
hazardous. The complexity of the model could then become such that the global Navier-Stokes approach seems preferable, with
the warranty of a more physically realistic model.

A method including enthalpy differences and species difference has been proposed by Fang 19711. It belongs to the general
category of classical Multi-Component Methods but incorporates the possibility of having a laminar external flow, a circumstance
which can be met at high altitude where the density is extremely small. The treatment of the multi species problem is similar
to the one employed by Bauer and Fox. The separation criterion, derived from the Chapman Free Interaction Theory, takes the
following form in the laminar case :

1 2 2 1/4 1/4
CpB (PB - POE) / QEUOE 

= 
A / (MOE - 1) R,

In the above expression, A is an empirical function of both jet pressure ratio and the nozzle exit Mach number Ifor more
details, see Fong and Ehrlich, 19711.
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The method of Moulden alal. 11974) (e also, Wu at al., 1974 is based on a flow model which predicts boundary-layer
development over the body and then calculates the confluence of the resulting external shear-layer with the jet exhaust plume
(irternal shear-tayert. The means by which the solution is obtained is as follows the solution procedure begins by making an
initial estimate of the angle through which the external flow is turned at the base. The ensuing pressure change is thus known
snd the shape of the exhaust plume which expands to the base pressure can be determined by the Method of Characteristics.
The solution is classically determined by a mass-flow balance equation. The angle of the external sheat-layer is then iteratively
adjusted until this balance equation is satisfied.

An external flow separation ahead of the base is deemed to exist if the flow cannot be sufficiently turned by a shock-wave
to meet the convergence criterion ;the relation between maximum turning angle and Mach number is determined on an empirical
basis. In this case, the flow turning angle is held constant at its maximum value and the shear-layer separation point iteratively
moved forward from the base until a converged confluence solution is reached.

The present method is applicable to low supersonic speeds up to a maximum of 2. The lower limit is in principle Mach I
but applications suggest that the lowest speed for useful results is Mach 1.2.

To conclude this Section, Fig. 69 presents a confrontation of four of the above Multi-Component Methods with one of the
test cases selected by the AGARO Working Group 08 (see AGARD-AR NO 226. 19861. It appears that none of these methods
is entirely satisfactory over the full range of nozzle expansion ratio of the chosen fasts lAgrell and White, 19741. Thus there
is still room for improvement of the present Multi-Component Methods applied to base flows with exhaust jet, even in the relatively
simple case of a cold jet.
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3.4.7 - Base-Flow Models for Subsonic External Stream

3.4.7.1 - Missile in the Jet-Off Situation

The present flow model, developed within the framework of an ONERA-AEROSPATIALE co-operative project (see D61ery,
1983 and Berrue et al., 1984, is an improved version of the original Vanwagenen (19681 theory which is applied to cylindrical
afterbodies in incompressible flows.

The adopted flow model is shown if Fig. 70. Its key components are

i- the Dividing Streamsurface (l sl issued from the base shoulder S and reaching the axis at the physical reattachment point
R. Its trace in a meridian plane is the DSL (jI which as we know is identical to the Stagnation Streamline Wxi in the absence
of bleed effect ;

ii the displacement streamsurface (1*) on which flows the supposedly inviscid outer stream
i i i- the streamsurface (iE) of the inviscid flow passing through the edge E" of the viscous core (wake) at the reattachment

station.

The basic principle of the method is to make an Inviscid/Viscous Interactive calculation with coupling conditions expressed
on the displacement surface (r*) (see Section 3.3.2 for considerations on the problem of the coupling conditions). In the present
method, this surface is constructed in an approximate manner by proceeding as follows :

i- upstream of the separation point S, ( *) is the body surface augmented by the displacement thickness of the incoming
boundary-laver ;

ii - between S and R, the contour of (*) is represented by a polynomial curve which must satisfy the following conditions
a) going through the point S' located at S on the upstream displacement surface with, at S', the same slope and curvature
as the DSL, b) passing through an intermediate displacement radius r2* located halfway between the base and R. c)
going through the displacement radius r3* at R with continuity of slope and curvature with the downstream displacement
surface.

iii - downstream of R, Wr ") is represented by an empirical equation isee Vanwagenen, 1968l.

It is thus necessary to determine the displacement radii r2* and r3* at stations 2 and 3. This operation necessitates the modeling
of the near wake region. For this purpose, it is assumed that the DSL is an arc of ellipse tangent to the afterbody at S and normal
to the axis at R. In order to compute r2* and r3*, streamwise velocity profiles must be defined at stations 2 and 3. At 2, the
adopted distribution is a composite law consisting of the curve defined by Eq. 14) above the DSL and an arc of ellipse below
the DSL. At station 3, the velocity distribution is represented by an empirical law derived from experiments on 2-0 incompressible
reattachment (Noi, 1971). By a process similar to that presented in Section 3.4.3, the wake radii r2* and r3* are determined
by applying conservation theorems for mass and momentum to adequate control volumes. For instance, r3* is computed by
considering volume BEE"RB (see Fig. 701. Application of the momentum theorem gives an equation of the form

r2 p frE fr3 frE[
r 2- B rEp + Qu2)r dr = (p + Qu2 f + P,

B Jra 3rdr+ ,

The last integral has to be evaluated along the streamsurface (OEj. Thereafter, the displacement radius r3* is computed
from the definition equation

for3 f
r

Qurdr =f [QL [u]rdr

where bracketed quantities are rlative to the inviscid flowfield. A similar procedure is employed to determine r2 and r2*.

The calculation procedure is as follows. For a given value of the bubble length L = BR , an Inviscid/Viscous coupling
process is iterated until convergence. Then, the closure relation that determines L is similar to the Chapman-Korst escape criterion :
it is postulated that the stagnation pressure on the DSL, at the point where the cavity pressure starts to rise, must be equal
to the static pressure at PR this pressure being identified with the pressure on the coupling surface at the abscissa of R.

In the present version of the method, the outer inviscid flow is computed by a method of singularities, compressibility effects
being taken into account by the Prandti-Glauert rule.

Figure 71 shows application of the method for three different afterbodies immersed in a stream flowing at a Mach number
of 0.85. The first afterbody is cylindrical, the second one has a conical boattail and the third one a conical flare. One notes a
fair agreement of the computed base pressure coefficients with the measured values.
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The two other applications show the influence of the boattail/flare angle and of the boattail length (see Fig. 72).

In the theory proposed by Tam (1973), attention is given to outflow from the dead-air region. This basic concept is explained
by referring to Fig. 73. In the region from the separation point to section I. there is assumed to occur a mixing process which
corresponds to a constant pressure mixing between a uniform external flow and a dead-air region. Due to this mixing, fluid is
withdrawn from the dead-sir region. This phenomenon is called "outflow from the dead-air region".

Four important boundaries are defined :

i - boundary 1. separating the external flow from the mixing region

ii- the mass outflow from the dead-sit region takes place through boundary 2
iii - boundary 3 is the Dividing Streamline ;
iv- boundary 4 is the streamline in the external flow which cuts the boundary of the mixing region at section I.

At section I, the location of which need not be quantitatively specified, the mass flow between boundaries 2 and 3 has
its maximum value, I being such that the backflow into the dead-air region then begins.

Tanner's theory uses two momentum balance equations to express the mass outflow from the dead-air region as a function
of the drag coefficient, the latter being expressed in terms of the base pressure coefficient from any potential flow solution.

The first relation is a momentum balance between the entrance section and section I. To write this relation, the velocity
distribution across the mixing layer is assumed given by the following approximation of the G6rtler . lution

u2 =2-1 + sin AY-

where b is the width of the mixing-layer, Ay varying from 0 to b.

The density distribution is then obtained from the Crocco law.

The second relation is obtained by writing a momentum balance equation between section I and a section located in the
wake downstream of the reattachment point. There the velocity profile is represented by

u = u. + 0 !,[ I+ sin(ry -r '

Ue ue 2 UeL 6 2

the value u1, 0.16 being adopted for the centerline velocity.

The theory is applied with good success to the prediction of the base pressure coefficient of two-dimensional wedge-like
obstacles.
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3M4.7.2 - Missile in the Jet-On Situation

The present model, proposed by Sei et sll (9641 is an extension of the previous ONERA-AEROSPATIALE method developed
for computing the base-flow in the jet off-condition. In principle, it is only applicable to an afterbody equipped with a nozzle
having a small diameter compared to the base diameter and to exhaust let conditions not too far from adaptation (thus the case
of highly underexpended jet cannot be treated in the present version of the flow modell In these conditions, it is legitimate to
consider that the jet ects essentially as a perturbation agency on the ded-sir region consisting basically in

h, C
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i - an obstacle effect similar to the action of a sting which would materialize the exhaust jet

ii -a suction effect resulting from the intense entrainment occurring along the boundary of the high speed jet. In fact, this
second effect is by far the most important.

The adaptations introduced to represent these effects have been largely inspired by observations deduced from a detailed
experimental analysis of the flow past missile afterbodies (Lacau at al., 1982, see Section 2.2), The essential features of the
adopted model are the following (see Fig. 74) :

- the exhaust jet is replaced by a cylindrical sting whose radius rj is equal to the radius of the nozzle exit section. This
very simple schematization gives an acceptable representation of the jet in near adaptation conditions. However, this
approximation could be easily improved by performing an exact calculation of the inviscid supersonic jet which could
allow the treatment of out-of- adaptation configurations (by using the Method of Characteristics or any finite difference
solvers of the Euler equations).

ii - the suction effect is assumed uniformly distributed along the length L of the sting comprised between the base and
the point Rj where the external flow reattaches on the sting. Furthermore, we admit that the suction velocity is normal
to the sting surface (or perpendicular to the longitudinal axis OX). Thus the suction effect does not contribute to the
balance of the axial component of momentum. The mass flow rate sucked off from the dead-air region by the entrainment
effect of the exhaust jet is expressed in the form

41r = (2Tr, L) CE Qou uoj

where QOj and ua, are relative to the inviscid jet of Mach number MOj in the nozzle exit plane. CE is a coefficient globally
representing the entrainment effect. It is assumed that CE is only a function of Mow and of the ratio X = (uoi - u l/(uoj
+ um) where um is the maximum velocity of the reverse flow in the dead-air region (see Fig. 74) ;

iii - as in the jet-off case, the Dividing Streamsurface 4' is represented by an elliptical arc with the same definition as in
the previous case (see Section 3.4.7.1). However, in order to satisfy mass conservation in the dead-air region at the
level of the base, (l,) must now pass through a point D' displaced from the surface to allow passage of the mass flowrate
4 (see Fig. 74).

The solution procedure is the same as in the jet-off case. In particular, since the suction velocity is assumed normal to the
longitudinal axis, the balance equations for the axial momentum remain unchanged. However, the extracted mass flow rate must
be accounted for in the determination of the displacement surface.

Examples of application are presented in Figs. 75 and 76. They are relative to an afterbody equipped with a small surpersonic
exhaust nozzle of Mach number M 6j = 2.9.

The first example (see Fig. 75) illustrates the variation of the base pressure coefficient CpB with upstream external Mach
number for different values of the nozzle expansion ratio, the efterbody being cylindrical.

The second example of results (see Fig. 76) shows the evolution of Cpa with the nozzle expansion ratio for three angles
of 0, the upstream Mach number MOE being equal to 0.85. Agreement with experiment is generally satisfactory.
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3.4.8 - Application to Multi-Nozzle Configurations

3.4.8.1 - General Description of Phenomena

The phenomena taking place at the base of a multi-nozzle missile are far more complex than those analyzed up till now.
In this situation, the structure of the flow in the base region is highly three-dimensional so ,hat pressure is usually no longer
uniform on the base surface as in the case of a single nozzle configuration where the differences observed from one point to
another are always small.

We shall examine the multi-nozzle situation in the particular case of a four-nozzle configuration which has been the object
of many experimental studies (see in particular, Goethert, 1960 ; Musial and Ward, 1961 ;Cherczenko and Hayes, 1963; Goethert
and Matz, 1964).

The sketches deduced from experiments, presented in Fig. 77, define the organization of the base-flow for various expansion
ratios of such a propulsion system.

At low altitude, when the nozzle expansion ratio PoW/poE is modest (sketch a), the jet entrainment effect ensures the
evacuation of the flux issued from the external flow in the central zone close to the axis. This regime, which establishes near
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adaptation conditions, is often called the asieo rlis Then the pressure non-uniformity on the base is hardly marked at all.

When the expansion ratio becomes higher (sketch b), theiset plumning at the nozzle exit provokes their confluence. The resulting
important positive pressure gradient entails the development of an intense recirculation flow, first directed towards the base
and later e,3cuated at the jet periphery. The presence in the base center of a stagnation point for this backflow entails high
values of the pressure and heat transfer st this point and in its vicinity. This flow regime is called the transitional flow regime.

At high altitude, when poj/poE becomes very large, this effect becomes more important (sketch c) the recirculation flow
rate increases greatly up to the sonic choking at the passage section (or vent area) available between the nozzles. This situation
is called the chokred revers, flow reglims. In some extreme cases, the backflow directed towards the base becomes supersonic
and a normal shock occurs in front of the base surface.
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3.4.8.2 - The Different Flow Models

Several methods following the Multi-Component approach have been developed to predict the essential properties of these
flows, essentially the pressure and the heat transfer distributions on the base.

These models generally apply to a particular geometry, the so-called "ring cluster" in which the nozzles are arranged around
the periphery of a circle.

The first step in the application of any model is to determine the inviscid boundaries for the exhaust plumes. A quadrant
of such a flowfield for a four nozzle cluster is sketched in Fig. 78. One notes that each pair of adjacent plumes impinge in a
plane JCBL midway between the nozzles. Inside each plane, there is a line of impingement 81. The impingement lines have a
common point B located on the afterbody centerline. The interference point closest to the base is L which is located in the plane
containing the axes of two adjacent nozzles ;at this point the impinging flows undergo the largest def lesion. At L, the traces
of the plume by a plane perpendicular to the centerline are tangent.

At a point G on the impinging line, the velocity vector 71tangent to the plume boundary undergoes a deflexion, becoming
V2 contained in the impingement plane JCBL. Oblique shock relations allow the determination of Z. At 8, the downstream vector
is along the afterbody centerline. The downstream vector at point L is also parallel to the centerline.

Thus at the point where the exhaust jots impinge upon each other, we are confronted with a problem similar to that of the
confluence of the external flow snd the exhaust jet in the case of a single nozzle afterbody (see Section 3.4.6.2).

By appling Korat's analysis (with representation of the initial boundary-layer by means of the virtual origin concept), Qoethuot
11960) determines the total flow rate brought into the base region by the four jets. This fltow rate Q., is computed at point L
which is considered as a characteriatic impingement point. Thus if D., designates the sum of the circular arclengths between
two contact points L, 1Dm is equal to the diameter of the intersection of each jet by the plane containing the contact points
LI rn is given by the relation

q.. = rD dy

in which yj and Ys represent respectively the ordinates of the Dividing Streamline end the Stagnation Streamline of each jet
turbulent mixing-layer (in this expression, the mixing zone is assumed thin compared to its distance to the nozzle centerline).
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In the choked reversed flow regime. the flow rate o,. must be equal to the mass flow rete 
4

,, passing through the base vent
area A,. If the stagnation pressure of this flow is identified with the base pressure pB and if TB designates the stagnation temperature
in the base flow region, then & is given by

t,, = C.~ 
6

1,y) p A,, I/FpT

where 61,y) is a function of the ratio of specific heats only and CN, an empirical mass flow coefficient taken equal to 0.5.

Thus by equating ii. and o . one obtains an equation allowing the determination of the base pressure.

Several other models for multi nozzle configurations have been proposed along essentially the same lines as the Goethert model.

For example. Page and Dixon (1963, 1966) have developed a simple theory using the essential concepts of the initial Kort
theory but incorporating the reattachment criterion as modified by Goethert lase Section 3.4.41. The method allows the determination
of the base pressure and of the heat transfer on the base surface. Figure 79 shows applications of the flow model of Page and
Dixon to the calculatior of pressure and heat transfer 4i in the base region of several Saturn launch vehicles. In these results
(which are in relatively fair agreement with experiment), the choking of the reverse flow at high altitude is particularly evidei t

Lamb at al. 01969) developed a more refined model in which the jet flowing towards the base along the missile centerline
is computed by an integral method using Gaussian distributions for the velocity profiles in this jet. The backflow is assumed
to depend essentially on the exhaust jet impingement along the body centerline (point B in Fig. 78). Thus, the analysis is applied
in the plane containing this centerline and the nozzle axis. The reattachment zone is computed by using the Lamb and Hood
11968) integral analysis of turbulent reattachment. The computation of the reverse jet impingement allows the determination
of the pressure on the base center. As shown in Fig. 80. this model can be used to study the effect of parameters such as nozzle
height, lateral spacing of the nozzles, nozzle expansion ratio.
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In the method Proposed by Tang sat (1197 1). one first considers the impingement of the exhaust jots. In order to simplify
the flow structure, the flow region surrounded by the exhaust jets is assumed to depend primarily on the jet intersection in a
plane containing the body centerline, like in the Lamb at al. model. Thus one considers only reattachment at point B (see Fig.
78). Then the simplified Korst theory is applied to the mixing layers, initial boundary-layers being accounted for by using the
virtual origin concept ieee Section 3.4.2). The stagnation pressure p, on the Stagnation Streamline is deduced from a simplified
control volume analysis applied to the reattachment zone. Hence, knowing pts, it is possible to compute the mass flow rate q,.g
and the enthalpy, flux Ahj,. transferred into the dead-air region by turbulent mixing (see Section 3.4.5).

The external separated stream is treated by assuming that this stream reattaches on a cylinder whose diameter dR is such
that dft/dB = 0. 5 . Application of the reattachment analysis allows fth determination of the mass flow-rate q.E and of the enthalpy
flux Aha.i. In this analysis, a Mangler type transformation is introduced to reduce the axisymmetric case to the two-dimensional
problem.
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Fig. 81 -Base pressure for the Saturn V launch Fig. 82 - Base heat transfer for the Saturn V launch
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The solution, namely the base pressure pD and the deed-air temperature Ta, must be tich that the following two balance

equations arsi simultaneously satisfied:

143) q.,E +4- .J + 4B= 0

1 AhmE + A hJ + AhB = 0

where qD and AhB result from an eventual base-bleed.

Thus, the above model takes into account the interference between the jet region and the external flow.

Figure 81 presents predictions for the bass pressure compared with the Saturn V launch vehicle data assa function of altitude.
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The predicted results are generally below the level of the data. In Fig. 82, a comparison of the prediction with the experimental
data bounds of the Saturn V are presented for the base convective heat-transfer rates. The results are well within the data bounds
and exhibit the general trends of measured values.

Interference between the jets region and the external stream is also represented in the model proposed by Hong 11973.
1974) for treating the case of a dual-engine configuration. Here the flow is also divided into two regions :

- an inner region comprised between the nozzles and the exnaust jets. Here, the now well-known flow model is applied in
the plane containing the nozzles axes, the initial boundary-layers being taken into account by the virtual origin concept.
This analysis gives the fluxes i4mj and Aha.j already defined.

- an outer region representing the influence of the external stream. This part of the flow is determined by reducing the
configuration to a single nozzle configuration. The diameter of the equivalent single nozzle is determined by setting its peripheral
length equal to the effective peripheral length which would be obtained if the two engines were connected, as shown in
Fig. 83. The classical analysis yields qmE and /hroE.

As in the method of Tang at al., the solution is obtained when the two balance equations (43) and 1441 are both satisfied.
Figure 83 shows an application of Hong's model to the prediction of the pressure in the base region of the Titan III configuration.

3.5 - Solution of the Naviar-Stokes Equations

3.5.1 - The Navier-Stokes Equations

In the present Section, the Navier-Stokes equations will be given without justification since the aim of this paper is to provide
an overview of apliation of these equations for the calculation of the flow past missile afterbodies. More ample information
on the mathematical and numerical problems involved in the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations can be found elsewhere
(see for example Peyret and Viviand, 1975).

As we know, the Navier-Stokes equations express the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. In their formulation,
we will assume that gases are single component and obey the perfect gas equation of state

p = QRT

where R is the universal gas constant divided by the gas molecular weight. Furthermore. gravity and electromagnetic forces

are supposed inexistent.

In these conditions, the Navier-Stokes equations take the following form

conservation of mass

aQ -

--. IQ V I = 0

conservation of momentum

a-T-+ , .; . - ,s=o

conservation of energy

+ eQe ,.Igel I

In the above equations, S represents the fluid stress tensor that includes pressure and viscous forces, " is the heat flux
vector and e the total energy defined by

V 
2

S= CT + -~2
The other notations are classical.

The equations are written here in conservative form, the dependent variables being -for a two dimensional flow -QQu,
gv and ge. Since the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations are derived by using the conservation form, the shock-jump conditions
are automatically satisfied by the above equations so that no special treatment is needed to compute discontinuities.

This kind of formulation allows the calculation of flows containing shock-waves which are automatically determined by the
so-called shock cap technique with the discontinuity being in fact smeared over a limited number of computation grid points.
In the more accurate shock fitting technique, shocks are treated as true discontinuities. To our knowledge, use of this relatively
complex technique has not been attempted in base-flow calculations.

In most applications, the prcblem to be solved concerns steady flows and thus only s ationary solutions to the Navier-Stokes
equations are sought after. However, the flow of interest here being nearly always turbulent, the basically fluctuating nature
of the flow is accounted for by introducing some averaging concept. Thus in the classical Reynolds averaging, the field variables
are expressed in the form

(45l p = +p

Q =- + '

T = T + T
'

where, by definition, v = p = =
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In the above expressions, the barred variables represent time-averaged quantities over a period of time that is long compared
to turbulent fluctuations but short compared to low frequency flow unsteadiness (in what follows, it will be tacitly assumed
that this kind of unsteadiness does not exist in the base flows under consideration). The primed veriables represent fluctuations
due to the turbulent nature of the flow.

Presently, the mass-@vsqs concept introduced by Fevre (1965) is frequently used instead of the Reynolds averaging
procedure. The Fevre procedure leads to a much simpler form of the time- averaged com equations. According to this
approach, any velocity component - say u for example - is expressed in the form

u = _ + u"

where the new mean value u is defined by u = u/fQ. It follows that Vu" = 0, hence the fluctuating part u'" is now such that

u" -Q'u'IQ# 0

Without giving any further justification (see Fevre for the establiahement of the mass-averaged Nevier-Stokes equations),
in what follows we will consider the time averaged Navier-Stokes equations written with mass averaged quantities.

By using cartesian tensor notation with the usual convention of repeated indices to indicate summation over the entire range
of indices and a comma representing partial differentiation, the Navier-Stokes equations for a turbulent flow are the following
(see Hasen, 1981, 1982) :

- conservation of mass:

146) Q,, + (i j ,j = o

- conservation of momemtum:

(47) lQ UL, + [l 1 uu + p - - u J 'Jj =0

- conservation of energy :

(48) e),r + [ i e uj + qj + u'j e'- Uili- Qu"i u"j)],i =0

where a higher order mean energy dissipation term in ui" has been neglected in the energy equation.

In the above equations, 6ij is the Kronecker delta and Q, p mean state variables defined by (45).

The turbulent term - i u"i u' is known as the Reynolds stress tensor. It is most often expressed by means of the
Boussinesq eddy viscosity concept which consists in writing by analogy with the viscous stress tensor

- Qui u"j = ij Itrb. = X, u k,k 6j 
+ 

AL
t 

u i,j+ + U ji)
In the above relation, At and )u are the turbulent viscosity coefficients of the flow which are considered as scalar properties

of the fluid. Usually, the second coefficient of turbulent viscosity Xt is expressed via Stokes Hypothesis, i.e.,

2

3
Thus we have

IriVroti = IX + Xl L kU j
+ 

(AJ + Ar)lu,,j + u ,

Similarly, the energy equation contains the turbulent term 4u"Je which is interpreted as a turbulent heat transfer term
and accordingly represented by the relation

Oj Itrb. = Q u"jea' kt i

in which k, is a turbulent thermal conductivity. Thus, introducing the turbulent Prandtl number

- .A Cp
Pr,

ki

one has :

$jo,., = j,-a + .=- Cp l + r ) T ,j
Pr Prr

where Pr is the laminar Prandtl number.

Usually, the Prndtl numbers Pr and Pr, are taken as constant (most often : Pr = 0.75 and Prt = 0.9 for air flow).

Thus the only quantity still undetermined in the - form of the Navier-Stokes equations 46 - 47 - 48 is the turbulent
viscosity e.

Evaluation of Arr constitutes the major problem of turbulent flow calculations. This very complex -problem incited a considerable
research effort whose consideration would be far beyond the scope of the present review paper. In what follows (see Section
3.5.3), we will only examine the relatively simple turbulence modek which have been utilized in base-flow calculations.

Briefly speaking, these models can be classified into two broad categories :

i - the class of models in which Ait is expressed by an abraic relation involving the local properties of the mean velocity
field and quantities given by algebraic formulae ;

ii - the class of models in which A, is computed by a relation involving local propetles of the turbulent field. These properties
(usually two) obey transport equations which must be solved together with the Navier-Stokes equations.

More sophisticated models exist in which the eddy viscosity concept is given up and the whole Reynolds stress tensor is
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computed by transport equations. However, due to their complexity and the difficulty of implementing them in a Navier-Stokes

code, up to now these models have not been employed in missile base flow calculations.

Details about the turbulence models used in the Nevier-Stokes calculations reviewed in this Paper will be given in Section 3.5.3

The time-averaged Navier-Stockes equations can be written in the following form where the overbars on the terms have
been dropped and the values of shear stress and heat fluxes are total values

LJ, + (Quj.,j = 0

lQuil.r + [ (Qul ui + p b - Tr, Il = 0

IQel,, + ((el uj + Oj - ui, Tj Il = 0

Now the problem is to solve the above equations for given afterbody geometry and aerodynamics conditions. In most practical
situations, a steady solutlon is looked for. Thus the unsteady equations are in fact integrated by starting from an arbitrarily initial
state until a steady state is reached (if it exists). To perform integration in time, the Navier-Stokes equations are discretized,
the partial derivatives with respect to time and space variables being replaced by finite difference operators. Where a solution
is looked for, the discretization is accomplished by dividing the flow domain into a finite number of grid points constituting a
computational mesh. This numerical procedure raises a certain number of problems which will be briefly discussed in the forthcoming
Sections.

3.5.2 - Method of Numerical Solution

3.5.2.1 - Computational Domain and Co-ordinate System

Computational Domain. In computational fluid dynamics, construction of the grid in the computational domain is perhaps
as important as the solution algorithm itself. So great care must be taken in the construction of this grid to be certain that a
physically realistic and sufficiently accurate solution of the discretized equations is obtained.

The computational mesh in the physical plane is generally constituted so as to satisfy the double requirements of facilitating
expression of boundary conditions - in particular on the afterbody surface - and of resolving with an acceptable accuracy the
regions of large gradients. These regions are essentially

- the shock-waves and the origin of centered expansion waves

the boundary-layers along the fuselage and inside the nozzle ;

- the mixing-layers developing from the separation points at the base shoulder and at the nozzle lip

- the wake resulting from the confluence of these mixing layers.

At this stage, a difficulty arises since the location and size of the high gradient regions within the flowfield except for the
boundary-layers are not known at the start of the calculation, these regions being part of the solution, Thus the construction
of the computation mesh requires some a priori information about the solution. This information is generally furnished by experimental
results.

An example of a typical grid generated for a base-flow problem in the case of a highly underexpanded jet is shown in Fig.
84a IDeiwert, 1983). Upstream of the base, the grid is body oriented with the axial co-ordinate lines being parallel to the afterbody
contour and the radial lines perpendicular to the missile axis. The radial distribution presents a high degree of stretching to resolve
the sublayer of the turbulent boundary-layer. Downstream of the base, adequate stretching functions are used to focus resolution
near the base corners and to achieve a smooth piecewise continuous distribution of grid points across the exhaust plume and
base. In this case, the longitudinal grid lines are aligned so as to closely follow the exhaust plume shape as suggested by experimental
observations (schlleren photographs).

For a conical nozzle, the flow issuing from the nozzle is generally assumed a source flow and accordingly, the points are
distributed along an arc describing the conical flow at the nozzle exit. In this example, the extremely thin boundary-layer is ignored
(as is done by most authors).

Another example of mesh construction is shown in Fig. 84b. This mesh is adapted to the prediction of plume induced separation
on bluff-based bodies (Fox, 1984). In this example, the grid has a C-shape. The radial co-ordinate lines - or rays - are concentrated
near the nozzle exit in a region practically aligned with the (guessed) plume boundary. In this way, the reattachment region with
its associated trailing shock system can be accurately resolved.

In the case of highly underexpanded propulsive jets, the nozzle lip is the origin of an intense centered expansion wave which
is most often insufficiently resolved by the grids usually adopted in base flow calculations. This lack of accuracy may lead to
large errors in the calculation of the mixing-layer developing along the plume frontier. In particular, the necessity of introducing
a certain amount of artificial viscosity (see Section 3.5.2.3) to spread the gradients at the origin of the wave is the source of
"numerical entropy" that can exceed the physical entropy production by viscous dissipation.

To overcome this deficiency, Fox 1t984) proposed using a boundary line located slightly downstream of the nozzle exit plane,
Then, the flow conditions at the grid points placed on this boundary are computed in the vicinity of the nozzle lip by using the
Method of Characteristics which allows a fine description of the flow in a corner reL'on.

In order to solve more satisfactorily the problem of grid construction, modem computation methods introduce d gridding
schemes. These techniques allow a displacement of the grid lines during the iteration algorithm in such a way that grid refinements
remain in regions of high gradients as the solution progresses towards convergence. In the application to base-flow calculations.
adaptive mesh was utilized by Flasen 1981) and Deiwert at al. 1984).

To illustrate this technique, we will briefly present the method used by Hasen which is in fact an application of the tecnnique

introduced by Hirt at al. 0 975) in the solution of free surface flows.

In Hasen's method, the following kinematic equation is applied in the region where the nozzle jet develops

(49) -= CA Iv - u -I
8t ax
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In the above equation, T designates the distance to the axis of a longitudinal grid line and CA4 is a constant specified in the
rang. 0.3 - 0.6 in order to allow the grid to adapt smoothly as the solution converges. Equation 49 ensures the condition that

the physical slope of a longitudinal grid line as the solution proceeds towards convergence is the same as that of the velocity
vectors near each finite difference cell.

In fact, Eq. 49 is applied to one r-line only. This line originates from the nozzle lip for overexpanded jets and from the base
shoulder for underexpanded jets. Once the location of this grid reference line is established, the fine mesh region is constructed
with respect to this line. The adaptive grid scheme is applied once during every iteration of the solution algorithm at the beginning
of the calculation. Once the position of the region of high shear ceases changing appreciably between two consecutive iteration
numbers, the adaptive grid scheme is turned off in order to save computer time during the remainder of the solution.

Adaptive mesh techniques have now reached a high degree of sophistication their examination would be beyond the scope
of the present paper.
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1981)
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Computatniel Co-ordirMte System, For the sake of simplicity we will consider axisymmetric flows. Then the Navier-Stokes
equations are generally discretized inc transformed plane whose co-ordinate line f,/ are such that the constant 17 lines correspond
to the axial co-ordinate lines of the physical plane and the constant t lines to the radial lines (see Fig. 85). Thus a co-ordinate
transformation of the following form is carried out :

t= t(X,r,t) ; t = i7(X,r,t) ; r = t

Hence, if we consider the formulation adopted by Hasen (19811. the Navier-Stokes equations in the transformed lt,//) cartesian
plane can be written in the matrix form (for an axisymmetric flow) :

1501 U _ ]+F 1 8(G)F

a 71z-- + [ + j

in which :
Q Qu

Qu QU2 - 0xX
U = uvuv - 7Xr

@e Que + - uox -v

QV 0

Ouv - 7x, 0

G Qv _ r H= -OH

Qve - Or -u'xr -vO47 0

where
a- = -p + (X + Xr) div Vu + 2 (p + Ar

av

er = -p + (X + X,) div V + 2(A + Lt} av-

0-H = -p + X + X,) divV + 2(A 
+ 

jl
R

au Ov
7xr = (A + Atd (--- + wv

= -Cp (A + At aT
Pr P X

= (-8 - + I"~ I Or

Ou av v
and div v - -

The second coefficients of viscosity are expressed by applying Stokes Hypothesis

A = - (I + rt
3

The above four scalar equations constitute a system enabling the calculation of the four dependent variables QQu, Ov and
ee, the molecular viscosity of air p being computed by Sutherland's formula, the pressure p by the perfect gas law and the
turbulent viscosity given by a suitable model (see Section 3.5.3).

The transformation derivatives &,r,, 17.r figuring in Eq. 50 are obtained numerically from a mapping procedure. Equation
50 is actually in weak conservative form because of the varying coefficients in front of derivatives and also because of the source
term H in the axisymmetric case.

The above equations are the full time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. However, certain authors (Sahu at el., 1982 ; Deiwert,
1983 ; Fox, 1984) have solved a simplified form of these equations known as the Wn to approximation. This approximation

consists in neglecting the viscous terms containing derivatives along one direction of the transformed co-ordinates (t,1. As
seen above, the mesh in the physical plane is usually constructed in such a way that the regions of high shear (namely, the
boundary-layers, the plume mixing-layers, the wake), develop, approximately along constant / lines. Thus if these lines have
been judiciously chosen, it seems legitimate to consider the t-derivatives as negligible c,mpared to the 7l-derivatives in the viscous
terms.

Hence, adopting the formulation of Deiwert (19831, the thin layer approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations can be written
in the following strong conservative form :

aq aE aF as(511 - + - + - + H a
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where =

Q Quq Qu E J-
1  

QuU + P

v = QvU+ p

e (e + p) U - p, P

QV 0

Qu V + 1p 0
F = J-t LvV+7r 

H J- 117
(a + p) V - -t P 0

S -' + [(,12 2 au I au av
8??7 ) 3 ( W li 8)?I]

s , 2+ 2 + AT
X ) [0.u + v+ p + "-

1Pr Pr , av)

+ I (A + jt) (?/)u + 7,v If?) a- + 17r -)

3 Ws Wt

The velocities U = tt + Pa u + t, v and V = ?p, + T/x u + r7, v represent the contravariant velocity components in the
and 9 directions respectively.

The metric terms of Eq. 51 are defined from

&= J1/ r,7 &r = - JI/Xi/ J17 (Xq/rr - XT rn7)

?/x = -J17rk 1?r = J? X 7g= -J17 (XT rE + r Xt )

w ith: = 17 (X t rq - X ,/rl)

These expressions are obtained by solving the chain rule expansion of derivatives of the cartesian co-ordinates (X , r) with

respect to the curvilinear co-ordinates It, -I).

The thin layer approximation to the three dimensional time-averaged Navier-Stokes can be found in Deiwert and Rothmund
(1983). These will not be given here.

Sahu et al. (1982) considered the intermediate case of an axisymmetric flow with a non-zero circumferential velocity. In
this formulation, a third momentum equation for the circumferential motion is retained but the equations contain only spatial
derivatives with respect to the co-ordinates t and 77 in a meridian plane. This formulation allows the calculation of flows past
spinning projectiles and also of swirl flows.

As already mentioned, a steady state solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is looked for in most applications. Thus, the
conditions imposed on the boundaries of the computational domain must be such that a steady state solution actually exists.
This question will now be examined.

3.5.2.2 - The Boundary Conditions

In the external flow, an upstream boundary AS (see Fig. 86) is chosen at some distance upstream of the base,
this distance depending on the existence of a boattail or a flare and also of the possible occurrence of plume induced separation
on the fuselage. Most often AS is located at 2 or 3 calibers upstream of the base.

If the incoming flow is supersonic (except in the very thin subsonic part of the turbulent boundary-layer), the four components
of the unknown vector U must be prescribed on AB. These conditions can be supplied either by a preliminary calculation of the
flow on the front part of the missile (Deiwert, 1983 ; Sahu at al., 1982 ; Thomas at al., 1984 ; Ravalason, 1985), or obtained
from experiment (Hasen, 1981 ; Fox, 1984 ; Wagner, 1984).

A similar procedure is adopted for the conditions imposed at the nozzle exit FH. These conditions are given either by a Nevier-
Stokes calculation of the flow inside the nozzle (Thomas at al., 1984), or more simply, by an inviscid conical solution while ignoring
the extremely thin boundary-layer IDeiwert, 1983 ; Fox, 1984 ; Wagner, 1984).

For the laters" boundary BC, two types of approaches can be adopted:
i - assuming uniform freestresm conditions if this boundary is far enough from the base-flow region (Sahu at al., 1982

Deiwert, 1983 ; Fox, 1984) ;

ii - assuming a simple wave solution which consists in writing that flow properties are constant along left running characteristics
crossing this boundary (Hasan, 1981).

The downstream boundary CD is unique in that no rigorous assumptions can be made about the variables or their
gradients (except if the outgoing flow is entirely supersonic). In practice, this boundary is placed at a sufficient distance downstream
that simple extrapolation of the flow variables is used which is expressed by setting the 0-derivative of all quantities at zero.
When these gradients ere not very small. Hasen uses a more refined treatment assuming that a flow gradient accurate to second
order can exist.
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On the afterbody surface AGF, the usual no-slip condition must be prescribed. However, since the meshes used are generally
not refined enough to resolve the boundary layer building up on the base, a slip condition is often imposed on GF. The pressure
at the wall is usually determined by writing that its derivative normal to the surface is zero.

The thermal condition on the wall can be either a prescribed surface temperature or a zero heat flux condition (adiabatic wall).

On the centerine ED, symmetry conditions are applied.

3.5.2.3 - The Technique of Numerical Integration

Since C ;.,rally a steady state solution is looked for, the consideration of the time dependent Navier-Stokes equations can
be viewej as a stratagem used to take advantage of the hyperbolic nature of these equations with respect to time. Thus a final
steady f owfield is sought by advancing the solution in time starting from a more or less arbitrary initial flowfield until a converged
state is i qached, i.e., a state for which all time derivatives are zero (which implies that the prescribed boundary conditions be
compatible . -,daedy solution). In this perspective, time can be viewed as a simple iteration parameter ; calculation methods
frequently take advantage of this fact to accelerate convergence speed.

Several numerical techniques have been used to solve the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations applied to base flow
problems. This paper does not aim at reviewing these techniques which involve complex mathematical problems. However, as
an illustration of the numerical aspects of the Navier-Stokes approach, we will present one of these techniques which has the
merit of being conceptually simple. This integration method is the popular Mac Cormack scheme (Mac Cormack 1969, 1970).

The original Mac Cormack scheme is an explicit scheme consisting of predictor and corrector steps which when applied to
Eq. (501 yields :

Predictor step

;.t1 n At n n 1 n n
Uij = Ui- [lrj ( Fij - Fl-j) + - (t,),j Ir,,, G,,,- ri-IG j t '

rnj
At n 1a n n- - 0 lxli~j (Fi - Fi'j-1) + -ri (?Irli,J (ri~j Gi~j - ri~j-i Gij-1) + At Hiqj / ri~j

Corrector step

n ! U A t  l n+' . n n I

Ui 2) i, ~+ - Fid - l li.j i. - Fi,, l ) ++ T,- fri tt, G i,j -ri Gii
2-- -ij~ -jri

At n5,n1 n.1

a- j.I -Fj ) 0rn j (i.jGj -. *j H,,+ j /ri,1

In the above expressions, the (i,j) subscripts and the n superscript correspond to the 7- - and t - positirns in the discretized
finite difference mesh such that e = iA , i? = jA-i and t = nAt. A bar above the n superscript indicates a predicted value.
Backward differences are used in the predictor step to approximate the derivatives of F and (rG? while forward differences are
used for these derivatives in the corrector step. In the predictor step, forward differences are used to approximate the stress
and heat flux derivatives appearing in F and G while in the corrector step, backward differences are used.

The method being explicit, the maximum allowable time step must satisfy conditions known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lawy
(CFL) stability conditions. This criterion fixes a maximum value for At which is determined by the minimum grid spacing At
or A71, i.e., the finer the spatial grid, the smaller the allowable time step. The problem of the computation scheme stability will
not be discussed here.

As we know, the mesh must be highly refined in turbulent flows to resolve the flow in regions like the boundary-layers and
the mixing-layers. Thus the CFL condition imposes extremely small time steps. There results very long computing times to achieve
a reasonably converged solution.
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Since the unsteady phase of the calculation is generally of no interest, it is possible to save on computing time by adopting

a local time step (for example, see Hoist, 1977). This technique consists in advancing the solution with different time steps
within the mesh, the local At being determined by the At and the A-I in the I1icn of the mesh where the solution is advanced.
Other procedures not cited here can be employed to reduce the computing t;rne white maintaining good accuracy.

The numerical process advancing the solution from t to t + At can be interpreted as the application of an operator L (At)

to the solution of the flowfield at time t. This can be written as

U (t, 17, t + At) = L (At). U it, t?, t)

In order to improve numerical efficiency, the two-dimensional operator LIAt) is sometimes split into two one-dimensional
operators Lt end L,. This method is commonly known as the method of I5..nathN directions. In this case the solution is advanced
in time by the following sequence :

(52) U (t,q7, t + At) = [Lf
M/

2 (-1). L,1 (At). LtM/
2 

(Al)]. (m)M

with: At = At if Att < At,

or

(53) U (t.iI, t + At) - [LN/
2 

(At). L (At). L N/2 (A)]. U (tt)q NN

with: At = At 1 if At < Att

In these equations, M and N are the smallest even integers of the quotients (At/Ayt) and (AtIAt,') respectively and At
and At, are the maximum allowable time steps in the t and 7 directions as determined by the CFL limit. The operators LE and
L. contain only derivatives of F and rG with respect to E and 71 respectively.

The symmetrical form of (52) and (53) is adopted to maintain second order accuracy (for details, see Mac Cormack, 1970
and for application to base flow calculations, Hasen, 1981).

A still greater numerical efficiency can be obtained by using implicit schemes. Such schemes avoid the restrictive stability
conditions on the time step of the explicit methods, thus allowing a more rapid convergence of the solution towards the steady
state. The most widely used implicit schemes are probably those of Beam and Warming (1976) and Lerat at al. (1984). Also,
the Mac Cormack hybrid scheme including both implicit and explicit operators should be mentioned (Mac Cormack, 1979). Implicit
schemes lead to relatively complicated mathematical expressions and involve the use of more complex solution algorithms. For
these reasons they will not be discussed here.

In order to damp out numerical oscillations which would otherwise occur in regions of rapid flow variations (more particularly
shock-waves), damping terms FD and GO must be added to F end G. These extra terms behave like viscous terms and they
are such that their influence on the solution is (in principle) negligible outside regions of infinite gradients (for details on these
terms in a base-flow application, see Hasen, 1981).

CEBECI-SMITH I PRANDTL mixing length model

model I

X, x. Xo

boundary.layer near wake I far wake

zone I

Fig. 87 - Hasen's turbulence modeling in the viscous
regions (Hasen, 1981)

3.5.3 - The Problem of Turbulence Modeling

3.5.3.1 - Algebraic Turbulence Models

As shown in Fig. 87, the computational domain considered by Hasen contains three distinct regions where different turbulent
viscosity models are applied. These regions are : the boundary-layers, the far wake, and the near-wake close to the base.

In the boundary-layer zone, the turbulent viscosity is represented by the Cebeci-Smith two-layer algebraic turbulence model
(Cebeci at al., 1970.

In the Inner region close to the surface, the expression for ut is based on Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis, which gives

;Lt, = Q12 'U
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where u, is the local velocity component parallel to the wall and yn the normal distance from the wall. In this model, the
mixing length I is adapted from Van Driest's sublayer model and is given by

I = 0.4y- [1 - exp I-
26#

". being the local value of the wall shear stress.

In the outer region, Al is given by a Clauser-type expression

Alo = 0.0168 e ute bi ^f

where ure is the tangential velocity component at the boundary-layer edge and

6, = ii - -.-i ) dy,,

is the "incompressible" displacement thickness. y designates the Klebanoff intermittency function

[ 1 + 5 .5 _ !Y , ) ]

As shown in the sketch below, the inner model is applied outward from the wall until li = Lro at a distance yne; the
outer model ;s then applied from y,¢ outward across the remainder of the flow field in the boundary-layer region.

In the far wake zone, the viscosity is computed by a mixing length type expression

154) A, = I 1 21
ou av

where w is defined as the vorticity: W = - - 3 and I is given by

I = 0.065 6,.

where 6 , is the wake thickness determined from the distribution of vorticity.

The near-wake region is constituted by the merging of the boundary-layers which separate at the base shoulder and at the
nozzle lip. This part of the flowfield contains the dead-air region, the confluence region and the origin of the far wake. Turbulence
modeling in such a complex flow is extremely difficult and no really convincing model based on sound physical arguments exists
for the base region. Thus, Hasen has adopted a simple algebraic representation ensuring continuity between the boundary-layers
and the far wake region.

In the near-wake, At is still computed by the mixing length law (54) with length scales that transition from the appropriate
boundary-layer thickness upstream to the far wake mixing length downstream.

This transition is accomplished in the following way : referring to Fig. 87 for notations, in the dead-air region the thickness
6 is defined from the Mach 0.5 contour line, the outer edges of near-wake being detected from the vorticity profiles.

Thus, one adopts

6 = E in the external flow,

6= b in the jet flow

= 0.5 ISE + 
6
1) inside the Mach 0.5 contour line enclosing the dead-air region (the distribution is rot continuous

transversally).

Between the base region and the far wake, a blending zone is introduced in which a continuous evolution of the length scales
is accomplished by means of the following interpolation formula

6 x) = 6wJX0 - (bwlx0 - 6E or jixi) exp I- kl)

where : k, = 2 1- - - 0.5)
He HB

HB represents the width of the base and x varies within the range:

Xa, - 0.5 He < x < x. + 0.5 HR

The central abscissa x,, is such that xm = 2re.
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The alg odei proposed by Baldwin and Lomax 119781 is frequently used in Navier-Stokes calculations, this model
using length scales that do not necessitate the sometimes delicate localization of the edge of the dissipative regions. In base
flow calculations, the Baldwin-Lomax model was used in particular by Sahu at al., 11982) ; Deiwert 0 983) ; Wagner 1984)
Ravalason (11985).

This model is moreover a two-layer model. In the Inner region the classical Prandtl-Van Driest formulation is adopted

A,,1 = Q121WI Y.

with: 1=0.4
y.11 -expl- 2. Q. r.]

Il being the magnitude of the local vorticity.

In the o pi is determined in the following way

Ar = 0.0168 Ci F. Fk (Y.) with C1 = 1.6

Fw = U2 the smaller

0.25 (yn~mx

The quantities (Yn)ma, and Fmax are determined from the function

155) Fly) = ylwi [ 1- expl- y . 26/4,.

Thus F5 ,, is the maximum value of Fly) and (yn)n,,,x is the value of yn at which it occurs.

Ud is the difference between the maximum and minimum (total) velocity in the profile lcomponent along a co-ordinate
line), hence :

U
2  

= (u
2  

+ v2)m - (u
2  

+ V2)mi

The function Fk (y,) is a modified form of the Klebanoff intermittency function

Fk (Y.1 = {1 +5.5 [
0
.

In applications to base-flows, the outer formulation is adopted in the free-shear flow regions (exhaust jet and wake) as well
as over regions of separated flows. Then, the Van Driest damping term figuring in (55) is neglected.

In the above formulae, yn represents a distance along the direction of maximum shear (the distance from the wall in the
case of a boundary-layer). In Navier-Stokes calculations using the thin-layer approximation, Yn is identified with the co-ordinate
q7. Of course, the mesh must be constructed so as to satisfy this condition.

The last algebraic model considered here was used by Sullins at al. (1982) to compute supersonic base-flows with parallel
injection. Although these calculations concern the base region of a fuel injection strut of a supersonic combustion ramjet engine,
the model could be considered for a missile application.

In the boundary-layer upstream of the base, the Cebeci-Smith two-layer mixing length model is employed. In the far wake,
the turbulent viscosity is given by the "equilibrium" formula

(56) lrEQ 
= 

0.064 Q Uer 01

In this relation y is the Klebanoff intermittency function and 6i the "incompressible" momentum thickness defined by

6) Ur ut
6, = |- 11- - ) dy.Jur ure

Transition from the base to the far wake is simulated by using an exponential equation inspired from the Waskiewics et
al. 11980) relaxation eddy viscosity model. Thus if x designates distance from the base, AtEQ the local equilibrium viscosity
given by (56) and if,%tTE is the viscosity calculated at the base trailing-edge, the local viscosity in the transition region is given by14 Al JkLE [ .x

I4r- ITE [1 - exp- d-- I-

IArEQ - FITE XSTE

In this equation, 
6
1TE is the boundary-layer thickness at the base shoulder and X a "relaxation" length scale. The best results

were obtained with X = 50.

3.5.3.2 - Transport Equation Models

Thomas at al. (1984) performed base flow calculations with turbulence models using several types of transport equations
for turbulent quantities. Among these models, we shall consider here the well known [ k,f I model in which the turbulent viscosity
is expressed according to the relation

I I I I
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Al =C"Q k'

where k is the turbulence kinetic energy and f its dissipation rate, C, being a constant taken equal to 0.09.

The two quantities k and re computed by transport equations of the form (see Jones and Launder, 1972):

Ik + V .Qak) = P - QE + V. ( _k

(elel~ + . QVel =CE, .P -C"Q .+ V. 7E
t k

where P represents the production term

P= S : V V

which can also be written with tensor notations

P (aui aujp = ),
8
U-

2 axj axi

The following values are adopted for the constants

Ok = 1. ;.CI = 1.3 ;CE, = 1.57 ;C 2 = 1.92

The above transport equations are solved in tandem with the Navier-Stokes equations.

In fact, these equations apply only in high Reynolds number flow regions, i.e., far from the wall. In the low speed region
of the boundary-layers, some special treatment must be adopted. In the present applications, the near wall region is computed
by using an algebraic mixing length model with the Van Driest damping function (see above), The edge of this inner layer is
positioned just outside the laminar sublayer.

Boundary conditions for the two transported quantities at this edge are obtained from the dual condition that the eddy viscosity

be continuous across the edge and that the turbulent kinetic energy be in local equilibrium (i.e., production of k = dissipation of k.

Calculations of the flow past transonic projectiles with a (k,f) model have also been performed by Sahu and Danberg 1984).
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3.5.4 - Applications to Base-Flow Calculations

In this Section, we shall concentrate on base flow calculations applied to projectile and missile afterbodies. Thus we exclude
application of the Navier-Stokes approach to the calculation of wake flows ; neither shall we consider plume calculations, although
these applications are specially important for detection problems (see Sinha and Dash, 19851.

The first applications considered here deal with turbulent base flows without jet for en axisymmetric geometry. Such flows
have been extensively studied by Sahu and co-workers. Although their calculations are relative to artillery shells, the numerical
method as well as certain results are of interest for missiles in the jet-off situation.

In the method developed by Sahu at al. 11982, 1983) which uses the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model, the flowfield is
segmented as shown in Fig. 88. This segmentation is employed to compute the entire projectile flowfield in,1iding the base-
flow. The figure also shows the transformation of the physical domain into the computational domain and the details of the
segmentation procedure in both the domains.

The cross hatched region represents the projectile. The line BC is the projectile base and the region ABCD is the base region
or the wake. The line AS is a computational cut through the physical wake region which acts as a repetitive boundary in the
computational domain. Implicit integration using the Beam-Warmning algorithm is carried out in both E and 17 directions. The presence
of the lines BC (the base) and EF (nose axis) in the computational domain should be noted.

According to authors, an important advantage of this procedure lies in the preservation of the sharp corner at the base and
allows easy blending of the computational mashes between regions ABCD and AEFG. in contrast with methods where the sharp
corner must be replaced by a rounded corner to avoid numerical difficulties (ee in particular Fox, 1984). no approximation of
the actual sharp corner at the base is made.

The method allows the prediction of base-bleed effect which is a very effective means for increasing base pressure, thus
reducing base drag. In that case, the velocity and the stagnation temperature of the injected gas are prescribed. The injected
mass flow rate € a depends on the solution since the density of the injected gas depends on the bee, pressure Pa. Thus if qoB

is prescribed, an iteration loop has to be introduced into the calculation procedure (see Sahu. 1986).

Results for a projectile flying at M. = 0.9 without base-bleed are presented in Fig. 89. As we ee, the computation faithfully
reproduces the recirculating flow at the base.

As demonstrated by Fig. 90, application of base bleed entails a progressive contraction, as the injection rate I8 is increased,
until complete vanishing of the recirculating zone (lI is defined as the ratio of the Injected mass flow rate to the mass flow rate
of upstream flow that would peas through an area corresponding to the projectile caliber).

Figures 91a and 91 b show the variation of base drag and total drag with Mach number in the transonic range. The reduction
of drag due to base-bleed is extremely significant.

, _I da nnal
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Fig. 91 - Effect of base-bleed on a projectile drag in

the transonic range (Sahu at al., 1983)

Further applications to supersonic flows were published by Sahu 1986), Comparison of these calculations with experiment
shows generally good agreement.

Base flow calculation in the jet-off condition were also performed by Ravalason 1985, see also Hollanders and Ravalason,
1986). The numerical method uses a two step procedure : an intermediate solution is computed with an explicit predictor-corrector
scheme which is a generalization of the Thommen scheme iThommen, 1966), This solution is then corrected by an implicit operator
(see Lerat at al., 1984). The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model is also used. Results obtained at high subsonic velocities are in
good agreement with experiment.
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Applications to bass flow with exhaust jet will now be considered.

Ample information on the method developed by Hasen has already been given (see Section 3.5 21. In the present application,
the Mach number of the external stream is equal to 1 .94 and the jet Mach number in the exit plans is equal to 3. The Mach
number contour lines computed for increasing values of the nozzle expansion ratio are represented in Fig. 92. These results are
in fair agreement with observed jet structures with the shock pattern being particularly well reproduced.
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Fig. 92 - Axisyrmetric coftowing nozzle solutions
M. = 1.94. M. = 3 (Haaen, 19811
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The evolution of the base pressure coefficient with the nozzle expansion ratio is shown in Fig. 93. Agroement with experiment
is very good.

Rlesults published by Deiwert 019831 are presented in Fig. 94 which shows computed density contour lines (top) and streamlines
(bottom) for as8 deg. conica fterbody equipped with a 20 deg. conical nozzle. The other conditions are also given in the figure.
The calculation is compared with a schllaren photograph obtained by Agrell and White (1974). The bae" region detail is shown
in Fig. 94b by mean of velocity vectors, streamlines and Mach contours. Simnilar resuits for a case with plums induced separation
on the boara"Iil are presented in Figs. 95a end 95b. Evolution of base pressure and location of the separation point relative to
the bae" are presented in Fig. 96. In the present application, agreement with experiment is poor. According to the author, such
large discrepancies are probably due to too coarse calculation of the flow in the expansion region at the nozzle lip. Also attention
should be focused on the turbulence model in the vicinity of separation on the afterbody.

In the computer code developed by Wagner 11984), the full time averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solvel by using a
finite volume method based on Mac Cormack's hybrid integration schema similar to Jacock's treatment (Jacock at al., 19811.
The turbulence is computed by the Baldwin-Lomax model.

The application selected here is relative to a boattailed afterbody. This configuration was carefully probed with a Laser Doppler
Velocimeter by Lacsu at al. 11982) so that local flowfleld measurements including turbulent quantities are available.
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The model geometry and installation in the wind-tunnel are shown in Fig. 97. The afterbody is placed in an external flow
of Mach number 0.85, the exit Mach number of the nozzle being equal to 2.9.

The calculated streamlines in the jet and base-flow region are traced in Fig. 98a. This tracing, which reveals a clockwise
rotating main vortex driven by the external stream, agrees fairly well with the experimental flowfield represented in Fig. 98b.
The corresponding vector field is plotted in Fig. 99. The figure also shows the vector field obtained by Deiwert for the same
configuration. One sees that in the solution given by Deiwert, the main vortex in the separated region rotates in the opposite
direction I (These results ere more thoroughly commented on in AGARD AR NO 226.)

Sul~Mj .2.9

a . computed streamlines b - experimental streamlines

Fig. 98 - Base flow with propulsive jet at subsonic
speed -
M. = 0.85, M = 2.9, pO/P = 1.17
(Wagner, 1984)

, , ;i lliAll
a WAGNER'S calculation

76

,100

speed - Vector field - Mh = 0.75,
Mva = 2.9,1s/ep = 1.17

Comparisons between calculated and measured turbulent shear-lyer distributions are shown in Fig, 100, The overall agreement
eis poor, except upstream of the base in the unseparated boundary-layer (X/D = -0. 1). Downstream of the b rse, even if some

peak values are relatively correct, the spreading of turbulence is poorly predicted. This instructive application illustrates the fact

that good agreement between calculation and experiment can be observed with respect to the general flow structure (including
surface pressure distributions) while the computed turbulent properties are largely incorrect.
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Fig. 101 - Base flow with propulsive jet at angle of
incidence deg. M. 1 2, Mal = 2.5
LDeiwert and Tothmund, 1983

Axisymmetric base-flow calculations in the jet-on condition were also performed by Fox 119841 for the case of plume induced
separation on bluff-base bodies, as well as by Thomas et al. 119841 who used transport equation turbulence models. Careful
comparisons with expriment of both Navier-Stokes snd Multi-Component Methods were made by PeTrie and Walker 119851.
A more complete evaluation of several Navier-Stokes solvers applied to missile baae-filow can be found in AGARD AlR N

0 
228.

The lest application considered in this Section is a three-dimenaional calculation performed by Osiwart and Rothmund 119831.
These authors solved the thin-layer approximation of the Navier-Stokas equations by using an imnplicit solution procedure. The
turbulence model is the Baldwin-Lomax model. The computed case is an axisymmetric body at a 6 degree angle of incidence
placed in a free stream st Mach 2. The jet exit Mach number is equal to 2.5 with a Sttlc pressure three times thst of the free stream.

The afterbody flow detail is represented in Fig. 101 by means of surface streamlines and density contour lines in the vertical
plane of symmetry. The aurface pattern contains a separation node on the lea generator of the boattail. All surface streamlines
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on the lee side of the body flow into this node. A line of separation extends downward from this node on the afterbody surface
to a separation saddle point. 33 dag. irom the wind generator. The flow direction along this line of separation is upward from
the saddle to the node.

The trajectories of the fluid particles in the plane of symmetry in the base region are shown in Fig. 102.
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Trajectories of fluid particles in the base region
Fig. 102 - Base flow with propulsive jet at angle of

incidence o = 6 deg. M. = 2, Moj = 2.5
(Deiwert and Rothmund, 1983)

4 - CONCLUSION

The base region of a missile or a launcher is the seat of complex aerothermal phenomena which can have important repercussions
on vehicle performance and may lead to severe heating problems.

The prediction of base-flows is thus particularly important both for accuratey determining the missile trajectory (prediction
of base drag and eventual loss of stability) and for defining the thermal environment of the base region (heat transfer at the
base, risk of exhaust gases after-burning in the dead-air region).

The purpose of this Lecture was to present the state of the art in matters of base-flow calculations. Since a complete review
of the methods proposed for computing turbulent separated flows would constitute too great a task, attention has been focused
on the basic principles underlying the most currently used theoretical models. Moreover, emphasis has been placed on comparison
of results given by these models with experimental data.

In order to facilitate the understanding of the different theoretical approaches, physical descriptions of the flows establishing
themselves behind a missile afterbody are first presented. The jet-off and the jet-on situations are successively analyzed by
considering carefully made experiments including detailled flowfield measurements.

Next, methods of calculation belonging to three approaches are presented, turbulent methods only being considered.

In the Inviscid/Viscous Interactive (IVIQ approach, the inviscid and viscous parts of the flowfield are described by different
sets of equations (namely the Euler and the Prandtl equations) and made compatible along a suitably chosen frontier, This approach,
which gives extremely good results in the prediction of flows including strong viscous effects (supercritical airfoils, cascade flows,
etc.. .) can be used with success to predict base-flows in the jet-off situation. It could be particularly helpful in the transonic
range. However. IVI methods have been scarcely employed to compute base-flows in the presence of an exhaust jet because
of the overbearing complexity of the flowfield which renders this approach extremely delicate.

In the Multi-Component approach, introduced by Chapman and Korst in the early 50's, the flowfield is decomposed into
a limited number of regions which are first described by simplified models. These regions are then patched together so as to
satisfy global compatibility conditions. Because of its versatility and relative conceptual simpliLty, the Multi-Component approach
has been at the origin of a large number of practical methods which are still routinely used to predict base drag as well as base
heating. These acceptably accurate Multi-Component methods which are very economical in computer time are now able by
incorporation of a certain dose of empiricism, to compute base-flows in a wide variety of situations Imissile without and with
propulsive jet, supersonic as well as subsonic external stream, extremely variable afterbody geometry, etc...I. Also, thermal effects
- including chemistry - can be incorporated into the model and multi-nozzle configurations can be treated.

However, the domain of application of these methods (as well as of IVI methods) is still restricted to two-dimensional or
axisymmetric flows and the transonic range is far from having been satisfactorily treated.

The more recently developed third approach consists in solving directly the time aeraacd Navlor-8tokes eaustion. by adequate
numerical techniques. Although involving unwieldy numerical problems not yet entirely solved as well as being still extremely
costly in computer time, the Navier-Stokes approach constitutes certainly the most satisfactory way to compute complex flows
containing large separated regions, strong viscous interactions and complicated shock patterns. The results alrealy obtained in
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base-flow calculations are very promising, the flow structure being most often faithfully reproduced with details which are lost
in the IVI and Multi-Component methods. However, the quantitative prediction is still imperfect. The deficiencies stem essentially
from the difficulty of resolving the zones of intense gradients with sufficient accuracy (the mixing-layer developing along the
plume boundary, for exemplel and also from the rusticity of the turbulence models employed up to now in the near-wake region.

Nevertheless, the Navier-Stokes approach will certainly constitute in the near future the best solution to base-flow problems.
It appears also as the most straightforward way to extend prediction capability to three-dImesional configurations Iflight at
angle of attack, effect of fins, etc...). Indeed, extension of Inviscid/Viscous Interactive and Multi-Component methods to three-
dimensional flows leads to such considerable difficulties that recourse to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is preferable.

Progress in the development of theoretical models will require execution of carefully made and well documented experiments
in order to test the prediction by means of local comparisons of the field quantities-in particular, the turbulent properties. Indeed,
assessment of sophisticated theories by comparison with base pressure only is insufficient and sometimes illusory. Experimental
information on three-dimensional effects as well as on thermal effects is also urgently needed.
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ABSTRACT

Traditional long range cruise class missiles fly at low altitudes and subsonic speeds. To met ope-
rational requirements, the next generation missiles will fly at relatively high altitudes and supersonic
or hypersonic speeds. Because of economic constraints. low cost design and development approaches must
be used. To illustrate these approaches, the results of the U.S. Air Force sponsored Aerodynamic Con-
figured Missile (ACM) Program and the subsequent Low Cost Aerodynamic Configured Missile Demonstrator
Program are suammarized with emphasis on the impact of these studies on future missile concepts. The ACM
program objective was to exploit the aerodynamic potential of supersonic cruise and maneuvering missiles
to achieve significant improvements in performance. During three phases of effort over a 30 month
period, configuration development, wind tunnel testing, and performance analyses were performed. The
major uses of the program results to date are described. These uses include points of departure con-
cepts. prediction models, evaluation of prediction models, and evaluation of other missile concepts. For
the future , a low cost flight program plan is then described with the goal to demonstrate missile flight
at high supersonic Mach numbers with high lift-to-drag ratios. A low cost approach is described which
uses existing equipment, standard airframe structural design, the existing ACM data base. trajectory
shaping and aggressive program planning. Two flight test options are then identified. These options are
a ground and B-52 launch at Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) of a non-recoverable and recoverable blended
wing-body concept. The design described is an ACM airframe which provides a test bed for a variety of
experiments. Program plans, costs and subset experimental programs are identified including growth ver-
sions with higher Mach number capability.

INTRODUCTION

The Aerodynamic Configured Missile Development Program (ACM) was an Air Force sponsored
1 

project
which began on 15 April 1977. The technical effort was completed on 15 February 1980. The program ob-
jective was to exploit the aerodynamic potential of supersonic missiles to achieve significant improve-
ments in performance. The program was conducted in three phases. Phase I assessed the aerodynamic po-
tential of a variety of concepts which were free of typical design constraints such as subsystems, air-
craft carriage, and propulsion. During Phase II, design constraints were integrated into Phase I con-
cepts with minimum compromise of their aerodynamic potential. Two detailed designs were then developed
in Phase I1.

The original ACM program resu)ts
2
.
3 

promised significant improvement in performance through aero-
configuring a missile. The wind tunnel data showed that high lift-to-drag ratios were indeed achiev-
able. But seven years after the beginning of that study, there are no ACM-type missiles in the inven-
tory. Therefore, how have the ACM results been used and how will they be used in the future? Four major
uses of the program results have emerged. These all involve use of the experimental data base and are:

1. Points of departure concepts
2. Direct prediction of aerodynamics
3. Evaluation of prediction techniques
4. Evaluation of other missile concepts.

Very little is available in open literature on the use of the ACM data base for point of departure
concepts. This is intentional. Most studies by missile contractors are proprietary or classified and
the data is unavailable. Often during these same contractor efforts, prediction methods are unavailable
or not efficient for their specific configurations. In these cases, the ACM data is modified to reflect
the configuration differences and used directly for the aerodynamic predictions. Again, these uses of
the data base are typically not reported in open literature.

An extensive use of the ACM data base has been made to evaluate prediction techniques through the
Aerodynamic Analysis for Missiles Program

4
. In this study predictions from the Supersonic/Hypersonic

Arbitrary Body Program (S/ABP)
5
.
6
.
7 

and Aerodynamic Preliminary Analysis Systems (APAS)
9 

are com-
pared with ACM force and moment data and prediction accuracy assessed. Gregoire used the data base to
evaluate S/HABP and the linear theory code PANAIR

g
. More recently, the Air Force has begun an evalua-

tion
10 

of the flowfield prediction capability of codes such as S/HABP and the Euler code SNINT
11
.

Part of this evaluation will use the ACM surface pressure and oil flow data.

Another application of the data has been made by Jeschke and Rasmussen
1 2

. Their experimental data
bases for wave riders and the ACM concepts are being compared to establish relative merits of these con-
figurations.

These have been the uses of the ACM results to date and will undoubtedly continue into the future.
Another view of the future was provided by the recently completed Low Cost ACM Flight Demonstration
study

1 3
. The objective of this program was to study the feasibility of developing a low cost, ACM

demonstrator and an associated flight test program which would validate ACM concepts at full scale flight
conditions. In addition, the test program would provide a test bed and growth opportunity to higher
speed and altitudes.
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The program began on 1 June 1902. The technical effort was completed on 15 December 1983. Three
tasks were performed. [n Task 1, a general survey was made of the major options related to formulating a
low cost ACM demonstration vehicle and experimental flight program. Task 1I consisted of the selection
of two flight test approaches and a detailed design synthesis study. In Task ItI an experimental flight
test program was formulated along with a total program cost analysis.

This paper expands upon the current uses of the ACM data base by first reviewing the data base, dis-
cussing the published results based upon the data base and then describing a possible flight test demon-
stration program.

WIND TUNNEL DATA BASE

During the three phases of ACM. 816 wind tunnel runs were made at the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC) Von Karman Facility (VKF) Tunnel A and Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT) 4T. The test condi-
tions are summarized in Fig. 1. Phase I testingl4.15,6,17 emphasized force and moment data on a vari-
ety of concepts over a wide range of Mach number and angle of attack. The Phase 11 testing

18
.
19 

empha-
sized variations of three primary configurations. A large quantity of foil flow data was obtained to
identify shock and vortex interaction regions. Detailed heat transfer and surface pressure data20.21
were obtained on variations of two primary configurations in Phase I1.

The variety of concepts tested during Phase I are sketched in Fig 2. These were developed from con-
figurations in the literature

2 2
, aerodynamic design criteria based upon performance

23
.
24 

and shape
optimization techniques

25
. Data were obtained and analyses performed

26  
for the five classes of

shapes: noncircular body, lifting body, favorable interference, wing-cody, and blended wing-body.

L/D ratios significantly higher than conventional circular missiles were measured for the Phase I
configurations, as shown in Fig. 3. The data also showed the L/D to be only a weak function of vehicle
orientation. In addition, blended bodies always had higher L/ than wing-bodies.

This data base is being used in the four categories mentioned previously and has proven the most val-
uable data of the three phases. The configurations are simple geometries representing a wide range of
basic shapes and the data includes subsonic through high supersonic Mach numbers.

The evaluation of prediction techniques by Williams
4 

shows the capability of impact methods and
linear theory codes to predict these shapes. Although the shapes have relatively simple geometries, pre-
diction capability is only fair. For the blended body, Gregoire

2 7 
shows the linear theory capability

of PANAIR up to surprisingly high Mach numbers of S. The highly swept shape maintains supersonic leading
edges at these conditions. These types of comparisons have established the capability of current predic-
tion tools for shaped body aerodynamics.

Based upon the Phase I data and predictions, Phase II configurations were developed
28 

by integrat-
ing constraints such as propulsion, subsystems, and control. Three configurations were selected for wind
tunnel testing

18
,
19
.
29

. Figure 4 is a photograph of the noncircular body Phase I and I wind tunnel
models. The major changes include the integration of two-dimensional, side-mounted inlets for the ramjet
engine, modification of the nose shape to accommodate a specified payload, and the addition of a vertical
tail and controls on the wing.

Figure 5 shows the Phase I and I lifting body wind tunnel models. (The Phase It model is painted
for oil flow testing). A two-dimensional underslung inlet was integrated into the flat bottom. The nose

and boattail shapes changed significantly to accommodate the payload and ramjet combustor, respectively.
A vertical tail was added for directional stability and control.

Figure 6 compares the Phase I and 11 blended wing-body wind tunnel models. The Phase I arrow wing
was replaced with a partial M-wing to provide more lift and trailing edge area for controls outboard of
the body-wing blending point. Twin vertical tails were also added. The blended body was a boost-glide
vehicle and, therefore, required no inlet.

The impact of constraint integration on L/D was found to be configuration dependent as indicated in

Figure 7. The noncircular body L/D improved for two reasons. First, portions of the nose side walls
were cut away and the nose reshaped to integrate the inlets and payload. This reduced nose wave
drag

25
. Second, to meet stability and control requirements a wing was added which improved L/D. Wing

area was also added to the lifting body, but the reduction in nose fineness ratio to accomnodate the pay-
load offset the benefits of the wing and L/D decreased slightly. The blended body L/D also decreased
slightly primarily due to the addition of the vertical tails. Measured lift-to-drag ratios are signifi-
cantly greater than conventional circular missiles.

Oil flow data were obtained on the Phase I configurations and were used to identify flow interfer-ence regions
29
. Figure 8 Is an example of the quality and detail of the oil flow data obtained. This

is a top view of the M-wing portion of the blended wing body at supersonic Mach numbers and 10 degrees
angle of attack. Note the strong interactions which develop at the N-wing notch. Although this inter-
ference region did not appreciable change aerodynamic characteristics, it would greatly increase local
heating.

This Phase 1I data base has served primarily for point of departure configurations. For example, the
blended wing-body was the point of departure for the flight demonstration configuration

1 3
.

Phase III testing
2
O
,
21 investigated the aerodynamic and aeroheating trades affecting the noncircu-

lar and lifting bodies as shown in Fig. 9. The noncircular body low-wing/high-wing trade
30 

identified
the high wing as having better aerodynamic and similar heating compared to the low wing. The high heat-
ing levels in the wing-duct corner were comparable on both wings. The high wing improved lateral-
directional stability without loss of L/D. The high wing noncircular body wing tunnel model is shown in
Fig. 10.
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The lifting body dihedral trade compared flat wing aerodynamic and aeroheating characteristics to
those of a dihedral wing. The dihedral wing was selected as the primary wing because it had lower aero-
heating levels, improved lateral-directional stability levels, but only slightly reduced L/D.

This data base complemented the Phase II data base and has been used for points of departure. A few
of the features of the various ACM concepts have become almost standard concepts to consider at the be-
ginning of advanced design studies. These features include the high fineness ratio bodies, flat bottom,
spatular nose and blended body.

An aerodynamic design rationale was developed during ACM and is applied on some research projects.
This rationale is summarized in Fig. 11. For example, a low minimum drag coefficient. CDOIN, was found
experimentally to correlate with a high L/D. The body dominates the missile aerodynamics and the body
L/D is dominated by COMIN. It was also found that a configuration that had a high L/D at a high super-
sonic Mach number would also show a high L/D at subsonic Mach numbers. Therefore, the initial aerodyna-
mic design of a high L/D configuration can be done at high Mach number and zero-angle-of-attack. At this
condition the aerodynamics can be predicted with more confidence than at low Mach number and moderate
angle-of-attack.

The location of the longitudinal center of pressure is sensitive to the ramp angle on the flat bottom
noses of ACM shapes. Therefore, proper selection of the nose ramp angle can be used to establish the
center of pressure location.

The use of right angle, unfaired corners on streamdise surfaces such as nose-inlet and wing-inlet
junctions does not have a significant effect on drag and stability. Although local inteference heating
was measured in the wind tunnel, the increase in heating was small if the corners do not have compression
surfaces relative to the f'eestream.

The flat bottom shapes improve maneuverability independent of the body cross section shape. This was
true for every ACM shape wind tunnel tested. This improved maneuver capability coupled with the use of a
spatular nose to locate the longitudinal center of pressure, results in very desirable maneuver design
characteristics at high angle of attack.

Although corners do not have a strong effect on aerodynamics, local bending reduces drag if it decreases
frontal area. Therefore, only blending that reduces volume is desirable.

Although the ACM program included design development and layouts, this information has not been used
directly in advanced design. The requirements for each advanced design activity are so different that it
is a virtual impossibility that the ACM Phase III concepts would be compatible with all the system con-
straints. In effect, the Phase III concepts serve as examples of what can be done under a specific set
of constraints.

FUTURE FLIGHT TEST PLANS

Validation of ACM concepts to date has been limited to the wind tunnel programs described above. The
next step, which would involve a flight demonstration, has been investigated in the three task Low Cost
ACM Demonstratior study

1 3
.

Task I explored a wide range of low cost approaches to full-scale flight validation of the ACM con-
cepts. Both ai' launch and ground launch modes were included in the study. For the air launch four air-
craft, the 8-52, F-15, F-4 and F-l0 were selected for study. For each of these, an assessment was made
of the ACM placement, compatibility and size, the aircraft performance, the booster required to achieve
flight test coyr iions, pre-flight qualification requirements and costs, and test operations costs.

Candidate s^lid rocket motor systems were evaluated for both ground launch and air launch platforms
to satisfy specified end-of-boost Mach number and altitude requirements for a range of payload weights.
Twenty-seven ca-lidate rocket motors were screened for applicability. No airbreathing propulsion options
were considered :ecause of their increased cost and risk.

Major Gover0,,ient test ranges were investigated for ACM launch support, boundaries, limiting flight
times, instrumentation, safety limitations, and costs.

Equipment w s surveyed for applicability to the ACM program using performance, availability, cost,
reliability, weitht, and volume as major screening parameters. Surplus equipment and equipment available
in current programs provided the prime candidates for this effort.

From the rr ults of Task I, two flight test options were recommended for a detailed design synthesis
in Task II. TO, se options included a ground and B-52 launch at Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) of a
non-recoverable and a recoverable blended wing-body ACM. The flight proven ARIES booster was selected
for both the gr ind and air launch modes. This economically attractive booster, derived from the Minute-
man I second staie surplus hardware, provides growth capability in payload and Mach number.

Figure 12 shws a typical ground launch scenario using the ARIES booster. The ACM is mounted in tan-
dem with the boster. Booster thrust vector control is used to control he combination until payload
separation after booster burnout. The ACM then climbs to its maximum altitude and begins preprogrammed
maneuvers.

Figure 13 depicts the 8-52 launch procedure. A strap-on ACM mounting is used to provide aerodynamic
stability during the unpowered drop from the X-15 pylon on the 8-52. The booster ignites and climbs
using thrust vector control. At burnout, separation occurs and the ACM achieves the same trajectory as
for the ground launch.
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Task II resulted in design layouts, mass properties, aerodynamic characteristics, flight envelope.
structural design, and equipment selection and packaging for the ground and air launch versions. Both
recoverable and non-recoverable ACM concepts were detailed. Both concepts have identical external dimen-
sions, but differ in internal packaging and structural arrangement. Vehicle geometry was maintained
identical to that of the wind tunnel model tested in the ACM development program. Figure 14 sumarizes
the major design features of the two vehicles and two launch options.

Figure 15 shows the external lines of the blended wing-body configuration. Throughout the design
effort a major goal was to maintain the external geometry identical to that of the wind tunnel model
tested in the original ACM program. It has an M-wing with twin vertical tails mounted at the span
station where the M-wing begins blending into the body. All leading edges are sharp.

The entire structure is stainless steel. The structure consists of both machined parts and thin skin
stringer construction. Volume is provided for tungsten ballast. Equipment is either attached to bulk-
heads, or mounted on frames. Figure 16 shows the general packaging arrangement of the two options.

For Option I, the recovery system is packaged within a smooth container to minimize fouling during
deployment. Major subsystems must be packaged in the nose because of the large volume required by this
recovery system. The recovery system container could also be used as a large payload bay if recovery
were not desired. For the non-recovery option two bays are provided for payloads.

The internal compartments are all lined with Min-K insulation for thermal protection of the equip-
ment. Because existing equipment is being used, the volumetric packaging is not efficient and abundant
volume is available for insulation. An independent hydraulic actuator is used for each flap to provide
pitch and roll deflections.

The performance boundaries for the stainless steel vehicle design are shown in Figure 17. Because
aerodynamic controls are used, a control effectiveness boundary exists at low Mach number or high alti-
tude. At high Mach number a temperature limit exists on the sharp, stainless steel leading edge. At low
altitude and high Mach number, the structural g-limit sets the boundary.

The selected ARIES I is a surplus Minuteman second stage (M56A-l) refurbished by Space Vector Corpo-
ration, Northridge. California. Its primary use beginning in 1973 has been for launching atmospheric
probes for NASA and the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL). Most of these launches have been at
White Sands Missile Range. The ARIES was also used for the private enterprise Conestoga I launch in
Matagorda, Texas.

Figure 18 and 19 show the two booster mounting arrangements. The ground launch version requires an
interstage adapter between the ACM and ARIES. The air launch, strap-on concept requires a nose fairing.
cradle for the ACM and a cradle for attaching the 8-52.

A typical boost-glide trajectory is shown in Fig. 20. The angle of attack for maximum L/D was held
to impact so that this trajectory represents a maximum range case.

A factor of safety of 2.0 was applied to all loads used in the ACH structural analysis. This is con-
sistent with no structural ground testing and therefore results in a lower cost, although heavier, design.

The selection of equipment was made with performance and low cost as the two primary criteria. A low
total program cost is achieved by selecting equipment already available at the contractor's facility.
This not only reduces cost of the equipment, but also reduces engineering manhours because of familiarity
with the subsystems and availability of checkout equipment.

The autopilot is configured for pitch damping, roll control and preprogrammed pitch deflections.
This is particularly important at high altitudes where dynamic pressure is low and response times large.

Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) was selected because it imposes little restriction on the vehicle
design and flight profiles. With respect to most test ranges it has similar subsystem requirements, but
has much larger launch corridors and flight distances and can accommodate both ground and air launches.
Typical of most ranges, VAFB requires the following subsystems: a transponder for tracking; a pyro-
technic destruct system which is a backup to an aerodynamic destruct system; and a telemetry system com-
patible with their receivers.

Both ground and air launches are common occurances. Ground launches due west are typical as shown in
Fig. 21 for a typical ground track. However, recovery and the need for aircraft for telemetry under
these conditions increases cost because of the distances from shores. Air launches parallel with the
coast reduce recovery costs but increase range safety analysis costs.

A launch facility exists at VAFB for the ARIES. As a consequence, no significant cost is incurred in
facilities development. The facility is a refurbished Atlas launch complex prepared for the High Per-
formance Target Measurement program. The existing Atlas gantry is used for a missile support building
and a new control center and instrumentation room has been added.

A three-flight program of increasing complexity was proposed. The primary purpose is to demonstrate
the basic aerodynamic control characteristics of the ACM vehicle. Figure 22 sumearizes the flight pro-
gram for the ground and air launch options.

In Task Ili, an experimental flight program was formulated and a total program cost analysis was con-
ducted. A three flight program was developed to meet the experimental objectives which include demon-
stration of: 1) technology required to achieve high L/D, 2) full scale flight aerodynamic coefficients
with largje yin' aus forces, 3) high altitude, low dynamic pressure, control characteristics. 4) high

maneuver load factor at low angle of attack, and 5) ability to recover demonstration vehicles. These
objectives can be accomplished using either ground or air launch options.



An analysis of the program costs was made based on the performance and design definitions developed
in this study. Cost estimates were developed for a three flight program with each flight using new hard-
ware of like -sign, i.e., ground or air launch, recoverable or non-recoverable ACM. As expected, the
rough order of magnitude costs show air launch to be more costly than ground launch but the increment

between air launch and ground launch is re)atively low. Recovery cost estimates are constant for both

the air launch and ground launch options. The range of rough order of magnitude costs for these options

are between $9 and $11 million in 1984 dollars.

Selection of the ARIES booster for the ACM experimental program provides a cost saving ripple effect
with several significant features as outlined in Fig. 23. In addition to the ARIES being low cost as the
result of originating from the surplus Minuteman 1, the booster provides excess performance capability

for the ACM flight profiles. This, in turn, permits large design margins for the ACM and allows simpli-
fied structural design and structural design analyses. The large design margins eliminates the necessity
for structural and structural dynamic testing. The over-designed ACM can be fabricated from standard
materials using state-of-the-art fabrication techniques. This allows the structure to be fabricated by
small fabrication shops or well equipped model shops. The heavy weight structure permits use of a stan-
dard passive thermal protection system and ample volume exists for packaging on-board equipment which
facilitates assembly and equipment installation.

Another predominant cost saving feature results from selection of significant equipment from current-
ly active contractor programs. Savings are realized by the use of existing procurement organizations and
existing check-out equipment and procedures.

A two-axis control system Is proposed for the ACM. As compared to a three-axis system, costs are
reduced by simpler mechanism design, less actuators, and reduced software for the pre-progranied flight
profiles.

In the category of range and launch support, use of existing range instrumentation support, flying
existing flight corridors with short flight durations, and use of the NASA 8-52 with the unmodified X-15
pylon, all contribute to low program costs. Recovery cost estimates were minimized for ship recovery
through time sharing with naval operations.

FUTURE TEST BED PLANS

An important consideration of the flight demonstration vehicle is the ability to serve as a test bed
for high speed fliqht technologies. These may require higher Mach numbers or altitudes, heavier weights.
modular changes, more severe maneuver environments or other variacions from the current flight enve-
lopes. Because of the excess performance capability of the ARIES booster, these extended flight enve-
lopes can be readily attained. The use of the two stage Minuteman I produces even more growth. These
options provide a family of vehicles suitable for various Mach number spectrums from low supersonic to
near orbital speeds.

Figure 24 compares the different mounting options of ACM type vehicles on the AIRES, finutemln I
first stage or both stages. Mach numbers from low supersonic to hypersonic are achievable at the end of
boost.

New missile designs are required at the higher Mach numbers. Figure 25 shows a hypersonic design
which has a blended body but has outboard vertical fins for directional stability and an aft body flare
for longitudal stability. It can, therefore, serve as a test bed at all Mach numbers but will not demon-
strate extremely high L/D at lower supersonic speeds.

Any of these concepts can be flown on the variety of trajectories sketched in Fig. 26. Altitude hold
flight can be achieved for air-breather simulations. Various maximum range glides simulate boost-glide
vehicle flight. Low altitude flights demonstrates various evasive tactics. As a consequence, a wide
variety of experiments can be flow at the Mach numbers achievable with the various modular concepts.

CONCLUSION

The promise of high lift-to-drag ratio, long range aerodynamic configured missiles has not yet been
fulfilled. However, the data base is being used extensively In advanced design studies for points of
departure. A flight test plan has been developed to demonstrate ACM technology. Because of the many
design trades required to develop a missile design, the full impact of the ACM terhnologies will probably
not be achieved in the next generation missiles. However, shaped missiles will probably appear with
L/D's somewhere between conventional and aero-configured concepts in the near future. This will be the
first impact of ACM technology on operational vehicles.
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